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ABSTRACT 

This work c m i n c s  thc contributions of Emile Durkheim and Max Weber to the study of moral 

phenomena. Durkheim advocated e-utreme social d i s m  and c.uplained morality as the product of the 

collective nature of socicty. However. ample aidcnce is found to suggest that he codlateti the terms 

'collective' and 'societal.' Durkheim gave a convincing e.qlanation for the power of the beliefs and ideals 

of society, its 'collective representations,' but to the extent that his paradigm attempts to become holistic, it 

fails. Durkheim's errors are described and explained in relation to his own perspcctivc of social realism 

and to the pcnpcctivc of methodological individualism. Durkheim's theory readily comes to grip with 

moral issues fastcr than altcrnatc theories. but in certain assumptions remains a matter of faith. especially 

in the belief that society is a collective cntity. 

Methodological individualism remains a better approach for the study of moral phenomena. but 

is not yet by itself, the only method. Research in this area can only benefit from an examination of the 

Durkheimian approach --without of course, accepting the genuine flaws in Durkheim's reasoning. It 

would appear that the final authority in the sociological investigation of moral phenomena must be 

methodological individualism. This does not mean that there can be no role for collective concepts derived 

directly from social realism and its extreme form of social holism. It appears that there are no grounds for 

formal rapprochement and integration between methodological individualism and collective concepts. at 

least no possibility was found by an examination of both Durkheim and Weber. Collective concepts may 

indeed be a usefid heuristic device and a means to open up additional questions for investigation, but the 

final judgement of issues must be made within the premises of methodological individualism. 



Chapter One: Introduction 

This inquiry into the intersection of axiology and methalology in the works of Durkheim and 

Wcber will Iead to the consideration of scveral related matters. The prospects for a rational study of moral 

phenomena has to be seen as something in itself apart fiom both naturalistic inquiries and ideology. The 

relationship of the individual to society needs to be explored along with what we consider to be the nature 

of the individual and the nature of society. We will see how philosophical and conventional assumptions 

of what is "moral" will be linked to sociological and empirical investigation. We wiU look at how a study 

of moral phenomena and sociallycreated moral codes is dependent on certain axiological and normative 

assumptions. The project to seek to examine moral phenomena will be affected by what we think is 

"moraln to begin with, and is dependent on certain value-judgements within the methodology. 

The moralist, as a social scientist, can choose among a variety of paths of investigation. The 

moralist can seek to advance a normative point of view, describe what exists without normative criticism, 

or can seek the most 'scientific' methods available to examine and explain the phenomena in question with 

the least amount of personal bias. It is this last approach which concerns this dissertation We do not 

intend to divorce our approach fiom all sociologists and philosophers with different concerns, but our goal 

here is to discuss the rational examination and explanation of moral phenomena in general. In partidar, 

we wish to reveal the scholarly contributions of Emile Durkheim and Max Wdxr to this enterprise. 

The point here is not to argue for the fbtility of rational analysis of moral phenomena, or to 

exhaustively draw up an agenda and paradigm for making this endeavor a moral science similar to the 

natural sciences. Our object is to discover what we can learn f?om the works of Durkheim and Weber in 

order to facilitate a rational analysis of moral phenomena in general. We can show that the extreme moral 

holism in Durkheim's paradigm known as 'social realism' reveals the pitfalls and mistakes of methods of 



moral collectivism for the understanding of moral phenomena We critique Durirheim's paradigm 

sympathetically from its own point ofview with the knowledge and concerns of Webeis 'methodological 

individualism.' We can demonstrate that Durkheim's paradigm fails from within its own point of view. 

and in addition. cannot meet the challenges from the paradigm of methcxioIogical individualism. We 

discuss the theories of Durkheim and Weber together in the same analysis because their theories are the 

archetypal representatives of much different and exclusive schools of thought which are still part of 

contemporary sociology. 

The rational analysis of moral codes and ethical ideals has been long in coming and has arrived 

fiom divers paths. Ethics had been traditionally the province of gods and other superstitions. Eventually 

ethics was discussed by philosophers as well as by the theologians. The philosophers liberated the 

discussion of ethics from both tradition and theology. but generally consigned it to the purely abstract and 

theoretical domain. Sociotogy emerged at the end of the 19th century when phitosophy seemed incapable 

of dealing with the diversity of new problems. and no great return to religion seemed possible. Though 

sociology and philosophy employ different methods and have Merent goals, the disciplines are 

interrelat* the sociologiml approach has not as much rejected philosophy as it had different concerns. 

We can examine the concrete manifestations of moral phenomena in Merent cultures, societies, and 

individuals, and we can also discuss 'theoretical ethics.' The domain of 'theoretical ethics' would include 

the overall relationship of moral codes to social institutions, human nature, evolution, history, cultural 

universals, and unique cultural specifics. Similarly, not only can we study what is in the domain of the 

historical as well as the theoretical, but we can analyze what is and what might be. 

After framing the question from the point of view of a @c ideological point of view, we can 

then analyze what should be. Whether we should analyze what should be is a different matter. This choice 

should not be made without reservations, and sometimes need not be made at all. Any discussion of what 

should be is built upon value-judgements, and any attempt to avoid recognition of this fact will only be to 

the detriment of a rational dialogue and conceptual ciarity. There is no basis for due-judgements which 



is independent of the human mind. inherent in the nature of matter, or inherent in the nature of the 

progress of ideas. There are merely people with ideas. The fact that we have to accept people's rights to 

their ideas does not mean that al l  ideas are of equal worth. Values can be judged as king more or iess 

rational, and more or less congenial or inimical to human life. Values are always judged by other values 

and purposes, and at some point debaters may have to accept that not all of their value differences are 

reconcilable. The ideas with which we as social scientists use to perceive and analyze moral phenomena 

are not automatic and beyond scrutiny themselves. This is not to suggest that "complete reLativism" is 

sanctioned here by these reservations. Certainly this must not be interpreted as an endorsement of 

epistemological or metaphysical relativism. Rather this is just the recognition that social scientists use 

their own ideas as they e-xamine the belief systems of individuals and cuttures. Every time we examine the 

teeming social life in the human pond, we also see our own reflections cast upon the image: this is not 

necessarily a distortion but a clarifjing frame to see better. There is no fiame of reference to judge moral 

phenomena that is not human. 

If social scientists are ever tempted into discussing what 'should' be, not oniy are there pluralistic 

considerations to be kept in mind, but there is aiso a consideration that such a question must be asked 

specific to human existence and nothing else. The discussion of what 'should' be cannot be divorced and 

made independent fiom the discussions of what is and what can be. Our concern is not only what can and 

does exist, but we have the metaphysical rule that only what does or can exist can influence our decisions 

over what should exist. To phrase this in a different way, both epistemology and axiology are grounded in 

existence. Not only do square circles not exist and cannot tell us anything about what real circles are, but 

it would be irrational to judge hllman existence by nonhuman possibility, posit impossible "ideals," and 

thereby reinvent secular versions of "the Original Sie" This tatter point is relevant to our interpretation of 

Durkheim. It is from a dose examination of Durkheim that we draw reservations regarding the role of 

alleaive concepts for the sociologicaI enterprise. Collective concepts seem to have a more problematic 



existence than Durkheim had hoped but they seem to be usem as a heuristic tool nonetheless; they 

remain relevant in part because other people use them and refer to them. 

We devote most of the inquiry to Durkheim because if his theory were true then we would have to 

acccpt moral collectivism in genera and it would be unnecessary to examine the less 'ambitious' and yet 

more complex paradigm of methodological individualism. Durkheim was aware that his theory was not 

totally adequate for creating a 'moral science' [ DurWleim, 1979, p.57 1, but had hoped that this might 

someday be rectified This paper will show that Durkheim's theory cannot be imp& and that a 'moral 

scienm' is unlikely to ever emdate the natural sciences or yield precise normative conclusions. 

Weber's theory of methodological individualism seems to be stable, intentally consistent. and 

efficacious. It seems to be the preferable alternative to theories of moral collectivism and Durkheim's 

social realism. Space does not permit us  here to demonstrate that Weber's theory is better than all known 

theories; rather, it avoids making the crucial errors intrinsic to moral collectivism in general and the 

precise errors within DurWleim's theory. Unlike these theories, however, Weber's methodologicai 

individualism does not directly use collective concepts and Weber suggested that the question whether 

they exkt cannot be divorced from value-related questions [ W h r ,  1975a, p. 180 1. To what d e p  

wllective concepts are as real as they appear to be, is yet unknown- Any attempt to resolve the matter 

would presumably necessitate an underlying agreement on values and on the separate maaer whether we 

need to believe in collective concepts if we can do without them. This debate is uniikely to be resolved 

and if resolved, is probably unlikely to be resolved in such a way that proves their existence (as entities) to 

anyone who did not initially assume their existence as an act of faith. 

That is to say, collective concepts are resilient but do not appear to have the same level of feality 

as material thugs. They do not appear to be real but cannot be dismissed without being fim disproved, 

and this has not been achieved in this research. They appear to have a di£Eiit  level of reality than other 

concepts, but different does not mean equal or superior. It may be that new theories based upon 

methodological individualism will be developed to include collective concepts, or this may prove to be 



unnecessac. Howmer. our examination of Durkheim's collective concepts with Weber's methodological 

individualism shows no immediate or obvious grounds for a rapprochement. Methodological 

individualism can use collective concepts as heuristic dcviccs. but that appcars to be the limit of their use. 

In any conflict between the two, it would appear that methodological individualism must have the final 

say. 

The fim task of this study is to discuss what is meant by a rational study of moral phenomena. 

Chapter Two. "Social Science and Moral Phenomena." establishes how Durkheim and Weber separateiy 

perceived the study of moral phenomena what goals they posited for it. and how they saw it in 

comparison to sociology in general. 

It is necessary to examine the basis for Durkheim's paradigm bcfore the critique can be 

developed. In Chapter Three. "Moral Reality and Social Realism." the philosophical influences on 

Durkheim are explored as are their conceptual premises. Durkheim showed that social reality is a moral 

reality at all times. To explain this to a human being is like trying to tell a fish that it is swimming in 

water. It is so obvious that it needs special elucidation 

The proofs of Durkheim's theory are potentially two-fold. If it is possible to prove the bfircation 

of Man, that humans are divided within thernsetves and that unity is achieved only at a level above the 

individual in society. then this would prove that society exists in the way that Durkheim thought it existed. 

If Durkheim was able to succeed in showing that society existed as a holistic being, then this would prove 

that individuals were either helpless components or bifurcated people. or both. It would prove that Man is 

Homo Duplex. To sufficiently refbte Durkheim's paradigm, it would appear necessary to prove both that 

Homo Duplex is not the only possibility based on Durkheim's own evidence and that there is no proof that 

society exim as an entity, much less as a social being. 

For Durkheim, the root of the creation of society as more than the sum of its parts is the process 

of collective effervescence. In mature societies, this process also intensifies the moral processes that 



alrcadv csist. Chapter Four. "Ilotrto Duplex and Effervesccnce," shows the connection in Durkheim's 

theory bcnvccn his concept of collective cffervcscence and his concept Homo Duplex. According to 

Durkheim, for socicfy to be a moral reality. human beings have to be bifurcated. A ruthless emmination of 

this link in Durkheim's thcory shows that collective effervescence cannot be the basis for society. that the 

implications of ffomo Duplex are disturbing. and that Homo Duplex does not follow from Durkheim's own 

prcrniscs. 

Chapter Five. "Moral Action within Society as a Being," examines how the individual fits into 

the Iinkagcs of collective concepts and whether d e t y  succeeds as a "being." It shows that Durkheim's 

use of thc tcrm "collcctivc" always led into his use of "societal" and that his use of "societal" led to his 

assumption that society was a whole being. Durkheim would add premises to his argument as he went 

along. somctimcs by including conditional premises and sometimes by appealing to the interests of his 

audicncc. Durkhcirn's reasoning frequently resembled a slippery slope. 

Although Durkheim's linkages between collective and societal have been proven incomplete in 

Chapters Four and Five. his theory stilI holds some aaraction. This sympathetic counter-argument against 

Durkheim's assumptions has failed to disprove his concept of "collective representations." Methodological 

individualism does not readily recognize collective concepts. Therefore, it is necessary in Chapter Six  

"The Nature of Collective Representations." to e.uamine the efficacy and coherence of "collective 

representations" to sec if thcy arc a vital or a superfluous element in the analysis of moral phenomena. 

Durkheim's theory is criticized in Chapters Four and Five. and part of it salvaged in Chapter Six. 

Chapter Seven, "The Foundation of Knowledge," e.vamines the basis for Durkheim's reasoning in general. 

A theory of knowledge is advanced and discussed in relationship to Durkheim's assumptions. What we 

can and cannot disprove in Durkheim's theory then leads us to make tentative conclusions about the 

nature of the rational analysis of moral phenomena in general. There are reasons to have reservations 

about M e i m ' s  approach, but these reasons are enlightening. The weaknesses within Durkheim's 



paradigm are not resuIts of his idiosyncrasies. but are representative of his collectivistic approach in 

general. 

At this point. the analysis t u rn  to Weber. Weber's paradigm of methodologid individualism is 

discussed in Chapters Eight and Nine as an alternative to Durkheim's social realism. The basis for 

Weber's theory and work is discussed in Chapter Eight "Weber's Methodological Value-Relations." It is 

shown that his suspicion that collective concepts lacked "value-freedom" prevented him from making the 

same error as Durkheim, 

Once it has been established that methodological individualism avoids errors, it then becomes 

necessary to show its efficacy. Methodological individualism emerges as the sole paradigm of cognitive 

understanding which uniquely recognizes individual decision-making and subjective rationality. To 

mention subjective rationality might tempt critics into labeling this point of view "relativistic" or 

"irratiortal." It is necessary in Chapter Nine, "Cognitive Determinism," to demonstrate why Weber's 

theory of explaining events by their meaning for the individuals concerned does not commit the theorist to 

relativism and nihiIism, and does not consign moral phenomena to the domain of the irrational beyond 

the systematic understanding of an objective social-scientist. Objectivity is not a starting point, rather it is 

the goal of sympathetic understanding and dispassionate causal expIanation. 

Chapter Ten summarizes the mnclusions drawn by this dissertation about collective 

representations. Collective representations are held to all the same value-judgement limitations of all 

collective concepts. but collective representations may indeed exist or be a valuable tool for interpretive 

explanation. For collective representations to be usefbl, they must be divorced from holism and it is not 

necessary to assume a single origin for either collective representations or society in general. 

In Chapter Eleven, the conclusion, there is a discussion of how collective concepts might d a t e  to 

methodological individualism and the implications of this for our understanding of individual life as a 

moral end in itself. The individual is always surrounded by mckd forces which are strong and yet without 

accountability. Social forces cannot be hefd in account to a single great being. In addition, we can 



establish that these social forces are not products of a collective social being: there is no proof that such a 

being even exists except as a hypothetical construct or as a generalization. Social forces cannot judge 

themselves for they are not sentient. The only being that can judge social forces remains the indrvidud. 

The individual encounters the sacid forces crated by interaction as a swimmer does an ocean current: he 

can think or sink. The individual does not have to m e n d e r  cognitive and moral understanding to such 

forces as chance and context create. Society is more than the sum of individuals. yet the individual is the 

only cognitive unit. Social interaction would be subtly changed as the individuals realize their potential 

self-worth. 

The rational study of moral phenomena will not give us "quick fixes," nor will it tell us what to 

believe. A totally presuppositionless study of moral phenomena is impossible, yet this will be shown in the 

end not to be a final banier to our investigation. Mord phenomena are products of human interaction and 

cognition and as such, can be studied by the social scientist. Perhaps this study cannot be made totally 

"objective," and certainly not as "scientific" as the natural sciences, but this not need be a complete 

handicap. What we seek here is to find from the works of Durkheim and Weber the appropriate 

methodology to study moral phenomena. 



Chapter Two: Social Science and Moral Phenomena 

Wc scek herc to demonstrate the continued relevance of the works of both Durkheirn and Weber 

to the methodology of the sociofogical study of moral phenomena, The paradigms of Emile Durkheirn and 

Mas Weber are usually studied separately and are rightly seen as mutually exclusive. However, a strong 

case can bc made for studying their works together. Both Durkheim and Weber contributed to the 

founding of sociology and worked extensively to clarify the investigation of moral phenomena. For the 

purpose of this study. moral phenomena (les choses rnorales) are all actions and events to which a person 

cannot be indiffcrcnt. Thc individual feels a social or cognitive imperative in regarding these phenomena 

The secular social science of moral phenomena includes what Durkheirn would call 'la morale,' the 

abstract qualities of moral relationships in general. and 'les moeurs' the content of particular m o d  codes. 

This investigation in no way suggests the feasibility of tinding some kind of 'absolute hierarchical ethics' 

as the result of scientific investigation, but neither does it condemn moral phenomena as being outside of 

rational and methodical investigation. 

There are right ways and wrong ways to study moral phenomena. The right ways depend both on 

sound 'scientific' methodology which is 'value-free,' and on the rational goals, concerns, and values of the 

social scientists involved. If there are apparent paradoxes in this enterprise they will be rectified in 

succeeding chapters. There is no one obvious method to study moral phenomena in general, and there is 

no hope for a scientific formula to be applied to data that will tell the researcher what to believe. Rather, 

the mearcher must pursue objectivity and have a passion for hcts and truth, and as well, a respect for 

human life. Given that the social scientist seeks to aid understanding based upon iacts and intrinsic 

respect for human life. certain avenues in the scientific investigation of moral phenomena are open and 

others are closed. Moral phenomena are complex and subject to quick personal judgments and 



misunderstanding. yet they are still part of our natural world. A moral code is frequently seen as irrational 

fiam the point of view of those people who do not accept it. There is some truth in this. but a final and 

immutable quaiification must be madc. There is nothing intrinsic within moral phenomena that confines 

them to the realm of the irrational and puts them outside of rational and methodical e.uamination. 

A sociological study of morals, according to Durkheim [ Durkheim. 1984. p - x . i i  ] is. by 

definition, conservative in regar& to knowledge. Thus, recent efforts towards a "critical," "radical." or 

"postmodem," sociology would have inveighed against progress in our endeavor. Revolutionaries and 

ideologues can be scientists, but a desire to change society remains separate from the commitment to 

understand society. There is no necessaty fbture for human beings. Similar to the revolutionary who bases 

theory on a desired h u e ,  is the ideologue who bases theory on granting causal power to a sweeping 

generaiization of present conditions. Any historical 'stage' remains a descriptive rather than a predictive 

labei. In any case, the Owl of Minerva flies only at dusk. Not only is prediction impossible because of the 

complexity of the phenomena involved, but there is no inevitability or guarantee of progress, social- 

evolution, and the course of history. 

A sociological study of morals belongs to those who respect reality and the ongoing persistence 

and intractability of xdd phenomena. Facts, not fictions, are the relwant matter. There is room for 

speculation in scientific investigation, but all theories must remain based only upon the proven facts. 

Durkheim and Weber were insistent that only past events and not speculation on hture events should 

guide theorizing. We see this in Durkheim's use of 'positive facts,' and also in Weber's rejection of Hegel, 

which will be dealt with at a later juncture. In addition, both men's skepticism of founding sociology upon 

evolution can be seen in the light of this concern to separate fact from fiction. Both men accepted 

Darwin's theory of Evolution; neither accepted the generalizations of changes in species as fixed and 

absolute processes which could be used to indicate the unknown past and hture of human societies. 

Similarly, both men referred to 'historical stages' only as generalizations which depend on spec& criteria 

and variables, and not as causal agents. Weber and Durkheim can be called 'conservative in regards to 



knowledge' to emphasize that they placed a premium on facts. and not to suggest that their poIitics were 

part of the 'consenativc' mcwemcnts of thcir times. Granted this is not the place for a thorough contrast 

bctwecn Wekr and Durkheim and all their contemporaries, but we can make this following 

generalization. Although Durkheim and Weber created different paradigms. their insistence on using facts 

and not teleological processes as the data for social science, separated them from Comtc, Spencer, Lcnin, 

and Ward. As well. it also separated them from some of the more conspicuous adherents of politicized 

interpretations of Christianity. Hegel. and Marx. 

However, despite similarities in their respea for objective social science and their interests in 

historical studies of morals. Durkheirn and Weber differed as to the nature of the goals of thcir studies. 

Durkheim had attempted to create a sociological and scientific study of social values and moral codes 

[ Durkheim, 1978, p.67 1. Durkheim once said: "Our first duty at the present moment is to make a moral 

science for ourselves" [ Logui, 1983, p. 1 54 J . What he meant by that is further described on page thirteen 

below. Insofar as Durkheim was looking to study social phenomena rationally and empirically and to 

explain events and moral axles, his project would not have differed much from most other macro- 

sociologists, including Weber who rejected any possibility of a science of ethics [ Weber, 1949, p. 13 ]. 

What appears to have made Durkheim's project particularly ambitious, was his desire to establish the 

primordial relationship between the individual and society and to establish single causes for complex 

phenomena. Durkheim sought to start from the multitude of Merent moral codes to find the exclusive 

generic moral imperative for all societies and to find the best way to implement that principle in 

contemporary industrialized societies. It would appear that Durkheim sought to provide a scientific guide 

for his own interpretation of ethics that he largely drew from Kant and Rousseau. Durkheim's project was 

not to merely study moral phenomena, but to establish the generic relationships bemeen the individual 

and social groups in order to yield an all~ncompassing abstract moral imperative. 



If Durkheim was attempting to create a science of ethics in addition to a scientific stu* of ethics. 

Weber. in contrast. in his essay "The Meaning of 'Ethical Neutrality' in Sociology and Economics" 

categorically rejected such an undertaking: 
On the conuary, I am most emphatically opposed to the view that a realistic 'science of 
ethics.' i-e., the analysis of the influence which the ethml evaluations of a group of 
people have on their other conditions of life and of the influence which the latter, in 
their turn, exert on the former. can produce an 'ethics' which will be able to say anything 
about what should happen. [ Weber. 1949, p. I 3  ) 

Weber's rejection of a science of ethics should not merely be seen as a negation. Weber's statements on 

ethics reflected his long-term project to establish social science as autonomous fiom the changing fashions 

of morals and prejudices and from what could be called 'moral entrepreneurs.' The social scientist needed 

a professional sense of proportion and an awareness of his limitations. Weber sought to keep social 

science secure from ail totalitarian and scientistic ideology. He hoped to establish a framework that 

combined tolerance of values with scientific precision of fact and clarity of argument. Wcber's paradigm 

aaFords us the means to continue scientific professionalism. A fact-value distinction must be observed, and 

terms used with precise nonideological definitions. In addition, Wekr addressed the issue of individual 

dignity and anxiety of the scholar and advocated means for the scholar to maintain his professionalism in 

times of moral and political uncertainty. The scholar had to accept the fact that social science would not 

suppIy direct answers and Weber gave guidancc for how the scientist could accept science's on-going lack 

of progress in the realm of ethics. 

Durkheim's paradigm was an attempt to understand the collective nature of morality and its 

intractable presence in all aspects of social order. Sometimes this has been interpreted as the advocacy of a 

normative moral science; that is, sociologists would seek to determine which values we should have for 

our particular society at a given point in time and development. There is some truth in that, but Durkheim 

seems to have recognized belatedly the ciifEculties in this undertaking after reviewing the work of Levy- 

Bruhl [ Durkheim, 1979, p. 29 ] and through a debate with Belot ( Durkheim, 1979, p.57 ]. Durkheim 

continued to emphasize the necessity of pedagogy and a science of morality, but reduced by thirty pages 



the first preface in his book The Division of Labour which had more strongly advocated the pursuit of 

scientifically validated cul turd norms than his rewritten inuoduction, 

Durkheim and Wcber have appeared to be at opposite poles in regards to the study of moral 

phenomena. However, the differences have k n  somewhat exaggerated and need to bc clarified. Though 

Durkheim may have aimed 'higher,' his basic description of the task was uncontroversial. He stated in his 

lectures published as Professional Ethics and Civic Morals the following: 
The science of morals and rights should be based on the study of moral and juridical 
facts. These facts consist of rules of conduct that have received sanction. The problems 
to be solved in this field of study are: 
(1) How thcsc ruies were established in the course of time: that is, what were the causes 
that gave rise to them and the useful ends they serve. 
(2) The way in which they operate in &ex that is. how they are applied by 
individuals. " 
... the equipment of the method used in studying the science of morals and rights is of 
two kinds. On the one hand we have comparative history and ethnography, which enable 
u s  to get at the origin of the rule, and show us its component elements first dissociated 
and then accumulating by degrees. In the second place there are comparative statistics, 
which allow to compute the d e w  of relative authority with which this rule is clothed in 
individual consciousnesses and to discover the causes which make this authority 
variable. [ Durkheim, 1992, p. 1-2 j 

This statement of intent is unambiguous. Durkheim's goats were not al i  that different than those of other 

social scientists who were not associated with his type of project. Weber, S m e r ,  ~onnies, and Wundt 

presumably would have agreed with the basic thrust and intention. Weber's disavowal of a science of 

ethics wodd not have led him to oppose Durkheim's intention to study moral codes methodically, that is 

without religious or personal bias. However, nowhere in the above statement did Durkheirn make any 

allowance for methodological individualism. There may be less of a gulf between Durkheim and W e k r  in 

their desire to study moral codes systematically than in their chosen means. Though they phrased their 

goals much Merently, thq were still similar. In the end, the differences between their chosen means 

would prove to be more decisive than their goals. Their chosen means follow from their Meren t  premises 

and leads to further ramifications, which keep their two paradigms mutually exclusive. In fact, it is 

noteworthy that Durkheim drew a sharp distinction between moral rules and the products and content of 

individual consciousnesses. DurWleim's social realism in the statement quoted above is certainly 



compatible with Wundt and also with Jung, in that they saw people being moved by rules and imageq 

which belonged to the group of which they were a part. However, what Durkheim chose to study within 

the domain of moral phenomena were things that Weber could and would never study: collective concepts 

and manifestations of assumed fixed and absolute social-moral relationshps. In addition, though Wcber 

had interest in "law-likeu generalizations, he would have had an aversion to Durkheim's interest in 

finding "social laws" that were real laws. 

Durkheim sought to establish a science of morality to study both la morale and les moeurs. He 

may have been inspired by Comte, to whom he owed a large intellectual debt. Comte had earlier 

advocated a new science of mods after the successfirl development of sociology [Thompson, 1975, p. 58 1. 

Similar to Comte, Durkheim came to adwocate the creation of a new moral science to be associated with 

sociology, but which could only be initiated after sociology was consolidated [ Durkheim, L986, p. 265 ; 

Durkheirn. 1964, p. 424 1. Durkheim believed that answers were both needed and possible, but that they 

would not be historically specific as much as socially specifiic. For Duricheim, the legitimacy of moral 

codes was validated by the particular society and as well by the type of society to which it belonged. 

(Society types were largely determined by the type of the division of labor and the level of dynamic 

density.) Durkheim rejected cultural universals, but in limiting his use of concomitant variation to social 

types or genera and limiting the relevance of types of moral phenomena to types of societies [ Durkheim, 

1964, p.432 1, his cultural relativism was not extreme. Durkheim did make specific recommendations to 

cultivate civic morality in France as part of a political agenda, as can be seen in his lectures published as 

Professional Ethics and Civic Morals. However, he was more concerned with general relationships that 

sustained moral phenomena than becoming involved in interpreting current political developments. He 

placed great emphasis on how moral sensations were filt, how the s a d  was revered, and on the 

empirical nature and origin of the individual from collective goups. We shall see that Durkheim stressed 

the need for both disinterest and constmint in societal-wide ethics. Though Durkheim was not a 



totalitarian, he preferred order to freedom; he valued individual freedom as a means for social solidarity. 

rather than as a end in itscif. 

Durkheim and Wcber disavowed absolute values. but this committed them to much different 

paradigms. Durkheim thought that ethics would be relative to the needs of a particular society. Weber 

claimed to have no metaphysical or religious truths. Instead, he was interested in how individuals could be 

facilitated to seek out of their own initiative and direction, a meaningful ethical existence. Both men 

understood that a sociological conception of ethics had to be reIative to something societal that changed. 

That is. a sociological study of morals had to relinquish static conceptions of human nature, fixed virtues 

and ideals. There are other necessary premises for a sociological investigation into moral phenomena, but 

there is no other aspect which sets the sociological venue apart so well fiom the other methods of 

explanations. 

Morals appear to be more social than individual in origin, yet the recognition of this fact must 

not obscure its implications. Morals emerge from voluntary and involuntary consensus and even from 

societal compromises and polarization created by groups which refuse to compromise. In some ways, 

virtues have been the impractical ideals of moral life and morals have been the ideas and values of 

common practice. Morality seems to be a creation of social life, yet all Me is that of individuals. Durkheim 

emphasized a sociology of positive social facts to be inferred fiom the collective nature of the society 

under examination. In contrast, Weber argued for methodological individualism. Here, the goal of the 

social scientist was to understand the meaning of the action for the individuals concerned and to detail the 

necessary and relevant context. Them is reason to profit fiom both approaches in the study of moral 

phenomena. The ideas of a group of people seem more resistant to change than the ideas of most 

individuals. This relative intractability holds true, whether the group is a subculture, a region, an ethnic 

group. or a "holistic" society. 

The fact that acceptable and legitimate ideas about morality are not subject to individual whims 

supports the hypothesis that a rational study of morals remains feaslile. It would appear plausible that the 



relative irreducibility of social phenomena and the intractability of moral phenomena are results of some 

kind of basic moral nature of each society which can bc studied "scientifically." Howcvcr. there are 

grounds to have some reservations about the objectivity within such a "scientific project." If we assume 

that we can divide societies up into "real types" based on what we wish to find out. or if we assume that 

there must exist only the one moral principle we wish to find. we telescope our own concerns into the 

matter of scientific investigation and it becomes an exercise in tautology and implicit bias. Some ideas are 

long-lasting. and appear to be collective, that is to say, thcy appear to be collective and not merely a 

product of what the individuals would have othenvise have held in common. However, we can not just 

simply label these ideas as both real and collective and then set off to unproblematically study these things 

as concrete natural phenomena. The relationship of individuals to their societies appears to be at least 

diverse if not dynamic. and we should be reluctant to assume that there are universal social relationships 

and some kind of universal m o d  principle. In addition. how we label ideas does not appear to be without 

possible distortion from our own value-judgements as social scientists. The labeling of these lasting ideas 

is not bound to be value-free, and this can present a challenge for scientific analysis. Durkheirn labeled the 

enduring ideas that were not the product of individual volition, in total, the collective conscience and, 

separately, the collective representations. Neither term is value-free, but both are useful. The nature of 

collective representations is dealt with in Chapter Five. It would seem plausible that social scientists can 

study the basis for moral phenomena, but how to do it without bringing in ultimately unsubstantiated 

value-judgements may end up being a Herculean task. 

Still, despite the matters of ideology and value-judgements, the different social scientists who 

have espoused a systematic and secular study of moral phenomena have had some convergence in how 

they have defined their subject. It is sufficient at this point merely to clarifl that the key part of the subject 

matter for the scientific study of moral phenomena is things as they are, the real ideas and beiiefi that 

endure in specific societies. We are aIso concerned with the realm of speculative ethics, but this is better 

understood not as an independent field, but as a subset of the beliefs people hold. M o d  phenomema 



includc crvcrythrng rhat p p l c  think to be right or wong and the behavior which follows as a 

consequence. However. what people may think of as right or wrong does not have to be limited to 

thoughts and values on the same Iwel of clarity and abstraction, nor does a belief systcm have to be held 

in its entirety by the separate individuals that it dominates1. Hcnce. Durkheim and Wundt would includc 

b t h  the more and the less conscious. and they (and not Weber) would regard the on-going systems of 

belief3 as something scparate from the beliefs of the individuals who are immersed in them. This is to say, 

that "law-like" consistent patterns of interaction may result from on-going disputes and diiferences of 

opinion, and even from "muddled thinking" and empirical mistakes. People do not always have to know 

exactly what they are doing in order to continue doing it. Durkheim and Wundt considered on-going 

patterns of reoccurrences as resulting Erom social laws; Weber considered saw consistent phenomena as 

not resulting from "red laws" but possessing a "law-Like" quality of prediction and explanation. 

Though Durkheim and Weber's theories are built upon different premises and the foundation of 

good theory is that premises should not be mixed, there is a case for the continued relevance of both 

Durkheim and Wekr to the study of moral phenomena. Durkheim's paradigm remains credible for the 

study of the values and collective representations of society. Whr's paradigm remains viable for the 

study of how individuals experience society's ideas as their environment and create both intended and 

unintended social change. Yet the relationship of individual action to societal phenomena is not f~ved or 

necessarily stable. With greater understanding of the collective nam and origin of societal ideals, 

individual action and self-direction become more efficacious. In fact, Durkheim's study of collective 

representations revealed the possibility of great conflict that originates in society and not in the individwl 

Durkheim said that if the individual understood the origin of ideals, it would increase the individual's 

respect and obedience to them [ Durkheim, 1993, p. 134 1. However, this argument can aIso be turned 

around. Insofar as the individual can understand the origin of the ideals that promote conflict, destruction, 

I Drawing upon the anthropologid studies of his time, Durkheim said that for "primitive 
societies" all members each possessed the totality of the helief system, but that for more "advanced" 
societies, this was not the case at all [ Dukheim, 1974a, p.54 1. 



and the denigration of human life. the individual has a better basis for resisting them. The intractability of 

society's ideas can be explained in part by their fixnction and necessity. but also by the lack of knowledge 

of their true origins and alternatives. This is not esactly the same contention of the so-called 'rationalists' 

of the Enlightenment. who thought that reason would swiftly dismiss prejudice; rather it is to say that 

prejudices and traditions have strong structural supports. and that one of their supports is the ignorance of 

their true basis. 

Durkheim's reasoning has much to recommend it, but a certain flaw in his use of terminology 

gives reason to pause for new consideration. It does seem likely that most, if not all, of the dominant 

moral ideals (and many of the nondorninant ideals) of most societies were collective in origin However, a 

close examination of Durkheirn's theory shows that the term "collective" takes on holistic attributes. 

Today, societal holism is less acceptable for political reasons and the vicissitudes of history than it was for 

Durkheim's bureaucratic pa trow in the Third Republic. Durkheim moved quickly from collective-in- 

origin to collective-in-function to societal. Durkheim did make a convincing case for the collective origin 

of most moral phenomena. However, 'coUective' seems to have more than one meaning. If an idea is 

created through the interaction and juxtaposition of more than one individual we can call it 'collective,' yet 

'collective' also applies to the ideas formed from all the individuals within the society together. 

"Collective" does not necessarily mean "holistic" and "societal." Societies exist as groups within 

groups and groups alongside of groups. Depending on your point of view, the product of one group can 

appear as a product of this group or as a product of a much larger group or other "totality." The Dr- 

Affair was a product of the French civil service, Paris, France, and of Europe, depending on the point of 

view. In addition, groups intersect each other, and the decision of boundaries and the attribution of 

phenomena to one group and not another it intersects would be a valuc-judgement which is not always 

unproblematic. "Holistic" refers to the characteristics of a collection of individuals as a whole acting as a 

whole. "Collective" refcrs to characteristics of individuals acting together as a group or team, not merely 



indhiduals who happen to enact the same behavior. For an action within society to be "collcctive" docs 

not mean that all of that society's individuals were involvcd or even k n a v  of the action. 

Durkheim did not appcar to rccognizc any lasting differcncc bctwccn what was collective and 

what was societal and holistic. (Sometimes collective was used to mean irreducible to its components. and 

sometimes to mean a product of the social whole.) If he could demonstrate that something was one. he 

made it the other. Further e.uacehting matters was the fact that Durkheim did not recognize degrees of 

diflrercnce withm "collcctive." The iddistic products of interaction are 'collective' as separate 'wllcaive 

reprcscntations.' and the 'colleaivc conscience' is 'collective' in a holistic way as the sum total of thesc 

beliefs taken as a whole. This is to say that these abstract ~hings that are created by part of a society are 

put in the samc category as things created by all parts of that society. 

The hoiistic leap that Durkheim makes From showing that ideas have collective origins to giving 

them unquestionable moral authority for the necds and purposes of society. falls short. Weber's approach. 

in contrast, being built upward from a sound methodology. appears more useful for both quantitative and 

qualitative research, Weber's methodological individualism is better suited for the understanding of the 

experience of moral phenomena and individual agency than Durkheim's holistic paradigm and typology. 

Although a combination of the two paradigms could be used for sociological research and the analysis of 

moral phenomena, such eclecticism would have to be justified by a theoretical understanding between the 

two theories. an understanding that appears di13iicult though not impossible. Both theories can supplement 

each other in asking questions and sensitizing the researcher to meren t  concerns, but ultimately one 

paradigm will have to take precedence over the other. That paradigm will have to be methodological 

individualism unless colleaive holism can be proved. 

Durkheim's paradigm can be used to pose questions regarding the basis for the social 

environment and to provide an explanation for the otherwise unexplained intractability of irrational social 

ideals. Weber's paradigm can be used for different purposes: 1) to discuss how the individual can find 

meaning in his life and in his choices, 2) to reveal the subjective rationality in beliefi and actions that are 



not apparcnt to a casual outsidc obscn.cr. and 3) to show how the individual can better protect himself 

from thc irrational moral phcnomcna that M r s  and bccalms itself in all aspects of his social 

environment. 

Wcbcr and Durkheim had taken opposite approaches in regards to sociology's relationship with 

cthics. Today as in Durkheim's Iifc-time. his project of a 'science of ethics' and a 'moral science' gives 

provocation to be caricatured as an attempt to found a science that could give moral answers for the 

qucstions that would othenrise elude individuals and societies. This notion of a moral science to show the 

nay for immoral human beings. is a contradiction in terms and is not what Durkheim believed. He stated 

that moral rcalin. of a socicty was always something in itself [ Durkheim, 1979, p.34 J and did not have to 

bc found ( Durklwm. 1 979. p.3 1 I like a lost puppy. A moral fabric and its social imperatives, however 

changing tn flus or in cvolution, wcre always being experienced uniquely by its people [ Wallwork, 1972, 

p.56 1. Webcr also had modest and carefully limited goals for the prospects of moral analysis, and like 

Durkheim, his position was also misrepresented in an overly simplified form. Weber is frequently 

understood in thc English world to have believed in a "value neutd" social science, with a complete 

break between personality and scientific investigation [ Peikoff. 1982, p. 150 ] and a complete autonomy of 

social inquiv from value-judgement [ Tenbruck, p.344 j. Allan Bloom even called Weber a moral 

relativist and blamed him along with Freud for the degeneration of Western civilization. [ Bloom, 1987, 

p. 150 1. Tlus position too. is a caricature. Rather, Weber and Durkheim used different approaches, had 

difiercnt assumptions. but neither believed in a deductive method, neither quantified morals or created a 

hierarchy of values. and neither believed that a science of morals could provide specific answers to exact 

questions. Durkheim however. preferred to conceptualize his study as a science of morals derived from the 

collective nature of society. Weber preferred to express his work as a study of individual social action and 

a history of moral institutions. 

Durkheim once had been more hopdid that social science could give definite answers in regards 

to what moral values should exist in a given society, [ Wallwork, p. 165 1 and then, according to Robert 



Hall. perhaps later modified his position afier reading Levy-Bruhl's book La Morale ef la science des 

moeurs (Ethics and the Science of Morals) in 1903 [ Hall, 1986. p. 10 1. Durkheim reaffirmed his belief in 

a method of investigation which he characterized as both a science and an art of ethics [ Durkheim 1979, 

p. 32 & p.82 1. "It would have to be begun by establishing a science, which, after having cfassed the moral 

phenomena, would look for the conditions upon which each of these types depends. and would determine 

its role" [ Durkheim 1963, p.422 1. Though immediate results might not be forthcoming, he maintained 

his belief that such moral science could discover the laws of moral reality and aid subsequent political 

action [ Durkheim, 1979, p.32 1. Finally, moral science would reveal and prove how much the individual 

depended on society and how society spoke with a moral authority ( DurWleim, 1995b, p.34-35 1, and this 

ending of individualistic and 'rationalistic' dreams would facilitate the smooth efficacy of society's 

collective conscience. 

Durkheim disavowed static and universal normative content as a possible result of a science of 

morality. but he did not disavow insight, clarity, understanding, and practical benefit for social 

engineering. He emphasized that the practice of moral science could reveal the nature of societal moral 

a d i c t s  and changes. It could articulate with clearer abstraction the ahady+xisting moral reality. The 

social scientist could then "operationalize" the existing moral reality's demands into a political agenda to 

accommodate society's needs and to facilitate social change. This possible "facilitation" of social change 

would involve a plethora of suggestions. The state could educate citizens in order to prevent superstition 

and to encourage cooperation and discussion, The state could restrain itself from war or civil repression 

and restrain the appetites of its citizens to prevent unnecessary viotent opposition to whatever was 

inevitable. The state would inform the students how important society was, how the state @aHe) served 

society, and how the student should serve society and its 'highest' o r g a n i d  form, the nation-state 

[ Durkheim. 1995b. p.35 1. Hence, the political agenda of the politicians and bureaucrats of the French 

Third Republic becomes clear. The Third Republic supported a program of morai education which would 

be flexible and allowed to change, but would always ensure political stability and its own support. This is 



indced a little ominous. if the educators card less for the details than for the function of the education: to 

inculcate obedience. Dufkheim also suggested that the statc could move, if recommended by moral 

science. to the drastic elimination of inheritance ( Durkheim. 1984, p.3 19 ; Durkheim, 1992. p.213 1 .  The 

last suggestion does lend some credence to the charge that a sociology of morals could be used to just@ 

totaIitarianism. but in Durkheim's case, reflected a Comte-like disregard for economics being considered 

autonomous from social forces. 

Durkheim's holism and his use of speculative facts separated his work fiom the other schools of 

the social sciences. Durkheim would also have attributed to social science an exploratory research role in 

understanding particular societies by being able to determine their moral structures from what was known 

about them in other respects. This belief, that facts of past societies could be deduced scientifically and 

unproblematically, did at times threaten to undermine his use of 'positive facts.' Therefore, there is 

provision for a counter-argument that Durkheim was less 'scientific' or 'positivistic' than he wished to 

appear. However, it is su££icient to maintain that Dutkheim was a 'social scientist' but that his 

understanding of science was Merent  from some of his contemporaries and fiom the prwailing opinion 

t h y .  Durkheimian sociology was GO~eCted with anthropology and imbued with Comte's dislike of the 

autonomy of competing social sciences. In contrast, German sociology maintained a great adherence to 

psychology, economics, political ideologies. and the humanities. Durkheim was attracted to the notion that 

scientific analysis could possibly discover moral values hidden from daily understanding and 

contradicting "common-sense." but it would be wrong and simplistic to see his work as a quest for 

universal values or for attributing m o d  Icgitimacy exclusively to the practitioners of moral science. 

Weber conceptualized his study of ethics in a strikingly different way than had DurWleim, though 

they never directly compared each other's work. Weber shared Durkheim's belief that morality was not 

quantifiable, and yet was subject to study through accurate observation, both qualitative and quantitative. 

However, Wcber, unlike Durkhcim, never conceptualized his investigation as a search for the "laws of 

moral reality" as such. It is doubtfkl indeed, that Webcr thought "social laws" existed in any form, though 



of course he was interested in the causality of change of social phenomena. Perhaps Durkheim believed 

especially in his earlier essays. that a study of morality could supply normative answers [ Wallwork. 1972. 

p.165 1. but Weber was completely free of Lhat temptation. Weber did not ascribe to science any moral 

authority, rather he seemed to see social scientists as k i n g  especially vulnerable to rnaking mistakes on 

moral matters. Not only could the scientist injezt ideology into science, he might unwittingly inject thc 

ideologies of science into conventional ideology. and in either case, contke his personal beliefs with 

scientific truths. These points will be explained in greater detail in Chapter Eight. 

Durkheim believed that the scientific study of morals could supply answers to guide political 

action which affected the institutions which undergirded and expressed morality. Weber, in contrast, 

wodd not have disagreed with the statement that the study of ethics muld aid political action, but he did 

not perceive political action as even potentially united with science. Weber, unlike Durkheim, did not 

perceive either science or politics to be united within themselves, much less between themselves. 

Durkheim had hoped for a m o d  science to guide the Third Republic in its secularization and 

modernization. Weber hoped for a study of ethics to create an accurate body of knowledge that with 

difiiculty could exclude the prejudices of its practitioners. That body of knowledge could be used, like any 

other, as a tool in the fractured world of politics. Science, in Weber's opinion, could inform our moral 

decisions, but not affect morality itself or provide an unproblernatic guide to political action. Durkheim 

had felt that moral science could guide political action, but that the connection would be problematic 

insofar as the knowledge would often be vague. We wodd be able to identifi/ only "laws" and causal 

patterns regarding the body and foundation of public morality [ Durkheim, 1979, p.33 I. In cuntrast, 

Weber would have asked the question, "Guide politics -where?" 

For Weber, science a u l d  not provide answers for how we should lead our lives, but social science 

could provide a Erame-work for the inevitable failure of any science to provide such definite timeless 

answers. The word "timeless" is appropriate. Durkheim did not believe that there were static philosophical 

answers for all people for al l  time. He did have strong sympathy for Kantian ethics, but pondered that 



even if the Categorical Imperative was correct, then the application woufd still be diverse and not subject 

to easy generalization [ Durkheim 1979. p.33 1. Durkheim believed that morals were specific to particular 

societies at specific "stages" and conditions of their development. Weber. in contrast. would not have 

thought that any group of social scientists would have automatically reached the same answers 

itrespectwe of their own transformative experiences. values. concerns. and present concerns. Nor would 

he have thought that any group of answers would necessarily have been correct, provable to be correct and 

then rcplicable by another generation of scholars using the same methacis and data. 

Weber's work in defining the role of sociology can be perceived as advocating the creation of 

knowIedge for individual action. Weber had nothing in common with pragmatism. but wished to prwide a 

realistic understanding of the means and ends for both individual social action and group political action. 

In addition. Weber wished to stabilize the scholarly discourse and to help scholars cope with what he 

ansidered inevitable axiological and ontological anxiety [ Weber. 1989, p.30 ; Weber, 1978a, p.xx?ciii 1. 

Value-spheres had to be kept separate from science to prevent mutual contamination. It was important that 

social science should not be Yor hire' and that the social scientists &odd steel themselves for their 

responsibilities and not submit their integrity to those prophets, true and false, who promised with Siren- 

oils to erase all doubt and to lead the way. 

Weber rejected the possibility that the values that people should have are to be d imered  or 

proven by social scientists. Neither are the values we should have dictated by the times or eras we live in. 

People not only make the events of the times, but they also delineate the times, and invent the generalized 

descriptions, such as 'modem times,' 'the postmodern era,' 'the post-industrial age,' 'the post-war era,' and 

'the next century.' Weber protected sociology h m  both historical-relativism and cultural-relativism, 

which might have otherwise given intellectual legitimacy for ideology to become its own truth. Weber 

rejected the perspective of many German historians, economists. and social-psychologists of his day with 

his rejection of collective concepts and his distinction between "facts" and 'Wues." To put it in the 

simplest way, Weber would have said that social science cannot study the ficts and determine the answers 



to the questions of what values people shouId have because the process of science itself is not entirely 

objective and the researcher brings into the investigation his or her own value-relations. We see much 

more of the development of this idea in Chapter Eight in Weber's criticism of "emationalismn and the 

"Historical School of Economics. " We see this throughout Webcr's methodoIogicaI writings in regards to 

his criticism of social-scientists who use the terms "Geistn and " Volk" unproblernatically as causal agents 

[ Ringer. 1997. p.56 ; Weber. 1975a. p. 61 & 205 j. People label the times and separate cultures. We can 

make generalizations about the value-systems of the times and different cultures. We cannot say that these 

value-systems exist independently and have lives of their own. We cannot study value-system of any 

society to see what the people in these societies should believe, because these due-systems and societies 

are d l  generalizations created by the social scientist and our images of them are biased relevant to what 

we want to know and what we consider relevant. 

Weber protected sociology not only from false claims of schoIarIy objectivity and social- 

metaphysical holism, but from all ideology. He sought to help people in this emerging era in which 

science is unable to replace the moral sanction of fading religion and tradition Qurck fixes are impossible, 

and formulas to tell people what to believe are useless, as such an application would certainly imply that 

the individuals wielding the formulas are empty and unthinking otherwise. Weber rejected the possibility 

of a science of morals that would tell people what to beheve, an approach which, if heeded would have 

prevented any totalitarian regime from prostituting social science. In conventional wisdom, it is often 

believed that Durkheim had some hope for a sociology of morals, and that Weber in vehemently rejecting 

if consigned morals to the realm of the irrational and the relative. Ln Chapter Eleven we will see that the 

recommendations of these two theorists have in hct some remarkable mutual application but lack a 

common frame of reference. Morals are subject to rational analysis, but this ratio& analysis is not as 

unproblernatic and 'scientific' as  Durkheim had hoped. 

A secular analysis of moral phenomena diflferent fiom the speculations and ideologies of the 

moralist is possible if one takes into account the combined insights of Durkheim and Weber. As we have 



d i d  earlier, Durkheim formulated the task as a study that could understand the "foundationn of 

morality. rather than as a way of creating a quantifiable or normative science of ethics, He believed that 

the coIlective conscience did not have to bc found or determined; it was always being experienced. 

According to Durkheim, morality was always on-going and in continual action. reproduction and change. 

Morality did not depend on the dictates of the moralist. Social scientists could come to understand the 

causal relatiooships that supported and recreated morality so as to better aid both scholarly and political 

action. Weber did not share Durkheim's optimism in this regard. Rather he studied specrfic historical 

processes and institutions through his paradigm of social action. Durkheim's endeavour provides the 

impetus of this dissertation. and Weber's endeavour provides the development. Durkheim's paradigm did 

not lend itself to a sekritique [ Layne, 1974, p. 193 1. It may seem unusual, but it is feasible to begin with 

Durkheim, and then use Weber's greater grasp of history and methodology to critique the project in the 

later course. 

Durkheim wished to create a positive science of ethics. The term "Positive" comes from Auguste 

Comte. There are reasons to be skeptical of Comte's paradigm, a paradigm which is counterproductive for 

genuine research. However, Comte's influence was more formative than developmental, and there may be 

some confusion regarding what Durkheim meant. Durkheim refused to call himself a Positivist, which 

would openly bind him to the philosophy of Comte, but called himself a rationalist. This distinction has 

lead to the unusual charge by Tiryakian that Durkheim was a neo-Kantian positivist f Tjtalcian, 1978, p. 

204 & p. 2 10 1. This phrase, though unfortunate, has a genuine ring of truth, just as the circus that was 

famous for having "the tallest midgets" and "smallest giant apes." Durkheim was not a Positivist and he 

was not a Kaatian. if one judges by the premises concerned. (For some, premises are the starting point of 

reasoning, for others, they may be merely the assumptions needed for their chosen ethical and political 

destination.) Yet, because he endeavoured to continue Kant's work in ethics in a sociological approach 

which would emphasize the primacy of inductive reasoning and specificity over deduction and uni- 

principles, Durkheim, a rationalist, could be considered a "n-Kantian positivist" Durkheim was an 



adherent. not of Comte's Positive Philosophy per se. but of a positive philosophical approach for 

sociology. 

Durkheim stated his view of knowledge in his inaugural address at Bordeaux : 
If there is one point beyond doubt nowadays. it is that ail natural entities, from mineral 
to man, relate to positive science, that is to say, that everything happens according to 
necessary laws. This proposition now is no longer based on conjecture. [ Durkheim 
1974b. p. 195 1 

Durkhcim believed in a universe in which e v e w n g  could be understood through scientific analysis. 
We can thus conclude by saying that we have to choose between two positions: either 
recognize that social phenomena are amenable to scientific investigation or admit, 
without reason and contrary to all scientific induction, that there are two worlds in the 
world one ruled by the laws of causality, the other ruled by arbitrariness and 
contingency. I DurWleim. 1974b. p. 195 1 

Durkheim did stress that alI sciences had to be pursued through their own methods [ Durkheim, 1974b, 

p. 198 1. that all science was unified in its conception of knowledge, and that sociology had its own 

methods distinct from other and earlier sciences. While this is a Comtean inspired perspective, it did not 

necessarily bind lum to the rest of Comte's paradigm. In saying that he was pursuing a positivist method 

Durkheim meant that he would study and observe events and generalize Eiom those facts. This is a 

positive method, because what has not existed, or has never occurred, then has no value in causal 

explanation. 

Emile Durkheim described the relationship of social science to what is simultaneously its 

foundation and application: 
But it may be argued, if science can foresee, it cannot command. This is true: it can 
only tell us what is ne&l for life. Yet how can we fail to see that, assuming mankind 
wishes li/e to continue, a very simple operation may immediately transform the laws that 
science has established into rules that are categorical for our behavior? Doubtless, 
sciena: then becomes an art. But the transition from one to the other occurs with no 
break in continuity. It remains to be ascertained whether we ought to wish to continue 
our existence, but even on this ultimate question we believe that science is not mute. 
[ Durkheim, 1984, p. xxvii j (original italics) 

A moral science within sociology cannot give us ultimate answers because there are no ultimate questions. 

We can speak of questions that are basic to on-going debates and which are relevant to ow lives. The 

intrinsic relativism of social science is securely anchored as long as its practitioners endeavor to be 

objective and to give an intrinsic value to human life. 



Durkheim continued in the same appraisal of knowledge as can be seen in his last written work 

"La .iforaIeN in 19 17: 
Thus. the art of morality and the construction of the moral i d d  presuppose an entire 
science which is positive and inductive and encompasses all thc details of moral facts. 
[ Durkheim, 1979, p.90 j 

Just as  the project of science binds knowledge in boundaries of particular forms, the nature of knowledge 

we pursue likewise creates a particular scientific project. Positive scientific knowledge is based on facts. 

but not just any facts, they must be objective facts. What we think will occur is based upon what we 

already know has occurred. In contrast, the "hcts" of what we think will happen or want to have 

happened are not facts in the same way as the objective facts of events which have happened. The future 

nirvana or utopia of ideologues can, therefore, have no influen= upon scientific-positive causality. This is 

an aspect of a good methodology, and it prevents Durkheim's reasoning Erom falling into tautology. 

Durkheim's pessimism prevented him fiom making the methodological errors caused by utopianism 

Durkheim's insistence on the nature of scientific knowledge is one of the stronger aspects of his 

methodology. This rejection of tautology and destiny also prevents the fkkcy termed by contemporary 

psychologist Steven Goldberg as "when wish replaces thought" [ Goldberg, 1991 1. There are some 

grounds to suggest that Durkheim did not always keep to this rule in his The Elementarv Forms of 

ReliJzious Life, a charge that will be discussed in Chapter Seven. 

Durkheim may have called himself a rationalist, but he meant it in a sense difErent from 

Descartes and Leibniz. He frequently specified tbat the start of understanding morality was not to start 

with axioms and logic, but to study the reality of morality in observed events. Dwkheim said that no doubt 

an isolated scholar could, in the privacy and seclusion of his study, create an axiom-derived or 

transcendent system of morality, but the individuai scholais aspirations would still remain a product of 

society. Morality itself would always be an ongoing product of society [ Durkheim, 1964, p. 435 1. 

According to Durkheim, all ideals a m e  fiom the collective nature of the society in which they arise and 

exist. Also, an ideal is not known in its full form by any one individual [ Durkheim, 1982, p.59 1. Ideals 

can be original utiiitarian, harmfd, mystical, metaphysical, logical, or irrational, but always remain 



social products. Practical-lived morality always remains the more tangible and more intransigent social 

reality which is much bigger and more tangible than the dreams of the individual theorist. Even the quest 

to "improve* society is merely part of the evolutionary aspect of social development, which tries on many 

little changcs in many directions at once and tets those that reflect its collective nature survive. To perfect 

a society is to make it more like itseK, to make the society with its customs, mores, laws, and institutions 

reflect more accurately its developing collective nature [ Durkheim 1964, p.435 1. Durkheim's logic 

reflects the thinking of his mentor Renowier, who dismissed the possibility of the represented and the 

representation ever being divorced or a priori to each other [ Jones. 1996, p. 53 1. Thus. the morality of a 

k e t y  reflects the collective nature. This premise that Durkheim relied upon throughout his career, 

carefully distinguishes his thinking from K a n ~  Comte and Rousseau, who were otherwise his greatest 

influences. There can be no society without morality, and there can be no morality that exists without its 

own society. Both the represented (society) and the representation (moral codes) can change, but they can 

never exist without each other. 

Then in his definition of scientific knowledge Durkheim was separating himself from both Comte 

and Spencer. He explained his own positive philosophy as an anaiysis that examined only the real, that 

sought to idenrrfy causality, and that did not take into account destiny of any kind. Durkheim did use the 

term "evolution" [ Durkheim, 1974b. p. 197 1, but he did so without any moral associatioq without a belief 

in "Progress" as such and without tautology, all because of his positive scientific m e h d  Durkhekn was 

an evolutionist more in the effects than in the attribution of causality. Unlike Comte and Spencer, 

Durkheim saw no metaphysical necessity for evolution. However, Durkheirn had separated societies into 

'primitive' and 'modem.' The morals suitable for a 'primitive' society would not be suitable for a 'modem' 

society. In this one respect, he would have shared a great deal in common with the more vulgar 

evolutionists, who saw the evolution of mankind as leading to the development of 'superior' and more 

developed morals. In Durkheim's defense, he said that each society had to be judged by its own type, and 

he respected all societies, including those that he labeled 'primitive.' for he attributed the creation of an 



objective and sophisticated rcfcrccce point not to the individual. but to society. Also, Durkheim's frame of 

refcrencc was not what society could be or would eventually become. nor a hypothesized ideal society. but 

how society was in actuality and what it alrcady was in the process of immediately becoming. Finally. 

unlike Lhe Social-Darwinists, Durkhcim never suggested that the "evolutionn of society was a 

metaphysical necessity and one which had to be served by the people. Even if society does "progress," 

society docs not need Wid-Danvinists to advocate either laissez--ire capitalism or its opposite, 

colonialism and govenunent control; society can take care of itsex 

Durkhcim saw hmseff as initiating and developing the empirical inductive method for the study 

of sociai. and cspecidly. moral phenomena [ Durkhein 1993. p.90-92 1. It is arguable that Durkheim was 

not as inductive as hc portrayed himself [ Durkheim & Mauss, 1969, p.xvi I .  In part, this was due to the 

fact that according to tus mcrhod, moral phenomena had to be separated into types and the types then 

studied through concomitant variation of their species ( Durkheim. 1964, p. 422 1. This meant that 

societal comparisons would always be limited to examples of societies of the same "typen or "species." 

Societies could bc arranged or separated by type. such as by their type of solidarity which resulted from 

their division of labor. The delineation of types would be a typology and was not derived from the 

application of a methodology. However, the separation of the examples into the species of types would still 

appear somewhat imprecise and subject to the idhence of the questions posed by the social scientist. The 

fact that the ditision of socictics into types was based upon variables which reflected intuitive decisions 

meant that Durkhcim was making in smalier form the same mistake of intuition that Weber criticized in 

the Historical School of Economics [ Webcr, 1975a, p. 180 1. Still, all in alf, Durkheirn was a systematic 

theoretician. Durkheim's conception of knowledge was both objective and flexible, and in these two 

qualities similar to Weber's, as we shaIl see in the execution of these details later on. 

Durkheim saw himself as moving out of the philosophical tradition and establishing thc 

sociological. To do this, all social phenomena must be submitted to study: 
Philosophy is now in the process of splitting into two groups of positive sciences: 
psychology on the one hand, sociology on the other. Specifically the problems once 
belonging exclusively to ethics arise out of social science. We will take them up in turn. 



Ethics of all the aspects of sociology is indeed the one that attracts us most and which will 
be our first preoccupation. Except that we will try to treat it scientifically. Instead of 
constmeting ethical behavior according to our own personai ideals, we will observe it as a 
systcm of natural phenomena which we will submit to analysis and whose causes we will 
seek. This experience will teach us  that it is of a social order. [ Durkheirn, 1974b. p.202 j 

Durkheim felt that psychology, though promising. was in its infancy. He was appreciative of the "folk 

psychologist" Wundt, but was generally critical of the independence and usefulness of other more 

individualistic psychoiogical schooIs of thought. Durkheim rejected both the philosophical and 

psychological models for understanding modity. Psychology could not deal as well as sociology with how 

human life is experienced differently, not merely on an individual basis, but through membership in 

different societies [ Durkheim, 1979, p.83 1. 

Man is a social a . .  Whatever human nature is, human beings are never found apart from 

society. Our only and continual experience of human nature occurs within society. Also, all societies are 

Merent and evince differentiation within themselves. Humans and Societies exhibit the greatest of 

variation so as to make the causal use of any universal concept of human nature problematic at best. 
Human nature has varied in time. What it was yesterday is not the same as it is today. 
And it varies geographically. Human nature is not the same for the aboriginal 
Australian as it is for us ... And this diversity has sprung out of the diversity in human 
societies, of which the human type is a function Consequently, since man is the product 
of history, it is oniy through comparative history that he can be understood. To achieve 
this, a l l  kinds of research which have hardly yet been carried out are required. It is 
therefore not enough to borrow the notion of man in general from current psychology. 
[ Durkheim, 1979, p. 3 1 1 

Human nature was an independent causal variable for both philosophy and psychology, but Durkheim 

perceived its profound limitations for a &a1 analysis. A few observations have been made of feral 

children, but the pathetic human beings in those incidents seem far removed from the lofty "Human 

Natures" as posited by the drawing-room philosophers. As f3r as it is known, any such "feral" children 

have limited wmrnunicative skills, limited cognitive skills, and no ability to conceptualize or use 

abstraction. Certainly, all 'feral children' had no innate ideas [ Lane, 1976, p.25, 39, & 48 1. Observations 

of a handful of cases of feral children seem to corroborate Durkheim's understanding of human nature and 

his insistence that cognitive understanding was social in its origin and development. 



Durkheim. as a sociologist. rejected Kant's a prior; cognitive and logical autonomy of the 

individual ( Tiqdcian. 1 978. p.2 1 1 I .  This rejection was respectM and formative. Durkheim benefited not 

from ignoring Kant nor in accepting him. but in rejecting Kant's premises as a starting position. This 

rejection of Kant's paradigm left an imprint on Durkheim's work for his entire academic career. In some 

respects. Durkheim replaced Kant's metaphysical starting position with his own of a society mi generis as 

a more convincing platform to deal with the cfiallenges of social upheaval causcd by the industrialization 

of the late 19th century. M e i m  seemed to share a great deal in cammon with Kant in regard to 

normative assumptions. but he had an entirely separate methodological base which seemed to have been 

chosen to be congruent with the normative assumptions he shared in common with Kant [ Durkheirn 

1974a. p. 5 1-52 1. Society held the exact same place in Durkheim's theory that God and metaphysics held 

in Kant's. and in both cases this was a consequence of their view of the lack of moral worth of the 

individual, a fact that Durkheim remarked upon in "The Determination of Moral Factsw [ Durkheim, 

1974a, p.5 1-52 j. This argument will examined in greater detail in Chapter Five. 

Durkheirn stated that the individual, as we know him, was a social creation [ Durkheim, 1973, 

p.23 1 j. The selfconscious individual did not exist in primitive society characterized by extreme 

mechanical solidarity [ Durkheim., 1984, p.84 1. Durkheim understood quite well that the conception of 

human nature was in itself a topic for sociological study, as the changing conceptions of human nature 

reflected other societal changes [ Durkheim, 1979, p.30 1. Once we strip hrlmanity away from all the 

specificity and cultural influences, we arc merely left with a residue of vague platitudes at best [ Lukes, 

1972, p. 19 1. What makes us  human and convinced of our human nature, is society, and even the matter 

of whether the individual has free will or not, is a matter for the metaphysicians and not the socioiogists. 
The question of knowing whether man is free or not is undoubtedly interesting, but it 
belongs in the realm of metaphysics, and the positive sciences can and ought to pay no 
heed to it. [ Durkheim 1974b, p. 195 1 

Durkheim was interested not in abstract Man, but in real human beings: 
Real man, whom we know about, and such as we are, is complex in a different way. He 
exisrs in time and in a country, he has a family, a city and a patrie, a religious and 
political faith, and ail of these stimuii and many more mingle and mmbine in a 



thousand ways. overlap and intcriap their influence without it being possible to say. at a 
gIancc. whcrc the one begins the other ends. [ Durkheim 1974b. p. 1% ] 

Pcople only exist as pcople and never as abstractions. Only what is real can ix a suihble population set for 

the data of mciological inquiry. 

Moral science for Durkheim was an essential concern of social science. As Roben Hall pointcd 

out. Durkhcim did clarify his position regarding the science of morality in his book review of Lwy-Bruhl's 

La .\dorule er l a  scrence des moeurs. 
On can usually distinguish two parts - airnost two distinct disciplines - in morality. On 
the one hand theoretical. and on the other, practical morality. It is the former which is 
regarded as the scientific pan. LRvy-BnrN has no difficulty in showing that it does not 
in any way constitute a science. Its object is not in fact to express a given reality, but to 
detcmne the general principles of what ought to be done. Morality seeks to discover 
what goals man should pursue, and what the hierarchical relation of these goals should 
bc with onc another. The only h c t i o n  of sciences. whatever they are, is to discover 
what is. nor to prescribe or legislate. It has been supposed that one could get round this 
objection by calling theoretical morality a normative science; but the linking of these 
two logrcally incompatible words merely expresses the wntradiction inherent in the 
conccptlon. I t  does not lesscn it. A science can indeed reach conclusions which permit 
the cstablishmcnt of norms. but it is not normative in itself. The notion of a theoretical 
morality is therefore a bastardization which lumps together genuinely scientific, 
theomtical considerations and the practical ones. And lastly, it is the latter which are far 
and away preponderant. [ Dwkheim, 1979, p. 29-30 1 

In that book review of 1903. Durkheim made his harshest critique of the feasibility of his own program. It 

must not be interpreted that he gave up hope or the effort. In 1917, in his final written work, "Introduction 

to cthics." he confirmed his belief in the importance of a science of morality or moral facts that would 

result in practical value [ Durkhcim, 1979, p.92 1. 

"Thcorctical morality" was for Durkheim the practice of armchair scholars and deductionists. 

These men play a ~ l t a l  role in the moral Me of a society. but do not ever create morality. They ask 

questions. conduct scholariy work, and articulate positions. These moralists either advance positions that 

arc doomed to fail and we learn by their mistakes, or they articulate what is already being created If they 

merely expIain what is already there, they do conduct a service. 7hey can express society ar it is or as it is 

becoming. But because these moralists generally do not understand that they themselves are products of 

or stability. 



In faa. the moralist lays down the law less than he thinks; he is merely the mirror of his 
time. He simply reproduces the moral practices of his contemporaries. organizing them 
in such a way as to make them easier to grasp- This is why the moral speculation of 
philosophers has upset public opinion far less ofien that the discoveries of sciences. 
There is no 'moral theory' which has ever produced a revolution in thinking comparable 
with what resulted from the teaching of Galileo, for example. This is because theoretical 
morality. far from dictating laws for practice. merely mirrors practice and conveys it in a 
more abstract language. It is just another aspect of moral reality. It is partly therefore the 
thing to be e.uplained, without itself actually providing explanations. It is an object of 
science and yet not a science. [ Durkheim, t 979, p. 30 ] 

Durkheim seemed to believe that morality had an e.~clusively social base. "Morality either springs from 

nothing given in the world of experience, or it springs fiom society" [ Durkheim, 195 1. p. 3 18 I .  Here we 

see that Durkheirn used a 'straw man' argument. However, his recognition of the tbick social base for ideas 

did not obscure his perception of ongoing conflict. His paradigm took into account the necessity of 

differences of opinion -wen  if only to maintain a particular moral or ideological hegemony. 

It is crucial to understand that Durkheim disassociated himself from any attempt of the deductive 

philosophical determination of desirable normative content of morals. He constructed an inductive and 

positivistic study of morality, which would have practical consequences. The use of "practical"' does not 

entail an acceptance of pragmatism. Nor did Durkheim mean that a science of morality, Like a computer 

running on code and input &a could tell us directly what we should believe. Rather, morality was always 

on-going, and inescapable. A sociological study of moral facts could prevent legislative action fiom 

undermining m o d t y  by interfering with its foundation. Moral science could guide proper legislative 

action and clarify and articulate the morality of a changing society so as to prevent unnecessary conhion  

and friction. Durkheirn was close to accepting Kant's Categorical Imperative, but he noted, even if it was 

true, translating that principle once it became known as a "f8ctw into action, would present numerous 

difficulties [ Durkheim, 1979, p.33 1. 

The study of morality in the social sciences received considerable opposition fiom theologians 

and philosophers, and to a lesser extent, fiom psychologists. The theologians rejected the basic idea of 

'society as God' out of hand. Theology's condemnation of the assumption of moral authority by 

comparative moral analysis was understandable and expected. The whole purpose of the rise of pedagogy 



and moral education in particular. and social science in general in the Third Republic. was to undermine 

the moral hegemony of Roman Catholic thought. 

At the turn of the century. the program of comparative moral analysis was greeted with 

considerable attention. The sociotogical analysis of morals was espoused by Durkheim Spencer. Simmel. 

Lew-Bnrhl. Westerrnarck Sumner, W a d  Hobhouse, and Belot- The detractors were many and included 

intellectuals of all disciplines. The criticism that was leveled at sociology in this period of its greatest 

growth of 1 880- 1 920 is still worthy of consideration. 
The basic problem between the philosophical and the sociological concepts of morality 
was thus the exclusivity of each The socioIogists were understood to be saying that 
morality was nothing but the established norms of society, and the philosophers were 
understood to be contending that the established social norms had absolutely no ethical 
si@cance. [ Hall, 1996. p.9 1 

Sociologists then had to clarify their position. They studied the established norms and other moral facts of 

societies in comparative analysis to understand the mechanisms of morality. 
The sociological moralists attempted to avoid the philosophical critique in various ways. 
Some, like Herbert Spencer ... developed an evolutionary position to the effect that the 
social norms of the more highly evolved societies are ethically better than those of the 
more primitive; but they were eventually unable to spA@ the evolutionaq criteria. 
Wundt ... and W.G. Sumner held that there are certain moral norms that are universal 
and could mnstitute the basis of an ethical theory by universal agreement. Hobhouse ... 
and Belot ... believed that "social welfare" or the "public interest" could be defined 
sociologically and that the fbnction of morality was to promote the social interest. 
[ Hall, 1996, p. 11 ] 

Then, in sumcnary, the social scientists were not writing lists of ethical virtues, but were seeking to 

understand why societies developed and retained certain common values and certain patterns of deviance. 

The domain of moral phenomena would include not only the creation and maintenance of values 

common and deviant, but also the actions and events motivated by such values. To say that the subject 

matter was exclusively the values themselves, would imply an idealistic paradigm and would l a v e  aside 

the sociological. It would be an over-simplification to say that we are concerned about the 'common 

values' of societies. Such a statement would imply that the 'common values' were more 'moral' and more 

social creations than 'uncommon values.' Also, more common ideas may need less common ideas as their 

anchors, and averages are frequently held in place and defined by their relation to the extremes. 



Finally. when we talk about values. wc do have to keep in mind whether we are talking about 

values such as those held by the individual or values held by society. Most thwrists. collective or 

individuaIistic, generally used the word value to refer to the beliefs held by people. and that is also the 

assumption of this paper. However. this assumption would not go unchallenged by some: they could reject 

it in good conscience without giving us in turn a reason to change our minds. 

Sociologists at the end of the 19th century had little trouble in discussing how different societies 

had different belief systems, but the concept of "values" emerged and diversified under their fingertips. It 

was the insight by Nietzsche and Weber that "values" were not elements of one single ethical system 

ordained for us. and were not the inevitable products of God, evolutioq or society- Apparently, Nietzsche 

was the first philosopher to speak of "values" as diverse individual choices within society, some equally 

legitimate. and others not. Weber was the first sociologist to use the term in this similar way. Weber not 

only introduced "values" into the sociological discussion, he used the term differently than had other and 

earlier sociologists. For Weber. it was just a matter of observation that different people within the same 

society had different values. Diversity even occurred within distinct value-systems such as religious 

movements. We owe our present understanding of the term "values" to both Nietzsche and Weber 

[ HimmeLfarb, 1996, p. 11 1. When Weber used the term "values" he was referring to valuedifferences 

and different choices between individuals. In contrasf the more "social realist" theorists like Wundf 

Durkheim, and Tinnies saw values as products of society and believed that each society held 

(unproblematicaily for the most part, except during transitions) a single value system. 

Durkheim's notion of social fact takes as its starting point the view that the relevant values are 

values of society and not of individuals as such, because what the individuals may believe would be only 

partial manifestations of the ideas and values [ Durkheim, 1982, p.59 1. Durkheirn always emphasized 

that the values were common because they were collective and not collective because they were common, a 

perspective that was built upon his use of social facts. The parts that the individuals held affected the 

whole of the collective belief and vice versa, but the collective belief was more important than its 



particular manifestations in individual minds [ Durkheim. 1974a, p.32 J. However that may be. the 

concern of this paper is to see how moral phenomena can be studied, and our starting point is the beliefs 

and values of individual minds. Hence, this paper does not assume that colIective values do or do not 

exist but our starting point and chief concern are the values held by individuals, value that are complete 

enough to make sense to the individual minds, regardless of the possibility that they may be 

manifestations of some hypothesized greater whole. 

All values (those clear and lasting Iong enough to be identifiable) are social creations worked out 

through individual minds. This simple statement accepts a variety of interpretations of social realism and 

the relationship of the individual to &ety. (It is not compatible completely with Dwkheim's use of values 

as mentioned in the previous paragraph, but it is not directly at odds with it either.) In any case, moral 

phenomena cannot exist without the individual in a social conte-xt with other individuals. We 

communicate to oursdves and to others with the same symbols. Without the continual efforts of human 

beings to make the world intelligible and meaningful to themselves and to others, moral phenomena could 

not exist, Despite the buf5eting of conflicting social forces, we think cIearer than otherwise because we are 

in social interaction. 

Morality is ail around us insofar as we are goai4rected, sociable, communicative, human beings. 

There is some dispute about this interpretation. Durkbeirn said that moral action consists exclusively of 

actions committed by the individual, which include hardship and a feeling of violence to his nature 

committed in the pursuit of a higher good [ Durkheim, 1995b, p.29 1. However, by including the broader 

interpretations from methodological individualism, we can say that moral actions include those which the 

actor considers moral or exacting in principle. Let us accept the fact that every theorist has a private 

definition of what is moral and also establish the fact that we have to have an abstract definition for 

morality that is "value-neutral" (Werfpei) which does not establish an implicit bias towards any one point 

of view. The Collins Dictionary proviqes ys with such a definition: 



1 concerned with or relating to the distinction between good and bad or right and wrong 
behavior: moral sense. 2 based on a sense of right and wrong: moral du ty... 5 morals 
principles of behavior in accordance with standards of right and wrong ... 
[ HarpcrCollins, 1995, p.5 18 I 

Morality then is something which is relative to someone's beliefs abut good and bad, true and false. To 

say that morality is relative does not mean that all points of view are equally correct. For those who value 

truth, a moral code built upon false assumption and wrong facts would be considered inferior to one 

without the flaws, all other things being equal. Morals that are arbitrary and cannot last do not have to be 

taken seriously by those who are both mature and sane. This value-neutral definition in the dictionary 

makes it possible for us to work with a definition of "moral" specif~c to our examination of Durkheim and 

Weber and would indeed be relevant for all the theorists. Morality is a moral code which dflerentiates 

between desirable curd undesirable conduct, a code built upon a respect for being true and always 

dgerentiating between tnie and false, a code which is practiced by some agents or agentsfor a purpose. 

The moral principles that make up all known moral codes are generally thought to be altruism and self- 

sacrifice (serving others rather than sea, self-interest (serving oneself), masochism (destroying oneself), 

and domination/resentment (destmying others). It is also quite conceivable that the same phenomena 

could be described in different ways, and that any new moralist could delineate a new set of principles, but 

these are the possible moral principles that are commonly used, separately or in combination 

Morality is practiced exclusively by human beings, not by inanimate objects and probably not 

even by other animals. Morality is contingent on choice and consciousness. The purpose of a moral code 

can be practically anything, but is generally held to be relevant to life for a sentient entity. This definition 

of morality would allow us  to perceive the different moral codes at a glance. Durkheim would hold that 

morality is practiced by people for society's purposes and that the exclusive moral principle is altruism. A 

theologian would say that morality is the service of his divinity, and his conce.?ls would perhaps be other- 

worldly and not concerned with this life. Weber would say that all people are potentially different in their 

beliefs and points of view, and that to understand their actions, one has to see what their values and 

purposes are. In a nutshell, morality is generally oriented to serving the individual society, or a divinity, 



and any combination of moral principles is possible. For example. a Christian may wish to serve God. 

help others as a means to serving God. make himself and his family prosperous to serve God and to hope 

that the wicked be appropriately punished, Such a moral code would include altruism. self-interest and 

resentment and would be dirccted exclusively for the purpose of thc divinity. 

Morality is part of all life. This is not surprising, as moral codes are oriented to either serving life 

and making it possible. or possibly, serving death. It is hard to imagine a day in one's life which is not 

permeated by morality. Sometimes morality is perceived as an exterior moral force, other times it is a free 

choice made quietly in one's conscience. The act of giving accurate change is completely moral, and a 

common occurrence. just as it would be moral for one to give one's life for another, which is a rare 

occurrence. A congenial moral code is oriented towards life, and all the secular moral aspects of our lives 

are concerned with our lives in this world. (All concerns about any "after-life" are the exclusive domain of 

the theologian moralists.) It would be abundantly moral to say that, "Every job wonh doing is worth doing 

well." What is intrinsicdly incompatible with moral phenomena is indifference. 

One may indeed ask whether our definition of morality for this thesis is not so broad as to make it 

diflicult to apply. The answer is that morality is the basic generic orientation of human life, and we need 

an abstract definition broad enough to encompass all concrete particular manifestations of moral codes 

which will allow us to iden* them and perceive their general form. What is moral for me may not be 

moral for yo& but we need a common definition that will allow us to iden[* each other's points of views 

as sets of values and not just bizarre absurd idiosyncrasies. The abstract definition of moral and morality 

gives us a frame of reference which is relevant to all sociological theory and all individual points of view. 

Mutual understanding of m o d s  is particularly difkult  because of accidents of language. Most 

words associated with morality have their own histories of evolving meaning and particular connotations. 

For example, "noble" was once relevant to the beliefs of the aloof aristocrats, "common people" has 

sometimes been seen as plebeian and sometimes as virtuous, and self-interest has sometimes been seen as 

virtue and sometimes as irrational vice. In addition, because of this on-going verbal ambiguity of 



meaning, moral actions can generally be e-qiained from more than one moral principle, A parent looking 

after a child can indeed be callcd either al~ruistic or sellish. It is important to distinguish between 

principles of motivation and the effects. If a parent cares for a child when the parent would rather be 

doing something else and the action is committed grudgingly out of duty or social sanaiotl, the action of 

self-sacrifice is indeed altruistic in its motivation. as altruism is defined as "the unselJsh concern in the 

welfare of others" [ HarperCollins. p.20 I. Lf a parent cares for a child because the parent cannot bear to 

see the child smer. then properly speaking, this would come under self-interes& particularly as the parent 

is caring for his or her own child and not just any person's child. This action would be best described as 

the ser/ish concern for someone else valued b-v the individual. Caring for someone is completely separate 

from whethcr the action or feeling is motivated by altruism or not. A parent may enjoy caring for a child 

because out of a love for Duty in the Kantian undemanding of the word. or out of an intensely selfish love 

for the particular child and the pride of parental possession. The connotations for the terms altruism, self- 

interest, and self-sacrifice vary from person to person, and also culture to culture. I have done my best to 

keep my usage d ic t ionarya~ec t  and relevant to both how Durkheim and Weber used the terms 

themselves. 

Moral phenomena encompass both the factors which give rise to creation and strength of values, 

and the intensified experience of their motivated action. as well as the values themselves. In Durkheim's 

terminology, sociologists studied la  morale insofar as they studied the abstract relationships between 

moral phenomena and societies, and les moeurs as the particular content of Merent moral codes. 

Durkheirn's contributions to the study of moral phenomena by social science remain perhaps the 

most significant in this field. He used a conception of change that was closer to development than 

evolution or progress and displayed a subtle appreciation of temporality. Certainly, his use of the term 

evolution was not mystSmd with teleology. His very understanding of positive philosophy prevented him 

6om necessarily ascribing moral improvement to future changes. He believed that one was to gauge the 

present by the values of the present and the hture by the values of the future. This was a modification 



away from the Historicist point of tiew. because society could be judged by both itself and i t s  own social 

type. and therefore. not only could society change. but its legitimate representation could change as well, 

in this case. moral reality and moral codes. That is to say. the moral structure of a society could develop to 

become in better congruence with society as it was or as it was becoming. A society's moral codes do not 

always clearly reflect the m e  nature of how the society is at the moment. There is a sort of temporal lag 

between the representation and the represented. Durkheim had thoroughly critiqued Utilitarianism in his 

early scholarly years. He did not believe that a "public goodw could be either quantifiabte or assigned 

causal power but he did believe in a "collective nature." 

Robert Hall, in his presentation paper "Sociology and Ethics: An Uncontested Divorce and a 

Possible Rapprochement" (19%), ed the sociological critique of prevailing studies of morals 

through Durkheim's school as follows: 
Four major, but overlapping, elements can be distinguished in the sociologicd critique 
of ethics: the deductive paradigm, the assumption of a universal human nature, the 
plurdism of moral norms and values, and, most importantly, the understanding of 
morality as a social institution [ Hail, 1996, p.2 ] 

More could be said. It would appear that Durkheim's laudable four insights delineated by Robert Hatl 

either led Durkheim into social determinism, or alternately, were the means by which social determinism 

was to be proved: 
In reality, a people's mental system is a system of definite forces not to be disarranged or 
rearranged by simple injunction It depends really on the grouping and organization of 
social elements. Given a people composed of a certain number of individuals arranged in 
a certain way, we obtain a definite total of collective ideas and p d c e s  which remain 
constant so long as the conditions on which they depend are themselves the same. 
[ Durkheim, 195 1, p. 387 1 

Though this may be ultimately unprovable as an allegation, it would appear that Durkheim's means and 

ends in his argument too neatly dove-tailed. The removal from moral analysis of statements of human 

nature, and the embracing of pluralism, both resulted from the inductive method and empirical approach. 

Once this was accepted, social determinism was in effect the conclusion to the assumption of morality as a 

social institution that could be empirically studied. However, it is part of the purpose of this dissertation to 



show that social determinism was not inevitable from the secular and empirical study of moral phenomena 

and that other conclusions are compatible with Durkheim's initial approach 

Durkheim had rejected deductionism through his positive philosophy of science. and he rejected 

the universal abstraction of Human Nature. However, the thrust of his empirical approach did distinguish 

him profoundly from the rationalists like Kant and Descartes and also from the scholars of the 

Enlightenment who may have thought that truth set one fke because of a power of its own. 
Knowledge is not sought as a means to destroy accepted opinions but because their 
destruction has commenced. To be sure, once knowledge exists, it may battle in its own 
name, and in its own cause, and set up as an antagonist to traditional sentiments. But its 
attacks would be ineective if these sentiments still possessed vitality; or rather, would 
not even take place. Faith is not uprooted by diaIdc proof; it must already be deeply 
shaken by other causes to be unable to withstand the shock of argument, 
[ Durkheim, 195 1, p. 169 j 

Durkheim did not disavow science; he embraced i t  However, he did not ascribe to science a power of 

itself outside of society, though he did accept that science had its own peculiar moral sanction. 
Of all the elements of civilization, science is the only one which, under certain 
conditions, presents a moral character. That is, societies are tending more and more to 
look upon it as a duty for the individual to develop his intelligence by learning the 
scientific truths which have been established .... Science is nothing else than conscience 
carried to its highest point of clarity. Thus, in order for society to live under existent 
conditions, the field of conscience, individual as well as m c d ,  must be extended and 
clarified. [ Durkheim, 1964, p.52 ] 

Durkheim upheld logic, but if the application of logic and a discovered 'txuth' affected society, it would 

only be because society was ready for it and had already created the means for which the logical truths 

could be pursued and revealed. 

in his article "Morality without God: an attempt to find a coliectivist solution" (1905), Durkheim 

explicitly revealed how he ~erceived the relationship between the study of morals and the moral forces 

which we e.uperience. 
Morality is not geometry; it is not a system of abstract truths which can be derived from 
some fundamental notion, posited as self-evident. It is a complexity of quite a different 
order. It belongs to the realm of life, not to speculation. It is a set of rules of conduct, of 
practical imperatives which have grown up historically under the influence of specific 
social necessities. All peoples of the same type have at all stages of their development a 
morality which results from the way they are organized and which expresses their 
mentality, just as the nervous system results from and conveys the nature of the living 
being. The role of the moralist is thus not to create or invent morality as though it did 
not already exist: it does exist and must be recognized by him, just as it must be 



recognized by his contemporaries. ... Through historical analysis and by utilizing the 
data provided by moral statistics. what one can legitimately do is to endeavour to 
discover which causes have given rise to the moral precepts which we practise and 
which sustain them. [ Durkheim, 1979, p. 34-35 1 

Morality is ail around us. and just like the atmosphere. it is subject to study and alteration by human 

beings. The air, whether its quality is good or bad. remains around us and. in a way, inside us. Finally. 

morality is aIwaysj2lt, it is experienced. and the individual feels an emotional attachment that he did not 

originate [ Durkheim, 1969. p. 298 1. 

Perhaps it is best for sorncone who is unclear on Durkheim's conception of morality to compare 

Language is a social creation and also a product of reason. Language is also a social institution which in 

many respects is supervised by the state and yet preceded the state. and it can resist arbitrary politid 

demands. To control language one has to understand it. Alternately. both language and morality can be 

oversimplified and bastardized into jargon, pragmatism and tacit-understanding, and mob feeling. 

Durkheim made this analogy in The Elementam Forms of Relinious Life: 
Which of us knows all the words of the language he speaks and the entire ~ i ~ c a t i o n  
of each? This remark enablcs us to determine the sense in which we mean to say that 
concepts are collective representations. If they belong to a whole social group, it is not 
because they represent the average of the corresponding individual representations; for 
in that case they would be poorer than the latter in intellectual contenf while, as a 
matter of fact, they contain much that surpasses the knowledge of the average 
individual. They are not abstractions which have a reality only in particular 
consciousness ... [ Durkheim, 1969, p.483 1 

Language has an a prrori relationship to the individual. One can have a love of language and take pride in 

skill and communication, but one is not born with language, but born into it. Ultimately, not one 

individual can take the responsibility for language, though we can attempt to add to it. As individuals we 

can fllstain it with our loving craft and study it scientifically. Governments even pass legislation to 

(unwisely) throw foreign words out of the vocabuiary or to replace old words with less archaic forms or 

substi tuies with less offensive connotation. Sometimes a government directive is followed and sometimes 

it is not; and conversely, sometimes the government directive is merely following changes in popular 

usage and sometimes it is not. Regardless of what the individual or the government may will, the dtimate 



reality of Ianguagc escapcs direct control. Language and morality are both products of human beings and 

arc pmally responsive to poli t id influence, yet ultimately seem to have an existence of their own 

through their mutual flexibility and intractability. Slang emerges spontaneously and unpredictably. 

Distinctions arc maintained between low and high forms of language. Once popular words can fade 

suddenly from usagc and then reemerge. Language is what people use to communicate with words in a 

collective reality that goes beyond any arbitmy agreement ktween two people. Language, like morality, 

is around us and inside us at all times for we think through it and through it we make our world 

comprehensible. 

People bccomc thcmselves only through association. A person cannot bc born in isolation from 

other human beings. but a person becomes an individual and sel fanxious  agent only through 

association. Stablc associations of (presumably) more than a fav individuals take on collective 

characteristics rather than just remaining as groups of individuals. How such associations exist, and how 

they determine the relationship of the individual to society is the subject of many long scholarly debates. 

Society in itself must not become reified. As Durkheim noted, there is no Swiety, only many societies 

[ Durkheim, 1974b. p. 197 1. 

However. in contrast to both Comte and Durkheim, both Society and societies are not natural 

phenomena and thcir borders are disputable. Even the term societies often becomes problematic. There is 

no "perfect" way to determine beyond all dispute which society an individual is in There is no method to 

make such a decision that is outside of those value-judgements that can be legitimately amtested. One 

could say quite legitimately that one is within "civilized society," "French society," "Quebec," "Canadian 

society," and "Metis society" all simultaneously. Also, there is no definite or agreed upon number of the 

societies that exist. "Society" remains a u s e l l  term. but the origin of the word allows a person to belong to 

a secret society, world society, national society, a life-style subculture, a religious order, and a linguistic 

group, all simultaneously. 



Durkheim had insistcd that the existence of societies as  entities mi generis be accepted on faith 

as a means to other ends. "It is not realized that there can bc no sociology unless societies e.xist. and that 

societies cannot exist if there are only individuals" [ Durkheim, 195 1, p.38 1. This meant that Durkhcim 

established a better case rhetorically and persuasively than logically and empirically. It is indisputable that 

people live in society, but it would appear questionable that societies have the same concrete and discrete 

characteristics that Durkheirn ascribed to them. Durkheim had said that societies could be classified by 

type [ Durkheim, 1964, p-435 j and that collective entities had concreteness at least equal to that of 

physical tbings [ Durkheim, 1982, p.35 1. It is noteworthy that Durkheim never addressed the question of 

how to discern different societies out of intertwined social networks, nor did he ever examine directiy how 

to determine the borders of societies in general. That is, he never had to delineate the border of a society if 

a political border already existed Rather, his work shows a reliance on the conflation of political entities 

with social entities, of nation-states with societies. In contrast, Weber certainly raised this point that an 

ancient city could be many different things at once, and have equally legitimate difTerent borders to 

different people. (Not aiI differences of opinion are legitimate, but many are.) This point of view that 

certainiy sets Weber apart from Durkheim's mentor in history Fustel de Coutanges [ Weber, 1975a 

p. 180 1. It would thus appear that Durkheim's use of 'social fact' was based upon a premature perception of 

societies as obvious and concrete. 

The misunderstanding of the borders of society has been similar to the misconception of the 

borders of history. In both cases, the search for first and last causes submerged amprehension and 

usefulness. There is no reason for the beginning or end of existence. Similarly, there are no definite 

boundaries to societies, in time, human interaction, or imagination, except by the default that where 

people are not, society is not, either. Society is the usehl term to remind us  that we are always embedded 

in patterns of interaction. This interaction can be explained as the product of processes such as exchange, 

volunWy assOciation, involuntary association, conflict, action, and domination. There is no necessary 

definite end to the patterns of interactions that have influenced us; no definite ends of the earth as it were, 



as society exists through time. space. interaction, and imagination. As Spencer said, society is Iike an 

organism but a sentient organism has a consciousness and a society does not. Every organism has a 

definite consistent boundary or dies. and a society has many little boundaries, but no final boundary. In 

any case, argument by analogy has no powers of proof, but rather facilitates mutual understanding. 

Morality is more than just the sum of actions and intentions which are labeled 'good,' and we owe 

this insight to Durkheim. Both theft and honest production have been called both 'good' and 'evil.' There 

are grounds to consider an individual or society 'morally bankrupt,' but perhaps not in a way which lends 

itself to an effmive political accusation. Durkheim's term 'anomie' seems worthy of consideration. 

Anomie is not the state of normlessness, but the quality of the lack of e-xternal regulation of the individual 

by society. Norms would still exist but are not enforced [ Durkheim, 1 95 1, p.247 & p.253 1. This 

enforcement and 'external regulation' would not only be behavioral, but also ontological. Hence, we see in 

Durkheim's analysis that the domain of moral phenomena is not chiefly values as such, as rationalist 

abstractions, but the social relations that create values and which give values their coercive power. Or 

alternately phrased, according to Durkheim, morals are not the values that people want to be right, but the 

values they are forced to feel are right and which they can also see enforced 

Morality is a human creation which has both means and ends. If either the ends of moral action 

are revealed to lx empty, or the means are found not to be efficacious, then we can certainly speak of 

' m o d  bankruptcy.' Morality needs purpose, and it would be false to ascribe the origin of morality's 

purpose to any entity or thing which is unable to have purpose of its own. Hence, Durkheim's theory will 

be shown to depend upon whether 'society' can have purpose. Hence, there will be more discussion in the 

rest of this thesis about Durkheim's conception of 'society' and whether it logically follows that we can 

move from the 'collective' origin of moral axles to societal purpose. 

Ultimately, the crucial process of moral phenomena is cognitive. Symbols have to be meaningful, 

communication has to be speedy and complex. Here we can see Weber's emphasis on individual meaning 

tidies up the loose threads of our understanding of Durkheim. Durkheim did not dwell much on the role of 



the individual, but ncither did he ignore it. From reading Weber, we can see that the cognitive proccss is 

not only crucial for Weber's paradigm of methodological individualism, but for Durkhcim's social realism 

as well. Communication and individual cognition are essential for all moral phenomena Sociologists can 

attribute the cause of moral codes and tumultuous social events such as riots and dcrnonstrations to 

society-wide factors such as the division of labor, the media, the standard of living, and ethnic 

polarization, but societal explanations still depend on the presence of continuous individual thinking, 

@ally communication and cognition- Any weakening of individual cognition and the individual's 

interest and motivation. not just for particular things, but in rota/, would presumably lead to 'moral 

bankruptcy.' The individual has to identifj. aspects of the environment which are meanin@ for him to be 

morally affecled by them, and the individual has to have some motivation for some thing any thing. 

Apathy is by itself suff~cient to render one inhuman, In Weber's essay "Objectivity," he recognized that to 

perceive reality it is necessary to perceive it either in regards to something or for a particular purpose 

[ Weber, 1949, p.72 I .  The individuals who are indifferent would lack not only goals and values, but the 

means to perceive the world around them. It would be as if the colors and shapes of the worId would fade 

to a miasmic greyness. 

In sunmary, for the purpose of the scientific study of moral phenomena as envisaged by 

Durkheim and Weber, we can say that a plethora of different viewpoints are possible. Premises should not 

be mixed of course, but the researchers can have their choice of different interests and motivations, and 

can choose their own assessment of 'social realism.' Whether one researcher values selfsacrifice as good 

and another values self-preservation as good, remains a matter of personal choice. Academics can worship 

different gods as it were, but remain united on the rational and methodical study of moral phenomena. 

Moral codes can be described and e-xplained, and the causality of the mechanism involved, understood and 

agreed upon, as in Weber's famous suggestion [ Weber, 1949, p.58-59 1, by researchers of different 

cultures and points of view. In addition, if specific criteria are explicitly given (which other researchers 

can accept or reject) the moral life of a particular society or group can be judged as to whether it has the 



appropriate intensity or the appropriate content for its moral codes. However. m o d  phenomena. 

regardless of the personal values of the social scientist. remain in the domain of what can be studied 

'scienUkally,' with the resulting studies submitted to the scrutiny of one's peers. 

If an analysis of morals and moral life cannot bc made through the rigorous criticism and tests of 

social science, then morals are left outside the domain of all sociaI science. Morals would then bc 

considered intrinsically irrarional and outside of rational analysis. If morality is condemned as irrational. 

humanity would condemn itself as well. If morality is irrational, then let us remember that the most 

irrational human being is the madman. The actions of the madman are unpredictable, uncontrollable. and 

arbitrary. In contrast. the rational man is creative, productive. dynamic. and logical without contradiction. 

A sociology of morals will not give us "quick fixes" to problems that have plagued mankind for thousands 

of years. A rational study of morals will help us understand that the entire realm of experience is 

understandable. Value-systems are not blindly determined by fate. nor are the values that make Homo 

sapiens into human beings consigned to the realm of irrationality by some mechanism beyond our ken, 



Chapter Thrcc: Moral Reality and Social Realism 

Durkheim's paradigm is the investigation of empirical collective phenomena within a societal 

conte-xt that is initiated on unproven but plausible assumptions about the nature of society. It is part of the 

thrust of this study to show that Durkheim's use of collective phenomena still has something to 

recommend it, but that Durkheim's use of "society" may be faulty. ff this is so, then other paradigms that 

avoid the rncthodologid error of assuming "society" to be an unproblematic unit would have greater 

relevance. Moral reality appears to remain as Durkheim conceptualized ib as a collective phenomenon. 

Morality may be more than a collective phenomenon, but it is important to recognize that it is and has 

been a collective phenomenon. Durkheim's insight into the nature of morality seems to be tenable, but his 

conclusions in other areas will bear a Iater critique. 

All moral and religious systems change. Sometimes the change is not due to outside influence or 

to a receding lack of commitment, but arises from the application of rational agency by a system's 

adherents. W&r identified the process of rationalization as the manner in which intellectuals and Iaymen 

work out the inconsistencies in their chosen beliefs or in the values of the community. This process of 

rationalization not only ciarified the moral beliefs of a society, but a h  had the sometimes inadvertent 

sideeffect of raising the value of reason and expanding the role for individual agency. Furthermore, 

rationalization facilitated the rise of bureaucracies and institutions of knowledge as well as the 

standardization of written dogma. Morals of any community were no doubt affected as they were codified 

and put into writing. Durkheim would have perceived the process of rationalization much differently. 

Durkheim said that every culture creates its own rationality. Wekr might have agreed with that in a broad 

interpretation, but Durkheim insisted that the rationality of any culture was by its own merits the equal of 

the rationality of any other culture [ Hall, 1993, p.26 1. In contrast, Weber had emphasized that the 



ultimate perspective to judge rationality was that of the individual rational mind. Not only did Weber 

insist that all actions be explained by   he meaning that they possessed for the individual actors, he said 

that meaning was relevant only for individuals and that there e .ded  no 'pure' or 'objective' or 

transcendental frame of reference [ Weber, 197%. p.4 1. Different cultures do have different developments 

of rationality. but cultures and societies cannot directly judge them. 

A structure of morals can be changed by both internal forces and external influences. External 

influences are the most obvious. A tribe that worships one god can be amquered by another tribe with a 

Merent religion. The next generation of the survivors worship the god of the winning uibe during the 

day and practices the old religion at night. Eventually, the religion of the defeated tribe is partially 

accommodated into the religion of the dominant tribe, and in part becomes the stuE of fairy-tales and bed- 

time stories. In another example, a tribe can suffer a flood and then make the flood a key aspect of its 

mythology. Similarly contact with a new people can stimulate new beliefs or awaken old fears. 

A structure of m o d s  can also be transformed by change taking place solely within its society. 

The population density of a community may rise, bringing more people into contact with each other. 

Durkheim referred to this process as "increasing dynamic densityu f Durkheim, 1984, p.201 1. Durkheim's 

understanding of the dynamrsm of societies' moral forces led him to see the individual as an &kt and not 

the cause of social organization. The present sanctity of the individual in today's western civilization 

would not have been an obvious possibility in many other societies. It is quite probable that Durkheim had 

overemphasized the lack of individuality in 'primitive societies' marked by mechanical solidarity. In his 

defense, it m y  be that the standards by which we judge him today will someday also be found wanting. 

In describing events, there is the question of whether the acknowledged moral beliefs of the 

people involved were what was relevant to their actions or were just a "sugarating" wer the real 

meanings for them. Weber would have suggested that the social scientist look for the meaning of the 

actions for the participants, but we can see how selfdeception and the deliberate deception of others can 

make this more dif5cult than we would like. It is no doubt in part due to the dEiculty in finding the "real" 



meaning of actions that collective concepts seem more uustworthy than they would be othenvise. In 

certain situations it is difficult to tell whether the ascribed 'legitimate' morality is the facade or an 

independent stimulus. We can sympathize with the desire of some social-scientists who would ascribe the 

explanation of the conquest of the New World to such abstract and collective concepts like "capitalism" 

"nationalism." and "colonialism" rather than to untangle the genuine meanings of so many different 

actors. 

The roles for &a1 r d s m  and moral reatity become more relevaut as we understand our own 

potential biases for how we interpret meanings for the people involved in actions. These two concepts 

remain usefid because they emphasize that what we think of as m o d  need not be what other people think 

of as moral. Also. we separate what is "moral" from what is "ideal" and "desirable." Meanings are 

intensified through social-interaction, What is "moral" includes ail of what social interaction and 

individual cognition together lead individuals seeing as either strongly desirable or repugnant. If 

Durkheim is correct, the independent role of individual cognition is virtually zero, and so this meeting of 

minds between social reaIism and methodological individualism is not eclecticism but a a m m o n  £kame of 

reference created through an understanding so broad that it is applicable to both paradigms. When we 

interpret the meaning of people involved in events, we must understand them by the meanings specific to 

their own culture and keep in mind the connection between the moral and the social. Otherwise, we are 

blind-sided in part by our cultural prejudice that whatever is "moral" must be "good," and hence, "evil" 

actions cannot be moral. Even a desire for notoriety or fame presupposes that other people have moral 

values. Greed may or may not be considered 'Good' in a particular ethic. but even wicked greed is still in 

the moral domain because it is the pursuit of a goal based upon values intensified by the social milieu- 

Whether greed is good or bad is either a cultural or subjective judgemen& but greed as well as aitxuism 

always remains moral. 

It appears that from the beginning to the end of his academic career that Durkheim saw the 

individual a s  we know him today as a social creation. He saw that what is genuinely individual as 



nonhuman by our own standards. It is difficult to understand Durkheim in terms other than his own 

becausc of his use of terminology. Durkheim used 'social' and 'moral' as synonyms. and 'individual' as 

their antonym. [ Fields. 1995. LV 1. A mind Free of society was not human [ Durkheim, 1995a, p.16 1. 

Yet. Durkheim did not disparage the individual as such. especially as he valued a11 that was collective and 

that was dcrivcd from society. Durkheim valued the individual and the individual's feeling of uniqueness 

as important social creations. His exact delineation of the social process which made a person into an 

individual who dccmed to call himself free, is stated below: 
Originally society is everything. the individual nothing. Consequently, the strongest 
social feelings are those connecting the individual with the collectivity; society is its own 
aim. Man is considered only an instrument in its hands; he seems to draw all his rights 
from it and has no counter-prerogative. because nothing higher than it exists. But 
gradually th~ngs change. As societies become greater in volume and density, they 
increase In comple.uty, work is divided. individual differences multiply, and the moment 
approaches when the only remaining bond among the members of a single human group 
will bc that they arc all men. [ Durkheim. 195 I. p. 336 ] 

This is not to suggest that Durkheim mas correct, but to show that he had his own explanation for how 

moral forces had developed in general to lead humans to our present milieu in which individuaI freedom 

is both allowed and d i d y  understood. However. many readers may feel uncomfortable with the hct that 

in effm Durkheim used temporality to mix his premises. He showed his readers thaf provided they accept 

his premise of the complete subordination of the individual to society, they will get what they presumably 

want& a 'scicntific' validation for our current human rights and freedoms. This is a "poison pill" that will 

be bitter in the end. It would be to say that individual rights are acceptable, not fiom the intrinsic nature of 

the individual. but from the effects of complex social development outside the understanding of any 

individual. Durkheim could be condemned for smuggling in holistic determinism as the basis for today's 

liberty, yet in the short-term there would be little here to condemn, as Durkheim and his W g m  

supported democracy, legal rights, and some civil liberties. 

Durkheim had said that together the 'dynamic density' and the division of labor had been the 

dynamo which had pulled societies from mechanical to organic solidarity. Since Durkheim's day, the 

advent of radio, television, and mass transit has also brought people closer to each other. Increased 



individual contact increases small-scale conflict and yet reinforces the necessity for people to reconcile 

these Little differences in order to coexist as they arc forced by circumstances to Live in closer proximity 

and to feel they arc in even closer proximity. Durkheim never considered an absence of conflict normal or 

necessary for the on-going maintenance of a society. Daily conflicts reinforced morality through the 

maintenance of the processes of communication and negotiation. This, in turn, led to the sharing of 

information, the making of appeals to legitimate authority, and spurred the rcsamination of moral 

imperatives. As already mentioned, the process of rationalization is an internal transformation of 

morality. Durkheim's main point in his earty works, was that the increase in the division of labor in a 

society would transform the moral life from mechanical to organic solidarity. The increase in material 

prosperity, the increase in dynamic density, the increase of means of knowledge, and the increase in the 

daily division of labor. all contributed to transforming the nature of the society's solidarity. In particular, 

the division of labor wodd facilitate daily conflict and negotiation among people with different economic 

interests. This intensified the legitimate patterns of negotiation and arbitration, so that people would be 

forced by their circumstances to reach a compromise as they lived in greater economic interdependence. 

Durkheim maintahed that the increase in the division of Labor would keep society integrated, and at the 

acceptable cost of a large numkr of little differences, prevent Iarge scale differences and hostilities from 

erupting within the particular society. 

It is possible here to make a common h e  of reference which is compatible with Durkheim's 

social realism in particular, and which remains compatible with the concerns of methodological 

individualism. As Iong as the people conducting actions have values which are more than both subjective 

and individual whims, vaIues created or reinforced through a social context and interaction, we can call 

their actions "moral." For us to insist that morality is something "good" wodd reduce morality to a 

narrow-minded use of virfue. Such a perspective would fail to see that the recognition of virtue (and how 

it changes from group to group) is a product of interaction and cultural context. One of Durkheim's 

greatest achievements in sociology and pedagogy was to establish that actions, both praised and 



condemned. are facilitated and intensified through social interaction. Our understanding of what is wrong 

comes From the same sources as our understanding of what is right. Even deviant and condemned actions 

can then bc said to have a "moral" quality in the sense that they are social. Durkheim was indifferent to 

the notion of 'fiee will.' but thought that individuals acted with strong wills on the basis of motivations 

and contexts not of their choosing. 
Since. therefore. moral acts such as suicide are reproduced not merely with an equal but 
with a greater uniformity, we must likewise admit that they depend on forces external to 
individuals. Only, since these forces must be of a moral order and since. except for 
individual men, there is no other moral order of existence in the world but society, they 
must be social. But whatever they are dId the important thing i s  to recognize their 
reality and conceive of them as a totality of forces which cause us to act from without, 
like the physico-chemical forces to which we react. So truly are they things mi generis 
and not mere verbal entities that they may be mzmmd, their relative sizes compared. as 
is done with the intensity of electric currents or luminous foci. [ Durkheim. 1951, p. 
309-3 10 ] 

Here Dwkheim seems to have overemphasized the concreteness of the collective phenomena he 

described His main point is clear. Even suicide, an action generally found reprehensible, was a moral 

phenomenon insofar as it was generated by social conditions and relationships irrespective of the precise 

idiosyncrasies and personalities of the individuals involved. 

The aspirations of virtue are sometimes merely products of the imagination alone [ Durkheh 

1977, p.207 1. Whether something is seen as good or bad depends on the person's point of view and 

values, such as whether one's concerns are tvorldly' or 'other-worldly.' Morality is more tangible and this 

is true whether we are discussing m o d  structures or the foundation of aIi m o d  stmctures. It is unwise to 

automatically condemn what one does not want as 'immoral.' 

Durkheim's means of cutting to the conclusion that both good and bad actions are potentially 

moral and that even bad actions and evil can be considered normaI, is worthy of perusal. 
We must therefore call crime necessary and declare that it cannot be non-existent, that 
the fundamental conditions of social organkition, as t h q  are understood, logically 
imply i t  Consequently it is normal, It is useless to invoke the inevitable imperfections of 
human nature and maintain that evil does not cease to be evil even though it cannot be 
prevented; this is the preacher's language. not the scholar's. A necessary imperfection is 
not a disease ... f Durkheim, 195 1, p. 362 1 



Durkheim thus did not consider crime and mil actions merely as a consequence of evil personalities and 

the exercise of free will by evil persons. His reasoning here suggests that anything inevitable is normat. 

What may be considered n o d ,  will no doubt vaq  within societies and between societies. Here we have 

a problem of the level of abstraction and generalization suitable for social science. If something is 

inevitable in the long term or across broad society, is it always normal? VioIence and malaria would then 

be considered normal. Lf a degree or rate of an occurrence can be said to be n o d ,  then perhaps 

indib-idual instances of the occurrence would also then be considered normal. Such was the point of view 

of the Stoic Marcus Aurelius Aurelius, 1997. p.90 1. Even if absolute free-will was initially 

acknowledged as the sole determinism of all actions. once a rate of actions is considered normal, then 

there will be an automatic tendency to excuse an individual action as being socially determined. What is 

normai could be confused with what was necessaty. There seems to be the possibility here of an error in 

logic similar to the convergence of parallel lines on the horizon, because given enough time and social 

interaction anvrhrng becomes inevitable. 

Durkheim's argument here in regard to what is ' n o d '  discreetiy relied on his notion of social 

fact and the subordination of the individual to society. Without both tenets accepted, his argument would 

fail and both ' g d  and 'evil' could not be both considered 'normal.' While we can talk about 'normal' rates 

of crime. such as what is to be e.vpected even under 'ideal' or good conditions, the connection between a 

normal rate of dmiancy and deviancy as normal appears incomplete. This connection in Durkheim's 

reasoning appears to be almost a play-n words. 

There is a last reservation. Durkheim stated that his argument did not have to take into account 

the 'inevitable imperfections of human nature.' a statement which does not mean that he considered 

human nature unflawcd. Rather this was a way of bringing in an additional and weeded philosophical 

premise to bolster his argument. Can 'nature' be flawed? Accurding to what point of view? For human 

nature to be flawed. there would have to be a transcendental point of view which is somehow 'perfect' - 
and this point of view could presumably only be 'God' or 'Society.' Lf God exists, God could have a point of 



view. It may be more likely that 'society' exists. but whether 'society' can have a point of view is a different 

matter entirely. If society is perfect, then all individuals would have to be flawed in comparison -and all 

individuals wodd only be judged from a point of view to which thqr could never m e .  up: a horrible 

method of judgement. That is exactly the ramification of Durkheim's point of view. In another work, 

Durkheim would bedabor the point that not a single individual is genuinely innocent [ Dwkbeim. 1974a 

p.40 1. It appears likely that Durkheim's exact definition of social fact and his level of generalization led 

him to this belief that crime can be ' n o d '  and no individual can be ' i~ocent. '  

The origins of Durkheim's paradigm 

There is much debate regarding the influences upon Durkheim, Durkheim was well read. and he 

was well appraised of developments in philosophy, anthropology, German social-psychology, and French 

sociology. In attributing debts that Durkheim rnay have had to previous theorists, one must remember that 

marry of Durkheim's most productive long-term intellectual reIationships came fiam how he rejected their 

solutions to the problems they had posed, The negative influences affected him as profoundly as the 

positive inauences. In Durkheim's last written work and in his last lectures on pedagogy, sipficant space 

is reserved for a critical and sympathetic discussion of both Kant and Rousseau. 

Durkheim began his 1887 essay on the prospects of moral science by stating that in France at the 

time, there were two schools of thought on the subjezt, the Utilitarians and the Kantians. U I)urkheim had 

embraced either camp, he would have just said so, and the discussion would have been a lot shorter. He 

was appreciative of both schools of thought, but he believed they rejected completely the concept of social 

facts. The UtiIitatians included in particular John Stewart Mill and Jeremy Bentham, and to a lesser 

extent the Manchester School of Economics and others sympathetic to the ideas of Herbert Spencer. The 

Utilitarians discussed the maxim;zation of individual self-interest, but as Durkheim pointed out, they 

failed to see that their concepts of self-interest, the individual, and the values the individuals were 



supposed to recognize and pursue. were all social creations. Not only were they social creations. these 

concepts were feasible only within the social ante.- of the industrialized countries of 19th century 

Europe. The wholc economic milieu. which made individual economic initiative possible, was built upon 

a long historical foundation which in part generated its own conceit. Durkhcim's debt to Kant was more 

profound, but it would be misleading to consider him as a kind of Kantian. Durkheirn in one sense 

replaced Kant, rather than followed him. Durkheim liked to call himself a rationalist. but with specific 

qualifications. He praised Kant for his questions and for recognizing &e Limits to "pure re as or^" but did 

not think Kant went far enough. Durkheim as an atheist rejected Kant's attempt to connect a rationalist 

study of morals to God. Durkheim. as a social scientist. rejected the notion that logic and reason 

automatically existed in the individual outside of both experience and society. Durkheim wished to render 

the concepts of human thinking amenable to empirical study, to turn aside from both mindless empiricism 

and mind-without-matter a priori mental categories. to perceive how all people think as socialfacfs. 

hrkheim rejected all attempts to explain ethics that began with the individual as an intrinsically 

autonomous unit or as an a priori creation: 
Far from the individual being the primitive hct and society the derived, the former only 
slowly disengages itself horn the latter. But while the life of the individual takes shape 
and e.upands, the collective life is not thereby diminished. [ Durkheim, 1993, p. 108 ] 

Society was the source of individuds and all concepts regarding individuality. Durkheim had contempt for 

the individual mind as such and said that the individual mind was incapable of understanding anything 

new except through society [ Durkheim, 1974b, p. 198 1. 

Due to translation ambiguities there has been some misunderstanding over the idea that 

Durkheim advanced the position for some kind of "group mind" in society. The term "/a conscience 

collective" was simultaneously translated as both collective conscience and collective consciousness. It is 

unclear whether Durkheim believed that there was a "group mind" in scxiety. Conventional 

interpretations generally reject the "group mind" thesis, yet recent work such as by E n e s  Ndmedi 

[ Nemedi, 1995 ] suggests that there are grounds to make such an interpretation, paxticulariy once it is 

understood that DurWleim had cioser links to the Gennaa holistic Idealistic philosophers Kant, Hegel and 



Schopenhauer than is generally acknowledged. This is not to suggest that t h e  philosophers advocated a 

"group mind" thesis. but that when we understand their influence upon Durkheim we see different shades 

of meaning in Durkheim's words than before. Support for the "group mind" thesis rests in particular on 

Durkheim's critique of the Marxist Antonio Labriola in 1897 [ Durkheim 1982. p. 17 1 1 and Durkheim's 

repeated use of analogies comparing the relationship of the individual mind to the collective society as 

similar to that of the brain cell to the individual consciousness [ Durkheim, 197Ja p.24 I .  Durkheim did 

appear to disdain the "group mind" notion: "We do not recognize any more substantial a sod in society 

than in the individual" [ Durkheim, 195 1, p.5 1 1. If Durkheim saw society as a "group mind" Durkheim 

would have to assume that individual minds existed as entities separate of society. a notion which 

Durkheim rejected. He considered individuals to be the substratum of society. not its component parts. 

Durkheirn said that from his point of view. society was made up of collective representations [ Durkheim. 

19741. p.2 ; Marske, 1987. p. 12 1. 

The degree to which hrkhe im tolerated individualism is a matter of some debate and 

misconception. Durkheim stated that one of his biggest Merences with Wundt. was that he felt Wundt 

excessively denigrated the individual as unimportant compared to society [ Durkheim, 1993, p.120 1. 

However, this alleged difference may have included some posturing. It does not follow that because 

Durkheim posited that the source of morality was in society that he saw individual life as expendable. 

Durkheim was not an 'individualist' like Adam Smith, Ayn Rand, or Friedrich Nietzsche, but he did not 

denigrate individual Life. either. Comte called individualism a social disease; Durkheim called it a 

palatable social cult. From Durkheim's point of view, individualism's flaw was that it considered itself 

selfevident: that it treated the individual as the creator of society when the individual and individuaIism 

were products of society [ Durkheirn, 1974% p.68 1. Durkheim, in his Lectures published as Professional 

Ethics and Civic Morals, spent much time speclfjlng ways for individualism and equality to be 

consolidated by developing its social foundation [ Durkheim, 1992 1. Durkheim did not appear to see the 

individual as expendable as much as banal. The individual's physicai life was not to be sacrificed for the 



grater good of society. What was to be sacrificed was the independence of the individual: the individual's 

independent epistemology and ontology. the individual's freedom individual differences. individual 

conscience. and the right of the individual to try to rise above the mass and above the submission to 

society that was ordained for him. In short. Durkheim saw all pleasure (such as the joy of freedom and 

individual achievement) as superiluous if it did not serve the known intcrests of society [ Durkheim, 1 993, 

Durkheim owed much of his introduction to inductive methods to Montesquieu [ Durkheim. 

196% p. 52 1. Durkheim also attributed to Montesquieu the basis for his own concept of social facts. 

Montesquieu had written that the various moral elements of a society. such as its family life. laws. crime. 

and customs. could not be studied separately, as they were all parts of a whole [ Durkheim 196% p. 56 1. 

Durkheim wrote his Latin doctoral dissertation on both Montesquieu and Rousseau. From Rousseau. he 

derived an even greater inspiration to study both society and morality as forever intertwined. In a tone of 

approval, Durkheim quoted Rousseau: 
A society is 'a moral entity having speclfic qualities distinct from those of the individual 
beings which compose it, somewhat as chemical compounds have properties that they 
owe to none of their elements. If the aggregation resulting from these vague 
relationships really formed a social body, there would be a kind of common sensorium 
that would outlive the correspondence of all the parts, Public good and eviI would not be 
merely the sum of individual good and evil, as in a simple aggregation, but would lie in 
the relation that unites them It would be greater than that sum, and public well-being 
would not be the results of the happiness of individuals, but rather its source.' 
[ Durkheim, 1965% p. 82 ] 

Durkheim also had the advantage of hindsight. He had accepted Darwin's evolutionary theory in general, 

but had rejected Darwin's explanation for morals. He also rejected the Social-Darwinists' belief that 

evolution led purposeful& to "higher" fonns of society and he rejected their belief that social evolution led 

to "higher' forms of morality. From Durkheim's view, the morality of a "higher" or more developed society 

was only appiicable and relevant to that type of "higher" society, and so, though there were "lower" and 

"higher" types of societies, they were neither inferior nor superior to each other. However, by accepting 

the importance of both genesis and longitudinal development from the evolutionists, he was more able to 

critique Rousseau: 



Hc fails to see that every society embodies conflicting factors, simply because it has 
gradually emerged from a past form and is tending towards a hture one. He fails to 
recognize the process whereby a society, while remaining faithful to its nature. is 
constantly bccoming something new. This accounts for the singularity of his method. 
Social existence is determined by conditions of two types. One consists of present 
circumstances, such as topography or size of population. The other pertains to the 
historical past. Just as a chiId would be different if he had had other parents, so the 
nature of a society depends upon thc form of the societies preceding it. Lf it has a 
background of inferior societies. it cannot be the same as if it had sprung from highly 
civilized nations. [ Durkheim 196%. p. 59 1 

Durkheim's debt to Montesquieu and Rousseau was profound. He accepted that society was more than the 

sum of its parts and that society as such was irreducible to individuals. 

Durkheim praised Rousseau for seeing that society was created irretrievably out of the proximity 

and interaction of human beings and that the notion of the isolated individual was only hypothetical. 

However, Durkheim emphasized that Rousseau did not go far enough, and so, reduced d e t y  to its mere 

parts: the individuals, their population and resources, and their knowledge. 
But it would be a serious mistake to interpret this theory as implying that ethics is based 
on the greater material force resulting from the combination of individual forces. This 
coercive power is doubtless important; it guarantees the rights that come into existence 
with the civil state, but it does not create them. [ Durkheim, 1965a, p. 103 ] 

Durkheim criticized Rousseau for saying that society was a creation of what the individuals had in 

common, since all that the individuals might have in common was society, the nature of their collective 

existence. Being born into society was common to all and hence, could not create the nature of society. 
The general will must be respects not because it is stronger but because it is general. If 
there is to be justice among individuals, there must be something outside them, a being 
sui generis. which acts as arbiter and determines the law. This something is society, 
which owes its m o d  supremacy, not to its physical supremacy, but to its nature, which 
is superior to that of individuals. It has the necessary authority for regulating private 
interests because it is above them, hence not a party to disputes. 
[ Durkheim. 1965a p. 103 1 

Here Durkheirn linked two disparate premises, the existence of the 'general will' and the fact that society 

was irreducible and not a matter of choice for the individual. We shall examine Durkheim's t h e o ~ n g  

more critically in later chapters. It is sufficient here to note the possibility that the perception of the 

'general will' may be variable, and that it does not necessariIy follow that because society is irreducible, 

that it must have a general will. Insob  as Durkheim erred on this point, he also followed Rousseau 



Durkheim saw society as  something above all individuals. even dictators. Though society was not 

an organism in itself. neither was it a product of material or idealistic resources. or a creation of mass 

individual action. 
Thus the moral order transcends the individual: it does not exist in material or 
immaterial nature. but must be introduced.. To effect this synthetic connection a new 
force is required namely, the general win. [ Durkheim, 1965a p. 103 1 

We can sec here the germ of Durkheirn's conception of colicdive conscience. derived from Rousseau's 

term the general wdl. sometimes referred to in Latin as universalis consensus. However. he explicitly 

rejected Rousseau's dichotomy of the individual versus the "general will," through rejecting Rousseau's 

notion of the hypothetical and abstract individual [ Durkheim, 1965a, p. 13 1 j. 

Durkheim felt that people. being by nature homo duplex, had strong wills which needed social 

restra.int and ontological guidance. 
We are not naturally inclined to put ourselves out or to use self-restraint; if we are not 
encouraged at every step to exercise the restraint upon which all morals depend how 
should we get the habit of it? [ Durkheim, 1977, p. 12 j 

A balance was needed between the two natures which resided within the individual. Yet the basis for 

resolving any imbalance was not really the product of individual effort but more of the ongoing collective 

He of society through the ongoing reaeation of social solidarity. Durkheim emphasized that society 

constrained us at all times, and this constraint was moral. Constraint is not the ordy aspect of morality, but 

it is a necessary one in this paradigm [ Durkheim, 1964, p. 435 1. This factor reiates to homo duplex in an 

interesting way. Society constrains us at all times. This constraint is external and internal. The internal 

constraint is our consciences, an understanding which is similsr to Fmd's theory of the superego. 

However, society constrains the way we can see the world. This constraint, though binding, also gives u s  

what we critically need: epistemologicaI and ontological stability. Homo duplex will be discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter Four. 

S. Mestrovic has recently speculated that Durkheim was a disciple of Schopenhauer [ Mestrovic, 

1988b & 1989 1. According to Mestrovic, Schopenhauer contributed to the founding of social science by 

suggesting that ethics could be studied empirically [ Mestrovic, 1989, p.43 I 1. To call Schopenhauer an 



empiricist would tic most unusual. and so there are grounds to be skeptical of Mestrovic's claim. However. 

Mestrmic's thesis remains worthy of consideration. There are reasons to suggest a connection behvcen 

Schopenhauer and Durkheim. even though Durkheim rarely rcferred to Schopenhauer directly in his 

writings. and on the f av  occasions he did so [ Durkheixn 1993, p. I08 J he was critical. Durkhcim's 

outline for his last work La Alorale had made e.xtensive references to Rousseau and Kant. Schopenhauer 

w a s  also a sympathetic critic of Kant and Rousseau and so there might have been an affinity between 

Durkheim and Schopenhauer's direction of thought, though evidence for a more direct relationship 

between them still appears to be unproved. A lot of people read Schopcnhaucr, including Weber, Simmcl. 

Tolstoy, Wundt. and Nietzsche. yet they certainly remain original talents. 

Durkheim's emphasis on a strong primordial psychologicd will restrained by social factors does 

appear to lend some plausibility to Mestrovic's theory. but there appear to be greater grounds for 

reservations. Durkheim seems to have adapted ideas directly from other theorists that he could have also 

found in Schopenhauer. Durkheim's sympathetic critique of Rousseau and his partial incorporation of 

Rousseau's ideas into his own may tempt us into seeing a greater similarity between Durkheim and 

Schopenhauer than is actually the case. Rousseau and Schopenhauer had superficial similarities and deep 

metaphysical merences. There appear to be in Rousseau's works precedents for the chronic pessimism 

and Mer ing  that is assaciated also with Schopenhauer. Rousseau once said, "He who does what he likes 

is not happy if his desires exceed his strength ...." ( Rousseau, 1996, p. 57 1. 
All dcsire implies a want, and all wants arc painfbl; hence our wretchedness consists in 
the disproportion between our desires and our powers. A conscious being whose powers 
were equal to his desires would be perfectly happy. f Rousseay p. 5 1-52 j 

Schopenhauer was not the only philosopher who had discussed the relationship between the individual's 

will and his unhappiness. There is also the possibility that Durkheim was aEeclcd by Stoic philosophy. 

There is nothing wrong in specuiating on a link between Schopenhauer and Durkheim, but to do so, one 

would also have to discuss the other theorists who shared the same pessimistic concerns. 

La addition, Durkheim was also a student of W u .  Elements of Durkheim that Mestrovic has 

attributed to Schopenhauer, can also be found in the works of Rousseau or Wundt which Durkheim 



discussed d i r d y .  Schopenhauer influenced many thinkers of thc 19th ccntwy such as Simmel, Wundt. 

Nietzsche. and Tolstoy. but there is no irrehtable widencc to attribute the origin of Durkheirn4s theory to 

him. Durkheim completely rejected thc metaphysics of Kant and Schopenhauer, and there is no mention 

in any of his work of the Kantian term "the thing-in-itself" or noumeno. However. in a way unrelated to 

Mestrovic's treatment of the hypothesized link bctween Schopenhauer and DurWleim, Durkhcim4s term 

social fact with its insistence that the apparent world is not the whole real world and that collective values 

and representations are never/ully viewed by anyone, appears to be simiIar to Schopenhauer's collective 

mysticism, but it would also be similar to anyone else's collective mysticism. To call Durkheim a follower 

of Kant or Schopenhauer. only makes sense in that he may have tried to come up with new answers to 

their questions or to otherwise duplicate their achievements upon a sociological basis to meet the new 

demands of the modem world. Still. the similarities between Durkheim and Schopenhauer appear to be 

unappreciated by Durkheirn's critics and popularizers. That is to say, the aspects of Durkheim's theory 

which provide the basis for the alleged link to Schopenhauer are the aspects which were distorted or 

glossed over in conventional interpretations. There may indeed be a closer relationship between Durkheim 

and Mestrovic's Durkheim than with Parson's Durkheim 

Durkheim was in no way a member of the Gennan neo-Kantian movement which included 

Simmel and Weber, yet his relationship to Kantianisrn bears scrutiny and clarification Durkheim was 

deeply influenced by the French philosophers of the Third Republic who were themselves deeply 

influenced by Kant's writings, In particular, Boutrou- and Renowier were considered Kantians and they 

in turn were Durkheim's professional mentors. However, these French philosophers had rejected Kantian 

notions of 'the thing-in-itself,' intuition, and a priorism. Instead of basing his paradigm on metaphysics, 

Durkheim buiIt his ideas upon his teacher Renowier's understanding of society as a reality sui generis. in 

which a divorce between representations and the represented was not viable [ Jones, 1996, p. 53 1. Yet 

such a statement in itself is metaphysical because it implies absolute certainty about things we cannot 

observe directly holding true in all cases, red or hypothetical. Renowier posited absolute 'formal' 



reIationships between representations and the represented and between the individual and society which 

could not be obscrvcd M y  and could not be subject to empirical scrutiny. We can call such a point of 

view 'social metaphysics.' Though this 'social metaphysics' is not the same as Kant's metaphysics. it may 

have been intended to accomplish similar political and pedagogical goals. 

To say, as Mestrovic does, that Durkheim's term homo duplex and representation bind him to 

Schopenhauer and his use of Vorstelfung, is to overstate the case. Rather, Durkheim in his discussion of 

wiIl and restraint emphasized that our "natural" or "psychological" impulses are baianced by physical 

constraints, social constraints. and the actions of other people, to render us as normal individuals. 

Durkheim thus distinguished himself' from the Utilitarians and Kantians, who saw the individual as 

juxtaposed to society. Ln his outline for his proposed definitive book on morality, Durkheim referred to 

Kant's argument repeatedly, with the chapter titles: "The problem of the Kantian solutios" "Critique of 

Kantian ethics," "Relation between public and individual morality (autonomy and the Kantian solution), " 

and "Property. The Kantian theory" [ Durkheim, 1979, p. 78 1. Durkheirn was as hniliar with 

Schopenhauer as he was with all philosophers including Fouillee and Renowier, who critiqued Kant in a 

way separate from the Gennan seff-titied neu-Kantians. In any case, considering that Schopenhauer 

challenged people with his assertion of immutable "blind will," Durkheim's contention that people become 

who they are only in society, remains poles apart. Durkheim emphasized that the individual's equilibrium, 

self'ncept and feelings of both repression and empowerment were derived from the individual's 

presence within society, and that though society made demands upon the individual, it was never alien. 

Perhaps one could speak of Durkheirn as 'some kind' of Kantian, but only with regards to the 

firnction of the philosophy and not the content Durkheim replaced a priori categories with social Edcts 

and replaced God with Society. He ended up ultimately at a conclusion similar to Kant's by subsuming the 

individual under society's moral imperative. Durkheim was in no way part of the neo-Kantian movement 

which used Kantian terminology, rather we can see that Durkheim was obsessed with creating wholly new 

terminology different fiom conventional French Cartesian and German Kantian philosophy. To try to 



label Durkhcim as  part of a phiiosophical school. would raise the qucstion of whether wc understand 

philosophy through terminology and premises. the conventional view. or through its purpose. function and 

political needs. If we are to judge philosophy by the function of its truths and its deceits, then we could 

call Durkheirn a follower of Kant and Schopenhauer, but as long as we adhere to convention and attribute 

philosophical influence to premises and assumptions. we should not. 

Durkheim's M o d  Reality 

We deal here now more with Durkheim's ideas. rather than with those of Weber or any other 

thinker. because Durkheim was the main author of the paradigm of social realism. Social realism deals 

directly with all the aspects of moral reality and collective societal moral forces that act upon and inside 

the indhldual. if Durkhcirn's understanding of m o d  phenomena is sufficient. then it would hardly be 

necessary to examine other options. However, while Durkheim's understanding of moral reality has a 

great deal to recommend i t  hc made mistakes in other concerns. So. it is necessary to examine in great 

detail just what Durkhcirn meant by morality. Morality is not just the values people think that all people 

would hit upon logically or emotionally by themselves. "Virtue as it exemplified in the most literate 

people exists only too often in the imagination alone" [ Durkheim. 1977, p.207 1. He meant that though 

we think as an act of our own volition. our thoughts are always conditioned by our social context. 

The e.uamination of morality in general, by itself and not its concrete content. is the investigation 

into how values exist and their relationship with actual events. Durkheim rejected the values of the 

metaphysicians and the notion that there were absolute ethics floating above normal life. 
Ethics. by contrast, operate in the realm of action, which either gets to grips with real 
objects or else loses itself in the void. To act morally is to do good to creatures of flesh 
and blood to change some feature of reality. In order to experience the need to change 
it, to transform it and to improve it. it is necessary not to abstract oneself from it; one 
must rather stay with it and love it despite its ugliness. its pettiness and its meanness. 
One must not avert one's gaze from it in order to contemplate an imaginary world but 
on the contrary keep one's gaze directed steadily towards it. This is why a culture which 
concentrates to an excessive extent on aesthetic values tends to create slackness in the 
moral sphere, because it turns us away from the real world [ Durkheim, 1977, p. 207 ] 



Daily life of aaual people. and not the idcals of hypothetical people. is the true moral domain. Morality 

can ncver be divorced from society and indi\lduals. 
Morality is not a qstcm of abstract rules that people find inscribed in their consciences 
or that the moral philosopher deduces in the privacy of his or her office. It is a social 
function or. even more. a system of bc t ions  which is formed and consolidated under 
the pressure of collective needs. Love in general. the abstract tendency toward 
unselfishness. does not exist. What actually exists is love in maniage and in the family. 
the frce devotion of friendship, civic pride. patriotism, the love of humanity; and all 
thcsc feelings arc prcxiucts of history. [ Durkheia 1 993, p. 74 1 

Here Durkheim emphasized the nature of moral analysis as positive and empirical. He believed that the 

moral plulosopher was very much a product of the same society that he sought to reshapc according to 

what he thought were absoiutc ethical ruies. 

It is not thc dreams and lofty idcals of intcllectuds and theologians that are directly the content 

of moralin.. Thc facts of morality's substance are social facts: 
Thc monl philosopher can, then. neither invent them nor construct them; he or she 
must obscnc them wherever they exist and then seek their causes and conditions in 
soc~en.. No doubt the sense of the ideal. this need that pushes peuple to be dimntent 
with anything relative and to seek an absolute which thcy cannot attain intervenes in 
the evolution of moral ideas; but it does not create them- On the contrary it presupposes 
them and can only give them a new form. [ Durkheim, 1993, p. 75 ] 

AU societies have ideals. many impractical, and these ideals are a necessary part of the symbolic life. 

Durkheim bclieved that ideals are not individual wishes, but images of what should be. which are 

unrealizable directly by the individual. Hence. ideals reinforce collective power. as no individual can 

actually identie so closely with an ideal that he or she would be outside its coercive power. 

Durkheirn's use of ideals is troubling. To accept in their definitions that ideals are intrinsically 

unrealizable and that absolutes are unobtainable, is to bring in many hidden premises. These might 

include that humans might be imperfect or fallen from a state of grace, or that humans live in an universe 

which judges them by standards which they cannot achieve, in effect, a malevolent universe. To say that 

ideals and absolutes are unobtainable by human beings would beg the question of who could realize them. 

Durkheim's ready answer wouid be sociefy. A theologian would say God. This is quite congruent with 

Durkheim's point of view that individuals were to be judged by society with society's standards. In 



contrast. an individualist would have to consider the possibility that the belief that ideals are intrinsically 

beyond human grasp is an implicit recognition that the ultimate judge of morals is something nonhuman. 

Wc look for the understanding of morality in collective life. not in the innate. No doubt neuro- 

psychology has more to offer us  t&y than in Durkheim's era in understanding how the human brain 

works. but as we know that people are physiologically very similar and yet their actions differ so markedly 

we do not turn to biological reductionism for an explanation Neuro-psychology muId tell how human 

beings think physiologically, but not how they think what they think through voLitional consciousness. 

Durkheirn rejected the notion of an abstract human nature as a causal variable. 
Far from being immutable. humanity is in fact involved in an interminable process of 
evolutios disintegration and reconstruction: far from being a unity. it is in fact infinite 
in its variety. with regard to both time and place. Nor do 1 mean simply that the external 
forms of life vary, that people do not everywhere speak the same language, wear the 
same clothcs. or observe the same rituals. Rather it is the very basis of human mentality 
and morality which is perpetually in the process of transformation and is not the same 
here as it is there. [ Durkheim. 1993, p. 25 j 

Durkheim accepted the notion of human nature in the form of human potential, but not as a force in itself. 

He explicitly rejected the Darwinian explanation for morals as part of the bio-evolutiowy process 

[ Durkheim. 1993, p.105 j. Human life was variable and contingent on group life and opable of 

facilitating a multitude of behavior and moral codes to appear natural to people who grew up in a 

particular society. 

It is fascinating that Durkheim rejected abstract human nature, yet posited that human nature was 

necessarily imperfect. To understand this paradox, one has to keep in mind that Durkheim was exclusively 

concerned with the relationship of the individual to society. Apparently, according to Durkheim, the 

ultimate frame of reference is not intrinsic human nature. but concrete and spec~fic societies, which have a 

generic and nonspedic but absolute superiority over the individual. 

We are always in moral life. Moral Life is always some thing around us and inside us. Durkheim 

saw individual existence as homo duplex, that all human beings have a societal sociological component 

and an innate, more psychological component within them simuItaneously. He attniuted to morality an 

origin in society and not in the individual, and in life rather than in empty abstraction 



For us too. morality only has a purchase in thc domain of striving. struggle, sacrifice 
and unselfishness. For us too. the moral life is not simply a matter of embarking upon 
the asy dotmward slope which is empirically prescribed for us by our physicd nature: it 
is rather a question of building with our own hands upon this foundation a natufal 
structure which is more special and more sublime. which is truly and uniquely 
characteristic of humanity, which is entirely spiritual, which we alone are capable of 
creating but whose laborious construction is so arduous that it wodd never even have 
been attempted. had we not felt morally and socially obliged to undertake it. 
[ Durkheim 1977. p. 2 IO 1 

In particular. Durkheim articulated the view that the nature of morality was a strong compulsion to serve 

the group in some ~ a y .  He rejected morality as something that could be chosen by individuals to serve 

themselves. No doubt all individuals have some choice in their lives. but Durkheim emphasized the 

otherliness of the nature of all moral life. 

Durkheim emphasized that the entire moral reality was collective in origin. The way that he 

explained this is sometimes debated and often misunderstood- Durkheim was not a materialist. but he did 

aIways examine the physical factors of a society under consideration. and these factors included 

geography. climate. material resources. population. population density. and the division of labor. 

Durkheim was also not a Social-Darwinist. He did e.uamine racial hypotheses, but he found them wanting 

in credibility. He seriously e.vamined the possibility of merences in temperament ktween men and 

women. He also wondered if women had degenerated a little biologicalIy since the start of civilization, 

though that notion seems absurd to us now. Durkheim wisely rejected the then-accepted conclusions of 

studies at the end of the 19th century. which on inadequate evidence "demonstrated" racial differences. 

However, from other physical-anthropological evidence. he left himself open to the possiblity that women 

and men's reIative size and intelligence had changed through the development of civilization [ Durkheim. 

Durkheim was close to being an idealisf but he was not an idealist in the ways that it was 

commoniy understood. Durkheim posited no absolute values, and he did not &be to values and ideas 

any causal power, nor at any point did he anthropomorphize such id& as "Freedom" or "Democracy." 

Durkheirn was an idealist only in the sense that he was a cu1tu.d relativist He believed that each society 

had its own rationality, and as well fiom its own unique history and present circumstances, its own values 



and identity. Each culture held its own beliefs, but all societies were committed to their own swvival and 

could be judged as normal or pathological in regards to their general social t_vpe[Durkheim 1964, p. 4321. 

A society's rationality and moral code were appropriate for it, if they adequately represented the true state 

of the society. such as its dynamic density. particular history. language, and economic relations -a list 

which included many. but not exclusively material. tsctors. Durkheim was not an ethical relativist. 

however, and this distinction is crucial. He did not say that all moral values were equal. rather he posited 

that they were to be judged by the needs of the collective foundation of society in general and the 

circumstances and needs of the particular society in which they were found 

There is an alternative to both idealism and corrventional metaphysics which still accomplishes 

the same e.Eects and creates the same impression of transcendence. This would be not to ascribe existence 

and causal power to ideas as such nor would it demand the belief in the existence of absolutes in the 

realm of ideas and ethics. Rather, it would be to believe in absolutes in the form of social relationships and 

their causal relationships with each other. These relationships wouid be the absolute subordination of the 

individual to society, the absolute existence of homo duplex, and the absolute unbreakable connection 

between the represented and the representation Arguably, this is the Durkheimian paradigm, the 

substitution, in a sense, of social metaphysics for idealistic metaphysics. We can call Durkheim a 'social 

metaphysician' if we arc also willing to remember that in any difference between the label and the man's 

theory, it is his theory which is more important. In any event, he preferred to be known as a rationalist. 

Durkheim was a cultural relativist and not a moral relativist. He stated that every culture had its 

own rationality and unique characteristics. However. the fact that society was a reality did not mean that 

truth and objectivity did not and could not exist Rather, Dwkheim insisted that truth was relative to the 

truths of the particular culture and had its own special moral characteristic. He understood that insofar as 

all cultures might believe something, that universal values could exist as well. However, the potential for 

cultural universals appeared somewhat limited to such things as a recognition of and a concern for tnrth, 
Truth cannot be separated fkom a certain moral character. In every age, men bave felt 
that they were obliged to seek truth. In truth there is something which commands our 
respect and a moral power to which the mind feels properly bound to assent. 



[ Durkheim 1983. p. &ii I 

Knowledge is not all relative in Durkheim's paradigm, but is relative to specific societies. Moral 

phenomena being relationships that represent the collective nature of the particular society, are relative to 

the @pe of society in which the specific moral phenomena occur [ Durkheim, 1964, p. 435 1. 
One considers as a normal moral fact for a given social type, as a determinate phase of 
its development every rule of conduct to which a repressive cWk sanction is attached 
in the average society of this type... [ Durkheim 1964, p. 435 1 

This later provision mitigates somewhat Durkheim's cultural relativism. For someone to claim that 

Durkheim believed that all values are relative and that people should not believe in absolutes. values, or 

universals, would be a misunderstanding. Values are specific to societies. We do not have a fiame of 

reference outside that of different societies. Not onIy is there no universal or absolute h e  of reference, 

the mordists and social scientists are also citizens. Social scientists may study how moral codes are 

relative to specific societies and to types of societies. but they also experience their own society as an 

absolute. 

After World War One began, Duricheim wrote two tracts describing the collective conscience and 

moral nature of German society and how they had facilitated German aggression. He emphasized that 

while the French and the Germans held different values, it was still possible to evaluate them and to judge 

German militancy as undesirable [ Durkheim, 19 15% p. 18 1. Sometimes Durkheim is interpreted as 

having modified his position slightly regarding the possibility of crossdtutal truths and universals, but 

this appears to be unjustified: 
It is misleading to take the claim about duty to one's country out of context, to claim that 
the 'early' Durkheim is a universalist rather than a relativist in his ethical theory 
[ Wallwork 1972 : 164 1. Durkheim -'early1 or 'late' - is both, always recognizing moral 
universals while always emphasizing every sa5a.i type's own morality. The most 
important statement of his ethical theory, the course on moral education, analyzes duty 
and the good as moral miversais while emphasizing autonomy as an aspiration of the 
modern human ideal. [ Miller, 1996, p. 29 1 

In his emphasis on cultural specificity, Durkheim did not imply that our mncern to avoid ethnocentrism 

shouId kecp us from making scientific judgments regarding morals or from having confidence in the 

culture, can also show the existence of universals. Not only can certain phenomeaa exkt in all cultures, 



but other phenomena a n  be proved to be universal in ail cultures which have a certain desirable 

characteristic. We can judge crosscultural similarities and differences by the criteria of universalism but 

atso by accepted value-judgements relative to p a r t i c i .  tasks. ideology. or politics. If we are concerned 

with individualism. for e-uample. we can then fmd the elements that universally facilitate indikldualism 

though individualism itself is not universal. Cultural specificity does not end the prospects of scientific 

analysis of morals, but provides key information by showing what diversity is possible under specific 

conditions. 

In Durkheim's careful use of relativism. there remained dtural universals and a sacred value 

attributed to nth. Truth did not lose its efficacy and sanctity as truth by being relative to the specific 

society which created it. In ail societies, truth is respeaed as such. Not only is truth a cultural universaI, it 

is an axiom of all cultures. This removes Durkheim from the pragmatist position that truth is merely 

relative or is whatever works as truth. Rather. Durkheim would maintain, truth is not relative to 

individual whims or petty demands, but to the social sanction from Lhe collective nature of social life of a 

specific social reality. In any case. though Durkheim's use of "truth" was flexible, in no way did he suggest 

that the past was not fixed. as G.H. Mead would later assert [ Meah 1964. p.322 1, nor did he measure 

truth by its short term efficacy. which was the view of the pragmatist school of thought in general. Ln fact, 

Durkheirn's position was quite at odds with pragmatism, though the superficial similarities did cause 

Durkheim to write a series of lectures on the topic to distinguish his position Pramtisrn and Sociolony 

[ Durkheim, 1983 1. The American pragmatist sociologist Herbert Blumer grounded his theory of 

Slvmbolic Interactionism in "the mutual definition of the situation by the participants" [ Blumer, 1969 1. 

Durkheim in contrast found that those peopIe who had to define their own situations Wered cunsiderable 

angst t.Ie called this maIaise anomie, and attributed it to a transitional stage in social solidarity. 

Durkheim's term anomie is sometimes considered by those who had read Robert Merton, to be the 

condition when a person's desires exceed his resources. Durkheim emphasized that anomie was as much a 

problem of the individual mering a lack of ontological guidance [ Durkheim, 1984, p.120 & 298 1. The 



synonym for anornre was not normlcssness. but 'dereglement' [ Mcstrovic. 1988b. p.689 1. The founder of 

Symbolic-I n teractionism, Herbert Blumer. emphasized that the individual actor can and must freely define 

h s  situation. What was the solution for a pragmatist like Blumer was the problem for Durkheim and this 

difference was based upon their different use of truth. Blumer had made truth dative to the shared 

meaning of the individuals involved in a single 'joint-action.' Durkheim made truth relative to 

social reality. which is not to make it arbitrary. but to emphasize that no individual who uses truth or fact 

is ever outside of a cultural ante-xt. 

Durkhcim emphasized that morality was a phenomenon of society though all experience of 

course is rcalixd through individuals. individuals do have individual representations. but these unique 

rncntal images arc short lived and puny compared to the representations of society. Durkheim attributed 

all of thc m o d  ~mpcntivc to society and not to innate instincts, virtue. or logic. It was fiom the effects of 

socicty. including men unconscious motivations and causes obscure to the individual, that people were 

bound to each other and maintained civilization [ Durkheirn. 1982. p. 17 1 1. Morality commands, and the 

indi~idual obeys. and hence. the origin of morality lies not in any individual. 
Now. there is only one moral power moral. and hence common to all- which stands 
above the individual and which can legitimately make laws for him, and that is 
cokctive power. To the extent the individual is left to his o m  devices and freed from 
all social constraint he is unfettered too by ail moral wnstm.int.[ Durkheim, 1992, p.7 ] 

Society surrounds us at all times. remaining inside us, even if we should try to isolate ourselves. The 

dominant images of society arc held in common by the individuals, but this is a collective fact which 

results from their common position within society. The fact that people have these images 

(representations. ideas. emotions) in common could not give the images their power, because then the 

people could just merely change them. Rather. the dominant images of life are rooted in social reality 

beyond the control of any one individual and beyond ail individuals acting together in vofitional 

coordination. 
M o d  ideas have the same character. It is society which forces them upon us, and as the 
respect inspired by it is naturaily extended to all that comes fiom if its imperative rules 
of amduct are invested by reason of their origin. with an authority and a dignity which 
is shared by none of our internal states: therefore, we assign them a place apart in our 



psychical life. Although our moral conscience is a part of our consciousness, we do not 
feel ourselves on an equality with it. [ DurWleim. 1968. p. 298 1 

We enter social reality and find its rules and images around us W y  grown. waiting to be realized slowly 

and uniquely through the workings of our individual consciousness. When we leave society and die, the 

images and rules continue without us. The social images. or representations. as Durkheim frequently 

called them were held by the individuals in diverse states of clarity and consciousness [ Mestrovic, l988b. 

p.693 1, but were never to be explained by the needs or innate nature of the individuals who held them. 

Durkheim made it clear that horn his point of view that the dominant beliefs of any society were not the 

"average" beliefs of the majority of the citizens. Such a position would have had a great deal in common 

with conflict theorists and Marxists, except that Durkheim went on to say that the dominant beliefs were 

also not the product of any one group within society but were products of the collective nature of society as 

a whole. [ Durkheim 1982, p. I 7  1-173 ] 

The moral symbolic tapestry of human life is not a matter of choice by the individuals concerned, 

nor do they have to fully understand the source of their values. In one of his publications, The Positive 

Science of Morals in Germany, ( 1887) Durkheim wrote: 
Most social facts are much too complex to be able to be embraced in their entirety by 
human intelligence, however vast it might be. The majority of moral and social 
institutions therefore, are due not to reason or calculation but to obscure causes, to 
subconscious feeling, and to motives which have no relationship to the effects they 
produce and which, consequently, they cannot explain. [ Durkheim, 1993, p. 73 ] 

Durkheim was of the exaa same opinion ten years later in his critique of Labriola which is published as 

"Marxism and Sociology: The Materialist Conception of History." We like to think we are individuals, 

and that we can cultivate our own morals, but in the least, we do not do Lhis in circumstances of our own 

choosing, and possibly, we remain ignorant of some of our own motivation. 

Now that we have demonstrated that for Durkheim moral reality was the essence of the collective 

nature of human life and was established through social solidarity we must see what morals were in their 

experience. Durkheim seriously considered the Kantian argument that morality was duty performed not 

out of pleasure or self-interest, but out of obligation alone. Though he did place a premium on constraint 

as a necessary element. he found Kant's paradigm wanting. To act exclusively out of duty would create a 



life and e-xistence that would be dreary. ewen from the point of view of someone like Schopenhauer. who 

considered iife as only aesthetics. misery and misery's lack. William Gibson's play The Miracle H'orker 

about the epistemological education of a young b l i n d a d  woman Helen Keller by a social worker makes 

this point clear. The social worker teaches her ward the rudiments of discipline needed for social etiquette. 

but is discouraged by the lack of understanding on the part of her pupil regarding the meaning of the 

words and concepts she is trying to teach: "...to do nothing but obey is-no gift obedience without 

understanding is a -blindness. too." [ Rand. 1984, p. 91 1 Moral reality is not just obedience to forces 

outside ourselves. Weber. in contrast, had emphasized the importance of meaning and freechoice. 

Durkheim attributed the nature of morality to society and rejected m o d  universals, and yet looked for 

universal principles of social relationships. Consequently, he grappled with the M d t y  of finding 

suGcient r-n for why people should obey and how thqt obeyed social sanction. Obviously, constraint is 

a vital part of moral sanction and law codes, but it would appear i-cient to explain why people obey. 

There is the old fable dating back to the philosopher Zeno. The master tells the slave to do a task or else 

he will break his ieg. The slave says, "Then my leg is broken." Obedience even to the threat of force is not 

automatic. Durkheirn searched into the individual experience of morality to find what it was that made us 

re-nd to the commands and coercion from society, and he thought he had found i t  For obedience to be 

realized, there had to be at least a tacit acknowledgment in either I)  the desirability of the results of the 

social sanction or 2) the desirability of the maintenance of its process. even if the results were unpalatable 

or unrealizable. Ernile Durkheim considered the first option to be outside the moral domain; individualists 

such as Max Weber and Ayn Rand would have disagreed, albeit for different reasons. Durkheim, 

following in Kant's footsteps, looked to make desirability part of the process of the moral response of the 

individual and absolutely rejected self-interest, and so, therefore, argued in a somewhat convoluted course 

that in "proper" moral events the individual came to see the moral sanction and power itself and the 

obligation of duty to it as what was desirable [ Durkheim, 1995b. p.28 1. Desirability was a necesary part 



of moral action for Durkhein but this desirability had to be transcendent and relevant to the individual 

sening society and not the individual sening his own life. 

Durkheirn found a link between the individual's experience of life and his receptiveness to the 

commands of often harsh m o d  dictates. He emphasized that though the individual was of a lower nature 

than that of society-. the individual's petty wants and pleasures were how the individual related to the 

pleasures of pleasing society and indeed made Iife itself pleasant ( Durkheim, 1993. p. 120 1. In addition, 

in contrast to Kant Durkheim saw no penalty in pleasure and self-interest per se. If the individual found 

pIeasurc in conducting a rnoral action. this did not end the moral nature of the action Kant in 

Founda~ions of   he Metaphvsics of Morals had insisted that virtue must be not only its own reward but its 

sole reward [ Rand. p. 96 1. Durkheim rejected Kant's sufficient use of duty as the sole and edus ive  

qualily of moral Iife. 

Howmer different Durkheirn was from Kant, Durkheim's moral hmry is still to be understood in 

relation LO Kant. Durkheim had rejected Kant's belief that someone who found pleasure in doing 

something "good" was immoral and that the only good actions were those without any self-interest. 

However. this qualification and increased tolerance was still achieved within the overall Kantian 

perspective that emphasized the primacy of duty over choice and self-interest Someone who enjoyed 

pleasing his family could be just as good as a parent as someone who merely went through the motions of 

familial obligation. However. one should consider whether it sounds reasonable to say that parents who 

voluntarily care for their chldrcn are "just as good" as parents who reluctantly and begrudgingly care for 

their children out of the stale dictates of social duty. The former may certainly be no worse than the latter, 

but to say so, implies some kind of reversal in one's point of view. The Kantian approach to morality is 

suspect Any sociologist who creates a new theory by mitigating the worst aspects of an older theory 

through the inclusion of additional variables and premises, remains in philosophical dependency upon the 

original theory. Durkheim sugar-coated Kant's emphasis on duty and seLf-sacdice by making the overall 



theory more inclusive. In a mathematical analogy. Kant was negative; Durkheim was nonpositive. Kant 

seemed to value self-sacrifice. Durkheim valued the lack of self-interest. 

The two perspectives were virtually identical but Durkheim's theory was a little broader and 

seemed to be more flexible. Durkheim's phrasing would avoid antagonizing as many people as Kant's 

moral theory did; it could be accepted a bit at a time before its Nl implications were understood. Also, it 

was expressed in such an unusual way that the politically polarized audience of the Third Republic would 

give it a h l l  hearing and it might appeal to people on a l l  sides of the political spectrum. 

Durkheim had added additional steps and variables to the Kantian paradigm. Durkheim 

emphasized that duty or constraint was not the sole element of moral life: 
Morality must. then, be not only obligatory but also desirable and desired- This 
desirability is the second characteristic of all moral acts. [ Durkheim, 1993. p.43 1 

However, this does bear some circumspection. The Neo-Platonists had argued that what was inevitable 

should also k desired and that one gained 'freedom' in a way by giving up freewill and accepting destiny 

and the nature of the universe. Durkheirn was not a Neo-Platonist, but implied in his reasoning that the 

individual should want what was obligatory or what would otherwise be enacted without his consent upon 

him by force. The individual's desire for the obligatory act was necessary but flexible, and did not need to 

bear a fixed relation to it, nor did the desire need to have a stable or universal content. 

Within Durkheim's paradigm of social realism, obligation and desirability were the two necessary 

aspects of moral experience. To say that they were both necessary does not imply that they were equal. We 

see these two conditions discussed in several places in Durkheirn's works, in particular his lecture on 

education published as "The Teaching of Morality in Primary Schools" [ Durkheim, 1995b, p.28 1, and in 

his essay "The Determination of Moral Facts" [ Durkheim, 1974a, p.36 1. There are dif€erent kinds of 

obligations and Merent degrees of desirability. It would seem likeIy that the obligation would have to be 

long lasting but there is no apparent need for the desirability to last longer than the act itself or the 

initiation of the act. If the desirability was the 'stronger' and more 'lasting' element in the consideration of 

a particular act, then the act would have been committed by the individual before the 'obligation' aspect 



was necessarily recognized. Then according to Durkheim. the individual would not have felt a moral 

motivation or a particular 'social-imperative' e-wrience to the act. So, by definition. according to 

Durkheim's paradign there would always have to be either a temporal time-lag or a synchronism: 

obligation must always precede desirability if the two are not simultaneous. As stated above, this 

desirability cannot be perceived as independent self-interest but is some kind any kind. of desirabiiity for 

the system that created the obligation for the obligation dircdy, or for the urge to transcend and sacrifice 

oneself in one's duty for the obligation. in other words. seen from an unrepentant individualist 

perspective. the desirability that Durkheim spoke of is merely the rationalization and temporary 

justifications of the frightened and atso the empty rigidity of the petty who believe in following d e s  for 

their own sake. Durkheim described the desirability as the willingness and need of the individual to serve 

something greater than himself and Lo join it through the violation of his own nature [ Durkheim, 1 995b. 

p.29-30 1. This view of morality is surprisingly similar to such otherwise divergent examples as Adorno's 

"authoritarian personality" and Freud's notion of the identification of a victim with the v idmiz r .  

Durkheim did not see self-interest and self-preservation as particularly moral. ia part because he 

did not think people genuinely valued themselves in that way. Social scientists are fiee to reject 

Durkheim's reasoning in one of two linkages. They can decide that human life is intrinsically valuable and 

hence 'moral.' or they can argue from within Durkheim's paradigm that contemporary observation does 

show that individuals value their self-interest more than Durkheim had thought. However, there is a subtle 

aspect to Durkheim's reasoning in the mixing of obligation and desirability. Obligation was oRcn 

insufficient for the individual to commit himself to the moral action, but it always gripped the individual, 

as the individd was always in that society's collective conscience and that collective conscience was in 

part in the individual's soul of 'homo duplex.' Then the individual would find a desirability, however 

weak. specious, irrational, rational, or short-lived and then commit the act. The role of obligation not 

only included genuine physical threats of coercion and the desire to be 'good' for 'goodness' sake,' but also 

molded the individuai's orientation and set much of the individual's mental agenda for interpreting his 



environment. After all. we are dealing with 'representations' which have a coercive ontological cffect as 

they resuain and direct the individual will. and these are not necessarily reducible to individual thought. 

Durkheim gave no premium to sclf-interest. and considered self-preservation and self-interest by 

themselves to be morally neu td  [ Durkheim, 1993- p. 109 1. Yet  Durkheim understood that morality 

seemed to have a combination of both constraint and internal motivation. 
In fact. moral reality always presents simultaneously these two aspects which cannot be 
isolated. No act has ever been performed as a result of duty alone; it has always been 
necessary for it to appear in some respect as good Inversely there is no act that is purely 
desirable. since all d l  for some effort. [ Durkheim. 1993, p.44 1 

Both of these above quotations are from Durkheim's 1887 essay "La Science positive de la morale en 

Aliernagne." In his 1906 essay "The Determination of Moral Facts." Durkheim maintained the exact same 

position: 
In opposition to Kant however. we shall show lhat the notion of duty does not exhaust 
the concept of morality. It is impossible for us to carry out an act simply because: wc ate 
ordered to do so and without consideration of its content. For us to become the agents of 
an act it must interest our sensiiility to a certain extent and appear to us as, in some 
way, desirable ... It will be our main intention to show that all moral acts have these two 
characteristics. even though they may be combined in different proportions. 
[ Durkheim, 1974a. p. 36 1 

Durkheim's thcories maintained remarkable consistency over a long period of time because his premises 

stayed the same. Yet in Durkheim's conclusion there appears to be some compromise. How then would he 

ciassifl actions that individuals committed out of intense obligation no matter what their revulsion, in 

obedience to social-sanctioned moral institutions such as churches and national governments? According 

to his paradigm, such actions would not be moral, yet they would be believed by the people involved to k 

moral. Durkheim directly specified that even the worst barbarities were committed out of moral feeling 

( Durkheim, 1995b, p.30 j. Durkheim's paradigm can be saved by explaining that the individual's 

revulsion in committing particular m o d  acts (war, genocide. execution) is attributable to the tension 

within the homo duplex or to the acceptance of the possibility that revulsion and desirability are not 

rnutuaily exctusive, but merely opposed. 

Durkheim saw moral Life as all actions (and implicitly their antecedents) conducted out of 

simultaneous obligation and desirability. It is interesting then to note the distinctions between the difierent 



positions on this aspea of moral life. Kant gave the individual's categories of thought an a priori reality 

and assumed the existence of God. Kant founded an ethical theory out of rationalism after denigrating 

reason and used instcad the term 'pure Reason,' to mean all that is logic fice of all experience and 

observation. 'Pure Reason' was a concept similar to how we could call life devoid of a l l  oxygen means of 

life, and purpose of life, 'pure Life.' Kant conchded that the highest outcome of mordity was the beauty of 

duty alone without personal benefit. Kant may have been one of the most famous theorists who waxed 

poetic on the nature of duty and self-sacrifice, but his point of view was not shared by all other 

philosophers, Ayn Rand attributed to the individual an automatic autonomous existence. upheld reason as 

a volitional a d  of thinking about experience. and concluded that duty was an abomination to the dignity of 

the individual, Durkheim grounded the individual as a product of society. gave society an a priori reality. 

and made reason a social creation that was socially-specific. He maintained that moral action was both 

good and desircd by the individual and imposed through obligation, achieved only through diff~culty and 

was sometimes intrinsically unrealizable. Opposites are not necessatily dichotomous, rather more than 

two different conclusions can be opposites to each other simultaneously. 

E-hma.~ beings are fke to invent reasons to explain what they do, or to model their identities on 

various explanations for how they experience social compulsion The nature of moral interaction does not 

need to be understood in order to exist. However. understanding the m e  reasons for mods and to @ 

clarity for understanding what they are, are goals of social scientists. and achieving this understanding 

does not conversely undermine the legitimacy of social compulsion. 
Won't it shake people's moral beliefs if one asserts that they have such obscure causes? 
On the contrary, the conception of the sociology of morais that we have explained is the 
best safeguard for the traditional fkith, since it shelters the traditional faith h m  its 
worst enemy, rationalism. [ Durkheim, 1993, p. 134 ] 

In hct, Durkheim said that as we gain understanding of morality as a cdective force derived fkom 

elements rational and irrational, and from elements idealistic, material, and physiological all combined, 

we can then understand the stabifity and long history of our moral systems. We can understand as weU 

that these moral systems are not to be threatened or moved by individual ignorance or insight 



But if one admits the principles described above. then one can tell young people. and 
everyone else. that our moral beliefs are the product of a long evolution, that they are the 
resalt of an endless sucasion of cautious steps. hard work fhilures, and a l l  sorts of 
e.uperience. We do not always perceive the causes that explain our moral belie& because 
their origins are distant and so comple?~. Therefore we ought to treat them with respect 
since we know that humanity, after such pain and labor. has not found anything better. 
We can be assured. for the same reasons, that we will find more wisdom accumulated in 
them than in the mind of the greatest genius ... Morality would thus have quite enough 
authority in our minds since it would be presented to us as the summary and conclwios 
however provisional, of human history. ( Durkheim, 1993. p. 134-135 1 

Durkheim wrote this passage in 1887 at a time when progress seemed assured In the 20th cenhuy 

humanity would go mad. Durkheim's conviction that our collective moral Life would always continue a 

slow but steady development. was touching, but misplaced 

The following chapters shall explore the reasons why Durkheim's paradigm cannot be 

recommended en total. Durkheim's paradigm is strong, usefhl and very persuasive, yet part of that 

strcngth is built upon Durkheirn having assumed pIausi'ble rather than proven links in his theorizing and 

methodology. We shaii explore these aspects in the next chapter. 



Chapter Four: Homo Duplex and Effervescence 

Durkheim posited that the individual is composed of social and asocial components, and that we 

become Man (recognizable human men and women) only in saciety. There is some merit in this approach 

but also some potential problems. In this chapter we address the issue of DurWleim's theory of the 

individual and how it logically justifies virtually total social control over the individual by society. 

Durkheim suggested his theory of the self relatively early on in his career. His 1898 book Suicide 

did not differ in its understanding of the individual from The Elementarv Forms of Religious Life which 

he published in 1912 or from his 1914 essay "The Dualism of Human Nature and Its Social Conditions." 

He wrote in Suicide: 
LC in other tvords, as has often been said, man is double, that is because social man 
superimposes himself upon physical man. Social man necessarily presupposes a society 
which he expresses and serves. If this dissolves, if we no longer feel it in existence and 
action about and above us, whatever is social in us is deprived of alI objective 
foundation Atl that remains is an artificial combination of illusory images, a 
phantasmagoria vanishing at the least reflection; that is, nothing which can be a goal for 
our action [ Durkheim. 195 1. p. 2 13 ] 

This rather un twbie  hypothesis is persuasive, but not proven It is also not final; reasonable alternatives 

exist Sociable people have no necessary obligation to serve and express a part~cular society, except 

possibly in a very generalized and poetic way, which may be more in the eye of the whimsical beholder 

than in the state of things itseK 

The following ten quotations in this chapter are taken from The Elementarv Forms of Relinious 

Life. In this work Durkheim discussed the collective effervescence of Australian a h r i m  religious 

rituals as being the foundation of not only the particulars of their society but of society its& and the 

individual mind Durkheim's concept of collective effervescence is interesting and us&& but he makes 

this same mistake throughout. He assumed that if there was a collective origin in certain phenomena that 

all such phenomena must have a colleaive ( higher) purpose [ I)urkheim, 1% 1, p.2 12 ). He also enred in 



assuming that all collective phenomena are responsible for collective life as a whole. that is. society. and 

that colleclive phcnomcna are all equally worthy of regard. However. it is possible that Durkheim by the 

end of his carccr developed lus theory to draw a distinction bemeen collective representations that had the 

purpose of reflecting and embodying society. and those that had no purpose but moved erratically for 

simple sclf-affirmation [ Durkheim, 1995, p.326 ; Durkheim I971a. p.91 1. If so, this qualification is 

generally not included in how Durkheim is taught to university students. 

Durkheim emphasized that society is superior to the individual. and that society is not 

maintained for the existence of individuals. Not only is society prior to the individual. society is a higher 

IcveI of existence than is the individual and its purposes are superior. However. it is important to 

recognize that Durkheim took those two elements to their logical conciusion when he said that individual 

moral action must be made exclusively for society at the e.upense of the individuai. 
Society also fosters in us the sense of perpetual dependence. Precisely b u s e  society 
has its own specific nature that is different from our nature as individuals, it pursues 
ends that are also specif~cally its own; but because it can achieve those ends only by 
working through us, it categorically demands our cooperation. Society requires us to 
make ourselves its servants, forgem of our own interests. And it subjects us  to all sorts 
of restraints, privations, and sacrifices without which social life would be impossible. 
And so, at every instant, we must submit to rules of action and thought that we have 
neither made nor wanted and that somelimes are contrary to our inclinations and to our 
most basic instincts.. . . 

An individual or collective subject is said to inspire respect when the representation 
that expresses it in consciousness has such power that it calls forth or inhibits conduct 
automatically, irrespective of my utilitarian calculation of helpful or hann ful results. 
When we obey someone out of respect for the moral authority that we have accorded to 
him we do not follow his instructions because they seem wise but because a certain 
psychic energy intrinsic to the idea we have of that person bends our will and turns it in 
the direction indicated. [ Durkheim, 1995a. p.209 I 

There were options to this axiological statement. Durkheim could have said that the individual has an 

obligation to servc society provided that he ( "he" meaning the subject for both the objects him and her ) 

benefits hirnseu, or alternately, does not risk hurt to himself, does not destroy himself, or does not violate 

the nature of his individual consciena or even his basic cognition of reality. if Durkheim had meant by 

restraint that we must be polite. respect other people's fkeedom of speech, and obey parking regulations, he 

could have and would have said so. Even the Utilitarians and Social-Darwinists would have made similar 



arguments a b u t  social responsibility. Such regulations and constraints can be spccif~cd as either objective 

and universal. or alternately. for the personal benefit of the individual if everyone conducted himself 

similarly in that m c u l a r  context. Those possibilities and explanations were decidedly not part of 

Durkheims theory. Universal normative values, or even universal principles in the identification of norms 

would have violated Durkhcim's social epistemology and his insistence that society is always a higher 

level of life than the individual. 

Durkheim said that the creation of the religious, that is. the sacred, was a key element in 

rendering us human. in the creation of society. and in subsuming the individual under control of society. 
However complex the outward manifestations of religious life rnay be, its inner essence 
is simple. and one and the same. Everywhere it fulfiills the same need and derives from 
the same state of mind. In all its form, its object is to lift man above himself and to make 
him live a higher life than he would if he obeyed only his individual impulses. The 
beliefs e-upress this life in terms of representations; the rites organize and regulate its 
functioning. [ Durkheim. 1995a p. 4 17 ] 

Durkheim's insistence that the social is greater than the individual is interesting, and it was probably 

derived from Rousseau. However, his insistence that society is 'higher' than the individual is perplexing 

given his own evidence and description. Durkheim described the customs of the Australian aborigines to 

show the essence of the religious and social uplifting of the individuals concerned and how they were 

subsumed into society. Yet his own statement about this 'collective effervescence' gives us pause. 
The very act of congregating is an exceptionally powem stimulant. ..And since passions 
so heated and so fiee fiom all control m o t  help but spill over, fiom every side there 
are nothing but wild movements, shouts, downright howls, and deafening noises of all 
kinds that fimher in tense  the state they are expressing. [ I)urkheim, p. 2 17-218 ] 

It is hard to contest that human social action such as congregation cannot be stimulating. But stimulating 

in just what sense? Given Durkheim's wording, this event would seem to be stimulating to the people's 

'animal name,' perhaps, yet Durkheim cited this as evidence that the social uplifts the individual to a 

higher phase or plane of being. 
The people do their best to imitate the animal; they cry out like it; they jump m e  it; they 
mimic the settings in which the plant is daily used. [ Durkheim, 1995% p. 363 ] 

Durkheim did his own argument a disservice. It is hard to accept that the imitation of animals necessarily 

raises people up to society and away from being confined to merely their own animal-individual human 



naturc (the lower half of the homo duplex). Perhaps. if peopIe were rolling around imitating animals and 

howling, they were becoming less human, not more human. and degrading themselves to a level worse 

than the animals concerned. Nonhuman animals are merely themselves; they do not imitate each other, 

nor do they deliberately injure themselves. 

As has been said Durkheim advocated the idea that Man is homo hp lex .  His description of the 

reIationship of man to society, and the relationship of man's two natures to each other, is not encouraging. 

He discussed how. in the creation of the sacrcd the creation of individual Mer ing  is often crucial to 

'uplifting' the individual: 
Abstinences and privations are not without suffering. We hold to the profane world with 
every fiber of our flesh. Our sensuous nature attaches us to it; our fife depends upon it. 
Not only is the profane world the natural theater of our activity, it enters us from every 
direction; it is part of us. We can not detach ourselves from it without doing violence to 
our nature and without painfully clashing with out instincts. In other words, the negative 
cult cannot develop unless it causes mering. Pain is its necessary condition. By this 
route, people came to regard pain as a sort of rite in itsetf. They saw it as a state of grace 
to be sought after and induced even artificially, because of the powers and privileges it 
confers in the same right as those systems of prohibitions to which it is the natural 
accompanient. [ Durkheim, 1995a, p. 3 17 ] 

These quotes are Durkheim's own words. Durkheim saw the cfeation of the sacred as synonymous with 

the creation of the social, and the creation of the social as what bas raised primitive egotistical Homo 

Supiens up into recognizably human beings. Durkheim seemed to advocate the sacred quality of suffering. 
The idcal beings to which cults are addressed are not alone in demanding of their 
servants a certain contempt for pain; society. too, is possible only at  that price. Even 
when exalting the powers of man, it is often brutal towards individuals. Of necessity, it 
requires perpetual sacrifices of them. Precisely because society Lifts us above ourselves, it 
does constant violence to our natural appetites. So that we can W l l  our duties toward 
it, our conditioning must ready us  to overcome our instincts at time-when necessazy. to 
go up the down staircase of nature. [ Durkheim, 1995a, p. 32 1 ] 

Durkheim's passages are brilliant and crucial, even if they are wrong. He emphasized that the suffering 

needed and demanded by society and civilization is not merely physical and material suffering, but 

emotional suffering, and a violent dissenice to our own human nature. Marx's theory of txnnecessary 

alienation pales in contrast to Durkheim's advocacy of necessary and desirable mental suffering. 

Durkheim was a pessimist This does not mean that Durkheim thought that things would always 

get worse. For example, he believed that the problems aSSOciated with modernization could be alleviated, 



especially if proper social regulation was introduced. He was a pessimist in that he saw Wering as the 

most important characteristic of the human race. Llkc Schopenhauer, Durkheim gave suffering a positive 

e-uistencc and did not give happiness an independent existence. In this way, Durkhcim is understood as 

part of thcfln de siecle malaise. Interestingly. Durkheim attributed to suffering a sacred aspect 

[ Mestrovic. t 9 88b. p.68 1 ; Durkheim, 199%. p.405 1. something he did not atuiute to pleasure. though 

he did see delirium as part of the sacred realm. This perspective alone puts Durkheim beyond and outside 

the Utilitarians and to a lesser extent. the Pragmatists. 

As Durkhcim's paradigm is the epitome of social realism, the question arises as to whether 

morals created through social realism are inherently more concerned with and build upon suffering than 

pleasure and achievement, He very we11 may have been right that this has been the case. but wrong to 

think that ttus has to be the case indefinitely. The reemergence of hedonism in western culture especially 

in the prosperity since World War 11 and the rise of new communicative technologies may indeed have 

confirmed part of Durkheim's thesis in overthrowing i t  Perhaps suffering was the cenual theme of moraI 

and aesthetic e.upression in more traditional and less technologically advanced cultures. Today, we are 

bombarded by apparentIy conflicting messages in art and entertainment because the themes of suffering 

and pleasure are both more accessible now than they have ever been. Fin=llly, even if this specdation is 

true, it does not uuIy capture the MI limit of the role of the individual as an individual in a milieu of 

social reaIism and dominant cultural themes creatcd through interaction. The individual has the potential 

to embrace one theme more than another and to add something special through his involvement. 

Durkheim was interested exclusively in the wcially-created images and sentiments that were thrust upon 

the individual and which dominated him. He saw the blind acceptance of these images and sentiments as 

uplifting, regardless of their content. I would argue that the content really is the issue, yet to judge the 

content would presuppose a frame of reference independent of what is being judged. 

Durkheim's idei of 'uplifting' is anything but. The individual is not 'raised' to a new 

understanding of his nature and potential, but dispossessed of his own spirit, and vioIated. Yet Durkheim 



explained the creation of the distinction betwvcen thc social and the profane and the basis for all society 

and civilization as coming from this act of violation and disorientation: 
It is not dmcult to imagine that a man in such a state of exaltation should no longer 
know himsclf. Feeling possessed and led on by some sort of external power that makes 
him tfilnk and act differently than he normally does. he naturally feeIs that he is no 
longer himself. It seems to him that he has become a new being. ( Durkheirn. 199% 
p. 220 1 

As man joins the sacrcd and the social, he loses himself. He has lost his n o d  inhibitions and he accepts 

the \iolation of his own nature. 
Man is carried outside himself, pulled away from his ordinary occupations and 
preoccupations. We obsenre the same rnanifesbtions in both cases: cries. songs, music, 
vio tent movements. dances. the search for stimulants that increase vitality, and others. It 
has oficn been observed that popular festivals lead to excesses, causing people to lose 
sight of thc boundary between the licit and the illicit there are also religious ceremonies 
that bnng about a kind of thirst for violating those ruies that ordinarily are widely 
obqcd. I Durkheim. 1995a. p. 387 1 

Thus man uas carncd outside of himselt and engaged in a Dionysian-like frenzy. Durkheim's description 

of a retigous evcnt is somewhat similar to a modernday rock music concert such as AItamont. 

No doubt societies are often marked by episodes of upheaval which facilitate their seff4efinition. 

such as the burial of a religious or political leader or a public massacre. It seems incontestable that key 

moments in both historical and cultural change have been initiated by tumultuous 'social @.kings-' 

Thcse social events are as diverse as the Polish Solidarity Movement's origins in the shipyard strike at 

Gdansk which through crowd sentiment forced a young electrician to climb a fence in view of the riot 

police. 'Bcatlemania' the Vietnam War anti-war protests and draft-card burnings, and the 'Veivet 

Revolution' in Eastern Europe against Communism in 1989. However, there may not be a case for saying 

that these heady gatherings in which people do things they did not expect lo do or would not do alone are 

the basis of society itself. To emphasize 'collective effervescence' as the foundation for both society and the 

individual as we know him today, would impiy that human beings are somewhat plastic and 

interchangeable. The advocates of such a point of view would say to you about a riof "If you were there 

with us. you would have done what we d i d  too, because everyone did it!" 



The bclicf in and emphasis on collective effervescence may blind us to the distinction that 

sometimes crowds of people act as  a crowd and sometimes they act as a group of individuals- At the stock- 

market, individuals rationally compute the e f f i  of their actions and those of other individuals; it is 

highdensity h t i c  social action. but it is not collective effervescence. There is an immutable difference 

between a union demonstration which gets out of hand when strikers commit violent actions for which 

they claim no direct responsibility, and the commotion of the 'bear pit' of the stock exchange in which a 

large hurly-burly of stock brokers shout in apparent chaos, but take absolute responsibility for wexy single 

one of their exchanges. Sometimes there appears to be collective aervescence or otherwise crowd 

phenomena in which no gcneral will is manife People laugh nervously in the darkened movie theatre, 

waiting for a reply, wondering if the movie is m y  and they should laugh again. None of these three 

concerns directly chaIIenges the validity of Durkheim's concept of collective effervescence. However, there 

is a disturbing aspect to this phenomena and it is one that Durkheim valued. In episodes of collective 

effervescence such as gang rapes, city riots, and religious revivals, the people involved frequently did 

things they later regretted, created destruction, and violated their own moral codes and each other. There 

appears to be insufficient grounds to deny the existence of collective effervescence, but there are serious 

grounds to doubt the premise of its intrinsic social utility. The term 'social utility' used here of course does 

not refer to the total utility for a number of individuals, but to the utility, functioq or purpose for the 

feeling or quality of society inherent within group life. 

Durkheim's insistence that this act of social gathering is intrinsidy sacred and of a higher 

moral order than the individual, gives us concern Durkheim emphasized that in their religious 

ceremonies, the Australian aboriginals committed incest -a crime which they otherwise condemned 

strenuously. At these same ceremonies, they also partook in divorce and rape [ Durkheim, 1995a, p. 2 18 1. 

The weakest and most vulnerable members of the group, usually women, risked being murdered by 

frenzied berserking people [ Durkhcim, 1995a, p. 404 1. Durkheim cited these incidents as 'proof that the 

individual was raised to a higher moral plane. Yet, the normal condemnation of rape and incest among 



the Aboriginals was also presumably social in origin. The individuals in question before the observed 

religious event. were all 'social' and not Natural Man. Durkheim confused or cunflated prescnt Australian 

religious rites with humanity's first religious rites -which were not only unobserved by historians, but 

according to Durkheim's own premises. unobservable by their own practitioners. To say that the 

congregation and religious rites had an intoxicating effm and causcd the individuals in question to act 

against their own individud natures cmd to violate the social norms that they would have otherwise 

upheld, is proof of their attainment of a 'higher' social consciousness. is wrong. The intoxicating religious 

rite in question, like a New York 'wilding' or the ancient Grecian Dionysian event which allegedly killed a 

harmless musician bystander, violates both the m5a.I norms and what the individuals in question would 

probably have GeeIy dccided was right and virtuous as sociable individuals. People haw personal 

inclinations and social norms before the social event which brings them into such a frenzy that they 

violate their own long-standing social norms. To say that people can be brought by societal conditions to 

violate societal norms is not suff~cient proof for Durkheim's typology. let alone methodologidly sound. 

Durkheirn is quite right to have suggested distinctions between what people want to do, what "human 

nature is," and what people feel morally obligated to do. Unfortunately, his conflation of social pressure, 

crowd phenomena (especially collective effervescence). and morality brings out the error he avoided at 

that previous step and obscures matters once again 

Durkheim said that in social situations people commit actions and feel emotions that they would 

not do and feel otherwise. This seems true in its broadest sense, but the extent to which it is true is a 

matter of debate. When people are in a river they also do things they might not do otherwise on d q  land 

yet they do not become better or di£Ecrent people. What seemed important for Durkheim as the social basis 

for morality was the reafZhmtion of feelings and the lack of individual amuntability and fiee-will. 

Durkfieim saw collective effervescence and its euphoric pain and pleasure as the basis of the sacred, and 

he saw the action of a crowd acting as a crowd and not as separate individuals as the collective will made 



manifest. Durkheim may or may not bc wrong in his conclusion but he was quite right that the different 

parts of his t h e o ~  belong togcthcr. 

Durkhcim discussed both pleasure and pain in his writings but he seemed to reserve the more 

important role for pain. Not only is pain that we feel as individuafs painful, but according to Durkheim, 

the pain we feel in social interaction becomes much more intense. Dufkheim seemed to see this 

"communicated pain" as the basis for the life of society. 
We know from clscwherc how human feelings intensify when they are collectively 
affirmed. Lke joy. sadness is heightened and amplified by its reverberation from one 
consciousness to the next and then it gradually expresses itself overtly as unrestrained 
and convulsive movement. This no longer is the joyful animation that we observed 
awhile ago: it is cries and shrieks of pain. Evcry person is pulled along by every other, 
and something like a panic of sadncss occurs. When the pain reaches such a pitcb it 
bccomcs sufI-used with a kind of anger and e.xasperation. One feels the need to break or 
destroy sorncthing. One attacks oneself or others. One strikes. wounds. or burns oneself', 
or one attacks someone else. in order to strike. wound, or burn him. Thus was 
cstabl t shed rhc mourning custom of giving oneself over to veritable orgies of torture. It 
sccrns to me probably that thc vendetta and head hunting have no other origin-.. The 
cstraordina~ ciolence of the displays that necessarily and obligatorily express the 
shared sorrow is evidence that. even at this moment society is more alive and active 
than cvcr. [ Durkheim, 1995a, p. 404405 1 

It is with perhaps unconscious irony that Durkheim describes vendetta and torture as evidence of a society 

being morc intensely alive than ever. People can become camed away with torture, rape, murder, arson, 

and suicide. but there would bc a degree of faith involved to say that these events are manif'tions of the 

same collective forcc which brings peace, order. prosperity, logic, and morals to the society. It is 

undeniable that thcsc arc social forces, but until there is evidence to the contrary, we do not assume that 

all forces are the same in their origin and hc t ion .  

The fact that we prcscnt concerns and qualifications concerning Durkheim's original argument is 

not meant to suggest that we intended to undermine the concept of homo duplex and to dismiss it 

indirectly. There appears to be quite a substance to Durkheim's colIective concepts, but the concepts do 

imply and depend upon certain premises which must be understood by those who would use them. While 

Durkheim's argment is useful in the study of m o d  phenomena, certain aspects are problematic enough 

to make it difEcuIt to accept as a whole or without supplementation and qualification. Durkheim did make 



a permanent contribution to social science by showing through his concept of 'collecrivc effervescence' 

that when people congregate, they do things together and acquire qualities that they otherwise would not 

have shared in common. However, the commotion and losing of inhibitions that Durkheim described is 

not an increase in humanity, but a loss. Part of the problem is caused by how we dichotomize words such 

as 'inhibition.' A change in behavior does not have to be expressed exclusively in terms of increased or 

decreased regulation or a gain or Loss of inhibition- Rather, the phenomena could equally be explained in 

terms of a change of regulation or of inhibition. 

Durkheim's typology does lead to a pessimistic view of life at best. "Life is often harsh, 

treacherous or empty" [ Durkheim, 195 1. p. 366 1. Durkheim saw religion as the way in which the social 

and higher forms of humanity arose. yet this view also brings with it an image of humanity that is dBicult 

to accept. 
It is quite true that religious life cannot attain any degree of intensity and not carry with 
it a psychic exaltation that is connected to deliri urn.... These physiological defects 
predisposed them to great religious roles. The ritual use of intoxicating Liquors is to be 
understood in the same way .... It provides W e r  evidence that a very intense social life 
always does a sort of violence to the individual's body and mind and disrupts their 
normal functioning. This is why it can last for only a limited time. [ Durkheim 199%. 
p. 228 1 

For Durkheim, this religious propensity necessary for the 'higher' forms of human Life is facilitated by 

physiological defects. This emphasizes how Durkheim believed that the 'transcendence' of the individual 

is created through the violation of his nature, whatever it is, as it hurts the individual and is facilitated by 

alcohol, intoxication, delirium. an unawareness of what one is doing, and by physiological defects. It is as 

if a student practicing to become a concert pianist would have to first break his own fingers. If we have to 

violate our human nature rather than to either supplement or develop it, this begs the teleological question 

of why people have their nature at all. 

We can see here how the rigors of homo duplex bind Durkheim to placing an emphasis on how 

individuals are violated by society. Lf we follow Durkheim's reasoning, it is not surprising that the 

resulting 'higher' individuals would then lead Lives of furtive and uncertain ontological scavenging. People 

become dependent on society for their norms and their view of the world, their ontology. Unfortunately, 



not only is the colleaive nature of socicty always changing (which might rob the individual of normative 

and ontological stability). but the society around them by being spasmodic and contorted in its 

cffervcscence and transient episodes. dominates the individual's mind still firthcr through both its power 

and unpredictability. Not only is society always evolving, the aspect of society that thc individual 

e .~r iences  is also aiways twisting within itself. Society may be the cause of many mental processes, but 

society is not answerable for its actions. In addition if society was the source of all epistemology and 

morality, then there would b e  no being to whom society could answer. Within the doctrine of social 

realism, there arc no necessary iimibtions on society's ontological powers, and no necessary hc t ions  that 

society must create and maintain. Coupled with society's lack of 'personal' responsibility and the fact that 

it is not some kind of 'group mind' this means that society is not responsible to any authority and it is not 

responsible for its actions. as it has no choice in the matter. Durkhcim seemed to resolve this mattcr by 

positing that society was art organism beholden only to itself. In his view it had to be an organism so that 

the moral forces that were created through social interaction could then have an identifiable creator and 

purpose [ Durkheim 1974, p. 5 1-52 1. 

Our examination of this paradigm of extreme social realism would suggest the following 

conclusion. Society's incredible power to originate the aspects of human Me, the iack of its own control 

ovcr this process and the lack of anyone's control wer  this process, would mean that society surmounts 

and imprisons the individual. The greatest insight a person could have into the true state of his life, would 

be to perceive that he is powerless and insignificant Society brings the individual forth and keeps him 

trapped but also moving forward. The individual moves forward tremulously and without real hope of 

surety, like a harried laboratory rat in a maze. At least the rat can trust its senses; Durkheim's paradigm 

does not grant this epistemological confidence to Man. The individual is trapped in a shiping maze. 

To SCC the N 1  extcnt of Durkheim's cognitive role for the egotistical nature of man in homo 

duplex we can turn to his inaugurai address at Bordeaux: 
Our minds cannot produce ideas from scratch. Suppose one discovers an entirely new 
living thing, without any analogy to the rest of the world. It would be impossible for the 
mind to think of it, The mind could only represent it in terms of something concerning 



which it already has knowledge. What we call a new idea is d I y  only an old idea 
which we have refurbished to adjust it as precisely as possible to the special object which 
it ought to c.qrcss. [ Durkheim. 1974b. p.198 1 

Here we see that in 1887 Durkheim was using the terminology and assumptions of 'representationalisa' 

that were shared by Renowier. Schopenhauer. and Wundt In his "The Positive Science of Morals in 

Germany" (1887) Durkheim stressed that mods evolved in society from factors other than individuaIs 

minds. '...thefeeble scope ofhuman intelligence ...' [ Durkheim 1993, p. 105 1. 

Essentially, Durkhcirn's society as a reality sui generis yields no cognitive power to the individual 

without the help of society. Without society one cannot think. Thus, it is a fallacy for the individual to 

judge the ideas and representations of society. except by society's own methods of judgement. and the 

belief that the individual can judge society for himself and by himself is a conceit. Durkheim's dismissal of 

the individual mind and the role of agency of the individual does not apparently change between the time 

he wrote "The Positive Science of Morals in Germany" in 1887 and his critique of the Marxist Antonio 

Labriola in 1897 [ Durkheim. 1982. p. 17 1 j. 

Durkheim's position would then suggest that the individud is nothing without society and that 

social events cannot be explained as being caused by decisions of individuals. However, it does not appear 

that this bleak opinion is true. This is not to say that 'feral children' could judge complex social issues. It 

is to emphasize that for the individual to be able to think at all within society, the individual mind must 

stdl be able process stimuli, integrate abstractions, and choose between alternate choices on the basis of 

chosen criteria. For the individual to accept society at all and to work through the 'representations' and 

social images, the individual still has to have a mind One cannot solve a complex problem by saying, "I 

will just sit here and society will figure out the solution, Social representations will be formed through 

interaction and I will not have to think." This is not to contest the premise that some ideas or 

representations are created in social interaction. It is to say that if the individual mind cannot process 

collective representations and if our ideas are not products of our minds but of social interaction, then it 

would be as if no person is capable of thinking for himself or of even envisioning a whole problem or 

but has to work towards unseen, unknown goals in cooperation and conflict with his fellows. This 



discussion is not a diversion. but links disparate themes together. In The Division of Labour Durkheim 

was adamant that the advance of the division of labor was not pursued for eudaemonic and teleological 

ends. In hindsight we can see that this belief was necessary for Durkheim, because he did not believe that 

individuals could ever deliberately think anythmg new. He thought all ideas were somehow advanced 

automatically through society. He thought ideas were advanced through the negotiations. conflict, 

effervescence. rationalization and challenges which were inevitable for that society's division of labor, 

dynamic density, social solidarity, particular history, and combination of representations. Durkheim saw 

almost anything that happens as evidence of society's own intrinsic and inevitable tension and 

development. The purposes that were relevant to sociological explanation were teIeologid functions or 

societal-purposes. and the ideas that reflected the 'collective nature' were not individual ideas as such, but 

colIective representations. In either case, individuals did not have to understand the teleo1ogica.I hc t ions  

that controlled their lives or to behold in their totality any collective representation, 

Durkheirn's paradigm leaves a limited freedom of action to the individual, but not 

epistemological or ontologid freedom The true reality are ooUective phenomena that the individual can 

never truly perceive in its entirety and true state [ Durkheim, 1982, p.17 1 1. The individual is prevented 

fiom having any relationship to and knowledge of his surroundings, except that which is created through 

the 'collective nature' of society. The individual is not allowed to rely on himself, and is condemned for 

attempting to do so. Ln any case, the individual must never claim responsibility for achieving a stable view 

of the world, but nevertheless needs one in order to function. Therefore he must pick one up second-hand 

from the social relations immediately present The social relations that are responsible for creating these 

aspects of mind that are neGessary for human life, are, however, not responslile for the consequences of 

their own actions, not responsible for genuine objective truths, and not responsible for clarity or 

consistency. The individual in Durkheim's @gm is divided within himself and is reduced to being an 

ontological scavenger. 



Perhaps Durkheim's argument at this point harkens back to Rousseau's favorite dictum: We who 

gives himself to all. gives himself to none." Rousseau had meant that the individual gained freedom 

through shameless obedience to society. Unfortunately. society never sleeps. In Durkheim's paradigm the 

individual is not even capable of seeing or producing stable, Iet alone objective, relations between himself 

and society. When the individual is under the coercive powers of satiety, the individual must obey the 

image of everyone else. Everyone else. being similarly unsuitable for receiving service in themselves. are 

presumably doing likewise. However. in Durkheim's paradigm, the individual is even worse off. since the 

individual not only must obey social norms, but must also obey any norms inadvertently created through 

social phenomena such as crowd activity and &itrary religious rituals, even if these additional norms 

violate the norms produced by the stable aspcts of that same Ue ty .  Not only must the individual pick up 

From society the view points to see the world he must aIso put them down again without any control over 

the matter. any commitment, or even any regular pattern imposed by his collective master. 

Durkheim's theory is not one of normal political totalitarianism like National Socialism or 

Stalinism. Those two brutal dictatorships had stable norms and a simple command of obedience. 

Durkheim's paradigm lacks both characteristics. Durkheim consigned to the individual considerable 

ffeedom in day-today actions. However, this latitude remains forever dependent on the current state of 

social solidarity and the division of labor and other social characteristics. DurWleim was a champion of 

democracy. The purpose of his pedagogy lectures was the consolidation and advance of French 

democracy. He also supported the appeal of DreyfUss. In Durkheim's paradigm, the individual has a right 

to vote in a democracy, but is reduced to being an ontological scavenger, picking up and putting down 

discordant views of the world that he does not produce, views whose creator bears no responsibility for 

their aaual efficacy. This is the natural consequence of DurWleim's particular rejection of methodological 

individualism. 

Durkheim did not love the individual but neither did he hate him There was always a certain 

ambivalence towards the individual and individualism in Durkheim's writings, especially in such essays as 



"Individualism and the Intellectuals." Durkheim did not despise individd life or individuatism. but he 

rejected individualistic means of explanation. He rejected the individual as a unit of analysis, and he 

rejected rnethodoIogical individualism. Durkheim praised the current value of individual life as a familiar 

heady draught though not as something objectively valuable in itself or for itself [Durkheim, 1993, p- 1091. 

Considering the role that Durkheim placed on socially created intoxication for collective effervescence. his 

choice of referring to the value of human life as a kind of pleasant social inebriation does give one cause 

for pause. He rejected the notion that individualism was a social disease. Instead he saw it as  a social 

creation [ Durkheim 1973, p.48 1. These quali.6cations however, in no way mitigate the ontological 

weakness that Durkheim consigned to the individual. The very value of individual life is a creation of the 

collective nature, and the collective nature can take it away again whenever it does so, though not because 

of it having any will in the matter, or any real purpose. The collective nature may have causes for its 

actions, but it is incapable of possessing reasons. The more the individual is divided within himself, the 

less he is a unit fit for social d y s i s  and causation The more divided the individual, the greater the 

power of society over the individual. With the individual divided, society gathers up a sole monopoly on 

the moral imperative. A comparison here of homo duplex with the paradigms of other thinkers who 

divided the individual would be profound, but passes outside of the domain of this study. However, it can 

be noted that such thinkers included Freud, Mead, and the fictitious character Dr. JeckyU, as well as the 

Manicheans, the Bogomils, and possibly, the adherents of the Ying-Yang view of human nature. 

The problems Durkheim grappled with or inadvertently created as he attempted to relate the 

individual to the collective representation, are rooted in his concept of homo duplex. This 

conceptualization had explanatory value but did not advance social science. Man can be regarded as being 

composed of social and asocial elements, or alternately, of altruism and egotism, or the sacred and the 

profane, or the societal and the individual. However, Durkheim's exact definition of homo duplex led to 

intransigent theoreticai difEculties that could have otherwise been avoided, 



Dichotomization is nacssary at one level for all human knowledge. The basic Law of Identity. 

which is the basis for all masoning and human life. is that something cannot both be and not be in the 

same way at the same moment. That is a dichotomization. Aristotelian logic is binary. Ansu:ers are either 

true or they are false. though answers m y  certainly be incomplete as well. Dichotomization is necessary 

for life and reason. However. the dichotomization of variables and concepts is unnecessary as it has been 

presented in Durkheim's reasoning. The tetrahedron is composed of four points, each 120 degrees away 

fiom each other in three. not two dimensions. The tetrahedron always lands with one of its points straight 

up, which made it the ideal shape for the medieval calthorp. The point being that each point has three 

opposites. as it is part of a shape of three dimensions. To say that things must be opposites because they 

are different is a logical fallacy. To assume that one thing can only have one opposite iJit does have an 

opposite. is another. Durkheim's homo duplex assumes that there are two aspects to the human mind and 

that they have separate natures and that therefore they are opposites. This is a mistake. We do not need to 

contest the idea that there are different aspects of the human mind. We do not deny the concepts that 

Durkheim posited: sacred-profane, society-individual. social-individual, egotistic-altruistic. Howwer, the 

acceptaxe of those two premises does not lead necessarily to Durkheim's mechanical dichotomization of 

the subject matter into unified and opposing natures. Durkheim's breakdown of the human being into an 

egotistic individual self and an attruistic societal self is almost Manichean, Both Durkheim and the 

Manicheans posited that the human being is in conflict, tossed between egotism and altruism and that 

neither side can or should win. The human being has to accept this eternal and endless battle and live 

with it in balance. 

It may be an accident of the translations, but we see in Durkheim's works consistent 

differentiation between human nature & "the nature of the individual" on one hand and, on the other 

hand, "individual nature." For Durkheim, human nature and the nature of the individual are each the 

complete homo duplex. Individual nature is the "bottom" of homo duplex which Durkheim referred to as 

including the idiosyncratic, the psychological, the egotistical, and the biological, There is every reason to 



support thc con tcntion that in Durkhcim's paradigm the individual's human-biological-animal nature is 

unificd and his social naturc is complctcly lacking in unity and is d i f b c .  The social nature within Homo 

Duplex is not a cornplctc reflection of society and is nothing without other social components. Durkheim's 

concept of homo dupiex then begs thc question of how human nature can actuaily exist if it is composed of 

one unified thing combincd with a shifting mixture of dements that can only make sense when viewed as 

part of thc ocean of society. Durkheim is quite right then to emphasize the tension inherent within Homo 

Duplex. It would appear that contcrnpomy writers have failed to perceive all the necessary tension created 

by this dualism. dualism not merely from the opposition of forces. but also from the opposition of 

charactcnnics. To put thc rnancr into metaphor. the tension of Homo Duplex is not brought about by the 

opposltron of the ~ndi\idual and thc social. but from the unstable opposition between thing and something 

wh~ch cs~sts In roo small of a mcasure to be perceived as itself. 

Durkhcirn's construction of homo duplex was usehl. but full of latent methodological danger. It  

uas uscfui in that it showed that human beings had different aspects to their selves. Arguably, it was 

usem in prefiguring Freud's hypothetical mental constructs of Id, Ego, and Superego. There is also a 

distinct parallel with G.H. Mead's notions of the "I" and the "Me" as the different phases of the self. 

UnfortunatcIy. none of thcsc hypothcticd neo-Hegelian-like constructs are actually he lp l l  in themselves. 

Thesc concepts havc to k taken on faith. and cannot be reduced to methodology and obsemtion. Faith 

cannot be the basis of social sciencc. These three paradigms are ways of seeing the seff, but they are not 

the products of observable and positive facts. No "Me," "Ego," or "homo duplex" wiU ever be observed, let 

alone be operationaiized. Durkheim was not a student of Hegel's philosophy as such, though at least one 

argument has been made to suggest a close connection [ Knapp. 1986, p. 1 I. By default, because the 

concept does not build upon a realistic and empirical foundation, or a materialistic base, "homo duplex" 

scems to be distantly akin to German Idealistic philosophy. Not surprisingly, Mead had studied Kant and 

Hcgel and Durkheim had studied Schopenhauer and Kant. As Weber once said, "There are only two ways: 

Hegei's or our own" [ Grumley, 1988, p.2 1 j. Either one embraces reaiity based on methodological 



principles to facilitate observation and logic. or one embraces the desired 'essence' of reality on faith. We 

mn tell how usefir1 these three sets of hypothetical constructs have been by how often they have been 

actually used in research as compared to how often their authors have been refercnccd. A glance at the 

recent decades of publishing is insightfid. In the social sciences. much research makes at least passing 

reference to Hegel, Durkheim. Freud and Mead, but no research is actually built upon their hypothetical 

constructs. No research is conducted with these sets of hypothetical constructs, because methodologically 

sound empirical research cannot be built upon them It is possible for the proponents of these ideas to 

conduct empirical research a s  long as they do not scrutinize or test the concepts, or render them to 

empirical observation. They can only observe genuine phenomena while being 'informed' by the concepts. 

Durkheim's concept homo duplex was useN for understanding society and for concept formation, but not 

useful for genuine research. Usehlness is not the final criterion for judging a hypothetical construct; nor 

is pragmatism the best way to judge a concept. Rather, the danger of Durkheim's concept of homo duplex 

is that it is neither usem for research nor is it provable. Though it is 'useful' to help someone 

conceptualize 'society' as a social reality or being, there is every possibility that it is wrong. To create two 

unified natures that reside N l y  separate in the human mind, is to create a bizarre hypothetical construct 

that should not reside outside of either thedogid  scholasticism or neo-Hegelianism. 

Homo duplex appears to not be tenable in regards to its own logic. The concept is theoretically 

weak on its own grounds. The chain of deductive reasoning and assumptions that builds this concept 

includes unnecessary and unproven delineation of the form the elements can take in the resulting 

combination. That is to say, though it appears plausible that the elements of homo duplex are viable for 

consideration, the exclusivity of positing two separate, distinct and whole natures to the individual is 

unproven by the premises and reasoning that support the rest of the concept. Who can prove that the two 

natures, altruistic and egotistic, are wen complete whole natures? Aristophanes, in PIato's Svm~osium, 

would not even go so far as to say that individuals had one whole nature; he thought men and women 

shared one only in combination. Durkheim gave the human individual 2.0 natures, which begs the 





in that it is unobservable. People are sen. homo duplex is not- Individuals, groups. and even variables 

such as sex and ethnic group S~l ia t ion  are obsemable. No research subject reports information dircctly on 

their own homo duplex. Sometimes people say they feel of two minds on an issue, and others may indeed 

say they are of three or more, but mere ambivalence does not necessitate Durkheim's concept and 

typology. Finallv. the concept is not indicated by observed facts and it cannot be. It is irnpossibie to go 

from observing specific phenomena such as particular churches. specific individuals, e-wct economic 

relationships. or unique behavior of deviance. and arrive then at homo duplex. Not only can people arrive 

at different interpretations when they agree on the same facts [ Weber. 1 97%. p. 180 ] when the alleged 

phenomena cannot be observed directly. interpretation and legitimate disagreements run rampant. 

Methodologically. when research is conducted on specific observable phenomena. it has never been shown 

that there is a necessuy direct Link to Durkheim's typology. nor has it has ever been shown that 

Durkheim's typology was indicated from the description and explanation of facts yielded from observation. 

Perhaps there could be a link. Perhaps, in the future. research that does not first assume the existence of 

Durkheim's concepts will find ewidence to indicate their existence and to support Durkheims hypotheses. 

but this appears unlikely. It is unknown at present how one can move from direct observation of specific 

phenomena and search for generic explanation of the events concerned and necessarily arrive in their 

logical conclusion at homo duplex. 

Durkheim published his essay "The Dualism of Human Nature and Its Social Conditionsw in 

1914. 
The peculiarity referred to is the constitutional duality of human nature. In every age, 
man has been intensely aware of this duality. He has, in fact, everywhere conceived of 
himself as being formed of two radically heterogeneous beings: the body and the 
soul ... And not ody  are these two beings substantially differenf they are in a large 
measure independent of each other, and are ofien even in conflict. (my boldf8ce) 
[ Durkheim, 19733 p. 150 J 

Here Durkheim defined homo duplex, but I& himself open to attack. He used as his method of argument 

for truth, the rule that if everyone believes something, then it is true. This is a test for truth which will be 

further criticized in the following section, However, all p p l e  have never always believed human nature 



to be so divided From Ecclesiastes 9:3 to PLiny to contemporary atheists. opinion on the subject has never 

been uniform. Durkheirn's doctrine of social realism with its base on moral collectivism seems to have 

been a secular guise for several old theological beliefs. It is otherwise ine.qlicable why he wodd 

otherwise cite religious beliefs of othenvise exclusive religions to support a concept for social science. 

Durkheim's separation of the human individual appears to be arbitrary, and if so. would facilitate 

the subservience of the individual to the collectivity. The more unified an individual is. the less arbitrarily 

divided are the elemenl within. and the Iess opposing the elements are, the greater 'bargaining power' the 

individual would have against the collective. The individual would see with one perspective and speak 

with one voice. But this is not the case with Durkbeim: 
Our intelligence, like our activity, presents two very diEcrent fonns: on the one hand 
are sensations and sensory tendencies; on the other, conceptual thought and moral 
activity. Each of these two parts of ourselves represents a separate pole of our being, and 
these two poles are not only distinct from one another but are opposed to one another. 
Our sensory appetites are necessarily egoistic: they have our individuality and it alone as 
their object- When we satisfy our hunger, our thirst, and so one, without bringing any 
other tendency into play. it is ourselves, and ourselves alone. that we satisf4r. 
[ Conceptual thought J and moral activity are, on the contrary, distinguished by the fact 
that the rules of conduct to which they conform can be universalized. Therefore, by 
definition. they pursue impersonal ends. Morality begins with disinteresf with 
attachment to something other than ourselves. [ Durkheim, 1973, p. 151 j ( square 
brackets inserted by original author ) 

Durkheim divided the individual within himself at all points and unified society at alI points. and hence 

the sole moral imperative is that of the individual towards society. 

This division of the individual as the source of the sole moral imperative presents at least six 

theoretical quandaries. Fir* it assumes that self-interest alone can never be moral. Second, it creates 

opposites out of egotism and altruism. Third, it denigrates the role of perception and individuality in 

m o d  understanding. Cognitive determinism is an approach to the study of moral phenomena that must 

not be overlooked. Fourth, Durkheirn's use of 'universalized' is slightly ambiguous, as presumably it would 

refer to symbolic communication and rationality within only one culture and not objective ideas that cut 

across cultures, Fit& if people did not value their own Life as a starting point they would be unable to 

serve for long something other than themselves. Durkheim did address this point in his 1887 essay. He 



said that as long as someone kept themselves alive to serve the collective. then that sdf-preservation could 

contain a moral aspect [ Durkheim 1993. p. 109 1. But in real life. serving others is greatly facilitated €y 

having a strong interest in self-preservation and selfdevelopment. If it appeared that others did not need 

our services for the foreseeable future. we might olhenvise rot and starve away, only to find out too late 

that other people could find a use for us afier all. If we all served others with little thought to self- 

preservation and personal happiness, we would never be happy and we wodd be 'served' in ways 

essentialw unrelated to our own potential happiness by reluaant unhappy. and unhealthy slaves. 

Durkheim had "defendedn individualism as a product of society. but his undemanding gave no role for 

individual pleasure and dignity as goals in themselves. 

Siuth. and most importantly. Durkheim's statement opposes intellect to sensation This is a very 

Kantian idea. In contrast. Epicurus was largely correct when he said reason and observation went 

together: 
If you fight against all your sensations. you will have no standard to which to refer, and 
thus no means of judging even those judgments which you pronounce false. [ Epicunrs, 
1995, p. 8 ] 

Logic is merely the means of noncontradictory identification for us to make sense out of our sensory 

perception. Perception can tell us that our use of logic is wrong, and it is perception as well as Logic that 

informs us that a mirage is an illusion. In reality. reliance on sensory perception is b u n d  together with 

reliance on Iogic, and together they provide the basis for the diflicult task of choosing and cl-g 

values. Durkheim's position was that theory had to precede sensation and facts, and that those sensations 

and observations which contradicted theory were to be distrusted. He felt that things cannot be made sense 

of when we p e a b e  only individuals, and not all things can be made sense of by the individual 

[ Durkheim, 1982, p.171 1. 

In The E l e m e n t .  Forms of Rclinious Life Durkheim attempted to replace Kant, not to follow 

him, and to do so in such a way that would adhere to the objectives and accomplishments of Kant's 

philosophy. Kant had completely separated self-interest from morality and fiom his treatment of Iogic, 

which was innate, limited, and mystid. Durkheim, in attempting to give six of the thirteen Kantian 



categories a new base. completely subsumed logic under the social. and away from perception and self- 

preservation. Durkheim sought to provide a social basis for what had been known since Aristotle as the 

six most important categories of thought: time. distance. number. cause, substance, and personality 

[ Durkheim 1998. p. 8 1. To think conceptually at al l  was to subsume the individual under the social 

[ Durkheim, 1995% p.440 1. This is interesting and yet open to criticism. Even if logic were purely a 

social creation how could we e.uplore it if not through our awareness that we were alive? Durkheim took 

positive facts to postulate something that had happened before observation was even possible. and he then 

assumed that the consequences of this postulate would apply to all cases that could ever be observed. This 

error in Durkfieim's theorizing will also be explored in chapter six in relation to the discussion of 

collective representations. The facts to directly support or to disprove the argument cannot exist or be 

observed. We cannot go back in time to see what people were like before religious rites or to witness the 

first rites. Neither do we have real exampk of man without society. Even if we should find a man without 

any society. the mere act of obsewing him would bring him into our own. Though contradictory to 

historical hcf the function of Durkheirn's paradigm is quite ansistent. He had to divide the human 

personality to subjugate the individual comptetely to the collective. Or alternately, once having decided to 

divide the individual into two opposing natures, the lower one innate, the 'higher' one social he had to 

subjugate completely the individual to society. 

Durkheim's treatment of mnceptual thought is somewhat contradictory, yet it is consistent for his 

paradigm. Logic is logic. yet if logic is. as Durkheim says, purely a social socialtion, then logic depends on 

the tribe or culture which created it, and is totally socially dependent for its existence and its content. 

Durkheim's treatment of logic is certainly relative as it is social. In making society the social reality, 

Durkheim cut off the individual from reality and objectivity. In Durkheim's paradigm, the universality of 

logic depends upon the collective, rather than upon the objectivity and consistency of the universe and the 

ability of the individual mind to grasp it. The individual is immersed in society at aU times, and becomes 

an individual only within society. These two aspects are incontestable, but Durkheim posited a complete 



consistency and unproblematic name for both the social reality and society. and he divided the individual 

up into a puppet made of pieces of suing and bits of wood animated by conflicting orders. 

Durkheim simply said that everything that is not innate in us beiongs to society. This simple 

statement is based on certain premises which can be contested. For the statement to be me. society would 

have to be A) unified, 8) possess definite borders, and C) capable of possessing at all. Not only would 

society have to be an entity it would have to be a subject. A mountain is unified but some mountains 

blend together without borders. More importantly. nothing can belong to a mountain. A web of social 

interaction is somewhat unified although it may have undefined borders. but it too is incapable of 

possession. Mountains. like societies. have an existence independent of observation like all things. but 

how we understand them with details and concepts is the creation of the individual minds that behold 

them and srudy them. 

Durkheim's conceptualization of the individual as homo duplex is key to his paradigm. Yet, 

putting aside the question of the premises and the consequences of his concept the vivid definition of its 

parts give it a surrealistic form. 
The old formula homo duplex is therefore verified by the facts. Far from being simple, our 
inner life has something that is like a double center of gravity. On the one hand is our 
individuality-and more particularly, our body in which it is based; on the other is 
everything in us that expresses something other than ourselves. [ Durkheim, 1973, p. 152 ] 

Durkheim's delineation appears arbitrary, but it is suited to aid his argument. His choice that the human 

bdy forms the base of homo duplex is interesting, especially amsidering that the human body is a product 

of evolution, that it is understood through a cultural matrix of interpretation and values, and that it is 

maintained through unified individual purpose. To assign our individuality to the material and 

physiology, is a curious choice. On one hand, our bodies have definite parameters, that is why all thinking 

is done o d y  by separate minds, and any group mind or telepathy is by definition, impossibIe. On the other 

the word 'individuality' is social in itself. Our belief in our individuality is in one sense culturai, as 

Western Civilization generally emphasizes the uniqueness and value of individual life. In another sense, 

our individuality is trans4tura.I. The universal social-psychobgical familial bonds and interaction that 



are present in all cui tures are the means that create and transmit individuaIity : the names and ancestry we 

receive from our parents. and in a much broader vein, the language we learn and our sexual identity. The 

fact that we need parents and families to be ourselves and to be alive does not also mean that we need a 

large unified structured society with a collective existence to do the same. Individuality is built upon 

differences in variables such as sex age. height and abilities; differences which are realizable only in a 

social c0nte.a Differences do not create individudity, they are used by individuality. There is good reason 

to suggest that our own understanding and realization of our individuality is possible only if we are not 

isolated human beings, but that we are engaged in ongoing patterns of interaction. It seems more likely 

than not that our individuality comes from both innate and social factors [ Simmel, 197 1. p, 265 j. 

Durkheim assigned to the realm of the individual the 'egotistical' base of the homo duplex. the 

innate psychology and physiological qualities, personal defects, and residual unaccounted-for 

idiosyncrasies. Durkheim's paradigm is remarkably consistent, if open to attack. Considering that 

evotution is a product of the Human Race and not the individual. we could have had, like Spencer, 

assigned the psychological and biological to the domain of the societal. To limit the base of the individual 

to everything that is innate is somewhat hard to fathom Life. after all. comes fiom life, and is not exactly 

innate. More importantly, the paradigm prevents the individual fiom bringing into his individuality and 

uniqueness any aspect other than that with which he has been born. Logic, aesthetics, language, and social 

identity is completely and irrevocably consigned to the social 'highei aspect of homo duplex. The fault of 

this delineation is its ruthless fault line. Durkheim admitted that individuals contribute unequally to 

society ( M e i m .  1993, p. 108 1, yet he said that because the elements of society such as language, are 

imposed upon the individual, the individual then contains nothing of anything not innate in his or her 

individuality. If a single grain of sand fell into these gloomy gears of Durkheim's colorless pessimistic 

reasoning, the gears would screech to a halt. This paradigm is many things, but not pluralistic. If there 

was any theoretical alternative to any one of the steps, or an empirical case that did not fit, the theory 

would come crashing down. 



Durkheirn's paradigm is contingent on the idea that ail aspects which are not innate are 

subsumed under the collective nature of society and consigned to the 'higher' social half of homo duplex. 

This is what reveals that Durkheirn was working with a typology and not a methodology. He could not 

prove that a single aspect belongs to either half of the homo duplex. His paradigm was the product of 

typology embraced through scholastic reasoning and faith. not empirical evidence. Not only wuld he not 

show that all aspects of the self fit as he would have them in his hypothetid constructs. but he could not 

prove that a single aspect or any aspect fit his typology at all through any appeal to research. empiricism, 

and observation. 

Durkheim's use of his terminology is interesting and pregnant in its implications. 'Individualism' 

is a social creation; 'individuality' and 'individual nature' refer to the apparent biological and 

psychological base of the individual. This would include, presumably, instincts. accidents of heredity, and 

chance physiological defects. The 'innate' would appear to include instincts and whatever weak powers of 

mind at the animal level that Durkheim was willing to attribute to biology and not to social interaction. 

'Individuality' is also subsumed apparently under the 'innate.' This is odd indeed, because it implies that 

what are 'individuai' are the hctors for which the individual can bear no responsibility: scars, innate 

flaws, heredity, and obscure instincts. Cognition and k - w i l l  are completely removed fiom Durkheim's 

category of 'individuality,' Durkheim appeared to have split the individual into the 'social' and the 'innate.' 

Neither the 'social' nor the 'innate' is actually particularly human, Only individual thinking with conscious 

free-will, and not genetics and herd-membership. is what makes us human. Durkheim made the 

individual as a unwieldy composite of elements created fiom biological and social determinism. 

Durkheim's concept of homo duplex is religious in its delineation and in its gloom. Reading the 

following passage, we can see again just how much Durkheim was a part of the fin de e c l e  malaise 

which gripped the intellectuals of Europe at the end of the 19th century. 
"his inner contradiction is one of the characteristics of our nature. According to Pascal's 
formula., man is both 'angel and beast' and not exclusively one or the other. The result is 
that we are n m r  completely in accord with ourselves for we cannot follow one of our 
two natures without causing the other to m e r .  Our joys can never be pure; there is 
always some pain mixed with them; for we cannot shultaneously SUE@ the two beings 



that arc within us. It is this disagreement this perpetual division against ourselves. that 
produces both our grandcur and our misery: our misery because we are thus condemned 
to live in Mering; and our grandeur bccause it is this division that distinguishes us  
from all other beings. The animal proceeds to his pleasure in a single and exclusive 
movement: man done is normalty obliged to make a place for suficring in his life. 
[ Durkheim, 1973, p. 154 J 

Durkheim based his paradigm for events in our culture on the conjecture that all human beings for all 

time felt the way he thought they felt without him having observed them. Such a beIief contradicts 

Durkheim's own belief in cultural relativism. Durkheim could not prove that atl cuitures had all of their 

peopIe feel the one way he described. If ail cultures have their own rationality and set of values. then we 

cannot make any assumptions about any culture we have not yet observed 

One unnoticed problem with Durkheim's typology is that it can be subjectively rejected. 1 cannot 

prove that someone I have not obscrved is not homo duplex. but I can prove to myself that I am not. and 

therefore. not aN human beings are that way. Durkheim in contrast, assumed that his theory was valid for 

cases he could not study. a less valid theoretical postulate. In general, theory produced from empirical 

results based upon sound methodology can only be rejected objectively and not subjectively. Durkheim's 

theory is particularly weak. because it can be subjectively destroyed. if a single individual were to perceive 

that he or she was unified and capable of uncontaminated joy, even if for only a short period of time, then 

the whole theory M s  apart. Fortunately for Durkheim, the theory does rest upon collective representations 

and culturally conditioned responses from its readers. As explained in the section on collective 

representations. the ideals of societies are often persuasive, regardless of their soundness, and frequently 

are convincing because they are false. Durkheim appealed to us to separate ourselves from 'animals,' and 

for u s  to drink from a cup of poisoned grandeur and voluntarily condemn ourselves to eternal suffering. 

The static quality of Durkheim's homo duplex is marked The two natures are just there. The 

creature is born with the innate self and receives the second social self from society up above. However, 

the e.xperience of human life is change and action. People try to understand what they are, what their 

surrounding environment is, and how to best ascribe signrficance to the infinite details. It is unnecessary 

and unwise to invent normative content for human nature. Yet, if we remember what inspired the poets 



and philosophers to use thc tcm 'Man' rather than human we sec the role for dynamic action and self- 

awareness. howwer uncvenly realized. that makes Homo Saptens Merent than other species. Man is the 

sentient being whch can see itself poised with its free will against the rest of the universe. Man is the 

creature who can xisualize its own death, and who can laugh and who needs to laugh. Durkheim's earlier 

use of 'collective representation' and 'collective conscience' had emphasized more dynamism and 

interaction than his later conceptualization of human nature. In any case. Durkheim's homo duplex seems 

a wretcb a pathetic creature with no potential firm grip on reality, and without any hope of becoming 

something more except through doing violence to its own nature. 

Morality. the social imperatives of any society at a moment in time, is frequently contradictory 

and shrfting. likc strong currents in the rapids. Both moral phenomena and the individual self cannot be 

understood apart from the fact that the individual tries to understand and perceive his surroundings and to 

make sense of it all. It is hard to imagine actions being moral and principles being followed as m o d  

principles if they are perceived as senseless. This would appear to argue for the supremacy of cognitive 

models and methodological individualism in contradistinction to Durkheim [ Durkheim, 1982, p.171). 

The individual may or may not sense contradiction and conflict in moral imperatives, but the nature of 

moral compulsion depends upon the individual knowing that things exist and certain consequences must 

follow from others. If either of these two premises are absent, moral phenomena cannot be recognized or 

felt. Durkheim &d suggest a social epistemology which yielded the categories of thought resulting from 

the collective nature of society. However. Durkheim's paradigm of homo duplex is remarkably static: all  

human beings are exactly the same. and their innate and swiai elements are bound together in each 

individual in the exact same relationship. That is why one description for this approach to theory would be 

'social metaphysics.' 

Most importantLy, the process of the individual mind in internalizing the social elements and in 

ordering and assembling them in a way that can make sense. is not perceived in Durkheim's paradigm. If 

the individual merely viewed passively the sensory information and made no attempt to submit it all to 



rational scrutiny. the moral infIuence of society over the individual would be negligible. Even for the 

individual to be effected by wild appeals of emotiod association the individual must have an active mind 

and the ability to sort through the sensory information and to link the abstractions, no matter how 

primitive. in a way that made some sense. This is the reason why cognitive determinism must always be 

part of the study of moral phenomena. The individual builds up his or her understanding gradually, not 

only through interaction. but ultimately exclusively through the processing of thought. Beliefk can be 

contradictory, and moral imperatives can be emotional and logical, however. the link that is the 

foundation for the e.uperience of the moral imperative is cognitive, rational, and is based upon acts of 

voIitioe Morality needs the understanding that something is good or bad, and that something must be 

done. If the individual sex is purely static and the mind purely passive, then it is difEicult to see how the 

individual can feel any moral imperative from any source, including society, in the Durkheirnian sense. 

It has now been demonstrated that Durkheim's moral imperative depends on the divided 

individual and that this notion of homo duplex does not n e a s a d y  result fiom the premises of its own 

reasoning, nor does it foIlow from methodologically contingent obsexvation. Neither logic nor observation 

was Durkheim's source for his inspiration and commitment to the concept. Hence, this is why there 

remains an on-going debate regarding who influenced Durkheim: what combination of Rousseau, Kant, 

Schopenhauer, Pascal, Hegel, Rcnowier, Boutroux, Wundt, Espinas, Comte, Saint-Simon, and Simmel 

explains his ideas? ff Durkheim had built his paradigm up fiom empirical studies and observation, there 

would have been less need to attribute his ideas to people and more reason to attribute them to the Eacts. 

Durkfieim built his entire paradigm on a leap of faith that followed his demonstration that society was 

more than the sum of its parts and individuals. His paradigm lies on the single coin, with 'social hcts' on 

one side and 'homo duplex' on the other. For bad coin and gwd, truth is the only touchstone, Homo duplex 

can be sufliciendy and separately refuted on deductive and inductive grounds, but unless one addresses the 

source for the concept in Durkheim's particular understanding of social realism, the concept will pop back 

up again here and there, in the same paradigm and even in others. 



Durkheim rooted his concepts in his definition of society itself and his contention that social life 

must be daerent than life without society. 
Let us begin by asserting a proposition which mqv be taken QS axiomatic: lf there is to 
be a m e  sociology. there must be certain phenomena produced in each sociery which 
are specrj7calIv caused b-v that society, which would not exist in the absence of that 
society and which are what the-v are on& because sociery i s  as it is. .. .If society were not 
to generate phenomena peculiar to itself and distinct from those obsemed in other 
realms of nature. sociology would have no subject matter of its own. (author's original 
italics) [ Durkheim & Wilson. 198 1. p. 106 1 I 

It is unwise to build a whole scientific paradigm on deductive reason, but Durkheim's statement seems 

acceptable. though it might lead to a variety of interpretations. Durkheim seemed to want the reader to 

take the existence of sociology as a prior axiom. It should not matter  s sociology has subject matter, rather 

what the topic matter is should be regarded as more important. Durkheim's axiom is not flawed but it is a 

key e-uample of his methud of investigation It is not methodologically grounded, and it is not grounded 

theory. H i s  method of investigation is instead a chain of reasoning, which if any one part is flawed, the 

whole chain breaks. His theory starts with several plausible premises which are assumed rather fban 

proved. Finally, there is a little concern over what Durkheim meant by 'society.' There are no people 

outside of society, which makes it impossible to see what phenomena society actually generates. Fish live 

in water, people live in society. Water does not generate fish, nor do fish generate water. It is easier to 

study fish and water than people and society because we can study fish out of their environment and study 

water without fish The 'absence of that society' becomes in one respecf a theoretical absurdity, for if one 

society becomes absent. another will automatically become present -a there will be lack of phenomena to 

be observed and a lack of all observers. This is not to say that people do not influence society and society 

does not influence people, but it is to suggest that the absence of an alternate scenario to people living in 

society means that we cannot use the hypothetical scenario to prove anything about what is real. 

Durkheim buiit homo duplex directly upon the social EdCt and the social fact upon social realism 

It is not the endeavour here to attack social realism, rather it is to remove it from social holism and to 

provide for it an inclusive, pluralistic and completely logical basis. Hence, we need not deny that social 

Iife is more than or different than the sum of its parts. However, it is unproven and unprovable that to 



acknowlcdgc this commits one to Durkheim's paradigm or that it provides the proof that Durkheim 

thought was sulf~cient. This is the link that Durkheim regards as sufficient to create the social fact: 
A corollaq of these propositions is the following: social phenomena do not have their 
immediate and determining cause in the nature of individuals. As a matter of fact if it 
were otherwise. if they derived directly from the organic or physical makeup of man 
without any other factor intervening in their elaboration. sociology would reduce itself to 
psychology.. . But if sociology can have a subject matter peculiar to itself. these collective 
ideas and actions must be different in nature from those which originate in the 
individual mind. and they must be framed in special laws. [ Durkheim & Wilsors 198 1. 
p. 1061 1 

Durkheim appued to use a narrow interpretation of psychology at this point. the study of the particular 

man's feelings and motivations. There is no necessary reason to pose a dichotomy between psychology and 

sociology. Psychology looks at the individual. sociology at "social phenomena" It is viable for a social- 

psychology to acknowledge that action comes from the individual. and that the social context is out of the 

indi~idual's control. Durkheirn's reasoning also reduces psychology to neuro-psychology and physiology. 

It is because of the narrow definition that Durkheim gives to psychology as the study of the mental 

qualities that result exclusively fi-orn the physical makeup of man, that sociology, his sociology, becomes 

more viable in contrast. 

Durkheim built his sociology upon a narrow and unaccepted definition of psychology, and as a 

consequence. he created a simiIar juxtaposition between 'individual' and '~Llective' ideas in his use of 

social facts. Durkheim posed a separation and exclusion of collective ideas and individual ideas, and the 

proof to support tlus does not exist. Durkheim made the mistake of tautology at this point. He stated that 

the ideas of society are collective ideas and therefore are not those coming from the individual. A better 

chain of definitions and reasoning wodd have been to state that there appears to be a population set of 

dominant and persistent ideas within society. and that these ideas should be examined directly and 

separately, but would be presumed to include collective ideas. This population set of society-wide ideas 

could also initially include ideas thought to derive from individuals. The ideas and sentiments should have 

been observed first and the origins explored for each one. Even finding an origin for a 'representation' or 

'idea' would not be sufficient to prove that it was the only origin. Durkheim was adamant that every social 



phenomena or social fact must have only one origin -and this was taken on faith. It is not necessary or 

logical to insert statements of exclusion in a chain of reasoning. unless each exdusion is verified by either 

definition or through empirical observation. Durkheim might have argued cogently, even though p m f  

was lacking. rhat these ideas had not yet included individual ideas. He did not prove that and neither does 

his argument contain sufficient proof that the set of dominant ideas for society must only came from 

mllective ideas and that this relationship could never change regardless of societal change. 

Durkheim rejected cognitive determinism and fixed definitions of 'human nature' in a way that 

was clear and consistent. if questionable. Durkheim saw human nature as a flexible potential thirsting for 

sensation and did not believe that the individual was able to even judge the value of his own life. 
In fact. only society can pass a collective opinion on the value of human life; for this the 
individual is incompetent. The latter h o w  nothing but himself and his own tittle 
horizon; thus his experience is too Limited to serve as a basis for a general appraisal. 
[ m e i r n ,  1951, p. 213 J 

It is somewhat misleading of Durkheim to sneak the term 'cotlective opinion' into his reasoning, because 

by definition, a collective opinion has to have a collective and not a common origin. Hence, it would have 

been less ambiguous if Durkheim had said instead 'general opinion' or 'intransigent opinioa' However, it 

is clear that Durkheim did not believe that the individual could generalize an understanding about human 

We. Also, DurWleim did not care to address the issue of 'relevancy' that Weber, in contrast, would use so 

emphatically with 'Wertbeziehung.' Perhaps individuals do not merely need a generalized opinion of 

human life, but a generalized view of human life relevant to their own experiences and 'little horizon.' 

Durkbeim saw that only society can regulate and restrain our grasping human nam to such an 

e.utent that our lives are endurable. 
It is not human nature which can assign the variable limits necessary to our needs. They 
are thus unlimited so far as they depend on the individual alone. irrespective of any 
external regulatory force, our capacity for feeling is in itseIf an insatiable and bottomless 
abyss. But if nothing external can restrain this capacity, it can only be a source of 
torment to itself. Unlimited desires are insatiable by definition and insatiability is rightly 
considered a sign of morbidity. [ Durkheim, 195 1, p. 247 j 

Agaiq it is uafortunate that Durkheim argued so much through definitions. He moved quickiy from 

in$nite capacity to inflnite desire to insatiability. Perhaps Durkheim had in mind Shakespeare's Queen 



Cleopatra who made men hungry with desire where she most satisfied. In any case. the process of mind is 

absent fiom Durkheim's work. The individual's development of his capacity for sensation and the 

development of his ability to pursue his stimufation is completely left aside. It would appear feasible that a 

rational man's capacity for sensation and his subtle discernment becomes greater with his development 

and application. There are different kinds of infinite capacities, some capacities are expanded only after 

being filled. Likewise. there are different Idads of infinite desires. Given an infinite lifespan, any human 

is capable of infinity. Some desires by virtue of being expansive appear to be infinite and others through 

the virtue of being long-lived appear insatiable. Finally, the capacity to perceive infinite desires and 

capacity in themselves is a Little questionable regarding the qualities needed in the observer, it implies that 

the observer is Olympian and capable of perceiving infinity. 

When we speak of the different ways Durkbeim and Weber looked at how to study mods ,  let us 

remember that they had made different assumptions about values. It does appear posslile that Durkheim's 

use of 'idea' is different that what is commonly understood in phiiosophy and sociology. Durkheim's 

avoidance of cognitive determinism is again relevant in that he provided no Limitation for collective ideas 

such as having to pass through the abilities and limitations of the individual mind That is to say, 

collective ideas are totally Merent  than ideas held by individuals, and they are so different fiom our own 

commonsense understanding that they appear almost traxtsxndent. This decision in no way invalidates 

Durktreim's paradigm by his own premises, however, it does lead into the concern that 'ideas,' 

'representations,' and 'ideals' will take on an ambiguous meaning. In reading Durkheim, it seems that 

sometimes these ideas are what can be comprehended by an individual mind, sometimes what can be in 

an_v one part comprehended by an individual mind. and sometimes, what is incomprehensible by the 

individual and is part of the collective nature beyond the individual's direct experience. 

Durkheim's 1897 critique of the Marxist Antonio Labriola is relevant for discussing DurWleim's 

conception of knowledge and for arguing the mse that he was a social metaphysician. Sociologists such as 

Dtnes Ndmedi appear to have recently uncovered the significance of the foliowing passage: 



We beliewe it a fntidul idea that social life must be e.uplained not by the conception of it 
formed by those who participate in i t  but by the profound causes which escape their 
consciousness. We also think that these causes must be sought mainly in the way in 
which individuals associating together are formed in groups. [ Durkheim 1982. p. 17 1 1 

ff nothing else. the passage shows that there is absolutely no room for a convergence between Durkheim's 

type of social realism and any form of methodological individualism. It would also appear that Durkheim's 

understanding of knowledge is different from other sociologists. Durkheim scems to have suggested that 

group Life forms our consciousness and yet the consciousness people have from their group e-xistence in no 

way neOeSSarily enlightens them to the tnre state of their existence. It would almost appear that in this 

paradigm, not only could the individuais be considered automatons, but deluded automatons at that It 

would seem that in this conception not only are humans like ants in a colony toiling away in determined 

patterns without free-will. that they are also burdened by delusions of free will at the same time. 

Durkheim divided the individual, granted society a unified and hotistic existence, and left society 

with the sole moral imperative. 
Lf we submit unresisting to the forces and roandates of society, it is not only because 
society is a more powerful being than we are. it is generally a moral authority which 
justifies all the outcomes of our activity and which bends our minds and wills. For 
everything coming from it is endowed with a prestige which inspires us in varying 
degrees with feelings of deference and respect.. Individual undertakings directed 
against social realities, either with the aim of destroying them or of altering them 
always run into strong resistance. These forces, moral or not, against which the 
individual raises himseif, react against him and attest to their superiority with the 
usually irresistible energy of their reaction, [ Durkbeim & Wilson, 1981, p. 1063 ] 

The fact that society can bend people's minds is enough to give it the appearance of the social imperative, 

admittedly, but that this is as it should be or is necessarily acceptable, should not be the conclusion of the 

social scientist. If society 'bends our minds' so that we see more colors, consider more options, and 

we do not necessarilv e.x& and 2 + 2 = 2 - 2, then something drastically is wrong. The issue of 'bending 

the mind' brings up concerns of whether objectivity and truth is even impossible. Durkheirn stated that 

rationality is culturally-specific and that aLl cultures wete equally rational [ Durkheim 1993, p. 26 ] as 

long as they reflected the cullective nature(s) that existed and that which was emerging. This is not to say 

that he believed the essence of society is totalitarian, but it is to say that within his view &re is no 



apparcnt protection or domain for the indikidd's application of reason and objectivity in defiance of 

social forces. The individual can choose. but only as long as he chooses the rising social force. 

Durkheim in essence conflated the social and the moral. He assigned to society all social action 

and the m o d  imperative. Society becomes the source of all moral phenomena. 
In conclusion. social life is nothing other than moral milieu or better. the sum of the 
various moral contexts which surround the person in calling them moral we mean that 
these milieu consist in a complex of ideas: as a result they are. with respect to 
individual minds, just as the physical setting is to living organisms. Both the moral and 
the physical milieux constitute independent realities. at least independent of one another 
to the extent that this can be in a world where everything is bound together. 
[ Durkheim & Wilson 198 1, p. 1063 1 

Durkheim admitted that society produced conflict and problems as well [ Durkheim, 1974a p. 91 1. but 

because society is the sole source of morality. this means that even the unnecessaxy conaicts, violence. 

absurdities. and crazes would assume a moral character. In eff- poison and medicine are mixed in one 

flask, which is then labeled medicine because the only other flask remains empty. This insight of 

Durkheim's and the criticism of it as well, are not unjustified. Moral phenomena include events and things 

which observers judge either to be good or bad. It was wrong of Durkheim to suggest that this moral 

imperative of society is inevitable, universal., and justified It is quite correct of Durkheim to see that all 

that is 'good' or 'evil' falls into the domain of moral phenomeaa People can be forced into actions both 

'good' and '&I' by the moral imperatives of their social institutions and interaction ColIective f o r m  

create forces which intensify both good and evil [ Durkheim 1973, p. 150 J and are always experienced as 

possessing a moral impersonal character beyond that of the individual. 

Durkheim's paradigm fails because of several errors, but his paradigm is still quite u s e l l  for us 

to e-ximine. Durkheim established academic sociology, and he sought to establish a legitimate Aternate to 

the ideologies of Scxid-Darwiaism, Marxism, utopian socialism, and the political theories based upon 

Rousseau or upon the Utilitarians. Durkheim does theorists a great favor by showing them a finely- 

detailed argument of social realism in its most e.xtreme form. His very errors demonstfate the neoessary 

mistakes one has to make to provide society with the sole moral imperative. His line of reasooin& once 



critiqued makes clear all the premises that have to be accepted tc embrace cultural relativism. A critic's 

rejection of Durkheim would serve to cl- his own reasoning and premises. 

The critique of Durkheim's theory of knowledge by Gerard De GrP would seem relevant De Gre 

drew a distinction between the sociology of knowledge and the sociologicai theory of knowledge: 
The sociological theory of knowledge, as contrasted with the sociology of knowledge. 
however, is an epistemological position which attempts to infer fiom the frndings of 
gnosio-sociology certain hypotheses concerning the relationship between propositions 
and that which the propositions are about. Of such a nature are the statements of 
Durkheim about the social locus of the referents of the categories and other ideas. Lf this 
position is pushed far enough it results in a kind of social ideafism which posits that, 
although the "world" is not the "idea" of any specific individual, as some of the 
subjective idealists have maintained, it is a kind of "collective idea" and exists only in 
the "collective conscious." When Durkheim or other sociologists make statements of this 
kind they are no longer speaking qua sociologists, but qua epistemologists. Such 
epistemological statements must be carefully distinguished from the preliminaty gnosio- 
sociological analysis that Durkheim makes of the social factors, such as refigious 
festivals, kind and clan groups, the spatial arrangements of villages, etc., that influences 
the primitive conceptions of the categories of time, space, causality, etc. [ De Gre, 1970, 
P-666 1 

Essentially, De GrP would accuse Durkheim of confusing or at least mnflating statements about social 

factors influence beliefs with how social factors determine the basis for knowIedge itself. This concern has 

not been discussed often in the academic texts on Durkheim and may be wotthy of fimher study. 

Durkheim understood that there was a social basis for knowledge, especially in the ideas that had 

the greatest power over our lives. It is indisputable that society is greater the sum of its coWnene ,  

nor can we dismiss the idea that there is a social basis for knowledge. The 'social basis' for knowledge. 

however, may be somewhat uneven It may be more relevant for some individuals than for others, and may 

either exist for all time in the same way or be dynmuc, or its most important contribution may need to be 

ongoing. or alternately. episodic. What we argue against is the attempt to establish the sole moral 

imperative to society as a collective holistic being and the attempt to invent a single and exclusive source 

for all categories of knowledge without proof. We turn to a closer examination of the foundation of 

knowledge in the next section. 



Chapter Five: Moral Action within Society as a Being 

Durkheim founded his methodology in the conception of society as its own reality. Weber in 

contrast built his methodology up from iadividual action, which included individual behavior and the 

meanings that the individual, verbally or otherwise. attributed to them This Werence would lead to 

profound implications. We will return to WetKr's position in a later chapter, after we examine the 

consequences of Durkheim's conclusions and Durkheim's theoretical error. 

Durkheim's conception of society was that social facts were things that coufd be studied 

empirically, yet he almost seemed to will society as a coherent entity into existence. 
It is clear that for Durkheirn society has a reality, that objective and empirical 
descriptions of it are possible, but that it is neither material nor reducible. and there is a 
clear relation between representation and reality. Yet why is representation identified 
with reality? If there is no material base, as there is for Marx, is there a feality beyond 
representation? Durkheim denies that there is a thing-in-itse4 lying beyond 
representations ([1898b] 1924a:29). The concept of thing indicates a non-material 
irreducible reality. [ Jones, 19%. p. 48 ] 

As was stated above in a previous section, Durkheim derived his understanding of society as a reality fiom 

his teacher Renowier. 
Renouvier thus defines being as representational or reIational ... By this he means that all 
attempts to demonstrate the independence of representations are doomed to 
philosophical hiIure, for they are necessariIy have to use logical features of 
representation by which to i denw or define a reality. Epistemologically all reality to be 
known and to be acted on has to be brought before the mind This definition is 
independent both of material and idealism. [ Jones, 19%, p. 53 1 

Renomier's sophisticated position avoided the annoying Kantian dichotomy between appearance and 

reality, and facilitated a somewhat cognitive understanding of society as all reality that was known by 

human beings. Durkheim rejected the premises of Kantian and German Idealistic philosophy, but in 

making society a being, he seems to have neatly rehrbished the desired conclusions of Kantian philosophy 

welded onto a positivistic base. 



Durkheim did not cntircly re@ society. but his exuemc position did lend itself to 

misinterpretation. Durkheim is generally understood as having said that W e t y  was a level of reality 

prior to and superior to the individual. However. sometimes he had gone hrther. Not only did he say that 

society was a reafity mi generts and that society was like an organism but occasionally he said it wus an 

organism. We see his statements to this effect at more than one stage of his career [ Durkheim 1974b. 

p. 198 : Durkheim. 1982. p. 129 & 243 : Durkheim 1973b. p. 60 ; Durkhee 198 1. p.66 1. Durkheim's 

rhetoric facilitated misunderstanding. He seemed to move from saying that society was a reality. to saying 

society was like an organism to saying that society was an organism. 

Durkheim's use of organic metaphors and analogies is fascinating. There is an added 

consideration. On the infrequent occasions Durkheim referred to society as an organism, he did so at the 

middie or shortly after thc middle of the lecture or article. On the many occasions he referred to society as 

a h a 1  reality sui generts he did so throughout the publications, the beginning, middie, and the end. 

Apparently. he considered his postulate that society was a reality to be beyond challenge and 

unproblematic. He used his assertion that society was an organism only after an extensive lead-up of 

analogies and before his main conclusions. It would appear that he used his statement that society was an 

organism not as a starting position. but as a means to argue for a forthcoming conclusion regarding 

morals once the reader had already accepted the chain of argument. He never claimed society was an 

organism as his starting position or as his end conclusion. Thus. perhaps we should not see Durkheim as a 

organicisf but as someone who dipped into organic metaphors to suit his purpose. 

Though Durkheim believed that society was a reality in itself and was like a .  organism, he did 

not then assume that individuals had no role to play. or that individuals were not important. He took pains 

to distinguish that though he emphasized the collective nature of existence, he maintained a role for the 

individual. He believed all consciousness and the development of ideas is carried out through the minds of 

the individuals. Neither individuals nor society directly advance ideas; ideas are advanced through the 

interaction of individuals without any one individual knowing the full truth of the matters he or she is 



involved ~ith. A s  social sotidarity is transformed through the division of labor. the individual as such 

would find a great role for himself, without disturbing the colleaive life of the group [ Durkheim, 1993. p. 

I08 J -  
The error of universalists likc Hegel and Schopenhauer is that they have not seen this 
aspect of reality. Since they make personality a simpie appearance. they cannot attribute 
any ethical value to it. They do not perceive that while the individual receives so much 
from society. he or she nevertheless acts upon society. This is most apparent with great 
figurcs whose influence universalists of d l  schools are forced to deny. [ Durkheim, 
1993, p. I08 1 

This statement is best understood keeping in mind that Durkheim rejected entirely the Kantian term "the 

thing-in-itself." whose use had threatened to turn the individual into merely part of the appearance of 

socicv without men being its content. Durkheim rejected the notion that individuals were just the 

appearance of aspects of society. Instead Durkheim emphasized that the individuaI was the substratum of 

sociev. ?.ct niIl esined as a tangible being irreducible to his brain cells f Durkheim. 1974% p. 24 1. 

Thc inditidual then receives more from society than he could ever contribute. The individual 

does contribute minutely though this contribution is so smal l  that it is not the dominant characteristic of 

his relationship to his community. The contributions of one individual are virtually insignificant 

compared to the sum of all the other contributions over time of the past and contemporary individuals. AU 

of the developments of society are that of past contributions of people who lived together in a social- 

h e w o r k  that passed on these words, traditions. technology, and customs to succeeding generations. 
No doubt the average consciousness borrows more from its milieu than it can return 
StilI therc are people whose personal ability to react is so great that ideas and feelings 
which formerly were implicit and latent in society become concentrated in them and 
gathcr an extraordinary force which brings them to actualization. These people then 
become the living conscience of society which is itself transformed under their 
influence. It is to such great minds that the majority of human progress is due. If 
progress was left to the average mentality, nothing would change; since the average 
mentality is passive, it has neither the need nor the means to throw off the yoke of 
tradition and prejudice ... Morality, therefore, must have a place both in the part and in 
the whole, both in the individual and in society. [ Durkheim, 1993, p. 10% ] 

Not o d y  does the individual contribute, Durkheim recognized that individuals also contribute unequally. 

This qualification prevented Durkheim from falling into a greater individual versus society dichotomy, as 

many relationships are possible for the individual with the society that is around and within that person, 



However. it does mean that the individual was to feel grateN to sociew for receiving past contributions 

frcm other individuals. Anytime we receive something h r n  someone we do not know. Durkheim would 

have us believe we were receiving a gift from society as a social being- This is particularly poignant in 

that the individual ascribes his or her knowledge to a higher level of being when all that they do receive is 

from beings like themselves. However. it is beneficial that though Durkheim posited an universal 

relationship between the individual and society, he recognized tbat the content of that reiationship varied 

depending on the choices, will, effort and talents of the individual concerned From Durkheim's point of 

view as a 'sociai metaphysician,' the forms of social relationships. in particular the subordination of the 

individual to society. were absolute, though their content varied from culture to dture, and varied 

somewhat regarding the individuals concerned. 

Durkheim may have rejected the term "the thing-in-itself" in a metaphysical sense, because the 

term was used in Kantian philosophy in juxtaposition to the individual's perception of phenomena. He did 

not use the term "thing-in-itself" but he often seemed to imply an undentanding of concepts relative to 

this term both in the Kantian meaning and in a more general way. Durkheim rejected individuaListic 

means of explanation in all forms. As Durkheim rejected innate individual cognition and perception, he 

rejected the exact Kantian understanding of "the thing-in-itself" but created a new understanding in its 

place. The objects of the collective consciousness or alternatefy, the collective representations, were what 

we auld call "things independent of the individual." These things would remain what they were 

regardless of whether they were observed. understood known or chosen Unlike Kant's "the thing-in- 

itself," these things auid be studied empirically and were not to be understood relative to the individual 

but to the collective nature of society. He seemed to have considered the objects of consciousness which 

have a collective origin as having an existence separate from their manifestations. Durkheim believed that 

the manifitions of collective ideas (especially collective representations) have an existence apart from 

their appearance and can generally be perceived only partially by any one observer. 



An aiternate phrasing for the Durkheimian paradigm would be to say that though all 

consciousness in society is that of thc indikidual. the objects of social consciousness are not in the 

individuai consciousncsses. That is. the objects of consciousness are "things independent of the 

individual" and the individuals bchotd only parts of them at any one time. Therefore. the objects of 

consciousness can be studied empirically, but can only be perceived by the socioIogist who understands 

that their true nature is not that of objects created by individual consciousnesses. Hence. a language is a 

"thing independent of the individual" and is not the words that any one individual might know. nor does 

the language come from individual consciousness. although individuals behold parts of it. Also. the 

individual cannot change what it is by choice. Consequently, the sociologist has to assume the concrete 

and coilectivc existence of the objects of social consciousness before the objects can be studied empirically. 

and these things cannot be studied through their impressions on individual minds but only through their 

uue reality in their totality which is never beheld directly by anyone. This paradigm is almost Neoplatonic 

in its assumption of some grand mystical collectivity. 

Durkheim said that social facts were things that could be studied empirically. He makes this 

point in The Rules of SocioIonical Method: 
The proposition which states that social facts must be treated as things - the proposition 
which is at the very basis of our method - is among those which have stirred up the most 
opposition. It was deemed paradoxical and scandalous for u s  to assimilate to the realities 
of the external world those of the social world. This was singularly to misunderstand the 
meaning and effect of this assimilation. the object of which was not to reduce the higher 
forms of being to the level of lower ones but. on the contrary, to claim for the former a 
degree of reality at least equal to that which everyone accords to the latter. Indeed, we do 
not say that social facts are material things, but that they are things just as are materiai 
things, although in a different way. [ Durkheim 1982. p. 35 ] 

This quotation may have different possible meanings. Our understanding of DurWleim in this paper has 

interpreted Durkheim's expression "degree of reality" to mean concreteness in the German neo-Kantian 

sense. They are empirical things. If our understanding is Eaulty, then our argument would require revision. 

He compared social facts to material things and said that they social facts have a degree of reality equal to 

or greater than material objects and that social facts are things just like material things. It seems 



appropriate to Mime that Durkhcim rncant that he thought social facts have a concrete nature of 

existence at lcast as concrctc as ordinary physical objects. 

It  is interesting that Durkheim distinguished betwccn the external world and the social world. 

Perhaps hc rncant that society is both inside us and outside us. so we do not have the same juxtaposition 

and prcccpts of reference as we do when we study something isolated in the laboratory. Re-reading the 

above quotation reveals something fascinating in Durkheim's argument construction, He moves up 

gradually from or,c lcvel or declaration to another without proof for each additional step: "It is remarkable 

that he moves from arguing that social facts should be considered and treated as things to saying that they 

are things" ( Joncs. 1996. p. 35 1. Durkheim declared that social facts can be t r ~ t e d  as things, must be 

treated as things. arc things. and then finalIy. are wen morc thing-like than the material things we take 

for grantcd. 

Durkhcim rcpcatcdly used terminology in e-uplanation which a mathematician might call 

"nomegativc" or "grcater than or equal to." To say that social fBcts have a concrete existence "at least as 

equaiw to gcnuinely concrete objects, is pregnant in its implications and ambiguity. For such an argument 

to be true, a l l  it would need to demonstrate would be that the two categories have equal concreteness. Yet 

this would imply that the social facts also have greater concreteness, which is a separate claim and is 

unproven by the proof for the first claim. Lf sociai facts did have a greater concreteness than normal 

pcrccptual realio thcn this paradigm is indccd 'social metaphysics,' and it would be the case that social 

relationships are the source of all stability and continuity, and not material matter, ideas, and human 

minds. Durkheim squares the circle by implying that if social bets are equal to n o d  things then 

therefore thcy are also superior. 

To treat social facts as things is interesting. No doubt this can be done, but Durkheim conaated 

the two issues of whether this can be done and should alwqvs be done. It is fascinating where Durkheim 

drcw this method: from thc Kathedersozialisten. It is wrong and intellectually dangerous to mix 

conclusions fiom different theories which share incompatible premises. It does not appear that Durkheim 



mixed incompatible premises whcn hc bonowai id- from the Gennan academic socialists. but anyone 

who wishes to borrow Durkhcim's methodological treatment of social facts as things should examine the 

premises of the German socialists who founded the pcqxxtive: 
Wagner and Schmollcr ... For them ... society is a real being which certainly does not 
exist outside of the individuals who compose i t  but which nonetheless has its own 
nature and personality. Current c.upressions such as 'social conscience,' 'collective spirit' 
'the bady of the natioq' do not have simply a linguistic value; they express facts which 
arc eminently concrete. It is false to say that the whole is equal to the sum of its parts. 
[ Durwleim. 1993. p.64 1 

The Kathedersozialisten were completely right to say that they considered the Vilknuirtschafl and social 

facts to be concrete, for they sinccrcIy treated them as such However, they may have made the error of the 

fallacy of misplaoedancrcteness. A concretc is a lower-order abstractio~ less abstract than a principle, 

but morc abstract than a sensations or a product of object-perception A concrete also exists in perceptual 

reality as wcll as being the recipient of abstract qualities. It has meaning in addition to how it is perceived 

by the senses, but it has to be capable of being perceived (even if only at times by contrafactual evidence). 

Hearing a train is a sensation. Perceiving a particular train as an entity (without knowing that it is a train 

as such) is an object-perception. Perceiving a train and knowing that it is a train (along with other 

different trains) is the identification of a concrete. To declare that 'social conscience' and 'the body of the 

nation' are concretes is questionable. They mighr be concretes, but as t h q  do not exist that way for many 

people for more than an instant, and tbat they do not seem to be easiiy measurable, to call them 'eminently 

concrete' is wrong. 

We owe much of our understanding of how the kT'l!hedersozialisten made mistakes in their 

conceptualization to none other than Max Weber. His book Roscher and Knies was a critique of peopie 

associated with the German thinkers who Durkheim found so congenial. These ideas and concepts are not 

"obvious," that is, among people who agree upon the facts but have different values, they would disagree 

whether these things were real entities an4 even if they agreed, upon their interpretations. 

It seems mom likely that these ideas seem like concrete things, for oniy short periods on the basis 

of social relations. People chase notions like 'the body of the nation' and We collective good' in the same 



way m e l c r s  in a banen dcscn chase after mirages of the oasis. The fact that thcse things are frequently 

scen docs not give them that 'thing-like' quality of 'red things' other than how figments of our imagination 

are also 'things.' We rcach out our hands for them onfy for them to disappear and for us to lose our 

ontologid footing -yet we can refer to them and makc them part of our s_vmbolic Landscape. In short 

because t h e  things have a regularly obscrvcd e.cdstence and an alluring effm on our view of the world 

Durkhcim attributed to them an uniquely concrete existence when in fact the aldencc also suggests that 

they may be chimerical. 

T h e  things, these social facts. exist on the level of p m i y  abstract phenomena and cannot be 

perccived directly. Yet as  abstractions they are not principles such as mathematical formulae or moral 

axioms. They arc not absuact yet precise phenomena like recipes, composed of particular and e.uact 

concretes. Rather Durkheim's social hcts have strong intuitive elements- The body of the nation' may 

a p p u  to be a unproblematic and concrete social phenomena to editors and politicians, but not to rural 

farmers immersed in tradition, or to urbane 'citizens of the world' with broad horizons and dual- 

citizenship. Social facts like 'social conscience' and 'collective spirit' seem to vary a great deal within the 

same stxiety. Not onfy do they vary ffom context, they also seem to vary fiom the point of view of the 

individuaIs concerned who say that they behold them, while other individuals fail to notice them at all. 

Genuine concretes, such as a five-pound sack of sugar, do vary somewhat in use depending on the context 

and the individuals concerned. but it remains indrsputable what they are. even though in this case a cook 

may see it as a bag of sweetener and the chemist as a pouch of sucrose. Yet the &a1 facts of Durkheirn 

and the Kathedersozialisten were to be treated at leasf in equal concreteness as bags of sugar, 

automobiles, @asses of water, and puff,, of smoke. How does one measure a social fact or even behold it 

without implicitly taking it and its whole paradigm on fiith and in addition using one's subjective 

feelings? Lest somcone think that this is quibbling over details and that we are playing semantics with 

Durkhcim's words, it is doubtfid whether the Kathedersozialisten and other rnllectivists would have 

disagreed with this literal interpretation of the definition of 'concrete.' To collectivists, these things like 



'social class.' 'class consciousness.' 'ideology.' and 'Zeitgeist.' can be causal agents in themselves. 

Something cannot be a causal agent for social change unless it has a de/inite existence. Considering how 

much those who believe in the concreteness of these concepts can argue with each other. and how these 

concepts often do not exist for other people. it would appcar that the conccpts arc pmblcrnatic and not 

consistently concrete. CoIlective concepts remain vague and unmeasurable abstractions useful for 

analytical purposes but dcvoid of causal power. This mistake of misplaced concreteness made by these 

thinkers is frequently the flip side of the coin to their metaphysical conceptions and reification. Durkheim 

was given the nickname, 'the metaphysician' [ Lukes, 1972, p.33 J. He consciously rejected metaphysics. 

yet in his identification of abstract sociaI phenomena as concretes. he seems to have rendered 'society' as 

such with metaphysical attributes. 

Many of the great 19th century thinkers were 'recovering' metaphysicians. Herbert Spencer 

assumed a metaphysid existence of evotution and social-evoIution. Auguste Comte gave 'Society' 

attributes that smacked of metaphysics. Even Karl Mar& conventionally known as a rnaterialisf used 

metaphysical conceptualization to assume the inevitable and unified existence of a proletarian class 

consciousness even before such a class consciousness emerged for the first time. Marx acted just like a 

member of "the Historical School of Economics" in assuming that the proletariat and the proletarian class 

consciousness were both entities. 

There are correct uses for metaphysics within social science inquiry, and inmrrect uses. 

Metaphysics, being the knowledge of things beyond physical existence as such, wouid appear to be the 

same for a physical scientist as for a sxhl scientist. The social sciences, the Geisteswissenschaflen. necd 

different mcthdology than the physical sciences. but it would appear that every time the social scientists 

invent new metaphysical assumptions for themselves which would be untenable in the physical sciences, 

they err, and do so grievously. That is why in contrast, Webeis term of WirWichkeitwissenschaPen 

appears still tenable. The social sciences should look for explanation for social change only in things 

(people and objects) that exist, and the social sciences can be amsidered the sciences of concrete d t y .  



Metaphysics provide the boundaries for knowledge. but not the substance. The universe is metaphysically 

linked yet not metaphysical in itself. but physical. M i t y  is girded by our metaphysical notions. but not 

metaphysical in its content. Durkhcim was not a genuine metaphysician, but rather he attempted to 

transplant the metaphysical concerns from Idealist philosophicai theories into an empirical social science. 

That is why it may be appropriate to consider Durkheim a 'social metaphysician-' 

Durkheim said that the essence of moral action by the individual is tbat he pursues the goal 

through both being pressured into it, and seeing it as desirable [ Durkheim, 1974a p. 36 1. He advanced 

this position in both 1887 and 1906. The element of desirability is present but not fiee choice. It should 

be examined what Durkheim meant when he said that the goal of moral action should be seen as desirable 

by the individual. Desirability c#n be presumably either unconscious or conscious, and can either be 

desirable as well after the fact or not People often commit actions and then regret them. The key to 

understanding this point is that the coercion invoLved is immutable and that the element of desirability, 

though necessary, is malleable and mutable. Force is immutable. Either a person is executed for treason or 

not That cannot be changed after the fact. In contrasf it is flexible whether a goal was seen as desirable 

or not. Society supplies both the force and the set of images and values the individuai is supposed to 

uphold or choose among. As well, society projects the threat of force tbrough the meaning the "group" 

will give to him for compliance or noncompliance. the threat of financial hardship, the loss of career 

opportunities. and the uItimate physical threat of imprisonment or execution This creates a "stacked 

deck" of justice in which "society" is the judge, jtuy, and executioner. and is the legal defense, 

sympathetic demonstrators. and the minister who delivers the eulogy. But is society dive? 

How a person sees an action as desirable is going to be affected by whether there is force or the 

threat of force arrayed against him. A person in Communist China during the C u l W  Revolution might 

be beratod and browbeaten by the en& villagc and the representatives of the Communist Party until the 

person signed a confession condemning his or her parents as 'aristocrats' for the 'desirable' glorious good 

of the common interest and the colIective farm. Durkheim never separated these two elements from each 



other in his analysis of moral action. As long as there is force. and at the same time. a desired goal. 

Durkheirn's criteria arc met. Whether that same 'desirability' would still exist in the individual's mind if 

the threat of force. whether ontological or of physical violence. was removed. is entirely another matter 

and Durkheim never addressed it. 

Perhaps thc element of temporality savcs Durkheirn's paradigm at this point. If a person commits 

an act out of social compulsion or constraint and found it desirable at any instant for any reason 

whatsoever. no matter how faintiy or briefly. then according to Durkheim. the action can be considered 

moral. After all. if an individual is forced to do something completely against his will. then, according to 

Durkheim, the personal can take no moral responsibility for that action. An example of forced compliance 

might be a political prisoner signing a 'confession' after being torturd. That would not be moral. 

However. many elcamples abound of individuals being pressured into actions when the individuals feel 

some kind of fleeting recognition of the desirability of that goal, such as fiom chances of personal 

promotion, envy of their neighbors, feelings of revenge, or just being caught up in an euphoria of 

'cdlective effervescence.' For example, a young man caught up in the euphoria and excitement of his 

country declaring war might rush to enlist and then come to rue the decision. Yet in this case, if the young 

man had waited war would have found him sooner or later, his country would have conscripted him -and 

he would have gone to war not to avoid execution necessarily, but to also avoid humiliation and shame. 

People comply then with the k t  of force and acquiesce, so that absolute force to move each of their 

Limbs is unnecessary. Generally, it only takes the presence of security guards and their suggestions to 

usher the condemned prisoner to the execution, and the prisoner rarely struggles, thinking it fixtile and 

seeing some dignity in passive compliance. Actually, there is no dignity in being a willing sacrificial lamb 

to principles and authorities we do not respect. Also, granting our own recognition of the "desirability" of 

our violation after the fact or after it becomes almost inevitable, does not grant us dignity. 

The threat of force being applied to someone for noncompliance is generally sufficient to 

encourage someone to quickly rationalize some kind of benefit to himself or to society, if only as a mental 



analgesic and soporific. Often, we do nor want to know what kind of force may be applied against us. 

especially if it would crumbIe the view of authority and society that we are clinging to in the time of 

distress. We may think it desirable to cooperate wiI1ingly with the threat of force so as not to recognize our 

own cowudicc and helplessness. Similarly. people who live in dictatorships often find that volunmy 

amnesia regarding the past actions of the state is useful to maintain day-twhy normalcy and to avoid 

responsibility and anfrontation. A Soviet proverb was. "Nothing changes as often as the past." 

According to Durkheim, we always live in societies which condition our minds with images and 

which constrain us or force us forward through forces we cannot even necessaril-v understand. FrequentIy 

the actions that the forces dictate are beneficial eventually to someone. Through a combination of chance 

and deceptioa we can speak of 'sociai needs' being met. Then fiom a critical perspective, the nature of 

societal morality is not to fool everyone all the time. but to merely fool them briefly when it matters. 

Society and conditioned associations create images and powerful sensations, some inarticulate and 

undefinable, others dear and named, whatever which will prove to be efKcacious in creating a momentary 

weakness in the individuaf to make them vulnerable to social pressure. Even this critic's point of view 

would not deny that this societal morality does not bring many advantages and benefits, both societal and 

individual, but still, no complete accounting is possible. Marry of mankind's worst barbarities still remain 

in the domain of moral phenomena. While we might say that our social environment 'conditions' our 

minds; this social determinism is unnecessary for social realism. A different peqea ive  compatible with 

the basic facts and premises would be that our environment provides us with the material and conditions 

for our minds, but our minds themselves 'condition' themselves through the processes of thinking. 

In Durkheim's use of 'desirability' as a necessary component of moral action, certain issues are 

left unresolved. Durkheim declared that neither the 'desirability' nor the 'obligation' were logically prior to 

each other, though he appeared to emphasize in particular that the obligation could not be traced back in 

origin to its desirability [ Durkheim, 1974a, p. 47 1. Herbert Spencer, in contrast, had suggested the 

opposite, and Durkheim had made it clear that he opposed Spencer on this point since he believed that 



altruism could nevcr come from egoism as nothing could come from its opposite [ Durkheim 1974a p.47 

; Durkheim 1993. p. 100 1. It would appear unsubstantiated that attruism and egoism even as defined by 

the thinkers of the 19th centmy. were necessarily opposites. or even if they wcre opposites. were each 

other's onfv opposites. The two terms are certainlv different. but things that are different and havc 

opposite or cornpiementap functions are not necessarily opposites in themselves. such as men and 

women veins and arteries. and even light waves and darkness. 

Durkheim's conception of moral action remains striking. He considered that all moral action as 

conducted by the individual. appealed not to the individds nature. but to a higher nature and that an 

individual's pursuit of morality was in conflict with his nature [ Durkheim 1974a. p. 45 & 93 j. 
Following the collectivity. the individual forgets himself for the common end and his 
conduct is orientated in terms of a standard outside himself. [ DuDurkfieim 1974a p. 9 1 1 

The use of the tcrm 'nature' is often open to multiple meanings. granted, but it is fascinating that even 

though Durkheim referrcd to the individual as homo duplex. that his idea of moral action would still be in 

conflict with the individual's nature. 
Even when we carry out a moral act with enthusiasm we feel that we dominate and 
transcend ourselves, and this cannot occur without a feeling of tension and self-resm.int, 
We feel that we do violence to a part of our being. [ Durkheim 1974a, p.45 ] 

Even though we are ourselves homo duplex with a dual nature, when we act morally we still violate cur 

nature as a whole (or a part). Lf Durkheim was correct in his two premises that the source of the moral 

imperative was society and that our human nature came from society, it does not follow that morality 

would have to necessarily be an intrinsic violation of the individual. 

Durkheim's belief that moral action was in conflict with part of the nature of the individual 

though held desirable by the individual, was merely a reformulation of the Original Sin. Christians believe 

that all human beings are fallen fiom a state of Grace and must break away fiom their own sinful natures 

to embrace God's redemption. This posited pre-Fall existence for humanity seems to be similar to what 

Rousseau used for his 'natural man,' and Durkheim seems to have unwittingly captured the metaphor. 

Durkheim attributed to society and not God or the individual as the source of morality. The individual is 



created by society and rcceivcd his nature as homo duplex and as a selfconscious individual from society. 

But the individual is damned. and damned for eternity. 
Each individual moral conscience expresses the collective morality in its own way. Each 
one sees it and understands it from a different angle. No individual can be completely in 
tune with the morality of his time, and one could say that there is no conscience that is 
not in some ways immoral. [ Durkheim. 1974a. p.40 I 

Then to be m o d  one has to continually follow the shifting demands of society whatever they are, to 

eschew absolutes. and even consistency of action and values. Dwkheirn can be damned for many things, 

but he could not be damned for inconsistency. His contention that a l l  people are in some way "immoral" is 

tied to the very basis of his definition of social fact itself. According to Durkheim. no individual can 

actually even completely understand the ideal or accept it completely [ Durkheim, 1982, p.59 1. Not 

surprisingly, one does not practice belief5 that one by definition cannot even firtly grasp. Consequently, 

once one has accepted the premise that ideas people hoId are incomplete m;lnifestations of "real" 

collective ideals. one will most likely fall into secular versions of the Original Sin or that all people are 

"somehown partly immoral. 

A pity that in a l l  of Durkheim's ckassion of the superiority of the collective representation over 

the individual representation, he failed to discuss whether the collective conscience of society would be 

immoral if aIl the individual consciences were immoral. But he could not take his argument to its logical 

conclusioa and to damn society as immoral, because there can be no genuine wnsciousness of society. if 

aI1 individual consciousneses are immoral. society cannot be equally damned, because society does not 

have a genuine consciousness. 

Durkheim left Ihc consequence of moral action as individuals violating themselves and feeling a 

pleasure in fulfilling their duty. 
We find charm in the accomplishment of a moral act prescribed by a rule that has no 
other justification other than it is a rule. We find a sui generzs pleasure in performing 
our duty simply because it is our duty. [ Durkheim, 1974a, p.45 ] 

According to Durkheim a11 an action has to have to be moral, is damage to our character through 

obligatios 'desirabiLity,' and that the obedience be pleasurable and desirable in its& This is merely 

Kantianism, with a longer exposition and more variables. All Durkheim's addition of the element of 



'desirability' has accomplished is 1) to water down Kant's use of duty as the sole element of moral action 

2) to explain why people obey even when the threat of force or obIigation is somewhat removed or 

weakened and 3) to make the topic of examination subject not to a prior1 rationalist inquiry, but to a 

sociological empirical inquiry. Lf someone wishes to whitewash Kantiankm, let us remember that the 

Nazis at Nuremberg gave as their sole defense that "Orden are orders." that they felt duty to authority 

was the only needed element in action. 

Durkheim proved that society is irreducible to its components of individuals and he rejected a 

priori reason, but he seemed to have merely recycled the mystic theory of immsnuel Kant, aibeit on 

different premises. He stated in "The Determination of Moral Facts" (1906): 
If we cannot be bound by duty except to conscious beings and we have eliminated the 
individual. there remains as the only other possible object of moral aaivity the sui 
generis collective being formed by the plurality of individuals d t e d  to form a 
group. Further, the collective personality must be thought of as something other than the 
totality of individuals that compose it. If it were only the sum it could have no greater 
moral value than its component parts, which in themselves have none. We arrive then at 
the mnclusion that if a morality, or system of obligations and duties, exists, society is a 
moral being qualitatively different from the individuals it comprises and fkom the 
aggregation h m  which it derives. The simplicity between this argument and that of 
Kant in favour of the existence of God will be noted. Kant postulates God, since without 
this hypothesis morality is unintelligible. We postulate a society speclficdy distinct 
£iom individuals, since otherwise morality has no object and duly no roots. 
[ Durkheim, 1974a, p. 5 1-52 ] 

Kaut created a circular theory with the unreal ( pure reason and experienceless existence ) as its premises 

and ended with the unreal ( God ) as its postulate. Durkheim gave society the essence of 'being' and 

anived at that conclusion from having dismissed out of hand the alternate possibilities, rendering his own 

theory circular. In Durkheim's earlier 1887 essay "La Science positive de la morale en Allemagne," he 

had discussed Wundt's conception that the moral worth of an individual life was zero, and that similarly 

to value the life of a number of individuals would be to value only a number of zeros [ Durkheim, 1993, 

p. 1 10 1. He had mentioned that he valued the individual more than Wundt, yet we see that Durkheim stfl 

had accepted the proposition that individual life was worth nothing in itself [ Durkheim, 1974% p. 50 1. 

The neo-Kantian philosophical tradition may have been fruitfd and productive in the questions it 

examined and the own schoIastic rigor that it demanded, but Durkheim's own close allegiance to Kant's 



conccption of morality is not a suitable model for the socioIogical tradition. This was not the intcndcd 

assessment for Durkhcim's paradigm. A more favorable conclusion from Durkhcim's conccption of moral 

action would haw k n  prcfcrrcd but the facts remain. Durkheim statcd that: 
Betwcen God and society lies the choice ... I can only add that I myself am quitc 
indifferent to this choice. since I see in the Divinity only society transfigured and 
symbolically expressed. ( Durkheixxt. 19741. p. 52 ] 

Perhaps, Durkhcim should have then capitalized 'society.' Durkheim presented his paradigm then as a 

kind of Kantianism for atheists and agnostics. The fact that he was indigerent regarding what was to be 

his ultimate premise and postulate, is disturbing. 

In a nutshell. Durkheim made the mistake of assuming that the collective nature of irreducible 

society rendered it into a genuine being. 
In thc world of c.uperience I know of only one being that possesses a richer and more 
complex moral reality than our own and that is the collective being. 
[ Durkheim 1974a p. 52 ) 

The Comtean flavor of Durkheim's use of the 'collective being,' is remarkable. Comte had suggested that 

people worship a hypothetical Great Being as the collective spirit of society. Durkheim seems to have 

implemented this suggestion, and achieved a remarkabIe interseaion of Comtean and Kantian ideas. If 

Durkheim had been right. and society was a being, then maybe, his theory would be tenable and not 

subject to this ruthless criticism. It is a fact that bronze is not irreducible in its characteristics to the 

characteristics of bronze. tin and other ingredients, such as antimony. It is not a fad that bronze is a 

"higher" substance than its components by virtue of being an alloy. Copper and tin have no consciousness 

and no life, and neither does bronze. Brain cells have life without consciousness, yet the person has both 

characteristics. The human mind is not a collective consciousness, but an individual consciousness. To 

assume that society has being because it is in itselfa moral reality ( possible ) and is made up of beings, is 

yet unproven. It is possible to accept Durkheim's contention that society is irreducible and it has a nature 

that is collective. but it does not then follow that society has being. Though we can unproblernatically 

accept the notion of society as a social milieu, we cannot do so for the notion of society as an entity. if 



scxicty is not an cntih it cannot bc a being. Also. even if society had being. society would not then 

necessarily have conscrousness. 

To advance his casc. Durkheim used the two medieval-scholastic dcbating techniques of 

"reduction to absurdity" and "elimination of all other options." These two techniques are usem. but they 

do not rally prove an>.thing. Durkheim stated that serving other pcople is absurd because 'people' means 

merely a number of individuals. Sening individuals is absurd as. he assumed, the individual is "a zero." 

Durkheim then stated he knew of no other option, other than to attribute the whole source of morality to 

society. the collective being. These two devices are debating techniques and techniques of scholastic 

phiiosophcrs. and arc not the same as either a logical proof involving Laws of Identity or the empirical 

proof of obsemation. Laws of Identity are always true, though their use, either in honest mistakes, or in 

the dclight of those who seek to undermine reason and human dignity, sometimes has led to the wrong 

answers. 2=2 is a Law of Identity. 2=2 alwqvs. To say that two cards appear to be the same as two other 

cards so therefore the two groups are the same, might be an error, and if it is, it is based on both 

obxrvation and reason. but not on a Law of Identity. In the Laws of Identity, something either is, or it is 

nor. Something cannot both be and not be at the same time in the same way or characteristic. If a pound of 

A t  is found to weigh the same as a pound of lead, the weights are the same but the two items are not. 

"Thc same" always relates to a relevant value. and our understanding here is related to Webcr's discussion 

of EVertbeziehung. Equivocation does not change what sometimes is, nor does it invalidate the laws of 

logic. Laws of Identity arc always true. and given that 2+3 =5, it would then immediately follow that 3+2 

= 5.  In thc cases of applicd reason. empiricism is our greatest prooE because the individual may have 

overlooked additional elements and variables relevant to that particular case. Reason is created through 

experience, used in experience and then tested in experience. Durkheim tested nothing, and he could not 

observe his matter directly. He had assumed that collective phenomena were concretes, and then assumed 

that collective phenomena had bcing in thcrnselves. 



Durkheim made the mistake of thinking that a chain of logic. which in ail of its links arc 

plausible will in the end create the correct result. To see how flawed these scholastic debating devices can 

be. consider the following: "It is raining." one person says. The scholastic asks. "What is 'raining'?" 

"When water precipitates out of the cfouds in the sky and hits the ground." "Then raining is the act of 

water falling on the ground?" "Yes." the innocent victim of tomf'Iery replies. "Then." says the 

scholastic. "it is raining more when more water hits the ground and it is raining less when less water hits 

the ground in a unit of time?" "Yes," says the person. The scholastic srniIes and lunges for the kill. "Ihen 

in a single instant. how much water is hitting the ground?" "...uh..," the victim stammers, "some water is 

touching the ground and other drops are about to hit the ground.." "A-ha! Touching the ground is not the 

same as hitting the ground, so that in a single instant. the dropIets of water that are s t i l l  touching the 

ground are not hitting the ground. And in that single instant, not a single droplet of water is hitting the 

ground, correct?" "Correct," the baffled victim replies. Then I have proved," the scholastic sneers, "that 

when you think it is raining, not a single drop of water is hitting the ground in the smallm unit of time, 

so therefore in a multiplication of such units for a longer time duration, not a single drop of water would 

hit the ground as well. Therefore, I have proven that when you think it is raining, it is not raining at all." 

Empedocies might have been proud of the scholastic method of debating, but this sophistry does not 

provide a suitable or single proof for the domain of socioIogical investigation, Wundt and Durkheim 

considered that the individual as such, had no moral value, and so therefore, no group of individuals could 

have moral value, only the collective nature of the group in itself. 

Durkheim's concept of 'society' is complex, interesting, and unfounded. Durkheim had 

emphasized that for Comte there was 'Wety,' and that for Durkheim there were 'societies.' He had 

maintained that aU societies have equal forces of rationality suitable for themselves. and that morals are 

relative, not to each other, not to individual utility, but contingent upon the societies and the type of 

society which created them. All conventional interpretations see Durkheim as merely advocating that 

society was a reality sui generis and not an organism, yet we have seen that he advocated both positions 



when he referred to society a s  a social being. Durkheim felt he had proven that society was a social reality 

and then he moved on to consider society a collective being. There is no necessary link between society as 

a social reality and society as a being. One does not immediately follow from the other. If there was to be a 

distinction ktween his use of "organism" and "sociai being," Durkheim newer mentioned it. 

Organisms and all beings have Iife. Life organizes otherwise inanimate material, that is why life 

forms are called organisms. Organisms conduct homeostasis and fight to maintain themselves in their 

originaI forms. Organisms as such do not change and evolve, though their offkpring may be slighdy 

different than their predecessors. A11 organisms have definite boundaries, and with all life forms we can 

say where one begins and one ends. whether we are talking about an epithelial cell or the macrcmrganism 

like a human being, But what qualities does Durkheim's 'being' have? Durkheim's societies evolve and 

develop, though they did not need to do so linearly in pursuit of some higher goal. Durkheim's societies 

are always continuous, unlike a tree which may die and be replaced by its own long dormant seeds. 

Findy, Durkbeim's societies do not and cannot have defmite boundaries. Dukkirn appeared not to 

notice this latter point, perhaps out of Gaelic chauvinism and his entrenched political agenda As was 

mentioned in the second chapter, Durkheim was part of a generation of French scholars specifically 

'brought into the fold' by the Third Republic to teach pedagogy and civic instruction. These intellectuals 

came from previously politically enfranchised groups: Free Masons, Liberal Jews, Protestants, and atheists. 

Scholars who might have had a different orientation and allegiance, such as Catholics, Orthodox Jews, 

Monarchists. Germans, and the English free-market economists, were not welcomed into teaching 

philosophy, pedagogy. sociology, and history. The Third Republic was willing to embrace intellectuals 

only if those intellectuals saw French society and the Republic as unproblematic. Any proponent of 

individual rights or even of Pan-European ideas would have suffered rejection Durkheim did d e r  some 

anti-Semitism because of his Jewish heritage and suspicion because of his German name and his interest 

in German ideas, but Durkheim had already been 'selected' through his primary orientation at the start of 

his university career. If Durkheim had asked unsettling questions about just where were the borders of the 



society that the people who lived in France were in that would have b a n  a greater hindrance to his 

academic career than his ethnic background and dalliance with German ideas. To ask where the borders 

of French society were presupposes the existence of a French society. The people in France, French or 

othenvise. lived in society, but they could have also been in Merent societies. To ask how many collective 

holistic and culturdly-relative societies existed in the state of France would have been to couxt academic 

censure. To put it succinctly we can say the following. Beyond al l  doubt, Durkheim Lived in a society; he 

did not prove that he lived in a society with the meaning he used for the word in his paradigm. 

Some members of the French intelligentsia and political elite might claim that French society has 

obvious borders. but this is not so. Strictly speaking. French society would be the society of French 

speakers. be they in Caledonia or Guyana. The society of France would be the nation-state of France. The 

society to which people in France belonged could be almost anything. with or without borders, with or 

without qualities similar to an entity or organism. Perhaps there is a "Western" society of which together 

French citizens make up a small part This plethora of choices would be greatly increased if one did not 

assume without proof that a l l  people in France belonged to the same society. Ihkheirn took 'French 

society' as unprobfernatic and a givea In contrast, Weber argued that our whole ability to see society as a 

totality in itself is a value-judgement and a product of individual consciousness [ Weber, 1975a, p. 180 1. 

Durkheim had insisted that the existence of smieties be accepted on Eaith as a means to other 

ends. "It is not realized that there can be no sociology unless societies and that societies cannot exist 

if there are only individuals" [ Durkheim. 195 1, p.38 I. This meant that Durkheim established his case 

better rhetorically and persuasively than logically and empirically. It is indisputable that people live in 

society, but it would appear questionable that societies have the same concrete and discrete characteristics 

that Durkheim ascribed to them. it is noteworthy that nowhere in Durkheim's works did he ever address 

the question of how to discern different societies out of intertwined social networks, nor did he ever 

examine directiy how to determine the borders of societies in general. It would thus appear that 

Durkheim's use of 'social fact' was based upon a premature perception of societies as obvious and ancrete. 



The matter of whether definite and concretc societies exist depends on whethcr societies have 

definite borders. Whether societies have definite borders would be a necessary factor for societies to have a 

'collective nature.' W e t i c s  do not have to be social beings for social facts to be viablc. but presumably 

they do have to have borders. The moral imperative of serving society does seem to depend on society 

being a social being with an unproblematic existence. The moral imperative of serving society (or a 

divinity) does not recognize choice or pluralism and hence. also fails if one is able to subjectively choose 

the limits and borders of one's relevant society. Durkheim believed that traditional societies were defined 

by people. contemporary societies by 'well-defined' territory [ Durkheim, 1992, p.44 1. How territory was 

to be defined, Durkheirn never stated explicitly. 

In summary. to ask where were the borders of French society presupposes French society existed, 

but would have still been a politically loaded and controversial question. A better line of questioning, 

regardless of its political implications, would have been to ask how the borders of my society can be 

determined, how many societies one person can be in simultaneously, and whether all societies are all 

complete d e t i e s  in the same way. Durkheim did not ask these questions, not only because to do so 

would have hurt his academic career, but also because his own choice of starting point prevented him. He 

had to assume the borders of societies to be unproblematic in order to facilitate his paradigm of social 

facts, collective representations and cultural relativism, and as well, the concreteness of these phenomena. 

Finally, though it has already been demonstrated that society is not a being, even if it was a being 

of some kind, it would not necessarily possess the characteristics of consciousness and purpose. Purposes 

have to be chosen, they are not automatic or obvious. People can choose to Live, and some choose to die. 

Even if societies were beings, there would k no necessary link to their having even potential purpose. If 

societies do not have purposes, that is, if they do not choose to have particular and definite purposes, then 

the whole paradigm of social functions and social utility becomes impossible. The Structural- 

Functionalists such as Talcott Parsons, believed that society could be understood and explained through 

the purposes, hc t ions ,  and social utility of its different parts for the good of the collective whole [ Ritzer, 



1996. p.63 1. In contrast to both Parsons and Durkheia from what we have examined here in this study. 

we can see that society has no necessary parameters. Society has no necessary being. In addition. though it 

sounds a little existential, it is true that being has no necessary purpose. 

Durkheim was arrect when he said that society is irreducible. But then so is an avalanche. To 

suggest that because the experience of an avalanche (its social reality if you will ) its terror. noise, and 

erosion. is irreducible to its component parts of pebbles. snow, gravity and dirt, and that therefore the 

avalanche is somehow a being is bizarre. Yet this is exactly the proof that Durkheim offers at each time it 

is necessary, by merely stating that society is irreducible. Herbert Spencer offered a better argument when 

he claimed that English society was like an organism because people would die of stamation if the 

different towns of England were irretrievably separated [ Durkheim, 1984, p. 103 1. Admittedly, Spencer 

and Durkheim emphasized that society had specialized structures and interdependent parts, however, this 

mereiy extends the analogy fiom avalanches to sky-scrapers. Neither Durkheirn nor Spencer proved that 

society is an organism or that society is a being. Durkheim merely made the jumps from irreducibility to 

social reality to being, and he missed his step after the second step. 

The whole nature of purpose is beyond Durkheim's mnceptualization. If a society is a being it 

does not necessarily have the potential for purpose. If a society has the potential for purpose, it does not 

necessarify have purposes. And if a society did have purposes, depending on what they were, the whole 

nature of individual action and the study of sociology would have to sharply adapt. because the purposes 

could include either self-immolation or self-preservation, or even a combination thereof of such 

confIicting purposes. The mere fact of society having a purpose in the hypothetical case it should happen, 

would not necessarily be enough to make Durkheim's paradigm work Durkheim grounded the 

justification for socially-created moral axles on his assumption that society could have a purpose. Not only 

d m  society not possess purpose, wen if it di& what the purpose is, its content, wodd be incredi'bly 

important. 



To say that something is irreducibte does not prove that it is a unifxcd whole. To take an old 

exampIc from classical philosophy. a pile of sand can be d u d  one grain of sand at a time. yet still 

remains a pile of sand until a point when it is just considered as several grains of sand together. A pile of 

sand is different from merely the sum of its components. Together they can be stacked, experience 

erosion. and absorb water, and the grains of sand at the bottom of the pile may be crushed and densely 

packed by the weight of the sand above them. However, a pile of sand remains a pile of sand with 

indeterminate borders. Any one of its components could be taken away without changing what we have 

classifred it. A pile of sand is a thing and an idea separate from its separate components. Yet, no matter 

how much a giant pile of sand appears to be irreducible. it stiil is not a 'thing' as a complete thing in itself 

in the Durkheimian conception. Nor does the 'thing' that is a pile of sand have a collective nature. Human 

beings are not inanimate sand particles. rather we do have irreducible consciousnesses. No doubt we are 

found together, and we experience a cohesion through our interaction. Yet  there can be never any 

definitive p m f  that our society is a 'thing' in a way superior to how a mountain of sand and rocks is also a 

thing. There is no justification to consider a mountain a holistic thing with a structure that in its nature 

represents the thing as a whole. 

Being and Purpose 

It may seem strange to discuss the abstract notions of what 'society' is, in what is an analysis of 

the treatment of moral phenomena by two different methodological schools. However. what is 'moral' does 

depend upon not just what is culturally-specif~c to a particular society, but also upon the social scientist's 

understanding of what a 'society' is in general. In the conceptual Link between 'society' and 'morality,' 

Durkheim made several assumptions and leaps in reasoning which are untenable and which give then, by 

default, greater credence to less ambitious paradigms, such as methodological individuaiism, which do not 

make such errors. 



Durkheim was most clear and c.xplicit on the matter of the link between society and moraIity in 

his lectures on moral education or pedagogy. Most of his lectures were published in English for the fim 

time in 1961 as Moral Education: A Study in the Theow & Application of the Sociologv of Education. 

These lectures are among the lcss regarded part of Durkheim's work. In 1995, a formerly missing lecture 

was published for the first time as "The Teaching of Morality in Primary Schools." It is largely fiom these 

two publications that the following references are drawn for this critical analysis. 

It may be beneficial to summarize Durkheim's weaknesses in logic before they are demonstrated. 

His weaknesses and errors include: 1) Using the political goal of having a formal sociology as an 

additional premise to make his argument more convincing. 2) Arguing from elimination rather than 

proof. 3) Creating new premises and assumptions in order to make the argument that follows from his 

original premises work. 

The first point of contention is his view of the individual. Durkheim stated that individual life 

was worthless as a god in itself and that morality entirely mnsisted of altruism. These two assumptions 

supported his extreme version of social realism, i.e., that smiety was both a reality sui genetis and an 

organism. and that society was the sole source of the moral imperative. 
If each individual taken separately has no moral worth, the swo total of individuals can 
scarcely have more. The sum of zeros is, and can only k, equal to zero. If a particular 
interest, whether mine or someone else's, is amoral, several such particular interests 
must also be amoral. Moral action pursues impersonal objectives. But the impersonal 
goals of moral action cannot be either those of a person other than the actor, or those of 
many others. Hence, it follows that they must necessarily involve something other than 
individuals. They are supra-individual. Outside or beyond individuals there is nothing 
other than groups formed by the union of individuals, that is to say, societies. Moral 
goals, then, are those the object of which is society. To act morally is to act in terms of 
the collective interest. This conclusion imposes itself in the wake of the foregoing 
arguments. which were successively eliminated. Now, it is evident that a moral act 
must serve some living and sentient being and even more specifically a being 
endowed with consciousnesses, Moral relations are rehtions between consciousnesses. 
Above and beyond me as a conscious being, abwe and beyond those sentient beings who 
are other individual beings, there is nothing else save that sentient being that is society. 
[ Durkheim, 1973 b, p.60 J ( my boldface ) 

This does not mean that he thought individuals were worthless in themselves but for themselves. 

Durkheirn argued that the individual was not a wflicient end for moral adon .  We see the true Liaks in 



Durkheim's argument. It was because Durkheirn assumal that morality was altruism and self-sacrifice that 

he would keep coming back to Lhe concIusion that society was an organism. We see this elsewhere in 

Durkheim's writings where he said that society must be an organism because altruism is the only moral 

principle [ Durkheirn 1974a. p. 51-52 1. To put it succinctly. Durkheirn was not so much as a proponent 

of organicism as altruism. 

Durkheim's reasoning. though convoluted, is aaually impeccable. It is just that his premises are 

askew. In Chapter Seven it will be shown that Durkheim's 'proof that individual life has no moral worth 

came down to his belief that it was never questioned. In a conventional argumenf a faulty premise brings 

down the entire argument. In Durkheim's case, it would seem rather that his premises were sometimes 

merely rhetorical conveniences. In the above quotation we see that his logic is based on the two premises: 

that the individual is worth nothing and that morality is g d w i e n t e d  service to something other than 

oneself. Hence, for this observed morality to have worth in itself and not be held as the creation of fools 

and criminals, something other and greater than the individual has to exist as a being2. This being is not 

merely a reality sui generis, but a genuine being capable of purpose because it har to have a purpose. 

Elsewhere, Durkheim had not emphasized the living feality of society to such an extreme, and it is from 

his works in pedagogy that we see that he actually attributed to society not merely the traits of a being, but 

the life of a sentient being. 

The second error in Durkheim's link between society and morality is his view of society. 

Durkheim continued to emphasize that society was a being. At the risk of redundancy, it is necessary to 

show additional quotations to display that this belief was not a simple rhetorical flourish or hyperbole. 
To understand the sigruficance of this major proposition, one must take account of the 
meaning of society. IF we accept what has for a long time been the classical and widely 
held view, that society is only a collection of individuals, we are thrown back into the 
foregoing difliculties without any way of surmounting them. If self-interest has no moral 
value for me. it has no more among my fellows whatever their number, and, 
consequently, the collective interest, if it is only the sum of self-interests, is itself 
amofal. If society is to be considered as the normal god of moral conduct, then it must 

2 This is to say, society does not exist as only an abstraction or merely as a reality. Not only is 
society an entity, a thing that exists in its own right and not merely part of something bigger, but it is a 
living and sentient being. 



be possible to see in it something other than a sum of individuals; it must constitute a 
being sui generis, which has its own special character distinct from that of its members 
and its own individuality merent from that of its constituent individuals. In a word 
there must exist. in the MI meaning of the word a social being. On this condition only 
is society able to perform the moral function that the individual cannot." 
[ Durkheim, 1973b, p. 60 ] ( my boldface ) 

Again we see Durkheim's argument by elimination and his conditional use of additional premises in the 

middle of a chain of reasoning. His original premise appears to be that the individual is a zero, his 

conditional premise, which is inserted afterwards, is that since society must be considered the god of 

moral conduct, then it follows that society is a social being. 

The third point of contention over Durkheim's link between society and morality lies in his 

misuse of logic. He frequently appealed to the academic and political hopes of his audience to transform a 

conditional statement into a betief taken on faith, Durkheim's use of conditional premises is wonderfidly 

consistent, but represents a problematic feature of his reasoning, which must therefore be addressed 

directly. 
Unless the system of moral ideas is the product of a general hallucination, that being 
with which morality linkt our wills and which is the principal object of our behavior can 
only be a divine being or a social being. We set aside the first of these hypotheses as 
beyond the province of science. There remains the second, which, as we shall see, is 
adequate for our needs and aspirations and which, furthermore, embraces all the reality 
of the minus its symbolism [ Durkheim, 1973b, p. 61 ) 

It is unproven that the sole alternative to his conclusion was that m o d s  are the product of a general 

hallucination. It is unfortunate then that Durkheim used in &ect the 'straw-man' fitllacy. This a m t i o n  

that Durkheim mixed debating techniques with logic does not prove that Durkheim was right or wrong. It 

does reveal that he cleverly set up alternatives to his paradigm, which he then could dismiss with a 

rhetoricat flourish. Durkheim's use of the conditional is one of the more convincing parts of his argument 

but logically also the weakest. 
in order to cherish society, to devote one's self to it, and to take it as the objective of 
condua, it must be something more than a word, an abstract term A Living reality is 
needed, animated by the special existence distinct from the individuals composing it. 
Only such a reality can draw us out of ourselves and so perform the function of 
providing a moral goal. [ Durkheim, 1973 b p. 25 1 ] 



Here again we see his reasoning. He took for granted that cherishing society with one's whole life is a 

premise comparable to the metaphysically-given. and hence. society has to be a being in order for the 

unproven and unprovable premise to makc sense at all. We see his reasoning in its most simple form: 
Man. we have said acts morally only when he takes the collectivity as the goal of his 

conduct. This being so. there must be a collectivity. If society is considcrcd only born a 
naively simplified point of view, nothing remains that may be d e d  by this name. 
[ Durkheim, 1973b. p.256 1 

So. society must exist in the form that Durkheim assumed, because individuals already worship it. This is 

not the product of an adequate methodology. Weber would have strongly disagreed with this argument 

[ Weber, 1975a p. 78 & 180 1. The sum of this reasoning is zero. Durkheim did not even state that society 

was observable but that it must exist in a particular way because his paradigm needs it to exist. Weber's 

methcdological individualism in contrast relies only on what can be observed as possible causal agents. 

Durkheim was the quintessential sociologist. and he remains widely-read by sociologists of different 

beliefs, but for those who wish to accept his reasoning, they would do best to closely examine his use of 

linked premises. 

The fourth point of contention is a development of the third. Durkheim often used the political 

need of his audience for sociology to be a science. French politicians of his time needed to reform the 

educational system and to borrow the equivalent mord authority of the Catholic church from a d a r  and 

scholarly source. Durkheim's audience of scholars in the socid sciences needed to legitimize their 

profession. Durkheim seemed to inflate the conception of society to fiuther elevate the prestige of the 

social sciences and to win over his audience through reassuring their own insecurity and inferiority. He 

stated in Suicide: 
It is not realized that there can be no sociology unless societies e* and that societies 
cannot esist if there are only individuals. [ Durkheim 1966, p. 38 ] 

He stated a similar corollary in his inaugural address at Bordeaux in regard to collective concepts: 
But if sociology can have a subject matter peculiar to itself, these collective ideas and 
actions must be different in nature from those which originate in the individual mind, 
and they must be framed in special laws. [ Durkheim. 198 1, p. I06 1 j 

PiMing links of his argument on the personal vested interest of his audience was an effective rhetorical 

device, but it established nothing in regards to proving the soundness of his reasoning. 



T h e  fifth point of contention in how Durkheim linked society to morality is Durkheirn's belief 

that moral action is intrinsically harsh to the individual and represents the voluntary subordination of the 

indhidual to a 'higher authority' which brings him pain. This fifth point brings together all the results of 

all his errors in his premises. reasoning. and dataallection. In Durkheim's lecture "The Teaching of 

Morality in Pri- Education" there is a long passage which has previously been ignored by those who 

have written on Durkheim and morality. 
... We desire moral actions as we desire other things; but moral objects are distinguished 
from all others. We can love honours;, riches. fortune and glory. but in order to obtain 
these we need only follow the natural inclinations of our desires. Though we may use 
intclligencc to guide these desires and reflections to direct them we do not have to resist 
them and need only follow them When we hlfil moral actions. there is on the con- 
cffort. pain and sacrifice. You indeed fed that the detaiIs of our everyday lives are made 
up of continual sacrifices. At every moment we are making sacrifices; even ordinary, 
down to carth moral life. impLies efforts of this sort. We well know that a moral action 
which is too easy to carry out is not a moral action In some measure and manner, we do 
~iolence to something when we pexform a moral act. Yes, we follow our desires, but we 
repress some others and do violence to our nature. In this way we feel that by acting 
morally wc raise ourselves beyond ourselves, we feel superior. If we did not do violence 
to ourselves in this sense, if we fell back to the level of our ordinary existence, then we 
could not act in a moral way. Within the moral good there is something which exceeds 
us. No matter how we conceive of them, moral ends must be represented as transcendent 
compared with others. [ Durkheim 1995b. p.29 1 

For m e i m  moral action was the violation of the individual by the individual in the pursuit of a greater 

purpose. For Durkheim morality was synonymous with the disinterested serving of the nature of the 

group. and not the individual serving himself or the other individuals in the group [ Durkheim, 1974a, 

p.52 1. Durkheirn understood that morality was something that served the purpose of a being, and so 

considered that the choice of moral doctrine was between serving a society or serving a deity [ Durkheim, 

1974a p.52 1. He did not consider the possibility that because the individual was a being that the 

individual could be both the actor and purpose of moral action. According to Durkheim. the person was 

too small to be important, and hence was ready to sacrifice himself and others for a goal greater than 

individual life. This is a point of view which is compatible with the common term 'authoritarian 

personality.' It certainly does follow that once individuals accept tbat individual life is puny and can have 

no intrinsic worth that they feel they must sacrifice themsefves and others for some greater transcendent 



good. The final problem of the concept 'transcendent' is that. like an empty abstraction, it cannot be 

measured and like a dumb idol, cannot be held to any account. Dumb idols. however. can drag us down. 

Durkheim ncver ducked or watered-down the ramifications of his paradigm. He knew that the 

worst actions have frequently been committed in the name of morality, in the pursuit of some obscure 

transcendent good or god. "How is it then that at certain times men are willing to forget about their 

interests, even to the extent of sacrificing their lives?" [ Durkheim, 1995b. p.30 I. Durkheim insisted that 

moraiity was not and never could be setf-interest. 
So we have not to concentrate &ch separate person upon himself and his own interests. 
but to subordinate him to the general interests of humankind Such an aim draws him 
beyond himseif; impersonal and disinterested, it is above all individual personalities; 
like every ideal. it can be conceived of only as superior to and dominating reality. 
[ Durkheim, 1966, p.33 7 ] 
Hence. we may conclude that behavior p r e s c r i i  by the rides of morality is always 
behavior in pursuit of impersonal ends. [ Durkheim, 1973. p. 58 ] 
Moral behavior has as its end entities that are superior to the individual, but that are also 
empirical and natural-as are minerals and organisms. These entities are societies. 
Societies are part of nature. They are only one separate and special compartment of it.. 
[ Durkheim, 1973, p.266 ] 
Moral goals, then, are those the object of which is society. To act morally is to act in 
terms of the collective interest. [ I)urirheim, 1993, p.45 ] 

It was necessary for Durkheim to advance the position he did It is necessary for the most e m m e  version 

of social realism and moral collectivism to be developed and then examined. Whether the individual 

sociologist wishes to accept Lhukheim's moral paradigm is an individual decision. Morality is not altruism 

and the lack of self-interest as such. That is morality only from the point of view of the moral collectivist 

It is also how morality has generally been described and advocated through history. This view has been 

championed by the moral leaders of tribes of head-hunters, of Europe in the Dark Ages, and of the 

totalitarian states of the 20th century. This is not a pejorative judgement as such, It is to say that 

professional moralists need to distill this position for the individual to judge for himself. 

Durkheim had assumed that altruism was the essence of all morality. This is not true, but the 

simple acceptance or even rejection of this premise would obscure a second consideration. Altruism is a 

form of morality, one of several. It is difficult to draw up an exhaustive and unproblematic list, but we can 

mention several options. There is self-interest. Self-interest, like altruism, can be either rational or 



irrational. long-term or short term. Irrational self-interest wodd seem to includc sadism and the use of 

dictatorial means. Irrational selfless interest would have the same effects and a few others. Rationai self- 

interest would include all self-interest that was rational and purposefirl. It would not include clever means 

to attain irrational goals; it would be the pursuit of rational self'aiented goals. Other. more hypothetical, 

forms of moral principles would include apathy and nihilism. It is quite possible that the matter of what is 

moral need not tx reduced to a consideration of what is in one's self-interest or not. The means and value- 

orientation of establishing moral principles d d  in itself be a moral principle. The means of the pursuit 

of goals are determined by the overall purpose. Rational purpose dictates rational means. but irrational 

purposes can be served by any means. bth  rational and irrational. 

The opacity of this matter of what is moral is caused by the dBiculty of any meeting of minds 

between those of Merent methodologies. Durkheim would argue that the moral principle was to be 

deduced from the nature of society and social solidarity. In contrast, a proponent of methodological 

individuaIism would build up a set of moral principles from what peopie actually have believed. However, 

these abstract principles are still merely forms of morality, and the heart of the matter is not so much the 

fonn, but the content and the process. Altruism-collectivism and self-interest are both merely forms of 

social relationships within morality. The content of such forms would probably be even more important. 

As there are a diversity of forms of collectivism there are no doubt. a diversity of forms of self-interest, 

and the content of each form is ultimately the real experience of moral life. There would be a world of 

Werence between someone who believed the ends justified the means and someone who did not  even if 

they outwardly shared the same moral 'form.' Similarly, there would be a complete difference between an 

altruist who took his belief on faith or transcendental feeling and an altruist who based his belief on 

experience, cognition, and logic. Likewise, a rational self-interested person with a genuine cultivated self 

would act and be completely different than a subjective "selfish" person who lacked a clearly defined sell: 

Durkheim's continual interest in the forms of social relationships within morality revealed his 

preoccupation with abstract social forms in general. He does indeed seem to have been a 'sociai 



metaphysician.' Hc saw thc complete and idealized form of sew-sacrifice and collccrivisrn as the greatest 

e-xpression of moraliy Durkheim. 1973. p.256 I regardless of how such a belief was achieved regardless 

of its cognitive basis or lack thereof. in short regardless of its content 

In an incredible temporal reversal of logic. Durkheim suggested that the force of moral systems 

created ina&ertently in societies held its own moral justification: 
What is far more difficult however. though not impossible, is to make the child 
understand at a global Ievel precisely why he himself has duties. and why one must do 
violence to oneself or become detached from oneself in order to fulfill them. He must 
understand that there is something above him before which be must bow, rules he must 
obcy bccausc thcy command. These rules must be linked to a moral power from which 
thcy dcrivc; and for the prescribed actions to appear as good. we must conceive of this 
powcr as itself being beneficent and g o d  [ Durkhein 1995b. p. 30 1 

In othcr words. thc child will bc forced to bc ready to hurt himseK and the child must value this as a good 

hng.  The okcbcncc to force is its own reward. We are forced to obey, and so we might as well consider 

what wc arc f o r d  to obey as the source of the good. The adulation of the battered child for the abusive 

parent would appear to be compatible with this understanding in relation to Freud's insight that those that 

were abused often 'learned' to i d e n w  with their aggressor rather than with themselves and other victims. 

This point of view is not merely that of a parent telling a child to do something the chiid does not want to 

do for thcir own sake: something that the child would freely agree with later as an adult. This is someone 

forcing somconc to do something regardtess of utility and not for the benefit of the person concerned, or 

men for any particular individual's benefit. but forcing someone to do something. and thenforcing them 

to both call it good and believe that it comes from a good authority. 

Thc si.xth and final point of contention here is how Durkheim misused the concept of purpose. 

The crucial link between Durkheim's conception of 'society' and 'morality' is that he assumed, not without 

reason, that all morality must have a purpose. Durkheim stated that moral action was always committed 

by the individual for purposes of an entity superior to the individual [ Durkheim, 1973, p.59 & 266 j. If 

society is an entity that is purposeiess, his solution fils. If society is not an entity at all, his solution fails. 

However, because Durkheim insisted that a l l  moral action is purposefirl, this is an enlightening and 

uncommon way of waluating his argument and its aiternatives. We see here how Durkheim connected the 



collcctive origin of collcctive representations and their assumed c o l l d v e  function: "Through the veq  

fact that these superior forms of human activity have a collective origin. they have a collective purpose" 

[ Durkheim. 1966, p. 212 1. Durkheim assumed that the collective representations which are formed 

inadvertently through human interaction and dynamic density have purposes and hence, a unified society 

has to exist which is capable of possessing these purposes. He also made the mistake of assuming that 

collective origins yield alwnys and in the same wuy collective purpose. Durkheim's reification of collective 

concepts is no less relevant for 'society' than it is for 'aUective representation' and 'collective conscience.' 

All morality. as it is commonly understood, must have a purpose. This is true whether the moral 

d e  is the result of the primitive savage's worship of a mystical god. the result of blind material forces 

and contexts. the result of the conflict and destiny of ideas, or whether moral codes are the result of the 

rational man's pursuit of his life and other goals. Durkheim accepted this assumption that morality always 

had purpose [ Durkheim, 1995b, p.29 1. In fact, we see that he held this assumption more strongly than 

his proven facts. However. the statement that morality has purpose is philosophical and not empirical. He 

demonstrated that certain ideas, which he called 'collective representations,' had collective origins. He 

then moved automatidly to assume that they had a societal function. While his proof that certain ideas 

have origins not in separate individuals is convincing, his belief in the necessity of purpose for morality is 

merely a premise that we all happen to share regarding what morality should be. Durkheim combined 

social pressures with a rationalist statement about moraiity. Durkheim labeled the social compulsion of 

ideas and the social pressures of conformity as the domain of moral phenomena, and then mixed in a 

philosophical premise. Durkheim's reasoning is otherwise well thought out, but this one mistake would 

explain why he conflated 'collective' and 'societal' and 'once collective in origin' with 'always collective in 

function.' In addition, anythtng that has (or is labefed as having) a collective origin would then confirm 

the existence of the collective which would then be the suitable end for moral action. 

Durkheim called moral the d t s  of social realism and the mental consequences of group life. 

For him, the moral and the sxid were synonymous. The necessity for value-neutrai concept formation 



becomes clear at this point. Evcqwhere. beliefs that societies gcnerate arc held to be moral: this is not 

disputed. Morality. by definition is held to always have a purpose. This is also not disputed. However, 

these two statements involvc different meanings of 'morality.' The first is an empirical generalization, the 

second a philosophical definition. We can see a difference bcnveen the meaning of morality referring to 

social forces that exist and to a moral code we hold to be philosophidly legitimate. The social forces that 

hold people together in conflict and in cooperation are. indeed, frequentty 'collective' in origin. These 

social forces and 'collective representations' appear moral to the people involved but they are not 

necessarily legitimate in relation to the commonIy accepted philosophical premise that moraiity has to be 

for something, to have a purpose. That some people feel an urge to kill their neighbors, some feel urges to 

sacrifice themselves. and some avoid eating meat on Fridays. would be empirical facts. The fact that such 

people do not question their actions but insist that they are moral may mean these actions are legitimate 

from a cultural point of view but not from a philosophical one. It is insuflEicient to equate these feelings 

and ideas that tenify and control such people with what we (as consciously-rational individuals) can 

indeed call a legitimate moral code. Moral practice is empirical and frequently traditioaal; legitimacy is a 

philosophical judgment- For a moral code to be legitimate, it must have a purpose. and for it to have a 

purpose. it must be conceived of by an entity that can have purpose. What does not exist cannot have 

purpose, and likewise inanimate matter is purposeless. Only what Lives can have purpose. The final 

questions for the sociologist or p~losophical moralist who posits a moral authority to any thing, is to ask 

'Can this thing have a purpose? Is it a subject?' 

Morality is often thought of as an end in itself, but ultimately it always has to serve a purpose. 

The purpose of a moral code can be virtually anything, but is usually assumed to be for the knefit of a 

god mankind, society. or the individual. Durkheim had mistakenly conflated 'collective origin' with 

'societal purpose,' but had also given 'society' a concrete and holistic existence beyond what can be proven. 

These two mistakes make sense only in reiation to each other. A11 morality is assumed to have a purpose. 

For morality to come from society, society has to have a purpose, and not only that, has to be a thing 



capable of having purpose. Durkheim convincingly demonstrated a mllcctive origin for many lasting and 

intractable ideas and emotions. He Jso made a strong case for social realism h a t  society is not reducible 

to the sum of its components and that it is a moral reality fully grown into which the individual is born. 

The possibility that society creates social pressures which exude a spirit of mandatory obligation is 

Merent from the possibility of society possessing purpose. In the first possibility. society would create 

qmbolism and social pressure which would appear moral but would f i l  to be moral by the criteria of 

philosophy or rational analysis. In the second possibility, society would indeed have purpose. individuals 

would be obligated to pursue a moral code for the benefit of society even if they did not fully understand 

the moral code in question. and society would indeed be an organism. 

If society is a thing which is incapable of possessing purpose, then however it may also generate 

symbolism and compulsion through social interaction, the moral codes that are created inadvertently and 

collectively through interaction are ultimately illegitimate, To say that societal-in-origin moral codes are 

ultimately illegitimate. is to say that they are not intrinsically legitimate, and nor can they be. This is not 

to say that these codes are dl intrinsically immoral, foolish, or unwise. Many of the customs and morals 

that have developed over time have proven to be both somewhat usefirl and a solid basis for the individual 

to ground individual meanings. 

To claim that morality must have a purpose held by a conscious being is at odds with the claim 

that morality is whatever serves as a source of social solidarity. The only way that Durkheim could make 

his traditional philosophical premise match his own sociological premise is by arguing when convenient 

that society was an organism If society is not an organism, this does not mean that society is not a reality, 

nor does it mean that social life is not the most important source of moral codes. Rather, it does mean that 

society's moral codes can be judged fiom an intrinsic and immutabIe philosophical point of view by the 

individual should the individual choose to do so. The individual's acceptance of the purpose of moral 

codes is the sole means to make them legitimate. 



It is possibk rhat much of a society's morality is legitimate. Before part of a moral code can be 

dismissed it must first be e-Yaznined in itself and then in context. A sociews moral codes generally 

consists of a m i m e  of beliefs that are colleaively determined and beliefs that are the result of individual 

thinking. It is possible that the amount of necessary purpose comes from the individual and this is mixed 

into the moral realism generated by the society through cdllective forces. Durkheim r e m g n i z d  that moral 

codes formed through social realism needed to have coercion and desirability. Perhaps the notion of 

desirability in Durkheim's paradigm is the act of the individual granting legitimacy to the alleged pwpose 

of the m o d  code. Society can threaten violence. society can provide a tapestry of symbolism upon which 

the individual is to position himseLf. but it is the individual who supplies the fiction of society's moral 

purpo=- 

Durkheim had said that morality was the individual's violence to himself for the sake of a 

'transcendent' good [ Durkheim, 1995b, p.29 1. He said that morality was more than duty or obligation but 

had to be seen as desirable in itseff. This is a fascinating qualification, because it explains the vital 

missing component. Morality, as conceived by Durkheim, needs the sanction of the victim as well as  a 

purpose. The individuai supplies the belief in the purpose for an otherwise purposeless society. The 

individual recognizes a purpose beyond himsee and gives credence to the irrational belief that the society, 

the race, the religion, the god, or the community must be served. Society coerces the individual, and the 

individual's mind races through all the possibilities until it finds one that would have the coercion make 

sense. Then the individual would posit a hypothetical good transcendent enough, and fhr enough removed 

fiom him that his d e r i n g  will be justified. 

Society is a thing that cannot have a purpose. Only individuals as far as it is known, be they 

hypothetical gods or individual mortals, can have purpose. Society creates a context for our decision 

making. Through the efforts of individuaIs, society gives us already developed languages and moral codes 

fiom previous generations. Society forces us to have interaction with our neighbors. A system of ongoing 

conflict and cooperation continues indefinitely. However, the purpose of each moral code is a product of 



the individual's imagination and is the vital key for the individual's enslavement to moral systems that 

fkquently demand his sacrifice and his self-sacrifice. For the individual to accept the moral imperative of 

altruism there must be the implied threat of force and the individual must imagine some kind of being 

with a purpose greater than his own purposes. 

Durkheim acknowledged that morality in essence harmed the individual and asked the individual 

to harm himself. This is the creation of 'society' as it were, and of the social realism that is the result of a 

mixture of concepts and ways of thinking which then m a t e  collective representations or collective ideas 

not easily subject to individual thought This has been the rule of past moral aides, religious, materialist, 

or idealist. which have had as their purpose something other than the life of the individual. This should 

not be surprising. The basis of these oppressive moral d e s  is the nature of the collective representations 

which exert tremendous influence over individual thinking. It would be hard to imagine such moral d e s ,  

built on irrational ideas, being intrinsidy facilitative of the Life of the rational individual. Only ideas 

controlled and processed by the individual in their entirety, that is, rational and objective ideas created by 

individuals, would be best suited to be the means for the end of individual life and individual rationality. 

Past morality has generally then always been ready to demand the sacrifice of the individual's physical 

body and the individual's mental rationality. This is the product of both social realism and of the 

shameless attempts by certain individuals such as dictators and hoIy-warriors to coerce others into beliefs 

which knefrt only themselves through their sacrifices. 

We see that Durkheim mixed two concepts, the nature of past traditional morality and the 

hypothesized 'essence' of morality. Morality has asked the individual to be ready to sacrifice himself as a 

means to itseLf for it follows a 'higher' purpose, However. this sacrifice is not the nature of morality, it is 

merely its past and present expression The nature of conventional morality ties in the individual's 

experience of many Werent types of concurrent phenomena. These phenomena come fiom diverse 

sources and may otherwise have little in common except to contribute to the feeling of social compulsion. 

In experiencing these ideas and f d n g s  fiom diverse sources, the individual feels there is a purpose that 



must be served. The purpose can almost be anything, such as violcnce or peace. sacrifice or gain- The 

individual feels a great value for some thing. However. how we understand this will also mark what 

implicit understanding we have of social relationships. If we feel it necessary that the individual must 

value a particular type of social relationship for morality, then whether we are proponents of altruism or 

not. we would indeed also be 'socid metaphysicians.' We must remember to avoid Dwkheim's conflation 

of the moral with the social even when we reject Durkheim's theory and embrace a Merent moral 

principle or become pluralistic. The choice is not whether we serve society or uy to make society serve 

ourselves: such a choice implies that morality remains exclusively a social relationship of the seLf to 

society. In c o n t .  I wodd merely say that the individual must feel a great value for something. The 

contents of moral codes matter as do the rational process that undergirds them; the social relationship that 

such a moral code takes is sometimes just a resuit and not a cause in itself. Also, the same moral code can 

be interpreted differently and be seen as possessing a different social relationship of the individual to 

society depending on the observeis point of view. 

If the individual is subjected to the blind forces of social realism, the individual will generally be 

faling a value he cannot M y  control or understand, which binds him into valuing something other than 

his own cognition and his own Life. His cognition has to be sacrificed The ideas that are thrust upon him 

cannot k rationally understood, they manipdate his thinking, they frequently demand a leap of ath, and 

sometimes they make overt demands on what he must perceive to be true. Morality is not synonymous 

with altruism as Durkheim would have us beIieve. Rather, altruism is merely one of the many forms that 

morality can take for good or ail. All morality requires purpose to be effective and to fill the hdividuai 

with an impression of its importance. If the individual faces the forces produced through social realism on 

that variable squarely, the individual can prevent himself from being unduly manipulated by the euphoria, 

passions, rages, and terrors prduced in group Living in general. and from societai events in parti&. 

Society is a thing but remains unable to generate purpose. Only living things can have purposes. If society 

fails the test to pass as a living thing, then it cannot have purpose. OnIy individuals can have purposes, be 



they rational or irrational. self4 rected or directed towards others, and achievable or intrinsically 

unachievable. The 'desirability' of morality come From the individual's willingness to believe in the 

hypothesized purpose long enough to commit himself to the action which the moral code demands. 

Durkheim assumed that all moralities have purpose. This is not contested. but this statement can 

be restated. All legitimate moral codes have purpose. Durkhcirn's assumption that all moralities have 

purpose. is not an empirical statement, but a philosophical premise. It is because of this unproven premise 

that he moved too quickly fiom beliwing that certain ideas have a collective origin. to believing that their 

origins and continued existence are only collective. to beliewing that these collective representations have 

collective firnctions and societal purpose. Once one believes that these ideas have sociefal purpose then the 

content of these ideas becomes automatically j&ed regardless of what the content is. 

The necessity of desirability and purpose for all morality has implications for the practice of 

political control. DurWleim had said that no individual can be innocent [ Durkheim, 1974a, p.40 1, but 

those who take collective-altnristic morality to its e--me become either fools [ Durkheim. 1974a, p.86 ] 

or suicides [ Durkheim, 1986. p.2 19 1. According to Durkheim, the grandeur and beauty of virtue was ik 

filly [ Durkheim, 1974a p.86 1. Do we really want the moral code of society, the basis for all legitimate 

political action. to be a system in which those who adhere to it the closest end up impoverished or dead? If 

altruism is taken to be the exclusive form of morality, politics would end up being the speaacle of moral 

demagogues encouraging the masses to be moral, and those who do take up the call ending up ruined. 

ln Durkheim's defence. there is the argument made by Robert Hall. Hall wrote in his 

correspondence with this author. that this critique of Durkheim conflates 'function' and 'purpose.' One 

must not assume that because I)urkheim thought that something had a function, that it necessarily had a 

purpose. This is quite so. However, Durkheim's suess on 'impersonal ends' and 'social being' seem to be 

more congruent with the generally held English definition of 'purpose' than 'function,' but this decision 

must be pondered by each scholar who e.uamines the question. If Dwrkheirn was concerned with b c t i o n  



done. then this criticism of Durkheim is mitigated somewhat, However. as Durkheim had said in Moral 

Education that nation-states were the means for the development of the full potential of humanity 

[ Durkheim 1973. p.207 1. this would suggest teleological action albeit with a Hegelian flavor. Who or 

what would have such an endeavour as a purpose? If it is not the purpose of the individual, it would have 

to be the purpose and not only the function of society. Professor Hall may indeed be right but as of this 

writing. he had not yet read the lecture "The Teaching of Morality in Primary Schools." This argument 

stands. Society creates intense forces which are held or perceived to be moral, yet a l l  legitimate morality is 

always answerable as the means for a purpose. whether belonging to God. Society. the f h i i y ,  or the 

individual. 

While this discussion concerning the necessity of purpose for all legitimate morality relates more 

to Durkheim this premise applies equally to Weber. Weber's methodological individualism does not 

require criticism on this point because it did not and could not make this error on this key m o d  premise. 

Webeis methodology sought to explain events from the point of view of all entities that couid have 

purpose and meaning, and these entities are exclusively individuals. Weber sought to find interpretive 

explanations for actions to understand the meaning the actions had for those involved, and meaning is the 

prerequisite of purpose. Weber had rejected history, society, Mind, and other hypothetical and callective 

abstractions as  incapable of possessing purpose. Hence, in hindsight, after a respectful and sometimes 

scathing review of Durkheim. we can see the essential stability and strength of Weber's paradigm. Weber 

was unable to come to grips with certain aspects of social realism, but avoided making the error that 

Durkheim and many other thinkers have made: to ascribe to the abstractions that people create the 

qualities that apply exclusively to individual organisms. 



Chapter Six: The Nature of CoUeaive Representations 

Durkheim's entire theory is based upon the assumption that the values within a society are built 

upon the nature of that society. For simplicity's sake. we speak of the dominant images and d u e s  as the 

intense and recurring ideas that virtdly make themselves understood and are shared by many people 

within a society, and this includes ideaIs of both conformity and deviance. According to Durkheim, the 

dominant images and values in any group of people. are the collective representations based upon the 

nature of the group itself. To put it succinctly, according to this point of view, the values of the people in a 

group are the values of the group as such To use an aoalogy, we are talking about the difference between 

the players on a team and the team itself. If a group's existence depends upon specific individuals then it is 

not a group in the sense Durkheim meant After a& teams lose and gain members but st i l l  remain teams. 

To continue this analogy, in Durkheim's view the good of the team is a much different thing than the good 

of the members the team happens to have at any one moment. If a group forms or dissolves upon the 

inclusion or exclusion of specific individuals then it is not a group in the Durkheimian sense and would 

not exercise toll-e power and have a collective nature. In a final use of this analogy, if the team 

players feel an obligation to perform for the sake of the team and not for themsehes, then they are feeling 

a part of what Durkheim meant by morality. 

Societies, cultures. tn'bes, nations, communities. and churches, all however have this collective 

power of forming these definite ideas which shape the individual's view of the world and become the 

source of the individual's strongest beliefs. 
These ideas, however, do not originate with individuals. They are collective 
representations, made up of ail the mental states of a people or a social group which 
thinks together. In these collectivities, of course, there are individuals how do have some 
role to play, but this very role is only possible as a result of the action of the collectivity. 
In the life of the human race, it is the collectivity which maintains ideas and 
representations, and alI collective representations are by virtue of their origin invested 
with a prestige which means that they have the power to impose themselves. They have 



a greater p~chological energy than representations emanating from the individual. This 
is why they settle with such force in our consciousness. That is where the very strength 
of truth lies. [ Durkheim 1983. p.84 I 

There arc both collcctive and individual representations in Durkheim's paradigm- However. the individual 

representations would begin and die with particular individuals. and thus have none of the staying power 

and permanency of the collective ideas which do shape our lives such as in the arcas of religion. 

economics. and sexuality. Durkheim delineated a limited role for individual representations [ Durkheim. 

1974. p. 1-33 1, and saw them only as things that were unique to specific individuals. Hence. it is not 

surprising that he viewed these individual representations as much weaker than collective representations. 

since by definition they were not shed .  or infrequently shared. by more than one person. All significant 

social action muld only be carried out through lasting ideas and through the coordinated action of many 

individuals. It is not surprising then hat. since Durkheim viewed both permanency and the ability to be 

shared as intrinsic qualities exclusive to collective representations. he would see individual representations 

as a much less significant factor in explaining social change. 

All colIective representations are social Eacts and can be treated as things in Durkheim's 

paradigm- 
When we said elsewhere that social fhcts are in a sense independent of individuals and 
exterior to individual minds, we only affirmed of the social world what we have just 
established for the psychic world. Wety has for its subsvaturn the mass of associated 
individuals. The system which they form by uniting together, and which varies 
according to their geographical disposition and the nature and number of their channels 
of communication. is the base from which social Life is raised. The representations 
which from the network of social life arise from the relations between the individuals 
thus combined or the secondary groups that are between the individuals and the total 
society. If there is nothing extraordinary in the fact that individual tepresenbtions, 
produced by the action and reaction between neural elements, are not inherent in these 
elements, there is nothing surprising in the fact that collective representations, produced 
by the action and reaction between individual minds that fonn the society, do not derive 
directly from the latter and consequently surpass them. [ Drukheim, 1974a. p. 24-25 ] 

It seems indisputable that social life has intransigent and intractable characteristics which cannot be 

explained and reduced to the separate individuais. However, Durkheim went far beyond this position in 

assuming that social hcts exist in a collective and mystical way [ Durkheim, 1982, p.59 1. Furthermore, 

he assumed the existence of collective representations before he began his use of analogy. He assumed that 



society is a systcm and that thc collcctive representations are also separate cntities which wcive 

themselves together. Strictly speaking, Durkheim wrote as if the existence of collcctive representations did 

not depend on onc's point of vicw and one's values. This is amazing if cogent and coherent: if the 

collective represcntations exist in society and outsidc of individual consciousness then they exist 

unprobtcmaticaily and then. of course, we social scientists do not have to worry about any fact-value 

distinction as we discuss them. 

Durkhcim's use of analogy was curious. He compared the relationship between collective 

rcprescntations and individuaI representations to the relationship between the individual consciousness 

and thc billions of ncmc cells in the nervous system. This is the cntv of Durkheim's mistake in embryo. 

Collective rcprescntations have no consciousness, and there is no collective consciousness of any kind It 

is indisputable that indi\iduals as creatures of d e t y  are much superior to what they would be in a 

hymthcticaI csistcncc as creatures outside of society. Still, no "higher" consciousness is created by human 

juxtaposition. Thc individual can never be compared to a brain cell of a social organism. The cell has no 

consciousness of its existence and no sentience, and conversely, it is the socia1 organism which remains 

only an analogy. a creation of the individual mind. and lacks al l  sentience. The individual cell has no 

purpose. only the individual consciousness can have rational purpose -and that t m  is a volitional act 

which not only demands consciousness of an animal kind but seK-consciousness and abstraction, which 

are exclusive to humans. Society and collective representations, no matter what reality they are, are 

devoid of consciousness and purpose -and of accountability to themselves or any "higher" authority. 

All moral ideas according to Durkheim, are collective representations, though not all collective 

representations ( such as language, art eroticism ) are necessarily moral, However, all morality, as do all 

collective representations, derive not from what is common to individuals. but £kom the collective nature 

of their society: 
Moral ideas have the same character. It is society which forces them upon us, and as the 
respect inspired by it is naturally extended to all that comes fiom it, its imperative rules 
of conduct are invested by reason of their origin, with an authority and a dignity which 
is shared by none of our internal states: therefore, we assign them a place apart in our 



psychical life. Although our moral conscience is a part of our consciousness, we do not 
feel ourselves on an equality with it. ( Durkheim. 196%. p. 298 1 

AU of the moral consciousness exists within human beings, yet is derived directly from the proximity and 

interaction of the people concerned. 
Our moral consciousness is like a nucleus about which the idea of the soul forms itself: 
yet when it speaks to us. it gives the &ect of an outside power. superior to us, which 
gives us our law and judges us. but which also aids and sustains us. [ Durkheim, 1%8. 
p. 317 1 

Durkheirn was quite correct in this insight about the nature of morality. It is within us. and yet we 

aqxrience it as something beyond our direct control, Morality is intimately familiar to us  fiom our 

conscience to our "gut-feelings." yet also remains above us. In fact, it is interesting that when many people 

reject society's morals. they embark upon a course of nihilism. For example. a person may shrug off moral 

responsibility and say "Who is to know? Who is to decide what is right and wrong?" and then r e f a  to 

confront the moral issue at stake. The nihilist is quite right. If morality is indeed theological, 

metaphysical, or societal, then no one can, or should try to, decide what is right and wrong. Within the 

Durkheimian paradigm, the only response to nihilism is that "society" is always correct. Even when 

Society makes mistakes, society is the exclusive source of the moral imperative. Alternately, one could 

acivancc the indivi-c position and say that since al l  thinking is carried out by individuals who 

choose to think the individual is to decide for himself. For such self-directed individuals, morality would 

not be a matter of fireechoice, not if Mfiee" is used to mean di t ra ry ,  subjective, and whimsical. For these 

rational individuals, morality would have to be subject to their experiences, use of logic, and choice of 

values tenable within their premises. Such a conception is angruent with Weber's understanding of 

personal self-motivated ethical action within a framework of puqmeful-rationality or Zweckrationalitaet. 

Durkheim e r n p h s k d  the idea that morality had to be studied positively, and that the domain of 

sociology was to study social hcts. Social facts were things derived from society itseK and for social 

science to study morality, it had to do so empirically at the level of phenomena congruent to society itself. 
There is only one way to understand collective phenomena, that is to study them in 
themselves ... It is in the history of language, of religion, of customs, of civilization in 
general that we can discover the traces of this development of which individual 
consciousness contains and knows only the initial impulses. Four principal factors give 



birth to morality: ( 1) religon (2) customs, (3) the physical environment and (4) 
civilization in general. But the first two have been by far the most important 
[ Durkheia 1993. p. 92 ] 

Durkheim may have liked to call himself a rationalist [ Durkheim 1982. p. 33 1, but he always 

emphasized that there could be no use for logic without data and that data came from experience. He 

rejected innate ideas and 'pure Reasos' but he did need to posit an origin for all ideas in something other 

than individual cognition. and for this he chose the collective nature and development of society itself- 

Though it is unclear whether Durkheim believed in a "group mind* of society. it is clear that he 

thought tbat the individual mind did not think independently on its own terms in society. 
From the fact that collective phenomena do not exist outside the consciousness of 
individuals. it does not follow that they come fiom this consciousness: they are rather 
the work of the community. Collective phenomena do not leave individuals to be spread 
through society; they rather emanate from society and are then difhsd among 
individuals. Individuals receive them rather than create them, although each has 
collaborated in their production in an infinitesimally &I way,[ Durkheim, 1993.p. 95 1 

Durkheim was not metaphysical in his treatment of ideas. He did not attniute to the ideas of society an 

objective existence without that society, nor did he say that individuals could not mod@ the ideas 

themselves. Rather, all ideas existed in the minds of people. and people maintained, modified and 

developed them through their use. The ideas did not originate, however, in the individual mind; they 

originated as incomplete parts from individual minds in society without any whole product being the sole 

creation of any one individuai. Crucially, when Durkheim is discussing ideas and collective 

representations he is not assuming that these ideas are held in their entireties by any individual mind 

[ Durkheim, 1982, p.59 1. IndividuaIs work through their manifisations of society's ideas. Not only do 

individuals have whole ideas (including individual representations) in their minds, they have partial 

manifestations of collective ideas which they work through without understanding them 

Durkheim wrote many of his most vital statements about collective representations in his 191 1 

lecture "Value Judgments and Judgments of Reality." He emphasized the notion that the ideals of society 

and the other collective representations were not merely ideas and sentiments that individuals bappened to 

hold in common. He appears to be in at least p r t d  agreement with his contemporary G. LeBon who 

wrote The Crowd The proximity of people in their group existence creates a new type of mental life: 



Whcn individual minds are not isolated but enter into close relation with and work upon 
each other. from their synthesis arises a new kind of psychic life. It is clearly 
&stinguished by its peculiar intensity from that led @ the s o l i t q  individual. 
Sentiments born and developed in the group have a greater energy than purely 
individuai sentiments. A man who e-xperiences such sentiments feels himself dominated 
by outside forces that lead him and pervade his milieu. He feels himself in a world quite 
distinct from that of his own private existence. This is a world not only more intense but 
also qualitatively Merent. [ Durkheim 1974a p. 9 1 1 

So. when people are together ( and it is difficult to imagine piausible scenarios in which people are 

completely isolated ) somehow a greater mental life develops. 
... in large gatherings of people an emotion can assume such violence. It is because the 
strength with which it is produced in each individual consciousness is reciprocated in 
mew other consciousness. To acquire such an intensity for us, a coilective sentiment 
n d  not even be felt already by us. by virtue of our own individual nature. for what we 
add to it all in all. is very littie. ( Durkheim, 1984. p.55 J 

At h s  point ivc can accept Durkheim's contention that a digerent mental life develops as individuals 

form large and stable communities. but we will have to e.uplore in detail what Durkheim might mean by 

'greater.' 

The fact that Durkheim knew that purely solitary individuals did not and never did e..ciSt makes 

that hypothetical possibility a convenient straw-man for juxtaposition. Durkheim shows that people 

outside of society would have little that we regard as human characteristics, but then moves his argument 

at once into abstract society. All people need parents. and so the case of the asocialized individual makes 

little sense. What would appear to have been more usefid for research and study would have been the 

small group but we find this concept lacking in Durkheim's work, Durkheim made no distinction between 

small and large groups and did not appear to consider the case of the anall group or the possibility that 

the small group has its own mental life distinct from iarge groups. On the occasions DuAheim talked 

h u t  both small and large groups. he assumed that small groups were Mly contained within the larger 

[ Durkheim, 1974% p. 25 1. It never occurred to him that a small group might exist only partially inside 

one larger group, Durkheim assumed that grouplife is synonymous with society, and because he amflated 

the two terms, his argument in this linkage is correct but also a litlle vague. In a small group there would 

be indeed no neceswy difference between the collective and the cornme If the number: of people in the 

group was very low, they would not even need to create abstractions about the nature of the group life. 



Durkheim's work in seeking to understand the n a m  of collective representations was pioneering 

and vital for any understanding of the forces of societal-wide morals. Yet Durkheim may have been 

carried away by his own discovery. Collective representations seem to be phenomena particular or unique 

to society and not innate in the individual's mental life. Yet no ideas are innate in the individual at all; 

the individual mind is a seJf&ecting process. Two qualrfications to Durkheim's theory seem n-. 

First. it does not follow that our relationship as individuals to collective representations has to remain 

static. We are not 'social metaphysicians.' For all we know. the relationship of the individual to society can 

change, and new sources for ideas can arise or fade. Second though Durkheim makes a convincing case 

for the collective origin of these phenomena, it does not then follow that they have potentially or 

necessarily a special relationship to society as a being. If collective representations c e  this would not by 

itself prove that society is a holistic being. 

Collective representations seem to be combinations of idea and sentiment that, because of their 

origin in group life. have greater power than the subjective felings held uniquely or chosen by 

individuals, greater power than real logic empty of sentiment and greater power than ideas individuals 

hold by themselves alone [ Durkheim, 1974a, p. 9 1 1. One important type of collective representation is 

the ideal. The ideal is the siren-call that beckons the individual to leave his nature and self-interest and 

throw himself upon the submerged r& of forces and "societal needs" thaf according to Durkheim. are 

more important than the individual himself and beyond his simple comprehension 
Through the very awareness of itself society forces the individual to transcend himself 
and to participate in a higher form of life. A society cannot be constituted without 
creating ideals. These ideals are simply the ideas in terms of which society sees itself 
and exists at a culminating point in its development. [ Durkheim, 1974a, p. 93 I 

For Durkheim society was not just a context or contract to serve the individual, nor could it be explained 

according to merely collective or individual material interests. Rather, all societies held magical or sacred 

feelings that throbbed through all social We, and these forces could be identified by the sociologist 
To see society only as an organized body of vital functions is to diminish it, for this body 
has a soul which is the composition of collective ideals. Ideals are not abstractions, cold 
intellectual concepts ladcing efficient power. They are essentially dynamic, for behind 
them are the powerfirl forces of the mllective. They are collective forces --that is, natural 
but at the same time moral forces, comparable to the other forces of the universe. The 



ideal itself is a force of this nature and therefore subject to scientific investigation- The 
reason why the ideal can partake of reality is that it derives from it while uanscendirrg 
it. The elements that combine to form the ideal are part of reality. but they are combined 
in a new manner and the originality of the method of combination produces the 
originality of the synthesis itself. Left alone. the individual could never find in himself 
the material for such a construction. [ D u r k h e a  1974a p. 93 1 

Here Durkheim gets to the crux of the matter and his insight gives one pause. Perhaps Durkheim can be 

faulted for seeing a static relationship between the individual and society, his conception of homo duplex. 

However. he was able to perceive that moral ideals are dynamic. The mllective representations and ideals 

are formed through combinations and also form new combinations. It is the intensity and dynamism of the 

ideals which give them the coercive power over the individual. Here and only here is Durkheim's repeated 

disdain for static systems of ethics or 'virtue' best understood. The static systems of ethics are produds of 

society, sometimes achieved through a partiariar individual moralist like Kant or Plato, but the life force 

of moral Life is always changing, adapting, and building. Compared to the moral forces of society. systems 

of ethics are like the coral beaches compared to the coral colony. 

No doubt there are many Merent types of ideals. Some ideals are intrinsically unrealizable, 

others are realizable. Some ideals, though they may be unrealhble in their totality, are nevertheless, 

hllmnne go&, that is, one's pursuit of them does not throw the individual farther away h m  them, nor 

does this pursuit of virtue necessarily hurt the individual. Durkheim did not make this distinction, His 

conceptualization was that ideals are collective in origin. obligatoly upon the individual, maintained and 

reproduced through interaction, and serve society's needs. He also stated that part of the nature of the ided 

is that is unattainable [ Durkheim, 1993, p. 75 1. How well a collective representation represents the true 

collective nature of a society in a particular moment wouid be of great interest to Durkheim, but not the 

absolute value and accuracy of the representations in of themselves, nor their intrinsic relationship to the 

individuals they impregnate and command. 

There is some concern for the ramifications of assuming that ideals are simultaneously 

unrealizable and hurt the individual when pursued. The first condition would be a lot more viable if it was 

not paired with the second. There is an old Arab proverb: "AII trees grow towards the sky." Trees do not 



actually reach the sky but neither do t h q  cheat themselves in apparently attempting to do so. However. 

societal or group ideals such as selflessness. the quest for nirvana. the sacrifice for thc master race. the 

sacrifice for the class struggle, and the ideal of castrating oneself to achieve 'spiritual purity.' are all still 

with us today in the late 20th century. Only the monstrous would sanction ideals that hurt the individual 

as such or which command the individual to destroy himself. Suicide was the ideal for the Jonestown 

Massacre. the Kamikee pilots. the suicide bombings of US military personnel in the Middle-East and the 

Heaven's Gate Cult. 

Durkheim was well aware that society itself. though he thought it the sole source of moral life. 

could command destruction. He identified the collective reoresentations as the ideals and social forces of 

society, but he noted that social conflict always continued and sometimes appeared to make littie sense: 
At the same time. and owing to their theoretical nature, these forces are not easily 
controlled canalized and adjusted to closely determined ends. They need to overflow for 
the sake of overflowing, as in play without any specific objective, at one time in the form 
of stupid destructive violence or, at another, of heroic folly. It is in a sense a luxurious 
activity since it is a very rich activity. For all these reasons this activity is qualitatively 
Merent fiom the everyday Life of the individual. as is the superior fiom the inferior, the 
ideal from the real. [ Durkheim 1 974a p. 9 1 j 

Here we see that Durkheim does not deserve to be called a founder of Functionalism. He seemed to see 

that society did not develop to advance human happiness as such If anything, there were certain social 

characteristics which needed to bc expressed through symbolism and violence. 

It is sometimes difficult to identify whether Durkheim moved in causality fiom society to 

collective representations or from coilective representations to society. He had maintained that the whole 

could not be understood by its parts. but the parts had to be understood in relation to the whole 

[ Durkheiin. 1974% p-xxxix ; Corning, 1982, p.364 1. However, the source for this increased or more 

intense mental life which transcends the individual is always the interaction of group Life. The collective 

representation cannot exist without interaction or society. Yet in looking at Durkheim's perspective of 

collective representations raging at each other for other reason than to rage, one does wonder again about 

the relationship of the collective representation to the whole society and collective being. 



Durkhcim had always emphasized that society is a social and moral reality. He derived this 

conoept from his mentors, Bouuol~v Renornier. and Wundt. According to Durkheim there arc no 

absolute rights and wrongs. Each socicty had its own rationality equal to that of any other society's 

rationality. According to Durkheim all religions arc equally real [ Durkheixu. 1995a p. 2 1. No religions 

and institutions could bc founded on falsehoods [ Durkheirn. 1995a. p.2 1. Consequently, all religious 

beliefs had to be real because they were believed. While it seems unprofessional that Durkheim would take 

these two lattcr points on faith as his premises. it is congruent with his understanding of society as a social 

rcality. Right and wrong become @c and meaningful only within each particular society. Religions 

and gods merely reflect an abstract and personalized perception of a society. No completely objective or 

universal frame of reference is possible. Cultural universals are possible. but objective absolutes are not. 

This Icd Durkheim to undermine his own logic. 

Durkheim was still proud to call himself a rationalist [ Durkheim, 1982, p. 33 1, but like all 

rationalists. hc left logic and reason without a base in objective experience. This point is open to 

contention. Durkheirn turned logic into particular logics grounded in particular social realities. Objective 

and genuine logic then is o b f i t e d  by the societal forces of collective representations created through 

social interaction in group life. There is no obligation for coIlective representations to be genuinely logical 

or empi r i d  : 
In this way collective thought changes everything that it touches. It throws down the 
barriers of the realms of nature and combines contraries; it reverses what is called the 
natural hierarchy of being. makes disparity equal, and Merentiates the similar. In a 
word society substitutes for the world revealed to us by or senses a different world that 
is the projection of the ideals created by society itself. [ Durkheim, 1974a, p. 94-95 ] 

This is a key statement. It shows the origins of collective representations. and their epistemological 

nature. Collective representations are always true in a ghastly Orwellian fashion. Society is &ways the 

sole authority of morality. Though societies change. the individual is under an obligation to obey the 

society as an absolute [ Durkheim 1974a. p. 40 1, not to obey morality under any other obligation save 

through the social imperative. Collective representations and ideals are always true, but the criterion is not 

true to life, true to Eacf but true to the sociaI reality. Individuals are not the source of collective 



representations. the source is social interaction. Durkheim was brilliant in his understanding of the power 

of coilecrive representations and his insight that they create perversions of fact and logic. He emphasized 

that the individual representation is weak and the collective representation is strong. The flip side of the 

same coin. is that it is the individual representation which is created through volitional human thought. 

Though individual thought can be irrational, it is the only option for any kind of objectivity, either 

empirical or logicai. Collective representations are created inadvertently through human action, in a 

noncognitive process that uses individual cognitive thoughts only as raw material. 

Durkheim even stacked social realities on top of each other. He had said that the individual must 

obey the morals of sxiety as they reflect the nature of society and therefore. to deny them would be to 

deny himself. However. Durkheim later rwealed that these collective representations of a particular 

society could then create additional collective representations without paying heed to the collective nature 

of society and the pi-ticular interaction which created them 
But once a basic number of representations has been thus created, they become. for the 
reasons which we bave explained, partially autonomous realities with their own way of 
life. They have the power to attract and repel each other and to form amongst 
themselves various syntheses, which are determined by their naturai af6aities and not by 
the condition of their matrix. As a cormqwmq the new representations born of these 
syntheses have the same nature; they are immediately caused by other collective 
representations and not by this or that characteristic of the social structure. The 
evolution of religion provides u s  with the most miking examples of this phenomenon 
[ Durkheim, 19746 p.3 1 ] 

So, not only can society wage violent war and inflame passions within itself for no reason or need 

according to Durkheim, the collective representations can reproduce themselves even without paying heed 

to social function and utility at all. This maid  of collective representations reproducing themselves madly 

after having gained their independence is analogous to what happened with the Sorcerer's Apprentice. 

The fledgling mage enchants tools to serve him, but then these objects keep multiplying bemuse he cannot 

stop them, and they torment him and set on him. 

Durkheim had emphasized the importance of collective ideals and collective representations, but 

he did not say that these collective phenomena were without contradictions or that they were always 

functional. His vision of ideals is not reassuring: 



A society is not constituted simply by the mass of individuals who comprise it. the 
ground they occupy. the things thcy use. or the movements thcy makc. but abovc all by 
the idea it has of itsclf. And there is no doubt that society sometimes hesitates over the 
manner in which it must conceive itself. It feels pulled in al l  directions. Whcn such 
conflicts brcak out thcy are not hewn the ideal and the reality but between different 
ideals, between the ideal of yesterday and that of totality, between the ideal that has the 
authority of tradition and one that is only coming into being. [ Durkheim. L995a p.425 

Durkheim acknowledged that there can be competing ideals in society, and Merent  and contradictory 

dominant images. This reflects a concern for the transition and changes in society, but because Durkhcim 

assumed that socicty is always right.. even when society itself is in disagreement within itself, this leaves 

the individual hapless and without self-guidance. Durkheim addressed the concerns in Europe regarding 

its transformation fiom industrialization at the end of the 19th century. He clearly described the powers of 

the collective life over the individual, and his criticism of the Utilitarian and eudaemonic explanations of 

social life appear sound. 

Though Durkheirn advocated the monopoly of morality by society, and that the individual must 

obey society. it is surprising how much he showed that society itself is lacking somewhat in self- 

responsibility. Durkheim recognized late in his academic career that collective representations did not 

always represent the true collective nature of society [ Durkheim, 1974a p.3 1 I. He first started to describe 

this new train of thought in 1898 in "Individual and Collective Representations" purkheim, 1974a, p. 9 11 

and then developed it in The Elementarv Forms of Reliejous Life in 19 12: 
"The product of this synthesis is a whole world of feelings, ideas, and images that follow 
their own laws once they are born. They mutually attract one another, repel one another, 
fuse together, subdivide, and proliferate; and one of these combinations is M y  
commanded and necessitated by the state of the underlying reality. Indeed, the life thus 
unleashed enjoys such great independence that it sometimes plays about in forms that 
have no aim or utility of any kind but only for the pleasure of affirming itself." 
[ Durkheinl 1995a, p.426 ] 

This modif~cation represents a si@cant step forward for Durkheia This insight was completely 

congruent with his earlier work in other areas which had always insisted on a distinction between cause 

and function. Collective representations, once formed, wcre sometimes beholden only to themselves, and 

thqr did not have to continue to reflect the collective order, they could follow their own laws. New 

collective representations could combine with each other and interact. They did not necessarily represent 



society as a cvholc. and if thcy did or they did not the dBcrcnce was not readily apparent to the 

indhiduals affcctcd by them. Thcsc collcctivc representations were cornplcteiy outside of concerns such as 

utilie and function. 

Wc can attribute h s  insight of Durkhcim's that colleaive representations are sometimes needless 

or nccdless in thcir actions to Durkheim working out the distinction between cam and h a i o n  or 

altcmatcly. to his work on coltective cffervesccnce. Peoplc's feIings intensify due to their mutual 

proximity and reaffirmation. Thc feclings and idcas (or partial collective representations) that people have 

makc linlc scnsc to thcrnsclvcs at thc time. they arc irrational and hence. cannot be very well controlled. 

Putting rhcm togcthcr creatcs an intcnsc crowd fecting which needs to be expressed through either 

symbolism or \iolcncc. Individuals fise into a crowd pcrhaps. and as no one can easily control their 

feelings. thc croud ariscs and grows in strength and seizes upon a purpose. Doubtless this happens, but 

this sccrns to bc mcrcly irrational but intcnxly symbdic behavior which then is rationalized after the fact. 

Durkhcirn advocated the ideological view that society was a moral reality which trattdormed the 

human raw matenal into individuals. but it would be wrong to see Durkheim as  someone who thought 

that society made cvcnthing work out well at each moment. The Stnrctural-Functionalist view of society 

as selfcorrccting is thus similar to Durkheim's [ Durkheim. 199% p. 371 1, but Durkheim did not 

maintain that this sclf-correction cxcluded pointless and counterproductive violence and aimless storms. 

In Suicidc. Durkhcirn drew attention to the fact that. though society was selfarrecting, there couid be 

considcrablc 'lag-time.' and individuals could be tempted to commit suicide because society's constraints 

had rcccdcd without proper substitution in the short-run [ Durkheim, 195 1, p.253 & 258 1. Durkhcim was 

not blind to the flaws of socicty, he merely continued to ascribe to society the exclusive right of morality 

and thc only use of function and utility. That is to say, he acknowledged only the 'calleaive good' and not 

individual utility -or the individual's right to detcrxnine what is the 'good' Durkheim accepted that society 

could be "wrong" but believed that only socicty got to be "right." 



To summarize Durkheim's argument and its flaws we can say the following. Durkhcirn stated 

that individuals exist atways in group life. and collective representations always emerge out of the nature 

of group life to dominate the individual. He posited that because these collective representations emerge 

out of the collective nature of society. they must be a part of the great colleztive being. He believed that 

because of their collective origin coilective representations must then serve collective needs. Durkheim 

admitted that the collective forces of d e t y .  by virtue of being so powerfbl, do sometimes wreak 

destructive violence. and sometimes reproduce themselves regardless of the coliective dynamic of the 

society. A second and more important cause for this irrational violence would be that these collective 

forces do not necessarily have to answer to any higher and real authority. Durkhcim failed to demonstrate 

a link between the collective and the hypothetical great collective being, and he failed to demonstrate a 

link between the collective representations having collective origins and s e ~ n g  collective firnctions. To 

accept the premise that a group of people, such as a family, clan, or tribe, is greater than the sum of the 

same number of individuals ( presocialited or w c d k d  ) does not aaually prove that societies as holistic 

things, let alone beings, exist Society is irreducible and may be a different and more complex reality tban 

its components of individuals, yet this is not to say that it automatically forms a whole with purpose and 

without contradiction. Later on, when he wrote The Elementaw Forms of ReIinious Life, Durkheim 

admitted that contradictions could exist in society but he continued to advocate a perception of society as 

a holistic sociai being. 

The cnrx of the matter is that the concept 'collective' is not subject to observation or examination. 

We can call certain phenomena 'collective,' but this obscures the fact that we bave no proof that meren t  

phenomena are 'collective' in the same way. Phenomena appear to be either 'collective' or not, and this 

shows the weakncss of Durkheim's methodology. We can not measure 'collective' like a ratio number, nor 

can we ascribe to Merent  collective phenomena an ordinal measurement. Society is collective and certain 

repramtations appar to be collective, but the term 'collective' stems to be amorphous. We can call 

something 'collective,' if it is collective in origin, in function, or in its experience, and this leads to 



confusion. This imprecision in terminology means that whenever a phenomenon is iabeled 'collective.' its 

uue nature. what it is. becomes obsamd. and it is assigned a nature commensurate with thc theorist's 

understanding of all other collective phenomena. 

'Cokctive' is a label which threatens to subsume otherwise different things. If an idea emerges 

from the interaction of five people in a group and is not reducible to the people involved, we can call it 

collective. just as we would similarly label an idea collective if it emerged from the interaction of five 

thousand people in the same group. However. these two ideas would possibly be 'collective' in very 

different ways. The label 'collective' erases differences in intensity and degree to such an extent that 

differences in type become lost. 

The thinkers of the Enlightenment believed that society could be reduced to individual bought 

and action rational and irrational. What they failed to understand is that what transforms a number of 

individuals into a society is not just the beliefs of its members or its implicit social contract, but the 

interactions of beliefs built upon different premises. Leaving aside the a d  cuntent of people's beliefs. 

the formal aspezt of knowledge itself transforms even the most orderly cooperative set of individuds into a 

society with collective representations through interaction. People interact with each other through their 

belie& images and understanding, built upon different epistemological premises and levels of 

abstractions. This individual interaction creates collective representations outside of the direct control of 

the individual and with an intermittent, amphorous and yet pentasive existence that can almost alwuys 

affect any spedic individual. This influence of the collective representation upon the individual is feh as 

moral and ontological imperatives. The collective representations answer to no great moral force outside 

themseives, and no 'group mind' can ever emerge. The collective representations. fascinatingly enough, 

are felt and felt strongly by the individual, rather than viewed dispassionately - which while possible, is 

ram. 

The individual associates the following elements with the collective representation: 

I) an origin beyond himself and other individuals - hence attributed to Society or  Go4 



2) a permanency that persists longer than an individual's changing moods and frequently longer than 

several generations. 

3) the moods and feelings d a t e d  with thesc ideas on others ( m y ,  peopie of status. and those who 

are both potential friends and enemies ) and the resulting behavior of these people back on the individual 

who must I m  to anticipate them 

4) a unique experience of a widely shared ideal ( which frequently inspires zealots. artists. and prophets ) 

5) a way to communicate with other people. and to articulate his beliefs and feelings to himself 

6) an incredibie super human elasticity. 

This superhuman elasticity is a defining and potentially lethal characteristic of the collective 

representation Because collective representations are built upon simultaneously competing premises and 

degrees of abstractions and complexity, to r a t e  a collective representation through individual thought is 

always to refhe it partially -unless the individual substitutes art opposing or conflicting ideal in its place, 

or rarely, if the person is a genuinely dispassionate philosopher. This incredible flexibility of colIective 

representations can allow the individual to agree with and accommodate them in many ways, and at the 

same time, provides an obstacle to rejection The wlleaive representation can easily out-wait the 

individual who is subject to mods. a changing set of Mllnerabdities, a periodic neediness to please, and 

an uncertain quivering disposition. A Puritan exclaims of King Charles I: "We can defeat him a thousand 

limes and he is still the king!" An atheist sheds an hvoluntary tear at the desecration of a church, or cries 

out to God in a traffic aocident. A Marxist intellectual admits that Marx was wrong with his facts and his 

logic but cries out that Marxism must work k u s e  it is a higher truth. A group of professionals can all 

believe one thing separately but when brought together can decide to implement the exact opposite. It does 

seem convincing that we are guided and tormented by ideals that have an origin in our group life and 

& context. It remains to be seen whether we will be dominated by them indefinitely. 

The power of the collective representation comes from its diverse origins, its contradictions and 

its plethora of elements, and from the individual himself. Collective representations seem to have origins 



in different forms of knowledge being continuously mixed together in irresponsible eclecticism through 

interaction Tbs results in a thick interwoven fabric of idcas and sentiment too dense for the individual 

mind to perceive in its entirety and to cut through. Logical and factual contradiction do not drain the 

collective representations of their power. Tautologies are &ective. Big lies can be more effective than 

small ones. Faith does not merely reconcile incompatibilities, but makes them into a more dominant idea. 

A collective representation or social ideal can have so many different elements that any person is going to 

find something in it that makes the whole package seem palatable as it is swallowed. There is bound to be 

an argument among many in the set which the individual in question cannot at once dismiss or 

understand -leaving himseifvulnerab!e to social pressure, These social pressures would include the needs 

to conform to win approval. and to avoid acknowledging latent violence, as well as direct violent 

coercion. These ontological package-deals need only have one sufliciently desirable element to make the 

individual accept the rest -and also to legitimate the process in which the individual mind is mitigated in 

its eficacy . 

Durkheim recognized that the individual played a key role in maintaining the coercive power of 

the collective representations and through that, the societal moral imperative. 
We do not mean to assert, in addition, that social beliefs and behaviors insinuate 
themselves in invariant fashion to individuals. This would not a m r d  with the facts. In 
dealing with collective institutions, in assimilating them, we render them individual, 
imprinting them with a more or less personal character, just as in apprehending the 
world of the senses each of us mlors it accurding to his temperament so that we see 
many things differently, express things differently, deal with them digerently in the 
same physical setting. This is why each of us. up to a point, formulates his own religious 
faith, his own cult. his own morality, his own ways of doing things. There is no social 
uniformity which does not admit a whole range of individual gradations. There is no 
collective k t  which is imposed in a uniform manner on all persons. [ Durkheim & 
Wilsos  198 1, p. 1065 1 

All individuals are different. All individuals perceive and experience a collective representation a Iittlc bit 

differently. Perception requires volition and effort. The individual struggles to make sense of the 

contradictory claims of an ideal, or of the contradiction between an ideal and the reality or the ideal's 

effects. Just as the individual may perform several mental fats to avoid acknowledging certain perfidious 

aspeas of his reality and life, the individual may try to convince himself that the ideals being pushed upon 



him by those around him malevolent and beatific. must be rational. true. or at least meanin@. This is 

not to assume that afl individuals experience any one thing in the same way. Durkheim understood that a 

collective representation is e.uperienced differently by its recipients [ Durkheiq 1981, p. 1064 1. We could 

phrase this differently without rejecting what Durkheim meant. We can emphasize the possibility that at 

least some people make great mental efforts to find redeeming characteristics in the social phenomena 

that they are pressured into accepting. The individual mulls over the idea forced upon him by social 

pressure until he finds the way it is most acceptable and justifiable and believcs that this is the essence of 

the idea Hc would have found a Merent 'essence' to the idea if he had been in a different situation in 

which a different interpretation would have made better sense for the justification of the concept and the 

social pressure upon him. It is always better to accept something voluntarily than through force. and there 

are Frequently rewards. real or imagined. immediate or long-tern for acceptance and conformity. It is 

because all individuals each experience social life a little differently that the structures of social life have 

their coercive ontological and axiological power. The Little differences in life do not always r&ect our 

freedom to think for ourselves, but a~ the key aspect in maintaining the coercive power of collective 

representations. 

If all individuals e.xperienced phenomena in only the same way, political parties, prejudices, 

religions, hysterias, crazes, and panics, would only appeal to the same types of people, Instead we find 

that educated popes and illiterate thugs can both indulge in intolerance and prejudice. The National 

Socialist party of Germany successfirlly appealed to members of the elitcs and the masses of the Weimar 

Republic for a period just long enough to seize power. Socialism in England frequently appealed to 

members of both the rich and the poor. 

A collective representation is a mixture of ideas and sentiment that is incomprehensible in its 

totality and mixed premises; consequently individual minds can find some reason not to immediately 

dismiss it. Frequently the individual thinks that the fault of its apparent irrationality must lie with hirnseK 

his inability to see the "truth." Similarly, the individual will often avoid taking literally some of the 



components of an ideal or doctrines of an ideology. because they are so incredible or wil that the 

individual assumes they must have a Merent meaning than what seems obvious because the belief must 

be wise. however incomprehensible or convoluted the belief then appears. We are more charitable to our 

enemies than to ourselves. Few will ever want to say of an ideology that it is simp@ wrong. Rather some 

weighty justification must be found for it, or at the worst, some paranoiac conspiracy Lhcory. 

MI the &on in maintaining the allective representations and social ideals is performed by the 

individual. Sometimes the individual benefits. sometimes he is harmed. If the individual did not make an 

effort to find a way. however briefly. to make sense of an iilogical or untrue ideal the ideal could not be 

accepted. Sometimes the coIleaive representation is experienced by the individual as a carnival of jarring 

sounds and flashing lights -for ail it has to do is to provide a reason for the individual to step inside one 

booth or one tent once -and the individual must find his own reasons for doing so. Collective 

representations are permanent, but not consistent. They are permanent not only because they are formed 

out of on-going societal interaction that is irrespective of the individuals involved, but also because their 

coercive axiological and ontological power sometimes need only to be made manifest for brief moments. 

Collective representations pass through patterns of integration and reformation but these 

Pr- are different than what wouId be expected of intrinsically rational-individual ideas. All 

collective representations have little necessity to avoid internal contradiction, as it is their super-human 

contradiction at the base of knowledge which gives them their natures. Also, the ideal and sentiment that 

are associated with it can remain dormant if 'external' conditions are unfavorable, and wait like a land 

mine for someone to trigger them, Collective representations can pass through periods of rationdizatio[~ 

which chiefly sect their content more than their nature. In a society, there is even less necessity for the 

different collective representations to avoid cxtemal contradiction between themselves. Collective 

representations may have internal contradictions but this is not a weakness for them but a strength, and 

when they contradict reality and each other this does not generally weaken their credibility. After ail, 

when there is a conflict between two collective representations either they both grow in strength or one 



wins and the other loses. When the individual exercises choice. it is usually to chose one collective 

representation over anothcr when the social compulsion is finely balanced or weak, not to reject thcm. 

Ideas that are meant to be scrutinized by the individual mind have to be rational and potentially 

understandable by the individual. yet they can certainly be flawed or incomplete. Collective 

representations. in contrast. do not have to be rational and potentially completely understandable by the 

individual mind There is no necessity for the individual to understand a collective representation in its 

entirety. They must merely accept it and obey. With regard to their existence. not merely in the individual 

but in society. collective representations have a second 'degree of W o r n '  away from rationality in that 

they can contradict each other or not and opposing collective representations can be accepted by different 

people in thc same society. Collective representations can also be accepted by the same people in Merent 

aspects. However. it is necessary to point out that just as an idea that was meant to be submitted to the 

scrutiny of individual rationality can be faulty, the collective representations can also be 'true' as well. 

Certainly they do provide a common framework for ammunication and understanding, and for the sake 

of argument, can be 'true enough.' 

There are grounds to question how collectivities and collective representations can claim an 

exclusive privilege to moral authority if the individual qua individual cannot make any claim. Durkheim 

seemed to assume that a government and society can exist as moral forces even if all  the individuals are 

faulty and incomplete in themselves. Governments and societies can be moral forces, but in such a 

situation where they are composed out of a population of warped or inadequate individuals, the 

institutions would be no better than the individuals. It is possible for a government to be as good as some 

of the 'best' individuals, but not for a government to be necessarily on a 'higher' plane of moral action than 

the individual. There are grounds to suggest that a society and a government would in fact be morally 

inferior to many of the individuals in a popuiation. provided that there was diversity, not just on the 

normative content of beliefs, but in relation to the cognitive and epistemological roots of people's beliefs. 

In any compromise between Good and Evil, Evil always wins. In any curnpmmise between Good and Evil, 



Gwd has to create its own rationalization to disguisc its loss. Compromise is not possible in regard to 

moral absolutes. but as Weber observed, compromise is ncccssary for politics. Even leaving compromise 

of virtues alone. compromise of cognition would have great potential for harm- Collective representations 

are not merely ideas that help people reach mutual accommodation over empirical matters of  substance, 

they are also ideas that bind as well as facilitate the reasoning powers of the individual. Pol i t id  

compromises may be desirable, whereas compromises of  epistemological clarity would appear to be only 

destructive. 



Chapter Scven: The Social Foundation of Knowiedge 

The question of the nature of society is connected to the nature of knowiedge and the nature of 

the individual. If society does exist as an entity or even an organism, this would have great consequences 

for our understanding of objective knowledge and the abstract individual. Durkheim sought to show that 

socicty was an unified entity, and he thought this would jw his advancement of cultural relativism and 

a1 truism 

Perhaps for the sake of argument we could agree that same societies as holistic entities do pursue 

their own needs. such as stability and orthodoxy, but if so, these goals scarcely seem to be functions of 

growth, personal happiness, intellectual freedom and progress. Much of the joy and progress of living in 

society comes precisely from not Living in a society that is either an entity or a holistic thing, but fiom 

living in a social milieu which is built upon bth the ideas of more than one past society and the fiee 

exchange with other contemporary "pdo-socicties." 

Durkheim thought that truth was culturally-relative and that moral axies were relative to 

particular types of societies. This position would seem to have unpleasant consequences. Durkheim's 

paradigm could be applied to the case of Socrates who questioned the morals of Athens. He was sentenced 

to die for btasphemy. He refused to try to escape, and he quietly took the proffered hemlock. Socrates 

ultimately accepted the 'moral obligation' of the k e t y  in which he lived and thus he died In a society in 

which exile and escape were not possible. very Little devdopment of logic, morals, and literature would be 

possible. Durkheim's paradigm suits a geographically isolated society very well -and the judges who 

condemned Socrates. In such a society, if a poet dared offend the political masters in the ruling elite or the 

rabble of the streets, the p t  would have to recant or die. Truth' and 'rationality' would be indeed specific 

to the particular society and cdhrrally relative. 



Fortunately for the human raw. key thinkers have been able to escape social constraints and the 

'obligation' to serve society through creative means. Great men sold their services to the highest bidder 

and escaped the flames of the sacrificial bonfire in their former cities; and it is striking to see how many 

witers were named 'Anonymous.' Durkheim had accepted that individuals did not conuibute equally to 

the maintenance and development of society's ideas. He meant that some people think harder than others. 

and some are more charismatic than others in their ability to have their ideas heard. He had assumed that 

all individuals were equaily bund by the constraints of their society. The mete fact that free-thinkers have 

sometimes been able to physically escape and a d d  write their ideas down, meant that the relationship of 

the individual to the moral imperatives of society in such instances were absolutely different than that in a 

holistic society. A society of xenophobic head-hunters or a totalitarian society Like North Korea is a veq  

different situation than the city states of the ancient Greeks or the Italians of the Renaissance. It would 

seem that where there is progress there has also been choice and a measure of individual freedom. 

That Durkheim posited one relationship of the individual to society is not to say that Durkheim 

equated all societies. In particular. he differentiated societies based on the nature of their social solidarity, 

mechanical or organic- in all cases he assumed that m o d s  were culturally-relative to the composition and 

type of solidarity, that logic was specific to a societal context, and that the individual had an obligation 

(and pleasure) to obey the social imperatives of the collective nature of his society. He maintained that the 

role for free-action by the individual was greater within organic solidarity than in mechanical solidarity, 

but re&ardless of the society, the individual had to obey the society's dictates. It just so happens that in 

organic solidarity-based societies, there are mare fikely to be constitutions, civil law, due process, 

democracy, and civil liberties lhaa in mechanical solidarity. 

One of the paths of development for societies to become peacefbl and free were the very cracks in 

their borders. Durkheim would have argued that the advance in the division of labor reduced the collective 

conscience in society and allowed fker rein to the more sophisticated collective representations. In part 

this is true, but this seems to be an effm more than a cause. I wouid argue that one of the vital causes for 



societies to develop has k n  their association with other societies which reduces the hegemony of each 

culture. and which allows vitaf individuals to leave. Crucially, this association between societies is not 

something that happens at the societal level. but at the individual. It is due to the fact that individuals 

could change their frame of reference for judging dominant ideas that they could decide to flee tyranny. 

People have generally fled for freedom as individuals and championed oppression as part of groups. Due 

to the actions of a small proportion of individuals who ate d i n g  to act to ensure their freedom their 

opposition, those who speak in the name of society and the mob. have had to accept restraints on their will 

to subjugate their neighbrs. It is not surprising that in the 20th century, every society that has attempted 

to exist as a society without also being a collection of individuals and to subjugate the individual life 

completeiy to society. has had to seal off its borders. Only when individuais cannot flee. does the metal 

impexativc reign untroubled. 

Modern organic-solidarity based societies tend to have greater freedom for the individual. 

precisely because they are not close to being collective beings and cannot be mistaken for them. These frce 

societies are not separate entities, and their borders are more porous to individuals. Also, the threat of 

exodus by the self-aware skilled workers and entrepreneurs is more dangerous to a society with an 

advanced division of labor based on personal achievement and personal goals, than a society with a 

primitive division of labor based on caste. sex. and age. The fact that societies are not impermeable 

facilitates political freedom for both the individual who can Ieave or enter. but also for those who are not 

so mobile and for the society as a whole. A philosopher. banker, painter, or revolutionary can easily cross 

political borders and continue to work. Not only does the threat of such an exodus leave an impression on 

the community, but this is also the product of the broader world-view for those people. Societies, as a 

whole, 'progress' because a minority lose their 'provincial' and socially-specific outlook and gain a broader 

Weltanschauung. Universal ideals, objectivity, aod universal logic are developed by individuals with 

access to the products of more than one culture. Often states eventually understand that they cannot 

control the individual's point of view. The political institutions of various states fkquently recognize the 



futility of absoiutc censorship and control. and are simultaneously marked and modified through the 

universal or transcultural ideas that had been developed. The societies that Durkheim had labeled 

'organic' did not have increased freedoms for the individual simply because they had more developed 

di~isions of labor. Rather. they were societies with greater individual freedom because they were less like 

'societies' and less separate and distinct from other societies. The freer the individual in the individual's 

relationship to society. the freer some individuals are to expand the division of labor and political 

freedoms for other individds. In any case, societies with the greatest fieedoms are also those that are the 

least culturally-relative. 

Some of the greatest advances in history were made by those individuals and small groups who 

rejected the moraI imperatives of the society in which they had k e n  living. We emphasize "small groups" 

again to suggest that social realism must make the distinction between small groups and society. Society 

does not "molve" and grant more rights to the individual and to small groups, rather the individuals and 

small groups make their freedom a reality and then a iegitirnate society-wide necessity. The Huguenots 

left France. the Puritans left England for New Englanh and Jews left Spain and Portugal for Holland and 

the Ottoman Empire. German Jews and intellectuals fled National-Socialist Germany. Black slaves fled 

the slave states to the Notth in the 'Underground Railroad.' Chinese Left the oppressive and chaotic 

situation in China to settle in British Columbia and to heip build the C.P.R Any country tbat wants to 

keep people who are d u a b l e  and free-thinkers will have to let them keep a measure of freedom because it 

is MicuIt to enslave people and to keep them productive and independent thinkers, and it is dillicult to 

keep the same from trying to exape from such tyranny. Finally. on occasion, states have been founded or 

re-founded based upon universal principles of human logic, objectivity. and human rights, and the 

question of how to make the 'best social use' out of such individuals never even arises. 

If no man is an isIan4 neither is a good society. A pleasant society to live in today is one that 

does not cut itself off from the rest of the world's different opinions. AU societies have power elites that 

are judgemental, but societies which cannot cut themselves off from the rest of the world's development of 



ideas and from any growth in the tolerance of ideas become more tolerant and civilized. especially if the 

power elites accept this limitation that they cannot d e  their society as if it were entirely removed fiom 

the rest of the world. It is a civilized society today that will carry out its own rule of law and yet still worry 

and wonder what its violent actions look like to the rest of the world. 

From the view of the ideology of individuaiism. "good" societies are those that are unlike 

Durkheim's model. That is, the less a society is Like a holistic entity, the more pleasant it is bound to be for 

its inhabitants. If' a society is peaceful and does not attempt to create ideological conformity, things 

generally work out. Ideological conformity is generaliy attempted only out of the delusion that society is a 

holistic entity and then consequently such conformity is possible and necessary. It is unlikely that any 

society can be an entity much less an organism, but those that are the least like Durkheim's model of a 

society being an entity that is an organism are usually the most open for ideas. tolerance. and diversity. 

The idea of a society being its own moral reality sui generrs is a chimera, and those that do not pursue this 

dangerous and elusive goal do not require ontological and axiological coercion over the individual. 

Durkheim believed otherwise, but he seems to have been in error. "To desire a morality other 

than that implied by the nature of society is to deny the latter and, consequently, oneself" [ Durkheim, 

1974% p.38 1. This interesting hypothesis, like many of Durkheim's, cannot be tested and depends a m  

on his conceptualization of how society is irreducile. This is not to say that society is reduciile to its 

exact components or to refbte dt interpretations of SXM realism Durkheim did believe that modem 

societies with an organic division of labor became increasingly less rigid and more flexiile than primitive 

societies based upon mechanical solidarity. However, he does not prove the direction of causality between 

soLidarity and freedom and between the division of labor and solidarity. Perhaps, it is precisely because 

individuals and d l  groups can decide to accept a morality different from the one that follows from the 

nature of society, that the social "nature" has to change to accommodate them - o r  use force to destroy 

them. 



In contrast to Durkheim's position a case can bc made that the individualism in modem 

individualistic societies is not a collective creation. but the societal accommociation for the small minority 

of people who are willing either to fight for freedom, withdraw their support from 'society,' or to emigrate. 

No doubt people who support their domestic freedoms amplify their ideals and power when working in 

concert with each other -a characteristic of Durkheim's collective representations- but if these people 

were rational and were ready to support their W o r n  without social approval, then the case to call this 

'collective' and 'societal' is greatly weakened. Lf a group of individuals acting together does what they 

would have otherwise done as individuals, then the membexs of the group are acting as individuals with 

individual rationality -and are not under the control of collective representations or 'crowd-feelings' such 

as panic. hysteria. or rage. If a sociologist believes that individual rationality is a collective product of 

society and is created through collective representations. this is a valid rebuttal. but it has to be taken on 

faith that individual rationality is merely an effect and not a cause of social interaction. However, in either 

case. there remains a world of Werence between a group of people acting as a group and a group of 

people acting together as individuals appealing to each other's individual rationality and individual values. 

The question of society's borders leads into the question of the significance of cultural universals. 

The attempt by some individuals to judge themsehes by a point of view other than that of their society and 

to create an objective frame of reference leads into the discussion of cultural universals as well. Similarly, 

the individual creates objectivity through the manipulation, testing, verification, and use of the Merent 

and competing points of view manifested within the same society. Finally. universals afe important for 

creating and understanding the ontological and axiological imperatives within a single society. The social 

scientist may attempt to find truth by finding a cultural universaL, and the individual citizen may try to 

find Truth' by discerning what 'everyone' (as far as they can see) in their own society undexstands to be 

true. 



Durkheim cmployed a key and ancient technique dating back to Socrates for understanding 

cultural universals and cdturally-relative morals. If everyone believes something to bc true. then it is true. 
In order to understand Durkheim's initial metacritical position it is important to 
remember that he was a student of Wundt. What Wundt taught Durkheim is what he 
teaches anyone who reads his Ethics with care. namely. the principle that the test of truth 
is universal consent. Socrates was right. Wundt states in a passage that could have been 
p e ~ e d  by the young Durkheim. "in beginning his search for an ethical principle by trying 
to find out what all men thought on the subj ect... [for ] we shall never obtain a higher test 
of truth than that of universal consent. What every normal consciousness. under 
conditions of &cient enlightenment recognizes as seLf4xidenf we call certain." Hence, 
thc first problem in the search for valid ethicaI principles is to answer the question: What 
moral standards are universally. or at least widely, recognized as moral? It is this 
approach that underlies not only DurWleim's critique of other ethicians for neglecting 
generally recognizing moral phenomena, but his positive assertions that various principles 
arc right because they are 'undisputed.' 'everywhere' acknowledged. 'generally considered 
to be moral-' 'common to alI moralities.' [ Wallwork. 1972, p. 160 1 

Durkheim empIoycd t h s  daicc  throughout his work He frequently made his entire argument by stating 

that 'it is undisputed.' To say that something is undisputed however. does not actually prove anything. 

Durkheim may have misunderstood just e.uactly what Socrates was doing. Socrates was challenging the 

people of his day to prove what everyone believed. Socrates and Plato used the criterion of universal belief 

as part of their philosophicai discussions, not as their conclusions. After all, we could aU be in a mental 

cave, staring at the shadows produced on the cave wall in front of us, thinking that these phantoms of 

social dictates are the only truths. 

There is some necessity for this short-cut to truth, because if no one has any options, then the 

thinker might as well. for the sake of argument work with what everyone believes. However, human 

progress has often rested upon the individual in defiance of 'everyone.' If everyone in one society believes 

that the sun revolves around the earth, then indeed, it is the 'truth' relevant to that society. If people in all 

sczieties believe that the sun revolves around the earth, then this indeed would be accepted as the 

'scientific' and the religious truths by the most learned members of the most advanced society. However, 

what if everyone but one person believes something? He would still be confronted by the statemenf "...but 

everyone believes...!" because that would also imply, "...everyone but you believes so why stand out from 

the crowd?" As a result of the communication between societies and the potential ability for individuals to 



think for thcrnselvcs. there can be people by whose rational beliefs and pursuit of knowledge render the 

beliefs of everyone else insupportable by the appeal to universal belief. The mere fact of a person 

questioning society is to render all the 'proofs' that Dufkheim offers through this method of universai 

consent shriven and cut apart. 

Durkheirn used this test of universal belief to prove precisely the most contentious parts of his 

theory. In his I887 essay "The Positive Science of Ethics in Germany" he stated: 
When one directs one's efforts toward oneself, the intended goal amounts to one thing, 
self-preservation, But everyone agr~es that there is nothing m o d  about self- 
preservation for its own sake. Life has no value on its own; it is only valued accordingly 
to the use one make of i t  It is only a means to an end [ Durkheim, 1993, p. 109 ] 

In 1902 he taught pedagogy at the Sorbome and he used the same 'proof in his lectures: 
Not ody is there not today, but there never has ezisted any people among whom an 
egoistic act--that is to say, behavior direaed solely to the interest of the person 
performing it-has been amsidered moral. Hence, we may conclude that behavior 
p r e s c r i i  by the rules of morality is always behavior in pursuit of impersonal ends. 
( Durkheim, 196 1, p. 57-58 1 

Ln 1906 in his essay "The Determination of M o d  Facts" his reasoning and concIusion is still the same. 

The italics are Durkheim's, the boldfkce is my own. 
The qualification 'moral' has never been given to an act which has individual interests, 
or the perfection of the individual From a purely egotistic point of view as an object,. 
from which we conclude that, i fa  morality exists, it can only have as object the group 
formed by the associated individuals --that is to say, &e ty... [ Durkhew l974a. p. 37 1 

It is diilicult to reason with contrafactual evidence, and sympathy is owed to Durkheim for the 

ambitiousness of his project. However, this method of reasoning and argument can be easily disrupted by a 

single unwanted fact. Durkheim was not being arbitrary. In fact, this mclhod of argument flows logically 

from his notion of 'positive facts' and of how a sociology of morals would have to be conservative in 

regards to knowledge [ Durkheim, 1984, p-xxviii 1. Unfortunately, it appears that Durkheim overlooked 

data which would contraindicate his argument. In a lesser mistake, Durkheim seems to have implied that 

his proof of a kcy link in the understanding of moral phenomena lies in the possible ignorance of the 

people involved. That is to say, if it is not known whether any society has tried something or allowed 



somcthing to continue. thcn it is impossible. To a degree this protects the social scientist from failing into 

utopian thinking. however. it also restricts the sociological imagination. 

For one society or even group to stand up and say that the individual's pursuit of pleasure. long- 

Me or personal excellence is moral. would destroy Durkheim's assumptions about the nature of rnoral 

action by his theory's own premises. That declaration had been made before Durkheim's birth in the 

American Deciaration of Independence. and in the works of Epicurn and Aristotle. and John Locke. 

Also. religions such as Christianity and Judaism have emphasized the sacrosanct nature of individual life 

regardless of utility to society. It was sound of Durkheim to use the test of universal belief to ground his 

theory. This. however. is a way to argue that does invite challenges. If no challenges can be made, the 

theory is tentatively accepted. But as challenges have been made before and after Durkheirn's premise. we 

can safely conclude in the least. that for Durkheim's theory to be true, it must rest upon differem and 

better proofs. 

As Durkheim's theory rested on the assumption that the one moral principle of allruism was the 

exclusive moral principle and a cultural universal we can pause to consider the fi~.U ramifications this 

would have for any theory constnrcted to come to grips with moral phenomena. Moral collectivism as a 

means of explanation is associated with the m o d  doctrine of dtruism as both the social form (the 

relationship between one individual to another) and the axiological content of moral codes. Durkheim said 

that altruism was never found in a 'pure' state [ Durkheim. 1973b. p.214-217 ] but that altruism was the 

central, necessary, and absolute moral principle [ Durkheim, 1973b, p. 2711. For Durkheim, society was 

the only god of moral conduct [ DurWleim, 1973b. p.93 1. Weakening the case for social realism and 

moral collectivism would seem to weaken the case for altruism. This is not to say that if social realism is 

completely disproved that then altruism can never be seen by someone as moral, far from it. Nor wodd it 

be to say that all good things and admired actions labeled as altruistic would have to lose their luster if 

altruism loses credibility. 



Moral collectivism is dependent upon the moral docuine of altruism. Altruism is generally 

defined as the moral impcrativc which believes that unselfish devotion to others is the sole and exclusive 

moral principle of all human beings. Altruism is generally and naturally associated with pessimism, as 

can be found in the works of Tolstoy. Schopenhauer, and Durkheim. Altruism has also been the moral 

principle of choice for the philosophers who were fatalistic. or at least stoically resigned. These would 

include both the Idealists and the Stoics. It is quite possible that altruism is the moral principle most likely 

to be created through inesponsibIe collective social interaction for a multitude of reasons. such as the 

functional sunival of a savage tribe and the Iatent conflict between religious leaders and their subjects. 

Perhaps, necxL suffering, and dependency are more congenial to representation in symbdic form than 

independence. beatific pleasure and more rare emotions. Durkheim suggested the latter possibility, that 

even if happiness and suffering existed equally that the suffering was more likely to become represented in 

symbolism through the collective interaction of the group [ Durkheim, 1995% p.3 17 & 405 1. After such 

emotions are reified through symbolism they can then take on a life of their own and affect the symbolic 

development and communication of the group in perpetuity. 

The terms used to label morals tend to be somewhat ambiguous and fbll of implicit value- 

judgements. We particularly see this cod5sion with the term altruism, In all of its forms, altruism 

generally suggests that individual life is insiPnlficant in itself and hence, must be sacrificed for something 

else. Sometimes this is seen as the sacrifice of one individual for another. for the greatest good of the 

greatest number. or for an aspect of the human group itself. Durkheim rejected the first two types of 

altnristic action and embraced the third. Rightfully, he dismissed the first possibility as a logical 

contradiction. and the second as Utilitarianism -which in itself is a social product and not a potential 

universaI source of moral action and feeling [ Durkheim, 1974a, p.42 & 50 1. However sound was 

Durlcheim's understanding of aitruism, he did not prove his case for moral collectivism and altruism. 

Unfortunatety, there has been a certain corruption of our understanding of moral principles due 

to the accidents of language and word connotations. Sometimes altruism and self-interest are used 



neutrally with specific meaning and denotation and sometimes they are used more vaguely with 

emotional connotations. It is too easy to involve one's audience's prejudices with an implicit suggestion 

that a particular principle is unproblematidly and exclusively moral. From the fact that certain 

associations have been given to these terms, our ability to interpret actions we apprwe of as  being 

mncornitant with these principles is greatly distorted. Those people who assume altruism to be moral will 

look upon actions they apprwe of as having to be moral, and hence. also having to be explained as 

altruistic. This problem exists with aII moral principles: one's ability to rationalize an action which one 

finds pleasing is tied to the m o d  principles one thinks one must attach it to. So. the proponents of self- 

interest and the proponents of altruism could conceivably look upon the same action with approval, label 

it as m o d  -and then j u s i  it as upholding their favorite principle. Neither would be able to understand 

the other side's contention Hence, proponents who explain what they Like as moral by connection to their 

favoured wmbination of moral principles generally consider other explanations as specious. It is 

neoessary to specifL that what one person thinks of as altruism and self-sacrifice can sometimes be seen by 

someone else as self-interest and vice-versa. This problem would appear to enhance the case for 

methodological individualism Tf we accept our right to explain an action as moral because it upholds a 

certain principle insofar as we understand it, even a principle collective in form or function (such as 

sewing the group) or collective in origis we are impiicitiy upholding methodological individualism. 

Durkheim used the term altruism unerringly and clearty, but in a strict way that a modem 

audience may not immediately understand. To make it clear, dtruism is defined as sewing other people at 

one's expense as a goal in itself, regardless of the qualities and interests of one's own and the dangers this 

poses to one's cognitive self. The eflecf of helping other people. in contrast, can hypothetically be created 

through any action, whether justified through self-interest, sadism, or altruism, The act of a parent 

helping a child can be self-interest or altruism. It is helpfil in its effect regardless, and "helpful" is not a 

synonym for "altruistic," The act can only be altruistic in its motivation and moral principle if the parent 

genuinely does not like the child and would rather be doing something else but helps the child out of a 



love for duty alone or a fear of social sanction. When you help your child because it is your child and you 

derive happincss thereof. that is properly best seen as self-interest. When you help a neighbor's child as 

you would your own. that is altruism, even if it means that your own child goes hungry. When you give 

money to the beggar on the street whom you hate and despise. that is best seen as altruism hecause it is 

motivated by a principle detached from your own individuality and self-interest and has nothing to do 

with who you are and who the beggar is. Durkheim's uses and definitions of altruism are completely 

without contradiction. Unfortunately, he did assume that altruism was the exclusive moral principle, and 

tried to hang his definition of morality upon i t  Still there are no grounds to suggest that Durkheim's 

definition of aitruism was flawed. His error relates only to his conflation of the term aItruism with moral. 

If holism could be proved, Durkheim's paradigm could be saved. if aIuuimr could be proved to be 

the only moral principle in all societies, this cultural universal would also b u m  Durkheim's theory very 

well. Similarly, if Durkheirn could have proved that social hcts and collective ideas existed in the way he 

said they did, or if had proved that all people were indeed homo duplex, his theory would have been s a d  

It is intensing that Durkheim's theory, being a matter of faith and paradox, only needs one proof to 

justifj. the others. (It needed o d y  one proof to JUSO@ itself fiom its own point of view, a lesser challenge 

than proving itself to those who have different initial points of view.) The final way Durkheim sought to 

ground and prove his theory was to demonstrate that societies as d e t i e s  had a source and an origin, and 

this source and origin was its first religious rites. If DurWleim could have proved beyond a l l  doubt that 

what transformed people into society was their social interaction. he would have established a basis for 

social facts and collective representations. He would also have gone fiu towards proving both homo duplex 

and that society was an entity. 

Durkheim sought to show that the first religious rites created both the nature of society and all 

forms of conceptual thought. He relied upon the ficts he had collected about Australian and North 

American aboriginals but did not conduct original research himself. His analysis was original, but his 

contention that rites transformed a group of people into a &ety and created concepts seems to be wrong. 



One of the most striking features of Durkheim's paradigm was that he provided a solution to the 

question of how categories of thought and symbolism were created if they were not innate in the human 

organism. However. his solution is not based on a firm methdology and it is in error. However. the 

method of its error does give us some additional insight into both the problems and the potential benefits 

of speculating on the origins for the cugnitive and ontologicai basis of moral phenomena. 

Durkheim emphasized in The Elementaw Forms of Relinious Life that logic and the categories of 

thought were created through the practice of religious rituals. irrespective of their content 
At the root of our judgments. there are certain fundamental notions that dominate our 
entire intellectual We. It is these ideas that philosophers, beginning with Aristotle. have 
called the categories of understanding: notions of time, space, number, cause, substance, 
personality. They correspond to the most u n i v e d  properties of thin gs... Now. when one 
analyzes primitive religious beliefs methodically, one naturally finds the principal 
categories among them. They are born in and h m  religion; they are a product of 
religious thought This is a point that I will make again and again in the course of this 
book. [ Durkheim, 1995a. p.8-9 1 

Durkheim gave a list of the categories of thought. Instead of positing for them an innate existence in the 

human mind or in physical reality, Durkheim amiu ted  them to religious ptactices. This led Durkheim 

question of the relationship of women to reason in these societies in which religious practices were 

conducted exclusively by men [ Fields, 1995, Lix j. He also assumed that religious practices preceded 

religious beliefs and were not coeval. He does not state that directly, but that is the judgement of the 

translator Karen Fields [ Fields. 1995, p. xxxiv ] and Durkheim did give evidence to support such an 

interpretation ( Durkheim, 1995a p. 220 1. Such an assumption is breath-taking, but becomes more 

understandable when we remember that what we call religious rites were labeled retroactively. Durkheim 

labeled particular behavior as rites regardless of the meaning they had for the individuals concerned at the 

time, and so he applied the same label to the same behavior before the start of the religion as he applied to 

the behavior as part of the religious worship. 

Durkheim's assumption that religious rites preceded religious belief& also shows Durkheirn's 

contempt for individual thought and his rejection of the ordixmy causal link of thought leading to action. 



The materialists believe that religion reflects the material interests of a society's dominant class or the 

material life of all its members. The idealists believe that a religion's ideas cmbody in mystic form the 

ideas of that society. To posit that people practiced religion before they had any understanding of the 

categories of human thought such as time and space and that they started practicing their religion before 

they had any religious beliefs. is uuly phenomenal. A close examhation of Durkheim's wording shows 

an ambiguity as to whether these religious rites were cmval with concept formation (and were then also 

practiced to help maintain it) or preceded it. It is clear that he saw religious rites as actions which 

preceded religious beliefs, and it is clear that he saw the formation of a primordial concept the distinction 

between the sacred and profane. as having been created afer the colIcctive effervescence of the rite: 
It is not difficult to imagine that a man in such a state of exhaltation should no longer 
know himself. Feelirig possessed and Ied on by some sort of external power that makes 
him think and act differently than he normally does. he naturally feels he is no longer 
himself. It seems to him that he has become a new being. The decorations with which he 
is decked out and the masklike decorations that m e r  his face, represent this inward 
transformation even more than they help bring it about .... Especially when repeated for 
weeks. day after day, how would experiences like these not leave him with the 
conviction that two heterogeneous and incommensurable worlds exist in &ct?...The first 
is the profane world and the second, the world of sacred things. It is in these 
effervescent social milieux. and indeed from that every effervescence, that the religious 
idea seems to have been born" [ Dwkheim 1995a p.220 1 

So, the primitive men whoop it up for a long period wearing masks. dancing, and violating themselves, 

and then come to think that there must be something sacred and holy counterpoised to their regular boring 

life. Ordinarily, most people would not go to so much effort unless they already believed in a religion 

It is possible that Durkheirn posited a teleological evolution of religion in the archaic fashion of 

19th century evolutionary theory. Some outdted theorists had argued that all organs gradually evolved-, 

sometimes to serve the purpose of a later stage. Today, evolutionists undemand that every step in an 

evoiutionary chain has to be viable in itself, a sort of punctuated equilibrium. For Durkheim to believe in 

an evolution of religion which becomes only comprehensible in its later stage where it renders religious 

beliefs possible, would suggest a teleological argument. Perhaps, if religions always respect the social 

reality, a presocietal society could create a pre-religion religious ritual. But as categories of thought are 



social creations and yet categories of thought are necessary for society. Durkheim's argument is left in a 

quandary- 

There is another possible interpretation of Durkheim's view of religious rites which avoids 

teleology. He assumed the prehistoric existence of groups of people without my capacity for 

mnceptudization. who go through the motions of rituals fim. and then learn enough to actually start to 

think Like human beings. This suggests that religious practices were created through human interaction 

before people had recognizable human minds. This is not completely absurd; it is the one interpretation 

which avoids the teleological argument. In essence, Durkheim said that the basic concepts of the human 

mind were formed by the spastic effervescence of creatures whom, though genetically simiIar to omlves,  

we would have to consider subhuman. Basically, it means that homo Sapiens became human because by 

chance they had the biologiculfhvs that allowed them to eqxrience the intense emotions that come fiom 

collective effervescence. This is not so much absurd as somber. 

In this way, Durkheim actually emerges as an interactionis& rather than an idealist as one might 

imagine him to be. A striking similarity to John Dewey's philosophy of education can also be noted 

However, the nature of human Life is in the mind, which is not to suggest idealism. Durkheim needed to 

avoid both materialism and idealism, while avoiding any concession to 'cognitive determinism' or the 

belief that human beings can think. Consequently, Durkheim had to postulate same kind of origin for 

human thought outside of human beings, and he located it in their social relations and in the cumulative 

effects of their behavior. 

!Seen in this light. Durkheim is contradicting his own methodological premises, and explaining 

the superior by the inferior, and explaining the human by the subhuman. People without categories of 

thought are not what we would recognize as human. Durkheim's theory thus argues that subhumans 

created human religious rituals which turned them into human beings -and then the new human beings 

persisted in following the religious rituals that were created by creatures which were in every way 

different and inferior to themselves. 



Durkhcim did not act as a true empiricist and interaaionist at this point. He did not empirically 

measure the Merent  m e n d  effects of diverse social relations and the different social relations causcd by 

chance interactions. Instead he was looking for definite immutable relationships between interaction and 

social relations and beliefs. He assumed that certain social relations had an immutable power or origin for 

types of thought. Durkheim in an acute sense was a 'social metaphysician.' Primitive religious rites and 

the founding of society were to Durkheirn what the 'Philosopher's Stone' was to the Alchemists. However, 

even if Durkheim had been right about social realism and social forms, it would also be tnie that we 

cannot prove his theory. The data needed to prove his theory appears to be either open to opposing 

interpretations or at risk of being forever unknown, 

Durkheim's holistic version of social realism was an argument that had to be made. For us to see 

what social realism is, we need to take it to its logical extreme. Durkheims argument is untenable bemuse 

of the common-sense mistakes he made in his reasoning. He had advanced his ideas as a line of reasoning 

because he did not start off with a valid methodology. He did not look at empirical phenomena with value- 

neutral concepts and definitions before plunging into ideology. His methodological hi ta t ions  ensured 

that he would be unable to catch his own mistakes. He had assumed that altruism was the exclusive moral 

principle. He also assumed the existence of collective ideas before he first used the tenn mUedive 

representations. He saw that individuals are ontologically and axiologicaliy coerced in society -and built 

his theory as a jmbfication of this coercion Durkheim resorted to organic metaphors and analogies to 

advance his argument after it was already underway. He assumed the existence of a great social being 

because his theory needed it to make sense. He then had to move to the "opposite end" of his reasoning 

and imestigate the basis for society itself. He provided a plausible solution, and argued that the nature of 

conceptual thinking and society itself had come fiom primitive religious rites. None of these separate 

elements and notions of Durkheim's theory make sense on their own, but only as part of his overall work. 

Not only did he end up having to believe in a "social being" once he accepted altruism and collective 



ideas. he had to @ate on the nature of the first society once he accepted monocausation and also chose 

to believe that alI concepts were socially created 

In effect Durkheim's theor). of religious rites invented hypothetical stages for human beings. He 

needed to create his theory of religious rites to justify the rest of his paradigm. However. the faas and 

analytical constructs he used for this justification had less credibility than the facts and concepts he uscd 

them to jusli@. it was unwise to invent hypothetical stages based on speculation to justify theories which 

are meant to be empirical. Durkheim should have Listerred to his own notion of 'positive facts' [ Durkheim 

1984. p..uxviii 1 at this point and oniy generalized from observed objective facts. 

It would be highfy interesting to find the origin of the categories of intellectual thought. It does 

not necessarily follow that this will be relevant for how we live our lives today. From what science is able 

to tell us. life comes from life, but life nevertheless arose in a IifeIess universe. There is always cause for 

every Mect, but still, there may have been no 'cause' for the creation of the Universe in an ordinary sense. 

As the astronomer Carl Sagan once remarked, people seem to be uncomfortable with the simple and 

diicient expiamtion regarding what existed before the 'Big Bang' -Nothing! We do have categories of 

thought, but I suspect that the search for F i  and FinaI Causes for existence will always be fnritless. The 

search for First and Find Causes always leads into theology or metaphysics, and has no place in social 

science. There is no need to even assume that there was one cause for the origin of mental categories. 

Would social scientists simiIarly assume that there had to be one cause for the human race, one origin for 

fire. and that there had to have been aflrst human being? The notion of a frrst human being outside of 

theological circles is an absurdity. 

The philosophers have asserted a static basis for individual epistemology; the swiologists have 

asserted a dynamrc social basis. It would appear that both exist and both are relevant to social explanation 

and causality. Durkheim's theory has taken the k a l  origin of cognition to its point of greatest 

development. It fails, and Durkheim was f o r d  to posit absurdities in the origin of categories of thought. 

I-Iowever, Durkheirn amply demonstrated the power of the group and the adlective over ontology and 



awologv. The coercive powcrs of the group can both twist and develop individual thinking. but to express 

it this way, reveals that individual thinking is a cause of its own and is not completely an effect of the 

indkidual's membership in group life. This by no means is to argue in favor of 'atomic individuaiism' or 

the theory that individuals came together to form society. Rather it is to say that reality is reality. and that 

individuais learn different ways to perceive the world some being better than others. The completely 

isolated individual. like the cornpleteiy holistic society, is more of an ideal-type than a genuine reality or a 

cause in social e.uplanation. Societies do have ways to 'sociallyumstruct' the appearance of the world, but 

the world remains what it is independent of our observation of it. The final arbiter of the conflicting 

visions of the society. as well as the arbiter of the conflict between the visions of society and those of the 

individual. remains the individual mind. If a primitive 'society' in its collective representations or social- 

construction believes that the sea is the domain of death and one hearty individual goes to see for himself: 

it is not the 'society' acting as a society. nor the individuals in the 'society,' but the sole individual who 

actually e-xplored the phenomenon in question who will make the final determination 

It is unknown whether collective representations exist. As Weber said, our own values and 

research goals will affect whether we perceive any collective phenomena [ Wekr. 1975a, p.180 1. 

However. if collective representations do exist it is quite possible that the basis for them lies not in any 

collective nature of a holistic society which Durkheirn assumed but in the social and mental life created 

through social interaction in general. In particular. the basis for collective representations which seems 

the most plausible is in the social accommodation of epistemological pluralism. 

It appears quite possible that an epistemological pluralism exists, and this diversity creates 

collective representations which then fuse together different epistemolo@cal processes and creates some 

kind of stability. This epistemological stability, though created through interaction, wodd not mean that 

epistemology (and mental categories of thought) are necessarily created through interaction, only that 

they are consolidated. The apparent stability of epistemological processes, a stability created through their 

own diverse origins, would be sufficient to encourage philosophers to posit an innate existence for the 



categories of mind and as well for interaaionist sociologists to suggest that these categories arise 

exclusively out of interaction. 

Human beings are social, but all thinking is done by individual minds. People live in a social 

milieu and this allows them to develop their potential to think and perceive. This do& not mean we have 

to re@ the chance collective representations that are unwittingly created through sccid interaction. It 

would appear that we can speak of both epistemology for the individual and the dynamic images created 

both deliberately and unwittingly through social interaction. All sociologists and philosophers who have 

attempted monocausal explanations for human thinking appear to have been misled by their own initial 

insights. It appears more likely that in any one society there can be a diversity of origins for how people 

think. This diversity does not make reality arbitrary and relativistic, nor does it facilitate a pragmatic 

ontology. Rather, it would appear that the strength and uxrcion of &a1 epistemology lies in its diversity. 

Lf we needed to find a basis for 'social f a a t  there would be no need to go farther. It would be unnecessary 

to rob the individual of all powers of independent cognition 

An adequate basis for 'sxM f8ctg lies in the continual immersion of the individual in 

epistemological diversity. We cannot prove that this diversity exists, but it cannot be disproved, and as it 

is unlikely that any one source of epistemology will be proved, and one cannot assume that all people 

think the same way, an acceptance of the possibility of epistemological diversity would seem sensible. 

This epistemological diversity is a creation of both Merent  and independent individual minds, as well as 

of society and dependent minds. This diversity would thus facilitate patterns of interaction within the 

social compulsion of id-. These "patterns" would make collective representations appear real by making 

the nature of thought within society completely different or "higher" than the initiat. or innate nature of 

thought in the individual. If this diversity is reified into being "good" simply because it exists and it 

underlies the nature of society as we know if this would have grievous consequences on the rationality of 

the individual mind. However, this does not have to be so. We can simply say that for dl we know, a 

likely reason why people think differently in society than they would otherwise and why society has what 



appears to bc its own forms of thought, is that individuals think differently to begin with. Different innate 

or initial differences a u l d  lead to strong social and collective patterns which become imposed on the 

individuals. Individual cognitive differences create social patterns of cognition. There is no proof for this 

theory of epistemological pluralism but it seems that it cannot be disproved and that it is more likely than 

not. In society. thc different forms of thought (if thqr exist) from all the different people would be welded 

together and would then indeed have a reality in itself irreducible down to the individual natures of the 

people concerned- This is not exactly what Durkheim had in mind with his notion of social facts, but it is 

one way to explain social Life as its own reality different from each of the initial individual realities 

without having to lapse into holism or believe that society is an entity, or necessitate the creation of homo 

duplex. 

Until proven otherwise. we cannot beiieve that human thinking is reducible to any one form or 

origin. This simple statement reinforces both methodological individualism and social realisn It makes 

methodological individualism even more relevant. because the only way to W1y understand events and 

social action is to empirically study the role of the individual and to perceive the individual's point of 

view. Until we can prove that there is one origin for human thought, or that one explanation of social 

epistemology applies to everyone, we cannot assume that all human beings think the same way in their 

form or generic process. Our conceptual life is real. our speculation on the origin of concepts remains only 

speculation. We cannot prove the case for epistemological pluralism. The evidence for it lies in that it 

requires fewer unproven premises than the alternatives. If epistemological pluralism does ex& this in 

itself would be a sufficient explanation for why concepts are not reducible to individuals without assuming 

that society exists as an entity with a single collective nature, The view that concepts are not reducible to 

individuals has not been proven, but if it were true, there would be more than one explanation. 

In summary, there are grounds for reservations concerning Durkheim's theory of hotistic social 

realism. Not everyone has believed that altruism is the only moral principle and that people cannot live 

morally for themselves. No one has proved that societies ate entities, much less organisms. Human nature 



docs not appear to bc homo duplex. and Durkheim's use of social faas appears just too mystical for 

conventional tastcs. Howa-cr. thcre appears to be an alternate way to provide a basis for the social facts 

which are created by the juxtaposition of human beings which are irreducible to h e  people involved 

Durkheirn abhorrcd pqchoIogical reductionism of social and moral phenomena and he had some good 

reasons to do so. it is just that better alternate hypotheses are possible. 

In short. though there may not be a way to make Durkheim's social realism compatible with 

rncthodological indhidualism. a fact we shall e-xplore in greater detail in a later chapter, there is every 

possibility we can offer a new theory which avoids psychological reductionism and yet is compatible with 

both social rca lism and methodological individualism. Whether this hypothesis of epistemological 

pluralism is true rcmains a matter of speculatioa but it does seem more credible than taking any one 

epistemological position on faith and declaring that no other alternative is possible. The very diversity of 

ways of thinking may bc what creates most of the binding forces of social interaction which threaten to 

rn* 'society' into a collective whole. Not only is the individual a product of society, but the societal- 

wide meanings are products of individual meanings and of the accommodation of differences of opinion 

and differences of conceptual thought. 

Individualistic methodology can be used to understand the experience of the individual in moral 

phenomena and docs not make the mistake of assuming that all human beings think the same way, have 

the same cognition. the samc epistemology. and the same potential. Methodological individualism avoids 

these errors by and large because it avoids assuming fixed relationships of the individual, epistemological 

conoepts, and human nature to social groups. Its practitioners are largely uninterested in First and Final 

Causes. Methodological individualism avoids positing any one fixed relationship of the individual to 

society, and so avoids all mistakes associated with "social metaphysics." 

We have exited holistic social realism only to arrive at methodological individualism. The 

problems that holistic social realism appears to have are not those shared by methodological 

individualism. Holism seems to be a chimera and a deadend, yet some of the reasons why holism was 



posited remain viable. Society is more than the sum of its components: this is beyond contention. 

However. social realism and collective concepts need not be scen as exclusive to holism The question of 

the existence of collective concepts can be divorced from sxial holism, and the contention that social life 

is not reducible to individual life does not require acceptance of the assumption that society is an entity. 

The concerns of social realism do not seem to be incompatible with methodological individualism. It 

remains to be seen how efficacious methodological individualism is as an approach to examine moral 

phenomena and as a basis for inquiry and hypothesis formation. This will be discussed in subsequent 

chapters. As for socia3 realism, in its broader and less controversial variants it seems to be incontestable, 

but because it lends itself to many different interpretations and facilitates more and undemonstrated 

assumptions and implicit value-judgements, it does not seem to be the best choice for a starting position to 

stucfy moral phenomena. The recommendation must be that one must start with a methodology that one 

can defend and then seek an intersection on its own terms with social realism, This intersection would be 

conducted through the explicit value judgements and interests of the researcher. We now turn to an 

exambation of Weber's methodological individualism in the following chapter. 



Chapter Eight: Wckr's Methodological Value-Relations 

The discussions of DurWleim in the previous chapters would not have been possible without 

drawing upon the works of Weber. Dwkheim advanced the sociological study of moral phenomena more 

than any other theorist. but the exposure of Durkheim's theoretical weaknesses is derived fiom Webefs 

methodology. Weber's methodology was more advanced and subtle than that of the 'moralists'. These 

'moralists' include disparate schools of thought: the Saint-Simonians, the Comteans, the Social- 

Darwinists. and the German Idealists, especially the nee-Kantians. These 'moralists' wished to construct 

hierarchies of values which were to have a scientific or metaphysical basis and a universal validity. Weber 

valued Western civilization for its unique construction of universal ideais, but rejected the possibility that 

science could create norms, ideas, and world-views with universal validity. The roots of Weber's 

qualifications and reservations for any 'project' of morals or normative answers to questions within the 

study of moral phenomena lie in his methodology. 

The Influence of the Methodenstreit upon Weber 

The Methodenstreit was the debate about the differences between the sociai sciences and the 

physical sciences. It is unnecessary to give all the particulars, but some details are relevant to our 

discussion. In Roscher and Knies: The Lofical Problems of Historical Economics, Weber stated that the 

premises which the cultural sciences would need to fonn laws of history were untenable. The cultural 

sciences needed a different methodology than the natural sciences. Social action was built upon values and 

variables Meren t  from inanimate physical reality. Therefore, social science was aiso built upon values 

different than the natural sciences. Chief among these value differences was that the intention of the social 

actor affects the nature of the social action. As well, the values and intention of the social scientist a£5ixts 



the interpretation of social action. In addition, the social sciences have to avoid mystic intuition and 

nonvalidated belief in collective concepts. We can see here that Weber. in his fim great methodological 

work separated himself completely from both the Positivists and the Historicists. 

There may be a certain confirsion in how the Historicists are understd.  Not only have Karl 

Popper's writings emptied the term historicist of its precise meaning [ Carr, 1961. p.119 1 but Popper's 

detractors have done much worse to obscure matters. We are not here to talk about Popper or his critics. In 

any case, the works of these diverse scholars were not changed retroactively by the mere fact that the 

scholars were stuck with the same label for reference. When we talk about the Historicists we do so 

exclusively from the point of view of Ma. Weber who always politely referred to these people by their 

proper names or as "the Historical School." The Historicists have generally been misrepresented in the 

scholarly discourse, especially by those scholars who cannot seem to get beyond either their reflex of 

vitriolic against Popper or their excessive reliance on E.H Carr. 

When we refer to the Historicists here we mean the advocates of collective concepts and of 

especially the intuitive "special German character." This group of thinkers that Weber criticized in his 

methodologicai writings appear to be diverse yet they were consistent proponents of the methodological 

assumptions that Weber disdained. These thinkers include Wagner, Schmoller, Roscher, Knies, Sombart, 

and Wundt. Other Historicists would include Comte, Hegel, Mane, and Spengler, thinkers that Weber 

criticized in print to a lesser extent. Yet to refer to these thinkers one moment as "the Historical School of 

Economics," then as the Kathedersozialisten, then as the Historicists, and then by their separate names, 

would appear to add needless confbsion as much as  it would e w t e  technical accuracy. For example, 

Wundt was not known as a Historicist, but we might as well implicitly include him in this group because 

Weber's criticism of him included in Economv and Sctcietv is so similar to his implicit criticism of 

Schmoller in Roscher and Knies. Lakls seem to be somewhat a matter of tradition. Durkheim referred to 

Schmoller as a member of the Kathedersoziaiisten, yet Weber exclusively refers to him as a member of 

"the Historical School." Here, when we criticize the "Historicists" we are accidentally drawing close to 



Karl Popper's much criticized usc: of the term because the secondary sources Burger (1987) and Huff 

(1984) use the term "Historicist" consistently in a way which refers to what Weber meant by "the 

Historical School." This is not to suggest we are starting with Popper's position nor do we agree with it. 

but we end up alongside it rather unexpectedly. 

Weber had rejected many of the methodological elements of the Historicist and the Positivist 

positions. and although he rejected the possibility of finding 'laws' of human conduct he did not othenvise 

narrow or limit the scope of investigation in social science. Wekr  did not say that prediction and the 

creation of patterns of regularity were impossible in the cultural sciences. Weber did not say that because 

human beings had free will that therefore human action was unpredictable. Weber never denied people 

had free will. Human beings certainly did not need unpredictability, irrationality, and absurdity to be k. 

AAer all it is reason values, purposes and truths which allow us  to have free will at all. Instead, Weber 

said in Roscher and Knies, that even if human behavior was predictable, even if every person put in the 

same context responded with the same reaction and behavior, that this would not be a historical or social 

law, even when restricted to these exact and basically hypothetical parameters. If people committed the 

same action for different reasons. then this had to be viewed as different social action [ Weber, 1975a. p. 

129 & 137 1. The predicting of behavior was not the same as predicting social action and its meaning. 

Weber did not champion an attack on Menger who had argued for a pursuit of laws of esonomic behavior. 

Rather. Weher took a somewhat more sophisticated view of knowledge; knowledge of human social action 

depended upon the value-relations of the researcher and the meaning of the subject-actors involved. 

Menger had wished to discover empirical laws regarding "real types" [ Weber, 1977, p. 18 1, and Weber 

looked instead for Ideal Types relevant to specific investigation. 

Webeis methodological writings contained his position in relation to several other disputes. 1) 

Weber adapted the method of Verstehen from Dilthey and changed it from being ainfined to psychological 

significance to being sociological. As Weber was fond of saying, one did not have to be Caesar to 

understand Caesar su£liciently well for causal explanation. 2) Weber's position on objectivity was similar 



to that of Rickcn and Mengcr, and hc bclievcd that objectivity was both possible and desirable in the 

social sciences. Howcvcr. objectivity was not a force in itself, nor a program that a person could switch 

themselves onto, but it was a conscious continual achievement of the individual who worked outwards 

fiom his own s u b j h e  point of view. 3) Weber agred with the emerging consensus that a scicncc frec of 

presuppositions was impossible. This last point is the more critical for our examination. Webcr argued 

that facts and norms must be kept rigidly separate as can be: though it is a struggle. it is a rewarding one. 

He also said that science itself was in some respas Like a religion and the process of scientific 

investigation depended on certain norms and premiscs that could not be proved or demonstrated by the 

scientific process itself. It was because of the differences between the social and the physical scienoes, and 

the similarities and interdependent premises within the social sciences themselves, that Weber referred to 

the latter as the GeisfeswissenschaJten. 

Weber's methodology e.up1icit.l~ rejected the positions of the Historicists, and this meant that 

implicitly Weber also rejected Durkheirn's position In his 1887 essay "The Positive Science of Ethics in 

Gemmy," Durkheim had praised the Gennan 'socialists of the chair' and the other social realists for 

emphasizing the inductive method of establishing historical processes and Laws. Weber wished to use 

abstract concepts to study particular concretes. The 'Historicists' had been famous for saying that events 

could only be understood as part of the stage in history or their historid-specificity. Yet the concept of 

'historical specificity' assumed certain value-judgments about history. The Historicists had rejected 

universal historical laws and a Positivistic view of history. yet in Weber's view the Historicists' own 

position still retained the flaws of the very paradigm they had rejected. Weber stated: 
Economic phenomena in their (relative) concreteness can be grasped only through an 
historical treatment, The assumption made by the Historical School that through the 
proper use of induction laws can be established which conceptualize the historical 
character of social phenomena. is a contradiction in terms. [ Burger, 1987, p. 153 1 

Wehr was neither a Positivist nor a Historicist. Durkheim in contrast bad been an avowed Positivist and 

had accepted the Historicist position that induction could establish historicallyspecific objective social 

processes. 



The positions of Durkheim and Webcr to the Historicists can bc cornpad Both men rejected 

metaphysics, yet Durkheim's conclusions were startlingly metaphysical. For examplc. Durkhcim went on 

record as saying that the highest goal of ethics is to treat all other human beings without difference and to 

put aside all self-interest [ Durkheim 1973a p.51-53 1. Dwkheim believed that aif ethics must have a 

painfill purpose in something beyond themselves and beyond the individuals mncemed [ Durkheim, 

1995b. p.29 1. These are not empirical statements. Durkhei.cn appeared to have combined the belief that 

cthics had some 'objective' e-xistence with the empirical study of ethics. Arguably, Durkheim could have 

arrived at his points that seem the most metaphysical by following an argument that they were cultural 

universals of a ppe of society. However. such an argument appears tenuous. In contrast, Wekr rejected 

any such axiological judgcrnent. Durkheim criticized the Kathedemoziafisien for overemphasizing the 

role of the statc in society [ Lukes. 1972. p.89 J, but then said that the state was the 'highest' part of society 

[ Durkheim. 1983. p. 166 1. Both Durkhcim and Weber disregarded the 'Great Man' view of history, but 

Durkheim saw individuals as created by society, and Webcr saw individuals as cugnitively independent 

acton working within a framework of cumulative social processes, such as rationalization. 

Weber and Durkheim were both influenced by the Historicists, and rejected some of their points, 

albeit in much diffcrcnt ways. Thomas Burger in Max Wet>er's Theow of Conamt Foxmation listed four 

points of difference between Weber and the Historicists: 
German historicist historiography combined four major features against which Weber 
reacted: a metaphysical foundation; an emphasis on thc development of the state as the 
central, historical development that comprehends everything else as subordinate, 
conditional. dependent. or incidental; absence of a comparative perspective; and a focus 
on individual events, persons, and decisions. [ Burger, 1987, p. 210 1 

Examining the points of Merence between Weber and the German Historicists that Burger lists, wc are 

struck by the fact that Durkheim rejected the fourth point altogether, that the & sciences should look 

at individual decisions, and that Durkheim distanced himself from the first three. 

There are reasons to suggest that Durkheim was closer to the Historicist tradition than might be 

readily apparent, Durkheim did use a comparative perspe&ve, concomitant variation, but he had divided 

societies into Vpes. This meant that he never looked at individual decisions and rarely did he study 



particular social events. Durkheim had even classified the Anulta Australian abrigines and the North 

American Iroquois not only as the same tlpe, but treated them as the same society at diEerent points of 

time [ Kapsis. 1977. p.364 1. The Historicists and Durkheim had failed to look at concurrent or parallel 

societies dircaly. Though Durkheim admitted that there were different societies of Merent types existing 

at one time, he treated them analytically as species within different stages of a fixed temporal relationship. 

That is to say. he adhered strictly to a simple typology: primitive-type societies evolved to mcdern-type 

societies. That several types of societies could develop into several other concurrent types was not a 

possl'bility that his paradigm could anticipate or even perceive. In a second matter, Durkheim, like some 

of the historicists, espaally HegeL sought to delineate the precise nature and role of the state and use it as 

a step in subsequent theorizing Durkheim had not reified the state directly, but had given the state a 

unique moral quality. In his lectures Professional Ethics and Civic Morals he had recommended that all 

intermediate associations (such as @cis, unions, associations) be tied ultimately to the state, with the 

state ready to use physical violence to enforce the decisions made by the intermediate assOciations 

[ Durkheim, 1992, p.39 1. 

Durkheim shared more assumptions with the Historicists than one might have thought The 

Historicists considered the borders of societies unproblematic, and believed that each society was an entity 

which possessed its own values and ideas. The Historicists presumed that ideas and values were relative to 

the society and not the individuaI, and that the ideas of the individuals within a society were 

manifestations of the overall idea of that society in that particular era or "typew of society. Durkheim and 

the Historicists considered collective concepts unproblematic. They also relied on intuition to delineate 

these collective mncepts, to deduce the overall content of ideas, and to see that ideas of individuals were 

merely manifestations of a broader set of "historically special" societal ideas. Durkheim's methodological 

error was precisely that of the Historicists. He failed to see that his values and what he wanted to see 

affcaed his definitions. his use of concepr, and his interpretations. Without being sensitive to concerns of 

Werfbeziehung Durkheim failed to achieve a value-neutrality or Werrfi.iheif which would have made his 



intcrprctations comprehensible and legitimatc to someone who did not share his concerns and values even 

if he ageat  with him on thc obscrvablc has, 

Durkheim's method of dividing societies into types based upon variables and their nature of 

solidarity was not as origmal as might be thought Wundt and Roschcr did something similar in their 

delineation of societies into those early or aging, and those in different stages of cconornic development. 

Durkheim b e t i a d  that the content of norms was relative and that there were universal laws regulating 

how norms relative to Merent society-types were established. When expressed this way, this position is 

remarkably congruent with that of Wilhelm Roscher whose theory W e k r  criticized on these very points 

[ Weber. 197% p.87 1. Roscher and Durkheim both sought to find a universal and objective foundation 

for how norms were relative to specific cultures. types of economic development and stages of cultures. 

Whether we call the label "stage" or "type" it appears to be basically the same method with the same 

methodological flaws. The delineation of stage and type, as well as the "whole" of a society, is based upon 

intuition and implicit value-judgements. Few people will agree on what the "whole" is, so the concept 

becomes probIematic. 

FinaUy, and most importantly, Durkheim's rejection of metaphysics was not complete or 

sdicient Though Durkheim rejected idealistic metaphysics and metaphysical mystical terms like 

noumena, nirvana and the Dao, he did attribute to social forms and society an existence which came close 

to the metaphysical and mystical. In particular, his conflation of "God" with "Society" was unusual but 

inevitable. He also seemed to have replaced the metaphysical assumption of free-will with an assumption 

of a &xed relationship of the individual to society, which. although it changed in content, maintained the 

same form during social development. Durkheim's use of coilective and holistic entities became for all 

intents and purposes, metaphysical. He attri'buted to them the power of causal agents. Not only did 

Durktreirn consider all collective phenomena as things which could by themselves cause historical and 

social change, he considered much more consistently powerfid and relevant than individud minds, even 

when the phenomena in question could not be observed. "Society" was always there, always moving 



fonvard always fotlowing its intcrest, regardless of individual obscrvatioa Even if this concrete existence 

of society and its dmclopment could not be observed. certain qualities of society were assumed to be 

always developing in a particular direction. This leap of faith was something that Wekr  a d d  not make. 

Durkheim's main point of congruence with the Historicists was that they believed in the development of 

for- or holistic entities. even when they could not be observed. In contrast, Weber believed only in 

historical events and processes which could bc obscwed at a given point. To believe in things happening 

bccause we want them to happen is a leap of faith that codates Gets and values. and ends Werpeiheit. 

Values and Facts 

Thcre is a distinction between values and fscts, between normative statements and empirical 

ones. Wcber criticized Schmoller among many others for failing to make this distinctioa The unqmhfied 

combination of facls and \dues  would lead to ideology and perverted science. Both facts and values 

nceded a basis in premises, Weber emphasized. Values were, in part, chosen. Weber proposed an 

interesting theory of knowledge in his essay "'Objectivity' in the social Sciences." According to Weber, 

facts are statements about objective reality but they are not automatically objective; they depend on value- 

relations. Facts have to be "worthy of being known" [ Weber, 1949. p.72 ]. Why we bother expressing a 

tiny part of reality one way through one fact and not another depends on what we wish to know. With 

equal justification we could describe a certain object as a pile of wood a couple of walls, or a house. 

According to Weber. both facts and values depend on premises that can not be completeiy proven 

by the process of scientific investigation. These premises can k proven consistenf useN and 

noncontradictory. but cannot be proven from an external frame of reference. Similarly a choice in values 

and starting-premises auld  be proven to be contradictory. In a later chapter we will refer to 

"Munchausen's Trilemma" and the concern that some points of view attempt to base themselves on their 

own conclusioas. There is a primordial necessity for finding a valid starting point for scientific 

investigation. AAer all, as Weber said. "truth is only that which claims to be valid for al l  those who want 



truth" [ Bendix. 1989. p.5 1. Science cannot prove that we must want truth or make us  want it. Science 

exists. good starting points can be chosen but the process of science in itself does not yield norms of how 

we must value science or of how we must apply our results. Neither does science prove and validate its 

own starting points. Scientific reasoning and observation can prove that one's premises are consistent with 

one's results and it can prwe that certain alternatives can be discarded as intrinsicaliy incompatible or 

inconsistent with the facts. Science is not dead objectivity is possible. It is just that Weber emphasized 

that science itself muld never be greater and more moral than its practitioners. 

The practice of science is carried out exclusively by human beings, and little deliirate action can 

ever be achieved without personal values and purpose. Science is a great human institution but it remains 

prone to the foibles, conceits, and aspirations of the human beings involved The practice of scientific 

investigation can only follow after we accept the following set of premises: that we want truth and that we 

take on metaphysical confidence (or a leap of f8i th)  that truth is possible and that the universe is objective 

and noncontradictory. This is not to attribute causality to metaphysical concepts, but it is to rely on some 

kind of metaphysical stability in which cause and effect remain meaningful. All action within science is 

puposefd and directed by the agent's values. This is why Weber used the term Wertbeziehung to 

emphasize that the practice of science can never be removed h m  the values of the scientists. 
The value relation (Wertbeziehung, not value relevance as it has been translated) 
suggests that one can pose questions only after one has become clear in one's mind as to 
why one wants to ask them That 'why' refers to subjective considerations, the personal 
sense of what is important. [ Ben& 1989. p. 124 ] ( translation in brackets provided by 
Bendk) 

It would be folly to assume that scientists could read their own premises and purposes off the dials. as it 

were. fiom the great computer that they built and served After all, the computers of science would be 

programmed by the same human beings. All sustained action requires purpose, and the purpose of 

scientific investigation cannot be garnered or gained from the results of the process. 

Wertbeziehung relates to Webeis paradigm in two particular ways. First, W e k r  emphasized that 

rationality was advanced and that man's action in society was maintaind through individual mgnitive 

determinism That is, people tried to make sense out of their own lives and experiences. Religions, 



philosophies. and sciences were advanced through this effort. We can look back through history at more 

'primitive' cultures. and wonder why they did not discover certain scientific facts. such as heliocentrism or 

evolution. or invent aspeas of jurisprudence and politics that we thought should k selfevident such as 

democracy and human rights. However. people struggle to advance their knowledge only of what they 

think is important or worth knowing. The Hellenistic engineers and scientists of Alexandria made toys 

and curiosities function with steam and hydraulic power. they did notfail to invent the steam engine, they 

had other concerns. The pursuit of knowledge for its own sake may be relevant for one culture or scholarly 

institution. but not for others. Second Weber saw the universe of knowledge and human history as infinite 

[ Weber, 1949. p.78 1. We behold the universe and the world around us a s  infinite in size. scope and 

details. Yet we can always reduce what we choose to see, like through the paradox of Empedocles, into 

more smaller points and details. In the pursuit of knowledge, the scientist has to demarcate a portion of 

this infinitude and make it his field of study. This simple act of practical expediency is also an act of 

personal Weltanschauung and greatly facilitates the prospects for new knowledge. 

Heinrich Rickert had emphasized this infinitude of knowledge and its ramifications. Values and 

concepts are needed for one to grasp a small portion of knowledge for any scientific investigation [ Oakes, 

198- p.6 I 1. Webeis Ideal-Types are sometimes said to be the application of Rickert's paradigm 

[ Morrison, 1997, p.270 1. Weber was not a student of Rickert, rather he and Rickert had read the same 

material and shared similar concerns. Both were part of the nectKantian movement which sought to find 

a scientific way to study ethics and politics without projecting a false claim to objectivity or making a leap 

of fhith into a scholarly ideology. Ideal-types had no empirical concrete existence, they were abstractions 

which eliminated information spurious for the purpose of understanding causality. Ideal-types were means 

to give us better insight into unique as well as generic phenomena. Abstractions help us both better 

perceive and explain. Through deliberately creating nonempirical concepts, our use of Ideal-Types avoids 

assuming that the concepts are an intrinsic part of the phenomena themsehes, a concern that Aristotle 

shared when he said, "I see dogs everywhere but no Dog." The Ideal-Types can only be formed after the 



investigator has some concerns and d u e s  to initiate and form the scholarly investigation. The Ideal- 

Types methodological device then reties firmly upon Weber's term Wertbeziehung and. less obviously. on 

Weber emphasized the diEerence khvecn statements of fact and statements of value. He did not 

want to keep faas and norms rigidly separate in application. after all, some norms were needed for the 

study of facts. Instead. he wanted to keep them always clearly distinguished from each other. Weber thus 

differentiated h-If &om both the Positivists and the Historicists. Unlike the Positivists he saw science 

as never being fke from personal concerns and values, nor could he grant any credibility to the idea of a 

'neutral' science in itself without consciously neutral and selfclanfjing human practitioners. Positivism 

was a fading force in Weber's time, and it became increasingly limited to the physical sciences; it was 

against historicism that Weber spent more effort clarifLing the fact and value distinction 
In opposition to the historicists who thought that historical studies would uncover 'valid' 
or legitimate values, W h r  consistently maintained that values were necessary for the 
constitution of facts but that knowledge of the facts could newer ptovide an answer to 
questions about what we should do or which values we should believe. The point that 
Weber is making is not that hcts and values are dichotomous, as he has sometimes been 
interpreted. Instead Weber asserted that values were necessary for the constitution of 
facts, but facts were, so to speaES amtaminated by the values that constituted them and 
could not then be used to substantiate a value-stance because the fixt itself presupposed 
the particular valuestance one hoped to validate. For Weber, ultimate values had no 
empirical ground, which is to say, could not be proved empirically valid [ John, 1984, 
P- 94 I 

Weher was a neo-Kantian who consciously rejected all Hegelian concepts and premises. There is nothing 

that is necessarily dialectical in history, or within the relationship between ideas. Ideas also do not have an 

objective existence in themselves. Values were created by human beings. Values were needed to create 

facts. We can use empirical knowledge in order to implement and c l a w  our values, but our ultimate 

values are prducts of choices which are not determined by empirical knowledge. &me of our 

assumptions within our value-systems arc buiIt upon empirical knowledge, but others are not 

At the end of his speech "Science as a Vocation" in 1919, Weber stated that a certain 

disillusionment with science had set in. This disillusionment was pervasive and part of the challenges of 

modernity. Some scholars had resigned themselves to passivity, some to nihilism and relativism, and 



others hoped for what one might call a 'quick fix.' This 'quick fix' would come fiom either the longed-for 

discovery which would illuminate everything, or it would be a paradigm given by a charismatic leader. 

Some willfully naive proponents of science still waited for a new formula to be given to them to re- 

establish the credibility of science and the possibility that it could show them the right way to lead their 

lives. Weber likened this desire for scientific values to an eternal quest or the waiting for the Messiah, 
If one wishes to propound new religions without new, genuine prophecies. then 
something profoundly similar occurs with even worse consequences. And academic 
prophecy will create only hatical sects, never a true communi ty.... Integrity however 
forces us to state that for the many who are waiting for new prophets and saviors today. 
the situation is the same as in that beautiful Edomite watchman's song from the period 
of e-xile which is included among the oracles of hiah... From that we should draw the 
lesson that nothing is gained by yearning and waiting alone, and we should act 
differently. [ Weber, 1989, p. 30-3 1 1 

Interestingly, Weber in a letter wrinen to his fiend Wilbrandt in 1913, had used a similar metaphor: 
The realm of values is dominated by insoluble conflict, hence by the necessity for 
continuous compromises. Nobody can definitively decide how the compromises should 
be made, unless it be a 'revealed' religion [ Schluchter, 1981, p. V j 

Science was a religion in some respects. Science, like religion. was based upon certain values and 

assumptions that were products of choices and were not s e f f k d e n t  Some of the proponents of science 

have occasionally forgotten that science itseff is not fbx of value-judgements and that it requires a little 

faith in the validity of the process itself. Not ody  are the premises of science built upon a mixture of doubt 

and certainty that seem to outstrip themselves, but the practice of science brings its own specla1 burden. 

The practice of science entails doubt. a doubt no less perplexing in that it is not a necessity but that it is 

inevitable. We wait for solutions that may never come. We need to maintain professional integrity in this 

vigil. To use religious metaphor. we keep our faith despite our absent Messiah because the Messiah is 

absent, for if he were here, we would not need the faith. 

If Wehr  had emphasized the personal integrity needed to prevent science from becoming amorai 

opportunism and ideology, Durkheim had advanced a more optimistic stance. In Durkheim's inaugural 

address at Bordeaux, he supported a more positivistic view of science and moral phenomena than the 

Germans would have accepted after the Methodenstreit: 
We can thus conclude by saying that we W e  to choose between two positions: either 
recognize that social phenomena are amenable to scientific investigation or admit, 



without reason and contrary to all scientific induction. that there are two worlds in the 
world one d e d  by the laws of causality. the other ruied by arbitrariness and 
contingency. [ Durkheim 118871 1974b. p. 195 J 

Durkheim and Weber were talking about slightlv merent progmms when they separately examined the 

possibility of an empirical study of moral phenomena, Durkheirn was a socid reaIist, and he classified 

societies into types on the basis of variables. From the study of social facts and objective scxiety-wide 

characteristics he thought moral phenomena muld be explained and then clarified and recommended for 

particular types of societies. Weber examined Merent societies and Merent religions, but he did not 

accept the delineation of societies into real types, nor did he ever state that societies were like organisms 

or had obvious unproblematic boundaries. Durkheim retained a positive view of hcts and a rather 

positivistic view of the program and agenda of science. He was writing in a more naive milieu than the 

Germans had experienced after the Methodenstreit, and a n d e i m  linked his optimistic and 

unproblematic view of science with his social realism and society-holism: 
Of all the elements of civitization, science is the only one which, under certain 
conditions, presents a moral character. That is, societies are tending more and more to 
look upon it as a duty for the individual to develop his intelligence by learning the 
scientific truths which have been established ... Science is nothing else than conscience 
carried to its highest point of clarity. Thus, in order for society to live under existent 
conditions, the field of conscience, individual as weli as social, must be extended and 
clarified. ( Durkheim. 1964, p.52 ] 

Weber was unwilling to grant any moral status to the practice and institution of science as such Mead, 

Weber advocated increased personal moral responsibility for a l l  scientists. physicd and social. Scientists 

had a responsibility to seek out and examine 'inconvenient facts' which might contradict their own 

positions. Scientists had to m e r  stoically any angst they might feel as a result of not having ultimate 

answers. Scientists had to make their biases and prejudices clear and to idenm them to their audience 

and to themselves. Most importantly, scientists had to use empirical knowledge to chi.@ their own 

positions. This clarification would root out aIl inconsistencies, so that the scientists could xxtake their 

ultimate decisions clearly and then would be compelled to do so. 

In "Science as a Vocation" and other writings Weber did mention that he wished science to k 

protected fiom ideologues such as Treitschke [ Weber, 1975, p. 119 ] and Schmoller, but his overall thrust 



was not merelv to protect science from due-judgments. Science without value-judgments is impossible. 

Weber had emphasized that values were necessary before truth and results could even be desired. More 

important than protecting science from ideologues. Weber wished to p r a m  the realm of values from the 

claims of those who wrapped themselves in the mantle of scientific credibility. 
Both Bruun.. . and von Schelting ... correctly emphasize that Weber was more concerned 
with protecting the sphere of values against the false claims of science than he was of 
protecting science from potential detrimental effects of values. [ Portis, 1983, p.4 1 ] 

Weber considered scientific ideologues easily identifiable. and hence, less handid than other dangers. 
Of those scholars who believe they should not deny themselves practical evaluations in 
empirical discussions. the most passionate ones - such as Treitschke, and in his own 
way Mommsen as well - were actually the easiest to endure. For the very intensity of 
the emotional emphasis at least enabled a studentfor his part to gauge the subjectivity of 
his teacher's evaluations in its influence upon a possible tarnishing of his statements and 
thus to do for himself what the temperament of his teacher had not been granted 
( Weber. 1975. p. 3 18 1 

Weber criticized classroom demagogues and suggested that the professor who imported his own values 

should reserve these speeches and tirades for audiences who could answer back. Students in large lecture 

halls in particular, and insecure students in general, did not have this option Weber did not argue that he 

had some higher and 'objective' viewpoint himself; only that he had a passionate regard for the truth and 

objectivity. Ln regards to academia Weber argued for people to gain their positions solely on merit, 

regardless of sex, religion, nationality, and political affiliation, and regardless of whether they had 'social 

credentials' such as a reserve officer commission In particular, he supported the attempts to gain chairs by 

his colleagues who were tainted with controversial politics. such as Robert Michels, who was not a reserve 

officer and whose children were not baptized. 

A greater concern for Weber than the professor who consciously and deliirately misused his 

position by inserting his personal vdue claims into his lectures, was the professor who hid behind the 

lectern and insisted that he was solely objective. 
But the true teacher will guard against imposing any attitude on the student from the 
lectern whether explicitly or through suggestion. To let the facts speak for themselves' 
is of course the most unfkir method of all.' ( Weber, 1989, p. 20 ] 

People can pretend to themselves and their audiences that they were more objective because of their v d  

adherence to science. Claims to absolute objectivity were faise and deceptive, and deception of others has 



always been facilitated by self-deception. Anv professor anxious about his own credibility and objectivity 

would work harder at convincing himself that he was faultless in his perspective and knowledge through 

either shrilly berating the nonbelievers in the audience or deluging them with disproportionate cmpiricd 

data. Then: is nothing wrong with empirical data it is merely not a substitute for conceptual clarity or 

objectivity 

Weber would have dismissed the possibiIity that a purely objective starting position was possible. 

Instead he wished for scholars to pursue objectivity. not to claim i t  Objectivity was not something that one 

assumed out of the lack of values or from one's prejudices. certainly not from one's claims of impartiality. 

Objectivity was something that could increasingly be approached like the curve of an asymptote 

approaching a linear line. Objectivity was not the mantle of credibility for scholar-mystics to assume in a 

new secular religion but a goal of simplicity. clarification, mnsistency, validity. logical perfection. and 

self-responsibility. Objectivity was not something to be taken, nor an independent factor, but it was the 

effkct of on-going scholarly effort and seffaiticism True objectivity perhaps muld never be achieved, yet 

it exists as a goal for us to orient ourselves towards, AU trees grow toward the sky. Without the sky there 

could be no growth for the trees, but the trees never actually get to the sky. 

Weber's wish for ethical-neutrality in science is always linked to his term Werweiheit. There is 

some debate over what exactly Weber meant. 
Weber's methodological essays are all polemical, and his targets were almost always 
those who claimed that their spedic evaluations were scientifically demonstrable. He 
did not think this possible, but the issue in these essays is never whether a non- 
normative theary is possible. This assertion simply was not encountered in German 
social thought at this time. Weber used the term 'value-Worn', but he made it clear 
that he was referring to W o r n  fiom practical evaluations rather than from all 
normative commitments. [ Portis, 1983, p. 26 ] 

Weber used the term 'Wertjireiheif which has sometimes been translated as Wue-freedom.' WeWeiheit is 

better understood as a term to free science fiom a long list of dangers resulting from covert politics, a lack 

of sense of proportion and a lack of personal responsibility. These dangers include hidden premises, 

multiple and overlapping definitions, conflicting values, false objectivity, and the undermining of a 

position through insinuation and veiled attacks. Undermining includes the invocation of a norm through 



suggestion word association and half-truths, and fiom interrupting other peuple's statements with false 

humor and insincere questions. 

Weber had grounds for his concern that some professors would m p t  science. After his death 

more events would come to pass that would prove him conect. The National-Socialist Party in the Third 

Reich tried to educate Germans into believing that science had proven the existence of racial hierarchies, 

The Nazis tried to condition their subjects to believe that there was a 'Nordic science' which furnished its 

own truths for the Aqan race [ Peikoff, 1982, p.64 j. Ly~enko in the Soviet Union tried to create a 

'diaIectical-materialist' science of genetics [ Werth, 1971, ; Heller. 1988, p.56 j. Some Soviet Marxists 

derided the universal concepts of time as 'bourgeois.' Some American students in the 'Politically-Correct' 

movement of epistemological nihiIism voiced their belief that nonlinear concepts of time and space were 

inherently superior to the khite-patriarchalcapitalist' perspective. Similarly there have been demands in 

literature, science, and sociology that the sum contniutions of members of both sexes be given equal 

weight In New York, Professor leffiies uses the lechue podium to advocate African racial superiority. 

Today, in television commercials. it is noteworthy how many consumer products are hawked and 

promoted by actors wearing white laboratory coats. 

Science was vital and ethic-neutrality was desirable, yet perfect objectivity continues to appear 

always elusive. 
Today one usually speaks of science as 'free fiom presuppositions.' Is there such a thing? 
It depends upon what one understands thereby. All scientific work presupposes that the 
rules of logic and method are valid; these are the general foundations of our orientation 
in the world: and, at least for our special question. these presuppositions are the least 
problematic aspect of science. Science further presupposes that what is yielded by 
scientific work is important in the sense that it is 'worth being knowa' In this, obviously 
are contained all our problems. For this presupposition cannot be proved by scientific 
means. It can only be interpreted with reference to its ultimate meaning, which, we must 
reject or accept according to our ultimate position towards life. [ John, 1984,93-94 ] 

Science is not an idea that springs to life from the head of Zeus fidly formed. Science is not obvious. 

Science is the rational, merhodicai and empirical investigation of phenomena, yet it remains a human 

creation, 



Weber sought to protect the diminished cultural spheres of life from the onslaught of 

bureaucratization and blind inadwertent rationalization. 1 n many institutions that advanced rationalization 

for whatever particular reason. people worked like little cogs systematically advancing their immediate 

institutional goals. As the means and the institution became increasingly important in their minds, this 

increased autonomy of the means threatened the direct pursuit of what had been the institution's goal. 

Weber hoped for a renewed commitment of moral responsibility from the 'little cogs' in military. civil 

government business. and reiigious institutions in a way that might not be immediately obvious. The 

individual cog could rnake a commitment to 'excellence.' This excellence was not technical excellence, but 

a commitment to personal excellence, which emphasized self-responsibility and awareness of the 

importance of decision making. The individual must not only make decisions competently but to make all 

necessary decisions: one must accept moral responsibility for all actions and inactions. There would be 

qualifications, and tests would be conducted to encourage the attitude needed for technical exceilence, the 

same attitude of personal excellence and commitment to values which is the necessaq building-block for 

moral action. The person would take responsibility for his direct petty bureaucratic actions and maintain 

the point of view that these actions were ultimately directed for purposes outside the institution itself. The 

person would work in a vocation, not a job. This vocation meant that the person worked for the work itself 

and not merely for its rewards. People would not merely work as an end in itself. but for the particular 

work and the attitudes and commitment nquxred for it. The rewards of work had become increasingly 

monetarizd, and the fact that people hold jobs for a pay~heque should not be allowed to blind them to 

additional and even more important reasons for working at that particular profession For example, all 

doctors should be paid for working, but only those who would save someune's Me for its own sake can be 

said to be working in medicine as a vocation and can be trusted with the responsibiIity and credibility of 

ethical decision-making. If doctors performed life-saving operations exclusively for a paycheque then 

medicalethics would become impossible. Money and materialism did not corrupf but they could not 

substitute for human values and purpose, self-identity, and self-responsibility. A person was considered to 



have a vocation if his performance in that profession was undeterred and unaffeaed by both rewards and 

punishments. These people a u l d  not be bribed and could never be successfidly encouraged to work below 

their ability. 

Bv being conscious even to an uncomfortable level of the consequences of their actions, their 

performance. and their purpose, individuals would have continual need to clanfjr. maintain and support 

their connection to their values, whatever they rnighr be. Weber did not suggest wc could solve moral 

malaise by telling people what values and norms to believe. Rather. we can insist that we work in such a 

way in our vocation that we strengthen our relationship to our values and the foundation of our values 

themselves. This ties together vocation with value-Worn (Werrfieiheit). then to value-relation 

(Werrheziehung), and then to the process of making decisions in one's personal conduct of Life 

(Lebensfuehmng). The results of such decisions in the Lebensfiehnrng are the life-style (Lebensstil) and 

life-philosophy (Lebensphilosophie), and the method of stability within them as they are adapted to a 

changing world. The Lebensstil and Lebensphilosophie then help determine the type of probable. but 

unpredictable outcomes, the life~pportunities (Lebenschancen). This way Weber reconciled value- 

pluralism with ethical responsibility in a way that avoided moral relativism and nihilism. 

In the epic movie "The Bridge On the River Kwai" (1957) the English colonel remarked that 

there was no surer way to kill a man fiom the inside out than for him to chose to work ineffectively. This 

seems to be mngruent with what Weber had meant in "Politics as a Vocation" and "Science as a 

Vocation-" (1919) People who do not care for littie details probably will not care for bigger and more 

abstract issues in anything more than a subjective or arbitrary way. if at all. This does not mean that 

people who are attentive to details will always act ethically. Rather. it is to say that people who are 

attentive to details and who work conscientiously wiil be more likely to be more committed to their chosen 

ethical afllliation in a rational way. These people will not merely make ethical claims, but wiU be much 

more likeiy to be zwec&rational. to weigh means and ends, and to be conscious of their methods of 

evaluation. People with a commitment to exceIlence. who cultivate a sense of proportion, and who are 



attentive to small details. trill understand thcir personal commitment to ethics and will not be subject to 

a&itcary whims or give up  easily. We cannot say or prove that Weber supported all of these points 

directly. as this discussion involved extrapolation, but it does seem a reasonable interpretation. 

Weber did not oppose rationdity and science but spoke of their limitations as part of his attempt 

to promote a sense of responsibility and a sense of proportion within science. Religion and old traditions 

were fading but did not need replacing by a new cult of science. Weber did not wish to create new gods to 

repiace the old ailing ones. Rationality is a good thing. but there were limits to the results of logical 

analysis and scientifk investigation: 
On the other hand, I am emphatically opposed to the view that a 'realistic' science of 
morality. in the sense of a demonstration of the factual influences exercised on the 
cthlcal convictions which prcvail at any given time in a group of human beings by their 
othcr conditions of life and in turn by the ethical con~kxions on the conditions of life, 
would produce an 'ethics' which could ever say anything about what ought to be the 
case... [ Weber. 1978~. p. 80 ] 

As stated above. the limits of science in the study of m o d  phenomena, were not caused by any 

irrationality of the world or inevitable contradictions in knowledge. The Limits of science came from the 

finite knowledge that any one person could seek out and wield from an infmity of potential facts, from the 

leaps of faith (or confidence) one needed to have in certain assumptions, and the fact that one needed to 

base the scientific enterprise on a particular valuing of knowledge to begin. Science and religion had 

certain assumptions in common: they both assumed that relationships of caw and effect existed and that 

the world was in some sense ultimately understandable [ Weber, 1978a. p. 400 & p.407 ; Weber, 1946, 

p.273 & p.281 1. If we are to cast aspersions on religion for being irrational, we must understand that 

religion also provided the conduit for the process of rationalization and that science too, depends upon 

assumptions that are not thrust upon the individual, but which the individual gathers unto himself. 

W&r said that the social sciences depended on, among other things. the need to understand the 

meaning of the individuals involved in social action. Our investigation cannot give us results about what 

we must believe as such but it can yield certain results. Investigation can show us what we must believe in 



order to belicve something e k .  The examination of what people meant @ their actions can give us 

insight into the why and how they made decisions. 
The one and only results which can ever be achieved by empiricai psychological and 
historical investigation of a particular due-system, as influenced by individual, &, 
and historical causes. is its interpretative explanation. That is no small achievement. 
Not only is it desirable because of its personal (though not scientific) by-product. of 
making it easier for the individual to 'do justice to' those who really or apparently think 
Mercntly. But it is also extremeiy important from the scientific point of view. in two 
respeas: (i) for the purpose of an empirical causal study of human action. in learning to 
recognk what are really its ultimate motives; (ii) when one is engaged in discussion 
with someone who (really or apparently) has a Merent set of values fiom ones&, in 
determining which value-positions are genuinely opposed For this is the real meaning 
of any debate about values: to understand what one's opponent (or oneself) redly means. 
in the sense of the value which really, and not just apparentty, is important to each of the 
two parties, and in this way to make it possible to decide one's attitude to this value in 
general. [ Weber, 1978~. p. 80-8 1 1 

Weber's methodological individualism sought to realize two go&: for we social scientists to understand 

the meaning and motives of the people we study7 and for we ourselves to choose. in his words, between 

Apollo and Aphrdte, between God and the Devil. Certain values are opposed and others are not. 

Sociological analysis can show us which values are exclusive, which are compatiile, and which are 

interdependent. 

Objectivity is possl'ble, but not easy. We start the scientific investigation with a confidence in 

metaphysical concepts such as causality, truth and linear time. Our experiences are Merent from those of 

others. The process of scientific investigation is built upon the assumption that we experience the same 

world as everyone else, but that our own experiences always differ. If we were to exchange the knowledge 

gained from our experiences for what are called 'higher truths.' we would be throwing away our own 

power of observation and logical analysis for second-hand truths delivered by the prophets of religion. 

ideology, and science. Yet it is only through understanding other people's points of view and taking 

advantage of the knowledge gained through past scientific endeavors by other p p l e ,  that we gain 

scientific objectivity. 
Any empirical consideration of this situation would as John Stuart Mill remarked, lead 
to acknowledgement of absolute polytheism as the only metaphysic which would fit the 
case. A nonempirical approach, concerned more with the interpretation of meanings (in 
other words, a genuine moral philosophy), would go M e r  than this: it could not fail to 
do justice to precisely that aspect of the situation which is most decisive. That is to say, 



it is in thc last resort always. and again and again more than a mere matter of choosing 
between alternative values: it is rather a matter of an imnci lab le  struggle to the death 
like the conflict between 'W and the 'Devil'. Between these rivals there can be no 
question of relativism or compromise - or not. as must be insisted. in the real sense. For. 
as everyone finds in the course of Me, such compromises are made in fact. and so in 
outward appearance: indeed. they are made at every step. The different domains of value 
are entwined and entangled in virtually every single important attitude which real men 
adopt. It is here that we find the levelling effect of 'everyday life' in the truest sense of 
the word: in the conte.xt of every day routine a man does not become aware (above all. 
does not even want to become aware) of this partly psychological, partly pragmatic 
confusion of mortally opposed values. and evades the choice between 'Gud' and the 
"Devil' and the decisios which ultimately Lies with him, about which of the conflicting 
values is under the sway of the one and which of the other. The fiuit of the Tree of 
Knowledge, so distuxbing to human complacency yet so inescapable, is nothing but this 
recognition of these oppositions. and of the consequent necessity to accept that every 
important individual action, indeed life as a whole. if it is not to slip by Like a merely 
naturd process but to be Lived consciously. is a series of ultimate decision, by means of 
which the soul. as in Plato, chooses its own destiny, in the sense of the meaning of what 
it does and is. The crudest misunderstanding to which the intentions of whose who 
argue for an ultimate conflict of values are occasionally subject is thus that contained in 
the interpretation of their view as a form of 'relativism', or in other words as a view of 
life which is based on precisely the opposite conception of the relations between the 
different valuespheres and is only meaningfully tenable (in any coherent form) on the 
basis of a metaphysic which is structured in a very special ('organic') fashion. [ Weber, 
1978~. p. 84-85 1 

Empirical investigation of moral phenomena can show us the meaning of what people do, and it 

can lead us to the infoxmation that would clarifL the choices that we must or can make. 
The fate of an epoch which has eaten of the tree of knowledge is tbat it must know that 
we cannot learn the meaning of the world fiom the results of analMng the course of 
wents, k the analysis ever so perfect; we must rather be in a position to create this 
meaning ourselves. General views of life and the universe ( Weltanschauungen) can 
never be the product of increasing empiricai knowledge. Hence the highest ideals, which 
move us most forehlly, are always formed only in the struggle with other ideals, which 
are just as sacred to others as ours are to us. ( Weber, 1978~. p. I2 1 ] 

We are heed with a world of irreconcilable values, yet we must choose between values that are mutually 

exclusive. We must grant other people tolerance and grant them respect for making their own choices, but 

we must stick to our own. 

To hold our ideais as sacred is not to uphold them blindly. Even if the religious acolyte does not 

call upon his C h i  to test his powers, he still applies them nevertheless in genuine action against the forces 

of the rival Gds.  The scientific acolyte, that is the man who submits his values to the greatest rationality, 

not only can apply his values, but can seek out 'inconvenient facts' and 'test' his values in what is still a 



common way that is open for almost evenonc. These tests are not a monopoly of the scientist. but neither 

are they 'perfect.' These tats cannot prove true as much as they can prove Mse and the tests themselves 

can be no more infallible than their practitioner. We can test our value choices to see if they are 

contradictory or contradicted by new information. We can. with this new information more carefully 

delineate our claims of the values we hold, as well as see better how to decide between options. However, 

if our values are "completely cornea" we cannot rely on empirical information to prove them. If our 

values are "completely correct." we could act upon them and then find to our pleasure that we lack 

cogmtive dissonance and evidence to contradict our position. but this is still not su&cient proof. We 

cannot alw!.s reIy automatically on empirical information to reveal our own inconsistencies and our 

mistakes. For example. we cannot rely on new information about the process of evolution to prove or 

disprove the esistence of God but we could use such information to disprove any notion of a hierarchy of 

races -if we apply the information correctly, which is not a given. Even if our values are "correct" and 

their use is eficacious. we cannot then necessarily convince other people of the veracity of our values. 

If we were to diminish the importance of our values to ourselves, we would summon greater 

dangers. As it stands. we understand our own values. value them or, if you like, sand@ them, and then 

respect other people's commitment to their own vaiues even if they are different from our own From 

understanding our commitment to our values. we understand how other people with whom we disagree 

maintain their value commitments. However. this balance between conflicting value positions can be 

easily upset. If we cease to hold our own values as sacred we summon a spectre worse than that of the 

Inquisition of 0rthodo.q. the desolation of nihilism. If we lessen the respect we hold for our belie&, we 

will Iessen our responsibility for their on-going clarification and internal consistency. In addition, any 

lessening of our axiological commitment will lessen our respect for other people's commitment to their 

values. The children who care little for their own clothes, will care little for the clothes of others, and will 

ridicule those that do care for their own. Those of us who hold all values to be merit will not submit to 

scrutiny what values should be expedient for -and will without comprehension submit our more careful 



neighbors to grievous risk Those who demand e?cpediency of themselves will demand expediency of other 

people. In such a situation if there is the possibility that force will be employed those who value their 

beliefs the most. may indeed have the most to lose. Those who damage their own &ologicat 

commitments will demand of others that they damage their own as well. Not only are those who worship 

expediency dangerous to themsctves and to others, they will encourage more peqlc to be dangerous to 

themselves. In summary, tolerance of other people's opinions is not the result of losing one's respect for 

one's own beliefs. Tolerance of other people is often the product of intolerance of our own amtradiaions. 

lapses. and mistakes. as well as a prduct of the dignity we place on consistency and our respect for all the 

rational processes (logic, value for truth. and volition) that underlie belief systems. Tolerance for the 

products of thought (ideas and beliefs) ultimately come from the respect we have for the means and 

pnx;esses of thought 

Weber first addressed this point of expediency versus moral commitment early on in his 

academic career. In 1887 the German monarchy reversed its previous discriminatory policy towards 

German Catholics and Bismarck ended the KrrlhcrhpJ Weber had opposed the KulfurkampfT but 

disliked the fact that it ended out of simple political expediency [ Weber, 1975, p. 120 1. Lf it was the case 

that the Kulfurkampfhad been conducted solely for political expediency, ending it on the same grounds - 
though the termination was a good thing- consolidated the moral impoverishment of the German state. 

If it is true that for us it was not a matter of conscience but only one of expediency, then 
we redly have done violence to the conscience of the Catholic people, as the Catholics 
say we have, for reasons that were of an external nature. For most of the Catholics it 
surely was a matter of conscience, and in that case it was not a matter of conscience 
against conscience, as we always reminded them. We have acted without coascicnce, 
then, and are the losers morally as well. This is the worst part of our defeat, for it 
prevents us from ever resuming the struggle the way it must be resumed if it is to lead to 
victory. f Weber, 1975, p. 12 1 1 

Weber was not opposed to a democratic nation creating a national compulsory universal and secular 

educational system Weber was not opposed to the state forcing a confrontation with the Roman Catholic 

Church or any other institution, provided that this was not done on the basis of expediency. Expediency, 



after all. relates to only thc timing. circumstances. and possibility of success. Expediency. regardkss of its 

exactitude and preparation is always limited in its ability to question and defend its avn purpose. 

It is surprisingly ironic that Weber has been called a relativist by some such as Allan Bloom 

Weber emphasized value-relevance (Werrbeziehun@ and value-freedom (Wertfieiheit). Values are 

relative. relative to our lives and the choices we make. provided we identifv them and make the choices. 

Values are not relative in the sense that they are all equal. rather all values are relative to individuals with 

concerns and purposes. Values are relative to our perspectives. To assume the direct relativism of all 

values as such we would have to assume that all people are of the same value to themselves. and that all 

perspectives are equal. Empirical knowledge played a key role for Weber in the process of controlling 

value-relativism. Empirical knowledge cannot tell us  what to believe, but we can use it to discover 

whether our positions are untenable. contradictory, and inconsistent. Furthermore, we can determine if 

our positions are changing. Clem knowledge of science and ourselves can show us  when we will have to 

choose between one paradigm and another. Knowledge consists not onIy of details, but dso of the 

mnsistency between kts .  The arrival of new and additional howledge can scarcely make us decide 

between competing and exclusive Weltanschauungen, but we can use it when we make our choices. We 

can use knowledge to determine when we are making a leap of f i t h ,  when we can make a leap of taith, or 

when we cannot make a leap of faith without contradicting something else we believe. Knowledge is not 

power, nor does it by itscff create new ideologies, but the arrival of new information certainly has in its 

effect the modification of existing Weltmschauungen and our choices between them, Of course, this does 

not imply that knowledge has an independent causal power. The same knowledge can and most probably 

will be used differently by different people in our modern world. 

To become intensely rational or zweckrational, we must admit that our knowledge and values 

may not be perfect and may need to change, but at the same time we must apply our knowledge and our 

values. in consistent purposeful-rational action To call our values relative is somewhat simplistic, because 

we must understand our devotion to scrutinizing our values, our commitment to rationality, consistency, 



and action. as absolutes. To be a relativist. one must say that everything is relative. including relativism 

or one would be in a contradiction -a fact of internal inconsistency and a mental quagmire which bothers 

some people and not others. Weber suggested instead that the scientist's commitment to ethical 

responsibility be an absolute. and that the scientist act upon his most consistent and rational values as if 

they are absolutes. It is wise to anticipate changes in our values. and some changes no doubt will ensue 

from their very own application. However. allowing doubt to stop someone from acting upon his own 

axiological achievements, whateoer t h q  may be. is definitely not something Weber suggested We will 

always have some doubt, but we have an obligation to act and fulfill our normal responsiiilities with 

either our greatest rationality or faith. 

There is a fluid aspect to the increase of knowledge, but Weber was no pragmatist. Scientific 

knowledge is provisional and ideally. always expanding in additional details and greater accuracy. We 

may make and unmake new axiological decisions in the future. We are not only f a d  with a world of 

changing hcts and norms, but we choose to face them and to make the changes. Webx's vision was 

subtle. We must not act upon our values as if they are merely relative; we must act upon our most rational 

and carefully considered values as if* are completely true. 
It is true that we regard as objectively valuable those innermost elements of the 
'personality,' those highest and most ultimate value-judgments which determine our 
conduct and give meaning and signrficance to our life. We can indeed espouse these 
values only when they appear to us  as valid, as derived fiom our highest values and 
when they are developed in the struggle against the difliculties which life presents. 
Certainly. the dignity of the 'personality' Lies in the tact that for it there exist values 
abut which it organizes its life; -even if these vaiues are in certain cases concentrated 
exclusively within the sphere of the person's 'individuality,' then 'self-realitation' in 
those interests for which it cia- validity as values, is the idea with respect to which its 
whole existence is oriented. Only on the assumption of belief in the validity of values is 
the attempt to espouse value-judgments meaningful. [ Weber, 1949, p.55 ] 

Weber appears to have always emphasized that rationality was a subjective process in an objective world. 

Values were vital as part of both the means and ends of both rationality and cognition. Weber's relativism 

is not so much conventional relativism, that last step before various possibilities of nifiilism cultural 

determinism and irresponsible subjectivism, but value-relevancy. Facts are relative to what we understand 

is worth knowing. Lf we were to embrace 'blind relativism,' the belief that we should doubt our beliefs and 



ncver think that what we think is right. we would end up with a paradox and complete scepticism. and 

without rational action. Th~s is not to say that we should automatically assume that what we think is true 

h u s e  it is we who believe it. That would eliminate the process selfclarification from it. Rather. we 

must scrutinize ourselves and make sure. as rationally as possible, that our values are valid. and then act 

upon them as if they are true -while being open to new possibilities. We accept the fact that our values 

and facts will need regular examination. clarification and re-thinking, but this is not to stop us from 

acting on what we think to be true. 

Marianne Weber wrote her husband's biography and summarized his research goals better than 

hc had cspresscd them himself. We can interpret his writings with greater significance after having read 

his biography. Wcber had written in his Economic Ethic of the World Religions (known as the 

WEWR cssays) in "Zwrschenbefrachfung. " how there is tension between the datelopment of increasing 

rationality in the world and our commitments to both religious values and all ethical absolutes [ Weber, 

1975. p.323 1. This tension is not inevitable, and Weber may have overemphasized the extent to which 

religions are. or need to be, 'other-worldly.' However, he saw that this tension between ethics and reasog 

though uncomfortable, is not nearly as dangerous as ignoring i t  In Marianne's words: 
However. the situation does not often arise, for most people cannot bear even a glimpse 
of this state of aflt8irs. and they manage to live in accordance with very contradictory 
principles. The superficiality of everyday life consists precisely in the fact that a person 
does not become aware of this intennixhue of bitterly hostile values and, above all, does 
not want to become aware of it; he evades the choice b-n 'God' and 'the devil' and 
his o w  ultimate decision as to which of the clashing values is dominated by one and 
which by the other. Even though the attitude of the man of action who is always ready to 
compromise and adapt may be unavoidable, the thinking that gets to the bottom of one's 
structure must penetrate even the covering by means of which such a person protects 
himself from insights that are hard to endure. f Weber, 1975, p. 323 ] 

Webex's attitude was not fatalistic. He may have shared Nietzsche's concern about the superficiality and 

decadence of modern life, but Weber never saw anything as inevitable. Things will never automatically 

get better. but neither will they necessarily get worse. The individual who waits for a 'new historical 

epoch' to improve matters will either wait in vain or not deserve any benefits he receives. Rather, as 

Weber liked to emphasize, we can get on with our lives and meet 'the demands of the day.' Avoiding 



either our mental responsibilities of ethical clarity or our physical responsibilities of action will be 

sufficient in of themselves to prevent any improvement in our situation. Times are cWicult. yes. but we 

a n  always advance our own mental clarity and Zwecbationafitaet --or fi l ing this. make an 'intellectual 

sacrifice' and go back humbly to one of the longenduring and patient Churches that will always receive us 

[ Weber, 1989, p.30 1. 

There are Merent  possible choices regarding our use of reason. as well as choices we make 

within a reasonable CTfeltanschattung. We can embrace ~ t h  completely and use the products of reason, 

likc a barbarian shaman with the atom bomb. We can embrace faith or otherwise choose ethical goals and 

stick to them. and then use the processes of reason to select o w  own immediate methods and choices in 

value-rational activity (wertrationale Hmdfung). In such a case, our rationality is merely our cleverness 

and efEicacy in pursuing means for our unscruthized goals. Or we can eschew faith completely and move 

into rationality of both means and ends (nueckrarional), never fiee of some selfkioubt and seIf-scnitiny, 

but always working to the greatest consistency with our empirical howledge and the consistency of our 

value<hoices. Weber saw the union of purposeful-rational (meckrational) thought and faith in salvation 

as completely impossible [ Weber, 1975, p. 323 f .  It wouid be pleasant if this were not so, and there are 

scientists today who retain a commitment to f8it.h. Howwer, for the sake of his paradigm and the 

exploration of this investigation which cannot and will not assume theological foundations and 

assumptions, we understand rationality and faith to be hdamentally diflierent. An individual can try to 

unite them in whatever fashion seems desirable but the results, even if subjectively pleasing, would 

ultimately rest on contradicting premises. For our analytical purposes, such 'solutions' would appear Like 

suspensions of oil and water which can be combined but eventually separate again. How faith and reason 

are to be combined, remains an individual choice. 

Even if this choice to accept or reject faith and dogma is made without diEculty, other decisions 

must follow. Some people may choose to accept inconsistency b e e n  values. or to avoid contradictory 

information, or to avoid seffclarification For other people who wish to pursue a rational course of actios 



inconsistency between the facts and between the values must be persistentIy ironed out. New 

inconsistencies will arise later and new choices will have to be made again. Life is full of choices. We all 

have to choose between values at some point Sometimes we can have both choices if the choices are 

inclusive. For example. we can choose to value both Brussels sprouts and reproductive freedom. Some 

other choices are exclusive and contradictory. It would be impossible to be both Pro-Abortion and Pro- 

Life. We can choose between choices. and for those of us who want cIarity, the circlllllstances and 

processes of our choosing are not of our own choosing. A commitment to rationality and making choices 

commits us to new unanticipated circumstances and choices in the future. 

In some respects, any choice we can make, must be made. Weber understated his case somewhat 

by not discussing this aspen Weber was convexsant with Nietzsche's concerns about decadence and 

nihilism, and should have mentioned this problem. The pursuit of science, pruvided we choose to pursue it 

and choose to do so objectively, will give us  substantial empirical knowledge. We can use this knowledge 

to clarify what choices we must make ifwe want to end inconsistency and *hood In any compromise 

between Good and Evil, Evil will always win. When poison is mixed with f- the result is not 

"moderation" but poisonous food -and the end of any c o m m i ~ n t  to rationality. Evil wins through 

compromises, because compromises themselves sacrifice values to expediency, delay, and ambiguity, and 

ultimately ignorance. Not only will Evil delay any just reckoning, it will have achieved moral equality 

with the Good, if only through the destruction of the scales of justice. Finally, the latter act can only be 

achieved if the proponents of the Good voluntarily sacrifice their sense of judgement and their personal 

integrity for the short term compromise. a victory for Evil that Evil by itself would be powerless to 

achieve. Weber emphasized that the human sciences can give us the information to find the necessary 

decisions but will not make them for us. Science can find when a fork in the path of values must be taken, 

where one path of the fork leads to 'God' and the other to the 'Devil.' This is not to say that the human 

sciences can give us the information to identitjr which path is whicb; that has to be an informed and value- 



rclcvant choicc of the individual. Will all choices be made*? Our will sometimes fails us. Knowledge is not 

power. Knowledge can c w  decisions. but it will still take values. purpose. and courage to rnake them. 

Though scientific knowledge and rational clarity can help us understand when choices are to be 

made between irreconcilable values. individuals do not always make these choices. The source of the will 

and determination to clarify irreconcilable vaiues is obscure. There is always the possibility that people in 

an epoch will succumb to a kind of axiological decadence. and refuse to make decisions. even if they view 

them as necessary. and even if they have the courage to make the choice. Some will worship at more than 

one shrine. The fate of these "ontological dabblersn is uncertain, They indulge in false metaphysical 

tolerance. refbsing to make a commitment to any deity. There are those that walk the path to values as a 

goal in itseK and do not wish to reach the end. or any end To call them "polytheistic" would be 

misleading if they understand that the philosophies/gods that they play off against one another are 

inherently incompatible and that one choice is indeed 'God' if the other is the Devil.' These "dabblers" 

seem to have more of the appearance than the substance of Zweckrationalitaet. 

Collective Concepts 

Weber promoted a view of social science as Wirklichkeitswissenschaft and Geisteswissenschajt. 

That is to say, the social sciences were the study of concrete social phenomena in a paradigm which 

accommodated the uniqueness of human experience in a different way from the physical sciences. The 

natwal sciences were interested in laws and generalization. The social sciences are interested in 

explaining and describing particular phenomena. Reality does not servc the abstract amcepts. Human 

beings invent abstract concepts to better describe human phenomena and to explain causes and changes. 

We are not interested in expounding like Hegel the "Master-Slave relationship," and we are not interested 

in the use of deductive logic alone without empirical facts. Instead, we study specific cases of a 

phenomenon such as slavery, we create concepts and types to better perceive the cases with which we are 

concerned, and then we apply the concepts to these real cases for greater explanation and understanding. 



Chemists arc intercstcd not in dissolving particular molecules but in the chemical in general. SociaI 

scientists. in contrast. might be interested in why the Protestant Reformation started in Germany when it 

did. Reliability in the social sciences is intrinsically different than reliability in the physical sciences for 

nothing in the social world is ever as it us. As we practitioners of the social sciences are in 'the sciences 

of concrete reality,' we are interested in abstract principles made manifest exclusively in particulars. To 

paraphrase Aristotle. we study breeds of dogs and individual dogs. but not Dog itself. 

In addition to the issue of concretes reducing the reliability of social science investigatioq the 

matter of meaning adds greater complexity. Unlike chemical molecules, all hlrolan beings are dflerent 

from one another and the meaning of their behavior not only leads to Merent subsequent behavior. but it 

alters what thcir behavior is -insofar as what the s a d  researcher is attempting to learn The meaning of 

an ment is determined by the actor's values and in addition. by their value-relations. It is through having 

both values and value-relations and a process for deciding among values, that human beings can have 

purpose. Unlike molecules. human beings can have purposes. However. there is no purpose to history and 

no collective spirit of the people [ Jaspers, 1989, p.94 1. Webeis choices of terms for the social sciences 

were always to sharply delineate his position born metaphysical historicism and Positivism. 

At various times Weber had emphasized that his purpose as a social researcher was to protect the 

social sciences from those theorists whose social holism or metaphysics obscured the very matter which 

was under consideration: individual social action. In a letter to a friend Weber wrote: 
If I am now a sociologist (according to my official position) then it is so that I can put an 
end to the ghostly enterprise of those who work with collective concepts. In other words, 
even sociology can only be pursued by proceeding from the action of one or more, 
whether a few or many, individuals. It is, therefore, strictly 'individual' in method' 
[ Portis, 1983, p.28 ] 

The above statement clarifies what Weber meant when he referred to the entire Entwickhgsgedanke as a 

giant swindle [ Hayek, p.384 1 and when he said that methodologically, there was either Hegel's way or 

Webefs methodology is far superior to that of hrkheim. Weber rejected a Positivist view of 

knowledge and rejected the Historicist view of history. He denied the possibility of a science free of 



assumptions and personal values. and he revealed the limitations of the application of empirical 

generalization Wekr  in no way denied that empirical generalizations existed in social phenomena. In 

fact, Weber wrote several discussions of the whole nature of different types of empirical generalizations in 

his critiques of Knies and Stammler. Wekr carefirlly made a distinction between "law-like" 

generalizations and social laws, Social laws are a chimera but we can use "law-like" generalizations to 

understand the cumulative effects of individual interaction. Weber sought to demonstrate how the 

meaning in people's lives rnuently had continuous and long-term consequences. This is the purpose of 

his writings on the Protestant role in economic development. Weber similarly examined the &kts of the 

Moslem belief of predetermination. the Calvinist belief in predestinatios and the spread of economic and 

religious practices from one culture to another. Weber criticized Menger for believing that "red types" of 

social phenomena existed. Weber did not deny that Menger and other economists could predict (within 

limited parameters) social phenomena, but he did deny that social events codd be confidentiy predicted 

through either universai or historical-spedic "social laws." Not only did Weber not believe in universal 

laws, he did not believe in social laws specific to a particular stage in history -for stages of history 

themselves were in &kt mere Ideal Types and creations of the historian. Even if an event could be 

successfully predicted, the meaning and interpretation of such swbl events could not be predicted at all. 

Weber completely rejected the position of both Durkheim and the Historicists that societies had a certain 

"overall" idea or set of values which made them holistic and gave them a destiny or separate reality. 

Weber did not criticize Durkheim directly. It seems that Wekr  was fimibr with Durkheim's 

writings, but that the French school of sociological inquiry was regarded by Weber and the other Germans 

&er the Methodenstreit as somewhat naive and methodologically primitive [ Segre, 1986, p. 158-159 1. 

Durkheim drew a large part of his intellectual heritage from Comte, and Weber saw that Comte had false 

claims to objectivity and that Comte's paradigm rested on an unfounded belief in historical stages. 

Durkheim did not explicitly hold himself to the premises of his mentors such as Comte, but neither did 

Durkheim explicitly deny them. Durkheim was writing in a somewhat earlier milieu than Weber, and for 



a different audience with a much merent  political agenda- I)urkheim seemed in hindsight to have 

adapted the conclusions and content of his mentors to a more empirical base. Weber had no such need to 

adapt the contcnt of paradigms to an overall Weltunschauung or to 'update' them. Weber started afresh, 

working on specific problems in legal and economic history. notably on his study of agricultural practices 

east of the Elbe River. Only after finishing substantive research did Weber turn to methodological issues. 

Durkheim was a professor of Pedagogy and Sociology who wished to inculcate civic morality and political 

views in the ne-xt generation of students. In convast Weber was critical of professors selling their students 

Welfanschauungen at all. Weber suggested in "Science as a Vocation" that scientists should only make 

available to their students technical data the means to acquire technical data and ways to build views of 

the world. Scientists were not to tell the student the views of the world the student should hold: they were 

not to use the podium to inculcate CVeltanschauungen. Rather, the scholar should uphold personal 

intellectual responsibility and help the student claritj. and develop their own processes for forming views 

of the world. Weber's methodology was much more developed and subtle than Durkheim's. Webeis clarity 

in developing these tiny steps in logic and concept-formation prevented him from ordaining himself as a 

prophet of the coming era and fiom making grandiose claims. 

There are grounds to compare Weber and Durkheim with regard to how they conceptualized the 

experience of moral phenomena by the individd in their time. This is not to say that their theories were 

methodologically compatible, nor that they had exactly the same concerns, but they both understood the 

ongoing pain and angst in modeq society. The individual according to Durkheim, could never be t d y  

moral [ Durkheim, 1974a p.78 1. Webeis own words on the subject could almost be Durkheim's, for he 

too, understood the pain and loneliness of the individual tormented by ethical ideals out of reach and 

bmeted by moral forccs: 
The ethical values are not alone in the world. If they demand sacrifices, they can make 
human beings who have incurred guilt small and they can lead to insoluble conflicts 
where guiltless action is impossible. Then (ethically speaking) there must be such action 
that the people involved suffer the smallest possiile losses in their human dignity, in 
their capacity for kindness and lave, in their fulfillment of duty, and in the value of their 
personality, and this often is a tail order. [ Weber, 1975, p-387 ] 



Durkhcim saw the lack of external regulation both ontological and axiological, as the great cause of 

individual angst and suicide. While h i s  is dependent on Marianne Webeis interpretation of her husband's 

life. it is noteworthv that Weber saw the new civil and sexual freedoms of his time as worrisome and 

difficult for many. but happy. erotic. and wholesome for others [ Weber. 1975, p.388 1. Weber disliked 

how so many people were quick to 'invent' new rights for themselves based upon their feelings and 

desires. It is hard to say whether this meant that Weber appreciated the powem individual will 

triumphing over rcason or that Weber objected. as a lawyer and a historian on epistemological grounds to 

people inventing metaphysical rights based on their feelings. In any case. We?xr understood, as did 

Durkheim, that the indhidual was trapped in moral forces of a society that was beyond his control. Unlike 

Durkheim howc\.cr. Weber seemed to value personal freedom and individual happiness at least to %me 

small estcnt as ends in themselves. 

The single most important rncthdological element that Weber possessed that Durkheim did nof 

that Weber understood the problematic nature of collective entities. This point needs to clarified in 

several different respects and we will examine each separately. 

Weber saw culture and human experience as being part of an infinitude. We look at an infinite 

fiaction of a greater infinity whenever we behold the world around us, We invent collective concepts only 

after we have selected reference values in our gaze. Weber linked Wertbeziehung to his rejection of 

collective concepts as real things in themselves. 
But consider cultural evolution as a whole or a 'totality,' in the scientific sense of this 
e.upression. That is. consider it from the standpoint of 'what we value as worth knowing.' 
Scientific knowledge of the 'totality' is possible only through qnthesis, only by 
progressing fiom a 'monocausal' to a 'comprehensive conception.' Such knowledge can 
never be established through the futile attempt to represent historical structures as if they 
were exclusively determined by artificially isolated elements that are merely products of 
fabrication. [ Weber, 1977. p.65 I 

Our knowledge of collective entities themselves such as 'the social good' 'collective conscience,' and 

'Society,' is not limited by these concepts being social c o m c t s  as much as by the fact that they are value- 

relevant constructs. The relevance of this may not be obvious. The differences between Durkheim and 

Weber can be rendered on this one point. Weber worked with genetic explanation to explain causation of 



parlicular phenomena. Durkheim worked with variable-ype classification to explain generic causation of 

social types. A question that Weber might have asked would be. "What were some of the causes of the 

Protestant Reformation?* Durkheim might have asked. "What was the cause of secularization? What was 

the effea of urbanization? What was the one cause of modernity?" Weber, unlike Durkheim never 

assumed monocausation. Durkheirn classifled social phenomena by types through different variables. In 

mntrast. Weber used Id&-Types to better perceive unique phenomena. Weber rejected the view that 

claimed types of societies naturally existed. Types of societies depended on both the belief that whole 

societies existed as concrete entities, and on the notion that types of societies could be sorted through 

variables and that their social forces that were obvious and real in themselves. Our choices of variables are 

not 'obvious,' nor are they arbitrary. After all, if our choices of concerns and values were arbitrary. our 

thoughts would be so chaotic that we would scarcely call ourselves human beings. Rather. when we choose 

variables to group societies by type, we similarly choose why and to what end we wish to conduct such an 

enterprise. 

Concepts are made by human beings to understand the reality around them, If we should ever 

lose sight of this basis hct, we would subvert the entire scientific enterprise. Reality would become the 

basis to serve our concepts. and Eacts would sewe our fictions, Weber emphasized that concepts are used 

to explain particular effects and to help us perceive things in a way more clearly relevant to our concerns. 

The type of concepts having the highest prestige, i.e. scientific laws, still remains tied to both our minds 

and reality. This is not to say that minds and reality are exciusive or wholly separate, but that we choose to 

examine what exists in the scientific enterprise, and this investigation can never be conducted without 

both the universe and our will to see. Scientific laws are credible and reputable, and they seem 'perf&-' 

However, scientific laws are the explanations and generalimtions of how physical phenomena will react in 

certain conditions on average. The dissolving of a solute assumes enough partides of solute and solution 

to make the experiment possible. It is impossible to dissolve one molecule in another, and our standards of 

how much salt can dissolve in so much water in so much time depends upon certain minimums of time, 



solute. and sdution to prevent 'erratic' or unpredictable results. If we should alter the conditions by a 

fraction or through the introduction of another variable. such as radiatios air pressure. or kinetic energy. 

and then receive a result diirerent from the published scientific law in the textbooks, we do not violate the 

scientific laws nor have we altered the forces of physics and chemistry. If we alter the conditions of an 

experiment and get an unexpected result we merely have to add more delineating parameters to the 

existing scientific generalizations. We assume reality remains reality, that A=& and that our scientific 

laws were incomplete, rather than wrong. Scientific laws remain generalizations of reality that are true 

under certain conditions most of the time. We say 'most of the time.' not to imply that the 'Law of Gravity' 

is true today and not tomorrow. but to emphasize that the resuIts may differ when new variables are 

introduced that we cannot control or measure, or when we are dealing with amounts of the variables below 

which a generalization is possible. After ail. the motion of a single particle is imposst'ble to predict by 

scientists in a laboratory, but every child knows how to melt a marshmallow in hot chocolate. Thus we can 

see that though causal explanation is simpler in the physical sciences than in the social sciences, it still 

depends upon methodological assumptions. 

The preceding paragraph expounding the implicit limitations of scientific knowledge will seem 

more relevant to our exposition of Weberian methodology once we see that Weber made this issue clear: 
Nevertheless - and the debate on radioactivity shows this - the validity of these 
hypotheses remain dependent upon their 'empirical confirmation.' They are always 
subject to 'empirical verification.' Even a student in the first semester of Iogic is expected 
to know that these generalizations have not acquired the logical status 'formal' a priori 
principles of knowledge - the status of epistemological 'categories.' They can never 
occupy this status. [ Weber, 1977, p. 81 1 

For Weber. epistemological categories and the Laws of Identity could be taken as absolutes. However, for 

Weber. the amount of knowledge we could learn fiom merely applying these epistemological categories 

and Laws of Identity by themselves to our own observations was strictly limited For all scientific 

investigation we require both personal values and concepts. Concepts help u s  perceive reality, but in any 

dispute between concepts and reality, reality always wins. 



We can see that Weber's discussion in Roscher and Knies that societies were not unproblernatic is 

the same argument from the opposite direction He said that societies and their borders in particular and 

collective conccpts in general are not the same to Merent people. They cannot be submitted to empirical 

verification at aLl [ Weber. 19753, p. 180 1. Furthermore, even if they could be submitted to verification 

and be confirmed as empirical generalizations. this would not make their status and existence as 

unquestionable as the logic and facts that confirmed them. 

Real types of societies then do not exist but we do currently live in a type of society that arose 

after previous opes. Relating the changing social milieu to certain of our own wishes and premises, we 

can say that we are living in an era which is 'modem' and in regard to its internal dynamism and flu,, is 

unlike all earlier eras. Most human beings wish to see a stable and unified 'world' around them, hence the 

terms universe and cosmos to describe all that there is. However stable the nature of the cosmos is, our 

conceptions and scientific information about it are certainly not stable. We assume an order and unity to 

the universe as a premise for ourselves to be sane. Yet our expanding knowledge of the universe has 

certainIy shaken not only our preconceptions and prejudices, but our ability to assume that any new 

information wiU be definitive enough so that additional information will not shake our view. Webeis 

mncems about mcxfemity was not based upon historical stages, nor was it built upon the assumption that 

'contemporary' life was superior in t e r n  of meaning to that of previous generations. Rather, Weber 

examined modem life from the point of view of his own paradigm, which we can call both cognitive 

determinism and methodological individualism. 

Modem life is not the effect of a change of the universe, but of our expanding knowledge of it 

experienced through our increasingly more autonomous institutions which in the process of increasing 

rationalization, increasingly demand more Wertrationalitaef of us all. The Wertrationalitaef of modem 

life seems to be characterized ironically by the means of action rather than the ultimate goals, such as 

those which characterized the Wertrationalilaet of traditional society. The pursuit of short-term or 

institutional goals became our new ultimate values. 



Mdernity. for Weber. was characterized by the disappearance of a hamonised 
hierarchy of values. Science. art religion, politics. the economy. in sum. all the various 
spheres of cultural value now asserted a real autonomy and resisted subordination within 
a religiously ordained hierarchy. These autonomous value spheres were set on 
independent courses determined only by their own internal structure and the logic of 
their specific forms of action- ( Grumley. 1988. p. 25 j 

As human beings advanced the 'spheres' of knowledge. this threatened to fixdue our own view of the 

unity of the universe. Human beings could only behold a small fraction of the infinitude at any one time. 

Modern life was the era of the specialist, who was busy with small details of what and how and not why 

and /or what end! People increasingly devoted themselves to one aspea of Life. The possibility of a 

'Philosopher-King' is long dead Our current politicians are professionals who manage crises generically 

as managers rather than as crusaders and specialists, and almost always lack personal experience and 

direct contact with the subjects and matters over which they wield power. Specialization brings many 

benefits. but it docs not facilitate a unified view of the world exmpt perhaps for small groups of 

specialists. In "Science as a Vocation," Weber put forward the idea that if this process of specialization 

was better understood the dangers of its advancement could be mitigated, However. in the last analysis, 

W&r at the end of his career had not changed fiom the position he had taken at its beginning: "In truth 

it is the old general types of human ideals which we bring to the material of our sciencew [ Weber, 1975, 

The characteristic then of modern Life is that no one stable set of answers can be presumed to the 

basic ethical questions which people experience. In fact, we have even endured a change fiom Man to 

people, the former concept emphasizing metaphysical unity, the latter, diversity. W M s  insistence that 

we see culture and life as infinite, must be clearly understood. 
Culture is a finite segment of the meaningless infinity of the world process, a segment 
on which human beings confer meaning and significance. [ Saran, 1977, p. 32 ] 

Weber was preaching neither fatalism nor nominalism Rather, he insisted on individuaI responsibility for 

how the individuaI sees the world. Ontology could depend on social supports and collective ideas, but 

especially in a modem society the individual had to choose between values and choose to see. 
The fste of an epoch which has eaten of the tree of knowledge is that it must know that 
we cannot learn the meaning of the world fiom the results of its analysis, be it ever so 
perfect; it must rather be in a position to create this meaning itself. [ Saran, 1977, p. 32 ] 



No doubt Webefs prognostication that people must create their own meaning can be misinterpretd 

especially if we keep in mind that all interpretation depends upon a certain Betiehung auf FVerte. For 

those of us afraid to be personallv responsible for both our views of the world and our personal values. 

such a statement seems daunting and pessimistic, bleak and colorless. The chiid grasps the proffered item. 

bites. and cries in despair that it is not food. Perhaps not, but the item is not food in itself, but a tool. Little 

children are given Pablum. older children are given canapeners, Weber understood Uat modernity 

appears in itself colorless to the individual, but the individual can color it in for himself. 

Webefs relationship to collective concepts can then be summarized as follows. Weber rejected 

the real existence of collective concepts, but he mgnized the power they might have over the minds that 

adopted them. Historians need theory to explain history as well as to describe it. Collective concepts did 

not exist in themselves. Individuals tried to understand the world -and any attempt necessitated 

individual initiative, self-responsibility, and an assumption of rationality and unity in the universe. Weber 

did not bother to discuss hypothetical states of nature or to speculate upon 'primitive' thinking. Though the 

individual's grasp of the world involved individual effort and this brought about cognitive detea-miaism, 

group ideals are in no way rejected by Weber's paradigm. Weber's methodological individualism did not 

assume the nominalism of individuals. He would study the ideas, or representations if you will, of a group 

exclusively in terms of how they are and can be understood by the individuals concerned A group can 

certainly have ideas that would not occur to its individuals separately, but Weber would reject the idea that 

a group's ideas have a cohesion and unity independent of how they are understood by the individuaIs. 

Weber rejected the existence of collective concepts yet did not mind discussing them nor did he 

mind other people using them as ifthey were real. We see that Weber's repeated criticism of those who 

believed in a special "volk" character [ Weber. 1975a, p.74 ) was a rejection of both the existence of 

societies as entities with indisputable characteristics and borders and a rejection of the belief that societies 

could be the manifestation or development of a holistic idea or value-system. He did study societies, he did 

study value-systems, but he studied societies as agreed-upon conventions and he studied values as those 



held by individuals. Weber agreed that collective concepts could be used profitably as  heuristic devices so 

as to aid interpretive e.uplanation but in no way were collective concepts were to be accepted as real until 

they could be proved to someone starting with a different set of values without taking their existence on 

fi&h or intuition [ Weber. 1975a. p.180 j. Ody  in this light do we see what Weber meant by his 

misunderstud remark that the causal explanations produced by the social sciences of Europe should 

become value-neutral and verifiable enough so that even a "Chinese" could understand them. Collective 

concepts can be used profitably, but the use of a colleaive concept presupposes a certain value-relatedness. 

god. or orientation of the researcher which has to be made explicit and then circumscribed. 

Weber understood that collective and holistic concepts in the wqv they usually were studied, were 

not and could nwer be value neutral. His wife Marianne Weber described his position as follows: 
Weber sees a new difficult problem of historical logic in the fact that not only certain 
aspects of phenomena but also the ideas that are active at  a certain period in scattered 
fonn, are fbsed into the concepts of ideal types. Concepts with which history operates, 
such as Christianity, liberalism, socialism, democracy, and imperialism, are ideal types- 
something like the combination of the basic elements of an economic epoch But their 
application is made more difficult by the fact that frequently people read into them not 
only something that exists but also something that ought to exist-namely, that aspect of 
theirs which is of permanent vaIue from the standpoint of the historian [Dwstellerj. But 
as soon as this extrascientific element is present in the application of a concept, this 
concept loses in cognitive value, for then theoretical 'vaiue relatedness' [ Wertbeziehung] 
and practical 'value judgment' [ Wertbeurteilung ] intermingle imperceptibly. Then the 
ideal types change fiom logical aids to ideals by which the extrascientific significance of 
mncrete phenomena is measure. The result is a logically untidy telescoping of the 
subjective and the objective, of believing and knowing, which diminishes the cognitive 
value of a historical presentation [ Weber. 1975. p. 3 15 ] 

In other words. those most interested in studying events to see the workings of an ideal or a materialistic 

force, are the most capable of willing it into existence through the lens of examination. The concept 

catches fire under the magnifying glass of the politicized scientist. but is not capable of spontaneous 

combustion. 

Marianne Weber's quotation concerns us here in regards to two points. The first point cuncerns 

abstraction. Sometimes the Lrery act of looking for the workings of what is an abstract process facilitates 

our own confusion. We can forget that what we are examining is an zbstraction and not a concrete. A 

concrete has a 'real and separate' existence, as well as having abstract qualities created by the observer in 



order to be comprehended bv the observer. Weber's dismissal of Freud's disciple Otto Grosse bcars some 

scrutiny. Weber disagreed with the Freudians that Eros was a force in itself, After all, Ems could only be 

manifested as part of people's relationships with people and things and could never be found by itself 

[ Weber. 1975, p.376 & 378 1. Freudian-inspired theories tended to reduce one's mind to nerves or to raise 

up rhe abstractions we create into metaphysical entities [ Weber. 1975. p.376 1. When we study a 

historical process we must remember that it does not have an existence like a living thing. The second 

point concerns not our confusion, but our distraction. If we were to pour through the historical record 

looking for the birth and growth of a process such as democracy or socialism. we must not put on 

ideological-blinkers and interpret the significance of historid events only in terms of what we want to 

find. That is. we must remember to look for the meaning of the events for the people concerned. After all. 

when Scheidemann proclaimed the Gennan Republic in 19 18. he dismissed his own statement as only a 

figure of speech. Events become retroactively interpreted after subsequent events have happened, and the 

historian's concerns may distract him from seeing just what the people involved were b q  doing. 

Totalities and collective forces are patterns of things that the human mind puts together. 

Collectivities are made by people. It is the individual human mind alone which moves from observation of 

concrete things to form a picture of an abstract totality [ Weber, 1975a, p. 180 1. In some sense, if people 

regard these things as causal agents they are being idolatrous, attniuting life to the Lifeless products made 

by human beings. Weber understood the power of images and ideals. but did not wish to see science, the 

rational study of events, follow such biases. faiths, and generalizations. He argued that the scientist must 

distance himself from applying such ideals in his study. Also. and more important in regards to this 

thesis, Weber's position of methodological individualism insisted that all concepts for the interpretation 

and understanding of social relationships and history must be based upon the objective circumstances of 

the action and the meaning and thinking of the individuals involved. That is. collective and holistic 

entities are not granted causal power -unless of course the existence of collective entities could be proven 



from historical study which did not assume that those entities unprobIematically existed as its premise. a 

possibility which remains only hypothetical. 

In Webefs methodology, all concepts had to be able to be operatiodized at the level of 

individual meaning in order to be used. 
As regards the alleged 'certainty' - in the sense of scientific 'validity' - e.g., of 'feeling.' 
every conscientious scholar must conclusively eject the following appeal : an appeal to 
'feelings of totality' -e.g.. to the 'general character' of an epoch. a work of art. etc. - 
which have not been translated into precisely articulated and demonstrable propositions 
which would verify them; that is. uanslated into 'conephxally' constituted 'observational 
experience.' [ Huff, 1984, p.66 ] 

Weber was quite willing to use holistic terms to d d b e  what people thought. For example, a pmt might 

consider himself 'the spirit of the age' and say that he 'served the Muse of Society.' The use of such terms 

did not mean that such flowery terms could ever be assigned either an independent concrete existence or 

be attributed causal power. 

Weber's methodology is not the arfitrary combination of concepts, but rather it is consistent. 

Weber had certainly read and praised both Ricken and SimmeL but his methodology was original and 

d y  separate fiom that of his colleagues. His methadological individualism is built upon Ideal-type 

abstraction, but without Rickert's metaphysical foundation, Rickert had assumed a certain hierarchy of 

metaphysically objective values, but as this codd never be proven., Weber rejected the belief held by 

Rickert and others, that there was some formal set of vafues out there outside human activity. Neither did 

Weber take Simmel's shortcut by assuming an 'objective' understanding of certain social situations 

[ Weber, 1975, p.313 1, or a metaphysicd transcendence to link differently experienced meanings 

together. Weber's rejection of metaphysical-transcendence appears linked to the limits he placed on the 

use of intuition. Weber rejected intuition as an alleged means for the social scientist to claim greater 

objectivity. Also of interest in this concern, is Webefs prefatory note to Economv and Society in which he 

mentioned that his work's purported strength lay in his sharp clarification between types of meaning. 

Unlike Simmel, Weber had differentiated between the subjectively-intended and the objectively-valid 



[ Weber. 1978a p.4 I.  Meaning could be that of the subjective concrete meaning of a real person or the 

'pure type' of subjective meaning for a hypothetical type of actor in a given type of situation. In no way 

could meaning refer to an objectivelyarrect or metaphysically-true type of meaning that the sociologist 

could bestow on the actors in an act of reverse-interpretation [ Weber, 197- p.4 1. 

The precise method of Weber's rejection of metaphysics, interestingly enough. was sufKcient for 

him to also disregard both IdeaLism and Materialism through both Wertbeziehung and his process of 

abstraction in Ideal-Types. His rejection of metaphysics prevented Weber fiom making the fallacy of 

misplacedconcreteness and from reifying the concepts historians used into real entities. If the social 

scientist understood that Ideal-Types were abstractions with no agenda and no intrinsic vdue of their own 

the social scientist couId prevent his own value judgments from interfering with his work. AAer all, it is 

not the values of the scientist which diston science, but the scientist's &led 'practical judgments' 

which can interfere with his ability to view reality dispassionately without creating axiologicd bias. 

Weber's rejection of metaphysics, his rejection of the intuited belief in an objectivity that could 

never be proven but assumed, and his understanding of Wertfieiheit and Wertbeziehung. meant that 

Weber had to have been opposed to collective concepts. Webeis rejection of collective concepts was not 

merely a choice among many other independent choices, but it resulted &om or alternately, determined, 

the rest of his methodology. John Portis stated: 
For the same reason, a mistaken belief in the correspondence of collective concepts to 
real entities ipso facto results in covert evaluation. The initial task in studies which 
labour under this misconception will be to label reality, such as determining whether a 
regime is 'totalitarian,' 'democratic,' or 'authoritarian.' Inconvenient hcts can then be 
ignored as unessential aberrations, and patterns of action considered more appropriate to 
other types tend to remain uninvestigated. The partisan nature of such exercises is 
apparent to aLI but the partisans. Such concepts are scientifically useful only if their 
ideal-typical nature is recognized and the subsequent questions concern the degree to 
which specific situations concern the degree to which specific situations conform to 
them. Given the normative nature of coUective concepts, the assertion that they 
correspond to real entities inevitably leads to covert value-judgements, to the detriment 
of objective empirical knowledge. [ Portis, 1983, p.42 ] 

Ethical neutrality maintained the proper seIfanscious scrutiny of value-relatebness and this prevented a 

distortion of methodology. Webefs methodology cannot be understood except with regard to his concerns 



of CVert'eiheir and FVertbeziehung. for without value-neutrality the abstraction procws becomes distorted 

and the scientist loses sight of the fact that he is using Ideal-types to understand reality. With any 

breakdown of this critical but subtle understanding. the scientist introduces the same bias into both the 

premises and the conclusions. 



Chapter Nine: Rationality and Cognitive Determinism 

Individuals advanced rationality, but they did not advance reason through their own idiosyncrasy, 

unique pemnality. and individual whims. Throughout Webefs work there is an understanding and 

concern with rationality. yet not once did Weber anthropomorphize reason. Neither did Wekr assume 

that reason has to advance through any particular course through historical stages. Weber made it clear 

that reason is advanced by human beings. Peopie advance reason in the direction of their concerns though 

reason and thc histoncal processes of cumulative rationalization cannot be subject to individual whims. 

Wcbcr did not turn to metaphysics as did Rickert. Sirnmel, Kant and Hegel, Weber insisted upon an 

objective-potential for reason. Reason did not e . d  outside of human beings, nor did it have a destiny. 

Rather. human beings who consciously advanced reason had as their concern and objective a universal 

reason. The scholars of different cultures advanced reason in diEerent traditions in a &ciently similar 

direction. so that as an often unintended result the different institutions and traditions of rationality 

influenced each other. Wekr's emphasis on the similarities of concerns and d u e s  of the proponents of 

reason was sflkicnt to yield a fiamework for understanding rationality which is both individual and 

social. and b t h  subjective and objective. The universe is infinite in its details, but those of us who seek to 

understand it will find ourselves working in similar directions. with our paths at one moment parallel, 

then converging. and then diverging in an on-going process. To advance rational action we must advance 

our empirical knowledge and our selfclarification. In doing so, we advance out own chosen positions into 

greater consistency. both internally and externally. 

Not once in Weber's cross-cultural comparison of the different deveIopments of rationality did he 

assume that reason is culturally-relative. All reason is relative to the individual's concerns, values, 

knowledge. and goals. There are differences of opinion and empirical knowledge within all cultures. No 



culture can exist with everyone knowing and believing the exact same things. much less engaged in the 

realization of the exact same personal purposes. There are merent culturally-specrfic devdopments of 

rationality. and we can speak of the differences between Hindu and Greek philosophy. However. there is 

no one refationship between an idea and the culture in which it arose. Similarly. an idea or ideal can be 

seized upon with greater elective affinity by individuals in circumstances far removed from those who 

originated i t  To say that a process of rationality or an ideal is purely culturally-relative. would be to 

assume that al l  the individuals in that culture experienced it sufficiently in the same way. with one type of 

'average' or 'perfect' relationship between the two both pos'ble and real. Though there are similarities 

within cultures and differences between cultures, the reverse is also true as well, especially when we look 

for similarities and differences among the individuals concerned 

There is always a danger in theory wnstruction for one to use an idea but to forget that it depends 

on premises that one has rejected. Fortunately, Weber seems to have avoided making that mistake. He has 

sometimes k e n  labeled a "neo-KanWa but his concepts do not appear to require Kant's premises. Weber 

developed his ideas on rationality and rationalization without implying metaphysical premises. Wetrer 

perceived objectivity as a process contingent upon rationality. Weber accepted Nietzsche's view that 

science was not objective, that is, not objective in a static sense, and that science could not give us values 

for the & and moral sphere. Weber substituted for both relativism and metaphysics the notion of 

objectivity as an ongoing dynarmc process contingent upon the application of increased rationality. 

Objectivity was potentially obtainable, and not a premise or an absolute given Weber could take the view 

of the world essentially for granted, but made this contingent upon fiuther observation and the amtinuai 

dweloprnent of reason. This separated Weber from direct Empiricism (as in Sextus Empiricus or Hume) 

and Nominalism This also highhghts why he saw in "empiricism" the observation of concretes [ Wekr, 

197% p. 123, p. 126, p. 136 1, and not the mere perception of nominalistically-unique objects. This also 

shows that a sociological conception of ethics can be held contingent on a sociological understanding of 

knowledge, which is not to suggest that it is contingent on the diEuse theories known as the Sociology of 



Knowledge held by both Mamheim and the "Frankfurt School." Weber's view of the taken-for- 

grantedness of the world is virtually Aristotelian in that we do not have to prove our own existence. The 

stability of our view of the world is contingent upon our own future thought and personal rationality. 

Weber saw the chain of human events occurring through subjective meaning and objective circumstances. 

This ongoing struggle towards objectivity would supply the basis for fbture change in values and ethics as 

individual minds work to find meaning and amsistency within a conte.xt of other people's heconcilable 

values and within the bloodless institutions permeated with rationalization. 

Weber appears to have put the greatest emphasis of mord experience not on elaborate systems of 

ethics. nor on cultural supremacy. but on individuals' needs. volitional or otherwise. for perceived ethical 

idds .  Ethical ideals are necessary for a stabIe view of the world [ Weber. 1975, p.364 1. Given that 

Weber's writings appear not be congruent with the premise of the primacy of coasciousness. espectally his 

essay "'Objectivity' in W a l  Science," it is unlikely that he saw mental life as will and representation or 

otherwise innate in the forms of thinking. Also, this need of the individual for ethical ideals appears not 

be created through social determinism. nor is it biological. Rather, the need of the individual for his ideals 

is a somewhat volitional need of individual to understand life, the world, and experience. Without 'right' 

and 'wrong' the concepts 'true' and 'false' are also threatened. if the individual is to throw away what he 

thinks to be 'right' and 'wrong,' the individual loses all confidence in his ability to think at all. The 

individual is not ready to sacrifice his happiness or life for any one world view in of itseK but for the 

belief in his mind which afhrmed the ideal. in this light we can understand Weber's respect for the 

uncompromising sincerity of the religious and his respect for the flexibility of the politicians. The latter 

were forced by necessity to compromise but were sometimes no less sincere than the former. We love our 

ideals because they are our ideals3. The religious zealot is not so much different fiom the secular scientist 

or the pragmatic politician as might be supposed. Our ideals can be both irrational and rational, but our 

hold on them is the product of our desire for a stable ontology and an accurate cognitive process. Granted, 

3 We choose our ideals to a degree but also our ideals become the basis for our own cognitive 
procas -an inevitable consequence of the problem of the Munchausen Trilemma. 



there may be othcr reasons for our desires for ideals. Blind faith exists. but it does not seem congruent 

with Weber's understanding of the relationship between rationality and "irreconcilable value4ifZerences." 

Also not compatible is the expedient man who makes no demand on his own mind for veracity. Such a 

man becomes the ideal subjectivist not believing in things because he thinks they are Uue, but insisting 

that what he belicves must be true. It is sufficient to say here that Wekr's understanding of the individual 

in the turbulent social milieu was that of cognitive determinism. and that the power of our ideals came 

from the individual's mind. People sometimes have a commitment to their beliefs (value-systems and 

world-~iews) as static goals in themselves. sometimes as means to other en& and sometimes they have 

men a greater commitment to the rational processes which determined them. Some people hoId their 

beliefs as sacred bccause they implicitly also hold even more sacred their rationality. 

Nou that \\c have established Weber as a proponent of cognitive determinism who did not rely 

on metaphysics or relati\ism to get himself out of theoretical quandaries. we must see the ramifications of 

this approach. Weber has been misleadingly labeled an idealist or a materialist- It is better to let his own 

words speak for themselves: 
Not ideas. but material and ideal interests, directly govern men's conduct. Yet very 
frequentIy the world-images that have been created by *ideasn have, like switctunes 
determined the tracks along which action has been pushed by the dynamic of interests. 
'From what' and 'for what' one wished to be redeemed and, let us not forget. 'awld be' 
redeemed. depended upon one's image of the world [ Weber, 1946, p. 280 1 

People do work to keep themselves alive. and people frequently conduct actions out of routine, conformity 

and because they do not want to think about and be responsible for alternatives. However, this is not 

sufficient to e-@sin human behavior as being chiefly either materialistic or the product of socialization 

We actually have two processes at work, not simply materialism and idealism as such, but continuity and 

change. 

Most of our direct actions are based on simply following material and ideal interests. This is not 

in itself damning or disparaging. Instead of "materid and ideal interestsm we can speak of "material and 

ideal goals* if the word 'interests' is ambiguous. Webeis metaphor of train tracks for the role of 

materialism and idealism in our lives is enlightening. Materialism and idealism provide a tremendous 



continuity in our lives. Without continuity we would have no past and no hture. and consequently. no 

direction. In fact continuity itself allows us to bring about greater force and determination in our lives. by 

building up our efforts, specialization, and investments, in a stable direction. But Weber was neither an 

idealist nor a materialist. His work in examining increased materialism in modem Life which was in his 

judgement inadvertently intensifid through the Protestant Ethic, is best understood as ambiguous and 

dependent on whether the reader wishes to see a decline in idealism or an increase in materialism. The 

relative power of materialism in modern Life increased through the 'disenchantment of the wortd.' which 

reduced at least for a period competing idealistic influences. One of Weber's greatest concerns was that 

the consequence of this relative increase of materialism occurred at the expense of idealism. 

Weber's paradigm rested upon assuming neither idealistic nor material causation. Weber had a 

concern with the apparent increased materialism of his times. but he understood it as the consequence and 

erect of the impfernenfarion of idecls in much earlier times. The materialism of the "iron cage" or "steel 

housing" was not its own cause, but rather an inadvertent consequence of those people in past generations 

who had chosen to work in a calling from the ontological and axiological effects of the Protestant 

Reformation. Neither idealism nor materialism was the cause behind historical change, yet they were both 

important for how we lived our lives. Without materialism and idealism we would not bave enough 

continuity and stability to make meaningfid cbange possible. 

In Weber's famous quotation about ideas being the switchmen and the tracks of one's life being 

determined by both material and ideal interests, there is potential for ambiguity. Weber here clearly 

identified 'ideal interests' as being separate from ideas. 'Ideal interests' appear to be synonymous with what 

Weber frequently termed the Wtimate values,' 'the ethic of ultimate disposition,' and one's ultimate gods 

in general. W&r's use of 'ideas' included all ideas, and in our understanding of Weber's prose, we have to 

understand that we are talking in particular about relevant ideas. For example, we could see the doctrine 

of Evolution and Darwinism a s  a set of ideas, and not Wtimate values' and 'ideals.' In contrast, the beliefs 

in Winma,' the Marxist class-struggle, and Salvation would be 'ideals,' and though they would also be 



'ideas.' we would not call them 'ideas' in the same way we would call our facts and new speculations about 

Evolution 'ideas.' Our ideas abut Evolution certainly have affected our ideals about Christianity, and yet 

Christians are d i d y  motivated more by their day-today material interests and their ideal of Christianity 

than by Evolution. The material and 'ideal' interests supply the motivation and the overall goal, yet the 

cunning of reason and the rationalization and advancement of our 'ideas' certainly switch us h m  one 

track to another, and can swing us gradually in a Mereat direction fiom what we had initially chosen. 

Ideas do not directly govern men's conduct but they certainly affect the means we use to pursue our 

material and ideal goals. and the unintended consequences therein. Technically. all 'ideals.' both idealistic 

and materialistic. are ideas. but it is more u s e l l  to make this distinction between 'ideals' and 'ideas' in 

order to understand the processes of both rationalization and overall historical change. 

Weber studied the effects of bth materialism and idealism in the same way. The pursuit of 

materialistic and idealistic goals meant the advancement of ratiodity as human beings tried to make 

sense out of their lives and to pursue their initial and ultimate goals. 
For Weber. however, not the power of ideas through their persistence but the clymmic of 
their own Iogic makes them the switchmen in history. Certain ideas under the 
compulsion of an inner logic (Eigenlogik) develop their rational consequences and 
thereby effect universal-historical processes; this is the import of WEWR. f Tenbruck 
1980, p. 336-337 1 

Weber thus is best seen as neither a materialist nor as an idealist. Rather Webeis paradigm was cognitive 

determinism. It explained change in social life through the efforts of individuals to understand their world 

and to act upon their new understandings. The social actors are continually spurred to greater effor~s by 

new challenges, opportunities and informatian --though these very things are 'ethically neutral' from the 

point of view of the social scientist, though not for the actor himself. Meaning and rationality have their 

own 'inner logic' so to speak. This 'inner logic' entails that these challenges can only be 'solved' or pursued 

in the framework of rationality only in certain directions because the individual involved is already in 

pursuit of meaning, truth, and consistency. 

The degree to which Weber consistently e m p b h d  the inadvertent esects of rationalization 

may need to be rwicwed- In The Protestant Ethic Weber showed how Puritans had advanced rational 



processes of mnornic gain until it became possible for this rational-materialism to bccome autonomous of 

its original g d s  and become an end in itself. In his subsequent essay "The Protestant Sects and the Spirit 

of Capitalism" [ Weber. 1978~. p.136 j he emphasized how the pluralism and competition between 

Protestant sects allowed these competing churches to appeal not to the lowestuxnrnon denominator of 

humanity. but to those laity most capable of applying the most stringent ideais [ Weber, 1946. p.305 1. 

The development of a laity and the strict entrance standards for new churches caused converts to develop 

their character and careers in a way greater than was needed for the satisfaction of accepted material 

goals. The creation of a network of churches with voluntary membership also facilitated a much higher 

degree of trust among businessmen than otherwise would have occurred. an issue which was later also 

e.xp1ored by Francis Fukuyama in his book Trust: The SociaI Virlues and the Creation of Prosueritv. The 

voluntary a s p 3  of church rnemkrship in America had. as its consequence, an increased commitment to 

rationality, not just in regards to faith and dogma, but within the economic work of day to day life. 

In his lecture "Science as a Vacation" Wekr  hoped that the commitment to excellence by the 

specialist wodd maintain the scientist's on-going ethical responsibility. In his speech on socialism Weber 

showed that a materialist agenda of politics would bring about its own intrinsic terrors. If a nation 

embarked on a course of action dictated by materidism, the citizenry would never be fiee of the 

materialistic forces that it itself had summoned through the destruction of the competing influences of the 

other 'autonomous spheres' of social life. Webeis final work on the subject was his 1919 lectures, 

published as General Economic Histow. This work did not deal with Protestantism directly, but c k u s e d  

the processes of rationalization in the market. Though some might see this as evidence that Weber 

changed his argument for the development of capitalism and its economic boon to the human race, this is 

not the simplest interpretation (AU things being equal. the solution with the smallest number of steps and 

variables is probably the correct one.) The General Economic History dove-tailed nicely with his earlier 

writings on Protestantism from 1904 to 1906. His earlier publications had demonstrated that the 

Protestants had tried to implement their notions of the 'Fair Price' and 'fair' wages, 'f& being a &-word 



for socially-decided and static. but had discovered that their commitment to both work and productivity 

made this impossible. Hence. because the first Protestants had initially upheld the 'Fair Price' more than 

their Catholic contemporaries. the implementation of their particular work ethic and its consequence of 

rationalization ultimately destroyed the notion forever. 

Individuals try to understand their world even though the world is always changing and to a 

lesser extent so are their concepts. Not all people advance their own understanding. however. just as not 

all men and women advance history. 
The need for an ethical interpretation of the 'meaning' of the distribution of fortunes 
among men increased with the growing rationality of conceptions of the world. As the 
religious and ethical reflections upon the world were increasingly rationalized and 
primitive, and magical notions were eliminated. the themiicy of suffering enmuntered 
increasing d i f f i d  ties. Individually 'undeserved' woe was all too frequent; not 'good' but 
'bad' men succeeded even when 'good' and 'bad' were measured by the yardstick of the 
master stratum and not by that of a 'slave morality.' [ Weber. 1936. p. 275 1 

In this passage Wcber referred obliquely to Nietzsche's conception of different understandings of morality 

for people in the same culture based upon whether they saw themselves as fortunate and whether they 

were willing to take pride in their circumstances. W W r  was appreciative of Nietzsche's contribution to 

the study of morality, but departed from Nietzsche in that he did not see Christianity as being the 

embodiment of a 'slave morality,' and he saw the dichotomous conception of 'slave' and 'master' standards 

as being too simplistic. AU people can try to make sense out of their lives, and a situation can easily arise 

in which both the fortunate and unfortunate are heed with ontologic. challenges. 

Individual Rationality and Meaning 

Weber's key process for understanding social change was not idealism or materialism, nor was it 

rationalism. It was mgnitive determinism. P q l e  look at the world and apply reason in order to 

understand their existence. In doing so, they advance rationality and they c l a m ,  change, and advance the 

content of meaning with which rationality entwines. 

Rationality is the basis for responsibility. With reason we can foretell the possiile consequences 

of our actions, and we can examine our chosen ends. 



... the historim-sociologicai foundations of Weber's ethics of responsibility. It signified a 
robust wager on ethical subjectivity as the principal bulwark against the increasing 
power of the impersonal processes of rationalization. It was a view of ethics which 
radicalized the element of choice in social action but also emphasized the weight of 
these choices by driving home the fact of individual responsibilify for the foreseeable 
consequences of selfchosen actions. [ Grumley, p.26 j 

Rationalie is sometimes presented as some kind of denigration of personality. The Gennan Romanticists. 

in particular. Stefan George and Friedrich Nietzsche, seemed to feel that rationality was robbing Europe 

of its grand meanings. The concern of the Romanticists was largely misplaced -especially in regards to 

the CVertbeztehung of our current day. Some of the socalled Romantics were rational and passionate men, 

others such as George and Nietzsche, were notably imtionai. Irrationality, taken to its extreme has no 

coherence and no more fke will than has the delirious madman Religion in contrast is generally viewed 

as a persistent and natural process of irrationality -yet has often served as the basis for reason with its 

fixed metaphysical assumptions and its patronage of learned theologians. Pure irratiodity is inhuman, 

Yet it is possible and necessary for a distinguished human to be eminently rational. The rational person 

can even believe in God, provided he has misons. The dymg madman is purely irrational, yet men of 

Etason have included Einstein. Mendel, Galilea, Abelard, and Aquinas. men with marked religious Sth. 

As Weber recwered from his mental illness in 1902-1903, he wrote in Roscher and Knies that 

free will depended on a sound mind and rationality: 
The freer the action..i.e., the less it has the character of a natural event, the more the 
concept of personality comes into play. The essence of personality lies in the constancy 
of its inner relation to certain uitimate values and Me-meanings, which, in the course of 
action, turn into purposes and are thus translated into teleoIogidy rational action, 
( Grumlq, p. 27-28 j 

Free will is not part of the mind, nor does it depend on the material or the spiritual. Free will is the quality 

of mind itself that turns a brain into a mind Not surprisingly. the neo-Kantians such as Rickert. 

emphasized this understanding, aod built their theory of cognition on the fact that people chose to see the 

world [ Morrison, 1995. p.260 1. Do people have fiee wiil in exactly the same way? No. That cannot the 

basis for any sociological theory which wishes to avoid an additional and unnecessary metaphysical 

assumption Free will and rationality exist as potential. Free will needs to be exercised to be expanded, 

and rationality needs to be achieved- 



Not only free will but our Freedom depends on rationality. 
We d t e  the higher measure of an empirical 'feeling of freedom' with those actions 
which we are conscious of performing rationally-i.e., in the absence of physical and 
psychic 'compulsions.' vehement 'affects.' and 'accidental' disturbances of the clarity of 
judgment, in which we pursue a clearly conceived 'end' through 'means' which are the 
most adequate according to our empirically grounded knowledge. [ k i n e .  p. L9 1 

Rationality gives us the means to evaluate our means and ends, and to behold the process of rationality 

itself- Value-rationality (werfrutionat) gives us greater control over the means to our ends. but it is 

purposeful-rationality (zweckrutional) which was the basis for Webefs insight into how ethics a .  

developed. 
Weber presents a broader definition: action is zwecbational. he writes, 'when the en& 
the means. and the secondary results are all rationally taken into account and weighted. 
This involves rational consideration of alternative means to an end, of the relations of 
the end to the secondary consequences, and finally of the relative importance of different 
possible ends.' [ Levine. p. I I I 

Reason M I l e d  through action then becomes the basis for W e r  development of reason Reason could be 

developed without action, but action shows us the unexpected or unintended consequences of our decisions 

and conveys our understanding to other people. Freedom is impossible and irrelevant without action, and 

our feeling of freedom both physical and mental comes born our pqmefid-rational action. 
In other words, as actors become more conscious of and deliberate about the means and 
ends of their actions-as they teame increasingly zweckrutional in their subjective 
orientations-so accordingly do they experience a greater subjective sense of freedom. 
[ Levine, p. 19 j 

Freedom is not just subjective, and our sensation of it cannot be maintained for long through w i s W  

thbkhg. Freedom comes from our increased ability to understand our environment and to act upon it - 
and transforming the barbarian to the businessman or philosopher- to understand our understanding. The 

barbarian is content to burn a city to declare himself k. The rational man s& not only to act upon his 

environment according to his wishes. but to understand and to control his wishes themselves in a rational 

Weber's commitment to rationality and his concern with understanding events through cognitive 

determinism ensured that his paradigm excluded the fhshionable proponents of irrationality at the time. 

Not only did Weber respectfully distance himself from Nietzsche, he contemptuously kept the Freudians at 



bay [ Weber. 1975. p. 375 1. The proponents of irrationality have included both Ideafists such as the 

mystic of the spirit but also the mystics of matter. Some irrational material mystics worshipped numbers 

and resources. and this group included the Mamkts. Others material mystics worshipped biologid 

determinism. the notion that biology was destiny. WetKr was usually disgusted by both materialistic and 

idealistic reductionism. Our 'drives,' sexual or othenvise. were only abstractions [ Wcber, 1975, p. 382 1- 

W e k r  rejected theories of the unconscious and also those that divided the human mind within 

itself. The fact that Weber advanced the position that the human qualities are the means to understand 

human action was enough to keep him away fiom those who sought to explain the human by the 

inhuman. He shared nothing with those who sought to understand the thoughtfbl painter with the 

paradigm of the dhided mind and infantile pottytraining. or those who explained the life-saving surgeon 

by suggesting that the person became a doctor h u s e  of insatiable needs to hurt and mutilate. It was not 

merely that Weber was against the unconscious and the human drives as the means to understand history, 

he rejected their very premises. 
We have seen that Weber was critical of psychologies of the unconscious. The basic 
principle of these psychologies, which embrace virtually all of the theoretical positions 
within psychoanalysis and clinical psychology. is that character is structured by 
childhod experiences which persist as unconscious determinants of behavior in adult 
life. Weber might also have criticized what would be called 'smiologid' psychologies 
that derive character in some way from the structure of society. These psychologies 
would include perspectives on man ranging fiom M a  to I)urkheim. to Mead. Thus 
Marx understood 'consciousness' to derive from 'social circumstances' rather than vice- 
versa Durkheim in his study of Suicide. and in his concept of the 'Homo Duplelc' 
slressed the role of social organization and the 'collective consciousness' in the 
structuring of 'altruistic' and 'egoistic' forms of the self. Mead anceived of the self as an 
'organization of roles' communicated by the action of the 'generalized other' through the 
intersubjective agencies of language and gesture. Despite their great divergences on the 
nature of man and society, these positions all agree on the principle that, in one way or 
another, society shapes character. Weber would doubtless admit the partial truths of both 
the psychologies of the unconscious and the 'sociological' psychologies. But in the 
elaboration of his sociology of religion he developed a psychology of 'reLigious man' that 
utilizes a concept of cognitive determinism. The axtunonplace observation that W e b r  
stressed the determinative role of ideas in human behavior hardly sufEices to describe the 
nature of this Weberian psychology. [ Spencer, p. 252-253 1 

Weber emphasized that we always potentislly behold our social reaiities as breathtakingly 

infinite. We need to exercise our will just to limit the world around us to sulgicient detail so that we can 



behold it and perceive the objects that we wish. However complicated the world is and how many parts we 

have in our bodies. we ourselves are all singular. We can lose our limbs. and still be human: what is 

human is not the collection and ju..position of our various parts. The life force comes from within the 

whole organism- Limbs can be replaced with prosthetics, but the unity in origin of the being is 

unchangeable. What makes us human is that we have minds. The brain can be surgically operated o s  but 

the product of our brains. our mind, is not necessarily divisible into parts. We are always in some kind of 

social milieu, or for the lack of a more common word society. We are affkcted by society and are a part of 

i t  Yet no matter how we phrase the ha we our immersed in social interaction, we cannot split the 

human mind or the individual self -not with any theoretical credibility. Though the world is outside and 

inside us at the same time, it is as unnecessary to divide ourselves into two parts as it woutd be to divide 

the atmosphere into two parts -that which is inside our bodies pushing out and that which is outside 

pushing on us. 

The issue of free will must not be shelved as Dt~rkheim suggested [ Durkheim, I974b, p. 195 1, or 

rejected as the advocates of determinism seem to have implied. We have a measure of fke will, not the 

freedom to use it all times admittedly. We have the metaphysical potential to develop our fke will. There 

is nothing that can stop human beings from having fiee will at some later juncture short of k i h g  them; 

there is nothing to stop some individual &om exercising his free will, even if others choose not to. We can 

choose to perceive, and we can choose to think. We can choose not to think -and to kill ourselves. We 

choose to think more or to think less, and there are limits to what and how much we can think in either 

extreme. The world exists, and though subjectively understood it has an objective existence. Our minds 

grip the world like wheels grip solid ground. 

The social word is part of us only insofar as we have made it part of us. Our minds have 

processed all of the information we know; there appears to be no innate knowtedge. Everythmg that is 

'social' has been the creation of human minds and the consequences of perception, understanding, and 

memory. Human beings use their power of mind to understand the world, and to say that our ability to 



have understood our e.xperiences necessarily divides us into two or more wamng entities is a grim jest. In 

order for the individual to get to the point which Freud or Durkheim would render him divided. he would 

have to be unified in the first place. Durkheim did not consider this an obstacle to his paradigm, rather he 

regarded the initial p r e d  individual as the psychological self and 'lower half of the homo duplex. 

However. there is for all intents no such thing as a pre-social human being, it is a contradiction in terms 

and of our e-uperience. Rather. there is unified cognition of the individual. We choose to perceive and 

process the stimdi of the world around us. We do have elements fiom birth and socialization, but this is 

no more mysterious than a computer having elements of hardware and software. Ironically. this 

nonhuman example of the computer is convincing in demonstrating the unity of the human individual. 

Humans have a unity and a potential unity that far outstrips that of the mere artifacts we manufkture. 

The Limits of Relativism 

Weber was not a relativist, but this point should be addressed when discussing Weber, if only 

because so many people have seen fit to discuss the possi.bility. Weber said that he did not have the 

ultimate answers as to how we should Live our lives, and for this simple modesty he has been Iabeled a 

relativist. lf Weber had been grandiose and unaware of his own limitations, he d d  have championed 

any arbitrary selection of values on faith and would not have had to endure the charges of relativism. 

Instead, it was Weber's insistence that people must go their own way, and choose to see and to make 

meaning for themselves, that Weber has sometimes been unfairly smeared as either a pessimist or a 

relativist. 

Weber did advance some values strongly. For us to have tolerance of each other's opinions we 

must value our own. For us to make any sense out of our lives we must have a passion for truth. "Dus 

Wahre 1st die Wahrheit, " would be Weber's maxim according to his friend Karl Jaspers [ Jaspers, 1989, 

p. 126 1. Politicians and scholars needed this passion for truth even more than did other people. Weber 



emphasized that both scholars and poIiticians needed to work in their occuprrtions. not only for e.utrinsic 

reumds. but for their calling. 
Although he spoke of the politician's 'unconditional' duty to uuthfulness and a duty to 
resist 'evil by force' ... Weber also spoke of 'ultimate values' pursued in politics whose 
existence beyond the reach of reason and rational justification hardly suggest that they 
are seffddent or noble. Still. Weber proposed that a 'sense of proportion' or prudence 
is a gomi antidote to the 'demons' contained in these values ... Hence. there are good 
reasons to believe Weber was not the crude relativist that Strauss (1953135-SO), the 
Straussians (Bloom. 1987: 194-22 I : Pangle. 1988: 1 1-24). and MacIntyr ( 198 1 :24-26) 
have made him out to be. [ Stone. 1990. p.673 1 

Without truths there can be no personal responsibility, and no sense of proportion. As reality is infinite. a 

sense of proportion is vital for both the scholar and the politician. 

Weber never proposed a set of values in any hierarchical fashion. nor did he ever give a 

statement on the ultimate content of ethics. He was a champion of reason, and therefore. he was a 

champion of individual reason. A person thinking for another is a contradiction in terms. A person can 

order another about, but a person can never think for another human being. Weber showed that reason did 

not easily set us !tee. and that reason gave us no easy answers, but rather instead, sharpened our 

awareness of uncomfortable choices. In doing so, Weber showed how specific beliefs are relative to each 

other, but he never advanced the position of value relativism with all values being equal. EQual to what? 

Equal for what? Equal for whom? If we conflate definitions, if all values are equally equal, they d l  be 

equally different as well, 
Attempts to show the Iimits of reason do not make one a relativist.. historically, an ethics 
of virtue has been proposed to skirt the problems inherent within absolutist, principle- 
based ethics on one hand, and the problems of relativism on the other. Aristotle was 
attempted to show the limits of Socratic-Platonic reason with lapsing into the skepticism 
of the sophists. Similarly. Weber saw the problems inherent within a Kantian-styled 
world view but he wanted to avoid Nietzschean nihilism. [ Stone. 1990, p.673 1 

Weber was associated with the South-German School of Neo-Kantian thought, yet his conclusions would 

gradualIy distance himself From his philosophical influences. He distinguished himself cafefully h r n  

Menger and Rickert, though in doing so. he also emphasized the similarities of their concerns and 

premises to his own. He rejected metaphysics, and in doing so, his rejection of a metaphysical hkrarchy of 

values and of any absolute "Good" shoufd be seen as part of his methodology. Weber even rejected the 



Aristotelian idea of a transcendental "Good" such as eudaimonia as the object of individual lived lifc or of 

lifc itself [ Stone. p. 673 1. 

All individuals think for themselves. in different ways. and with different efficacy. The basis of 

methodological individualism is that we understand actions by the meaning of the actors involved. Events 

can certainly arise which were not intended by their participants, but to explain the causal-relationships 

we always have to find the likely relevant meanings of the people involved. Not only it is that people can 

manufacture their own meaning for their lives, but they must. for no one else can do it for them, People 

can live meaningless lives. and some may try to find meaning in doing so. but the significant meanings 

that have sunived and arc important enough to endure are consistent within themselves and consistent 

nith what a person in those circumstances might see in the world 

Webcr's colleague. the neo-Kantian methodologist Heinrich Rickert, had been an influence on 

Weber. and his analysis of Webeis point of view is revealing. Rickert was theoreticalfy close to Weber, 

and in such an intellectual relationship one would expect s d  Merences to be enlarged upon W&r 

never adapted Rickert's metaphysical assumption that certain objective values existed, and if Rickert had 

feit slighted by this. there would have been provocation and grounds for Rickert to charge his old 

acquaintance with h l n g  become a relativistfrom his point of view. Yet this is not so: 
... But Wcber was convinced that there was no way theoretical research could deal with 
the question of the validity of values ... This was the starting-point h r n  which he shaped 
his scicntifrc ideal. In doing so. he kept his distance from everything that nowadays goes 
under the name of relativism, indeed he emphatically rejected relativism. He had 
recognized early on the absurdi~ of the old oft-repeated and nowadays again very 
popular attempts to call the value of science into question fiom within science itself, to 
relativize truth by means of thoughts which themselves want to be taken as true, and 
thereby. like Baron von Munchausen, to pull oneself into the air by one's own pigtail. 
But within science he recognized on& the value of truth; this he regarded as a self- 
evident 'presupposition.' This was enough to put his mind at rest as a specialist 
researcher. The philosophically important fact, that there does not exist, even for the 
pure theoretician, a completely value-hx 'standpoint', was not one whose philosophical 
consequences he needed to pursue any W e r .  He quite rightly restricted himself to 
stating that the specialist researcher must distance himself h m  all ethical., artistic, 
religious and above all fiom all political evaluations. Weber absolutely hated all 
attempts at making 'prophecies' in academic disguise, particular when made by 
professors from the lecture-dais. In science all that matters is the 'expert' who has 
learned his stuff, and whose highest goal remains conceptual clarity. 
[ Rickert, 1989, p.791 



Those conceptually close to Weber. who were hmiliar with the concerns and the humility of the neo- 

Kantians. never called him a relativist. 

The rejection of W c k r  as a relativist is in one way relative. Other peopIe's vaiues are relative to 

those of another. If one does not have strong vaiues. this understanding of the relationship between values 

breaks down, and one moves into complete relativism and then nihilism. If one does make the 

commitment to maintaining. scrutinizing, and advancing their Me-meaning and value system, then they 

can perceive the world as genuinely relative -as relative to their own goals and understanding. Without 

the strong commitment to finding those 'inconvenient facts' and for rooting out contradictory premises, 

chaos emerges and in f k c ~  nothing has ever been The person loses the ability to see the world and this 

confusion would threaten to become retruactive. 

Karl Jaspers had been a student of Weber, and he was awed by the mord commitment to the 

truth that Weber embodied It was not only the facts themselves that Weber valued, but the commitment to 

the processes of finding them 
His requirements for perceiving were seeing, without illusions, what is real and valid in 
ratiomi consequences, and what is a causal factor and what unavoidably occurs under 
given conditions. But this requirement of the separation of valuation and objective 
insight did not sipnifir W e r e n c e  to life and seclusion in an aimless subject, not 'death 
with wise-awake eye,' not a rest cushion of contemplative watching. True seeing was 
without illusions and at the same time a stimulus for intensive valuation to him. 
[ Jaspers, 1989, p. 10-1 1 ] 

We desire truths for themselves and for their application. Webefs writings in politics demonstrated his 

commitment to the truth as well as to its premises and consequences. Webeis writings on agrarian policy 

showed a man fighting against the seIf-deceptions advanced by the Prussian Junkers, and Weber managed 

to stop one important agrarian bill by showing that it was based not only on Msehoods, but false cIaims to 

its intentions [ Weber, 1975, p.327 1. 

Marianne Weber summarized her view of her husband's position of how metaphysical absolutes 

were linked with the smallest individual's meaning, 
We cannot know, but oniy believe in, the timeless objective validity of values which are 
recognized. Anyone who denies the value of scientific hruth. art, patriotic feelings, or 
religion cannot be convinced by any logical arguments. And universally valid 
instructions for practical action are even Iess possible-if only because an identification 



ofcultural values with ethical imperatives is impossible. Speculative philosophy is. to be 
sure. a science in method. but it has no object that science can lay hold of. It conveys 
unverrflable knowledge. [ Weber. 1975. p.32 1-322 1 

Granted. Marianne is not Max, but we can see here Wefxr's keen undemanding of the mechanism and the 

basis of cognitive determinism. Methodotogical individualism fails completely if in its conduct the 

researcher assumes that all individuals think about the samc way or merely have differences in degree 

between them in how they value or relate to a particular variable. There is a metaphysical grounding for 

individual thought. like the 6-ame for a motor. We cannot alter the nature of reality. This is not a 

restriction, but the basis for understanding anything that is. We can understand what exists, because 

things either exist or they do not. We cannot make the world what we want it to be. nor will we ever be 

able to know all of what is, but we can. within limits, choose our values. However we make our decisions, 

we will always be living with p p l e  who make other decisions. Cuftures are made up of individuals, and 

though cultures have great permanency and intractability, complete cultural relativism is impossible. 

For people to follow Weber's program, they would have to hold passionate personal values, and 

these values would have to be ampatible and consistent with each other. They would have to not only 

have values, but would have to be able to see the world through their values, and sometimes, without the 

filter of their values as well. Hence, Weber's understanding of the tolerance of values was part of his 

methodology. The personal commitment to conceptual clarity and respect for the hcts comes fiom having 

a value-free epistemology in addition to one's private Weltanschauung. People do have to make decisions 

between values, and then act upon them. Science by itself does not force people to make decisions in the 

sphere of values [ Weber, 1975, p. 32 1 1, it can only indicate the choice. If a person accepts the 

desirability of mth and accuracy and wishes to strengthen the consistency of meaning, then scientific 

information can help a person identie the decisions which he can make when the choices are mutually 

exclusive. But the choice must be done through individual effort and on the basis of its own desirability. A 

person cannot be bribed to have meaning or to value something as opposed to vafuing nothing. A man 

who values nothing can never be trusted and can be bribed Truth and We have to be their own rewards; 

for some they are Iarge, for some they are small. 



The Starting-Point Confusion 

Finally. we must explain the confbsion concerning the starting point of the commitment to 

subjective rationality. A general misunderstanding that Weber was some kind of irrationalist would be the 

basis for any suggestion that Weber was a relativist. This point of view was presented in the article "The 

Limits of Reason and Some Limitations of Weber's Morality" by Regis Factor and Stephen Turner. 
Weber argued that ultimate end-choices were non-rational. This docuine docs not follow 
directly from the fact value-separation. Mill adhered to the fact-value distinction, but 
nct.enheless argued that certain philosophic but non-scientific modes of proof enabled 
one to show a ~er ta in  dtimate end to be uniquely valid Weber claimed that there 
existcd certain ethical conflicts that could not be reconciled by reason, either philosophic 
or scientific reason. [ Factor & Turner. 1979, p. 305 ] 

It is dortunate that Factor & Turner do not show where Mill proved that the fact-value distinction could 

be both recognized and that certain morals could be proven. While John Stewart Mill was one of the 

greatest minds of the 19th century. Mill's own writings do not seem to bear out this happy estimate of him 

by Factor & Turner. Mill considered it self&dent that children, barbarians and undeveloped races did 

not deserve freedom and needed to be forced to be improved ( Mill, 1993. p. 12- 13 1. There appears to be 

little in such a belief to demonstrate that Mill kept facts and values separate and proved his own values. If 

anwng. the matter seems to confirm Weber's discussion of 'irreconcilable ends' as Mill a86irmed h l  

for whtc European adults as an apparent act of faith. but also assumed that k m b a r h s  needed to be 

improved and were inferior. No doubt barbarians are inferior to the civilized by the values of the 

civiIized. but that in no way solves the fact-value distinction. 

In any case. Factor & Turner seem to be mistaken about what Weber meant by the 

irreconcilability of values. There are choices between values. Some values are compatible with certain 

life. there will be choices in which he will have to choose between the 'God' and the 'Devil' if he wishes to 

remain rational and moral. Just what is the 'Devil' and what is the 'God' will have to be determined by the 

individual for himself and not by one individual for another. 



Factor & Turner argued that because Weber said that ultimate \dues could not be provcn that 

they were nonrationai. First what is "nonrational" is not necessarily "irrational." Weber said that ultimate 

ends could not be rationally proven presumably from one individual to another. Second. Factor and 

Turner do not understand that we are dealing with both individual cognition and communication. The 

individual must choose and then prove his choices to himself and if he wishes, to then attempt to prove 

them to others. Weber merely said that the ultimate values we hold m o t  necessarily be proven to other 

people who hold Merent values and starting premises. A Jehovah Witness cannot prove his position to 

the atheist Marxist, nor vice-versa, given the Merences in their assumptions. Yet the criterion for proof 

as we experience i t  is always proof to ourselves. There is proof for ourselves and the proof we need to 

convince others. The Mancist can prove rationally his values to himself and the Jehovah Witness in a feat 

of no lesser rationality and intellectual clarity can prove his v d w  to himseu as well. But can this 'proof 

be made to someone who does not share the same premises? Our arguments may convince our audience, 

but if they stick to their premises without attempting to hold our own, however briefly, we wil l  not prove 

our argument to them What is nonrational is not necessady in essence irrational, nor does using the term 

nonrational create some kind of irrationality as a kind of causal force or essence. 

Most of what Factor & Turner state about Weber is consistent enough with his ori@ writings. 

The articles by Factor and Turner are highly insightful but certainly leave more morn for discussion: 
Weber does not claim that reason is irrelevant to value. The relevance of reason to 
evaluations is, however. limited to three fuactions: the formulation of internally 
consistent end choices of 'value axioms,' the deduction of implications of ultimate 
choices for action in speafic situations, and the determination of means. [ Factor & 
Turner. 1979, p.306 ] 

While the three concerns are correct. Factor & Turner's insistence that Weber's theory is nonrational also 

leads them to overemphasize the internal aspect of reason., as if the choice was either that Weber was a 

rationalist or an irrationalist. Weber was neither. 
The need for an ethical interpretation of the 'meaning' of the distribution of fortunes 
among men increased with the growing rationality of conceptions of the world As the 
religious and ethical reflections upon the world were increasingiy rationahed and 
primitive, and magical notions were eliminated, the theodicy of suffering encountered 
increasing difEculties. Individually 'undeserved' woe was all too f k p n t ;  not ' g d  but 



'bad' men succccdcd +sen when ' g d  .and 'bad' were measurcd by the yardstick of the 
master stratum and not by that of a 'slave morality.' [ Weber. 1958b. p. 275 1 

Here in this famous passage. Weber showed that people. regardless of their initial choice in moral- 

orientation as either aristocratic or levelers. would e-uperience doubts regarding their moral beliefs through 

their experiences and their application of reason in the world Weber was a neo-Kan- but not in the 

sense of the exclusiveiy internally-subjective and mystical Kantian theory. The 'disenchantment of the 

world' and the rationalization of all 'Life-spheres' happened because of engagement in the world and the 

increase of knowledge and were not products merely of the application of 'internal reason' The 'internal 

logic of ideas' seems not to refer exclusively to the effkct of ideas within ideas, but dso to the interaction 

between ideas and objective reality in the practical development and application of the ideas as well. 

It is plausible to think that Weber thought the 'disenchantment of the worid' came about simply 

on account of progress, science, and economic prosperity, but this is not so. This 'disenchantment' would 

not be possl'ble and the increase of empirical knowledge would not be relewmt if the individual did not 

have a personat commitment to creating meaning and in having a rational view of the world Regardless 

of wbether an individual believed in religion or was superstitious, nearly all individuals seek a rational 

view of their world, and the significance of things and themselves. 'Rationality' is not used here as a 

synosym for unemotional or scientific-atheism Rather, what we wish to q is that people try to make 

sense of their experiences. There is a kind of 'inner logic' to ideas, that is. our acceptance of information 

and beliefs. provided we continue to make sense of our Iives and seek to make our beliefs internally- 

consistenf will take us down routes which are neither anticipated nor inevitable, but chosen and 

necessary. Neither o w  beliefs nor our materialistic relations destine our fixtures or c o n ~ o l  our fates. The 

paths we choose are not predestined. but the circuitous routes of the paths themselves are beyond our 

choosing. Rationality is perfectly compatible with choice but our commitment to rationality as well as our 

previous choices will determine the perceived feasliility and desirability of subsequent choices. 

Factor & Turner insisted that if Weber saw certain values as incompatible that this somehow 

made his theory non-rational. They also seem to regard nonrational as synonymous with irrational: 



But the defense of a valualive position on rational grounds, such as John Stuart Mill. 
and such sociologists as Durkheirn Hobhouse. and Mannheim attempted. is excludcd a s  
an epistemological impossibility before it is attempted. It is sigmficant that Wcber does 
not base his rejection of these arguments on an e.xposure of thcir -c logical defects. 
His insistence that vaiuative 'arguments' are ultimately non-rational at their base is 
warranted by his doctrine of the 'irreconcilability' of values.' [ Factor & Turner. p.307 ] 

To understand Webex's position. one has to remember that W&r was part of the neu-Kantian movement 

which had rejected Positivism and Historicism Weber had always emphasized that reality is potentially 

infinite. and that people chose to see parts of the wodd around them. and so rhus a detached Olympian 

perspectme is impossible. The examples Factor & Turner List are h o t s ,  but not convincing. Wcber did 

not say that wciologists could not rationally defend their valuative positions. He said no one can use logic 

without values to prove values (which would remind us of the Munchausen Trilemrna) , and no one can 

prove their valuative position at some Olympian level of objectivity, because the fatter does not exist 

Perhaps we can prate our positions to ourselves, but proving our positions to people who hold Merent 

values is a formidable challenge. 

Factor & Turner displayed a basic misunderstanding for the small crux at the root of Webeis 

paradigm, Perhaps they understood Weber in the same way that Weber understood himself. Weber was 

aware of the limitations of his approach and (being ruthless in his self-criticism) may have over- 

emphasized the importance of these limitations. I would argue that there is room for an interpretation of 

Weber which is more optimistic than Factor & Turner's conclusion and Weber himself. It is not necessary 

to gloomily consign Wekr to relati\lsm and irrationality. 
To decide between these alternatives on the basis of the 'facts' or the 'truth' of the 
alternatives is impossible, because to speak of 'facts' or 'truth' involves presuppositions, 
so in attempt to base a decision on some particular 'truths' or 'facts' we have already 
'decided' to accept certain presuppositions. One way to cut this Gordiaa knot is to accept 
the fact that one must make these 'decisions' about hndamental presuppositions 
nonrationall~ this was the way out that Nietvche took and Weber chose with respect to 
'valuative' presuppositions. [ Factor & Turner, p. 309 ] 

The irrational is necessatiIy a smaller set than the nonrational. The distinction between the nonrational 

and the irrational is not made clear. There is also a more important, but related consideration. Weber had 

addressed the key point that truths are relevant only to those people who want truths [ Grumley, 1988, 

p.33 1. Factor & Turner display sophistry in their love of word play. Yes, the belief in truth is a 



presupposition but Weber's goal was never to create a science free of values and presuppositions. It is 

possibte that Factor & Turner misunderstand Weber through problems with the English translation. The 

goal of science is to pursue truths through a rational manner. Factor & Turner seem to suggest that our 

presuppositions are inherently irrational or nonrational. Are they' Our presuppositions include the belief 

that truth e.xists and the klief in our own existence. To prwe our own existence without drawing upon 

our lived experience, that is our very lives, would be a rationalist exercise suitable for someone like 

Descartes, Kant or a madman, We cannot have existence without experience. There is no need or basis 

for proving our experience without drawing upon experience. The f k t  that we are alive is an empirical 

matter. Logic is the process of nonamtradictory identification of empirical phenomena. Logic is 

impossible without life. The problem of some 'sociologists' is that they fall into philosophical sophistry. 

The fact that we exist is selfevident and that truth exists is our automatic belief us we have in our first 

experiences. Our definition of truth is what we philosophers invent either to describe our relationship to 

reality or akernately, to play word-games. Perhaps we cannot necessariiy, ratioaally prove our existence to 

someone else, but our confidence in our existence is the root of our rationality. 

Factor & Turner insist that our presuppositions must be nonrational in Webeis paradigm. This 

belief results from the confusion about both "presupposition" and "rational." Our assumption that we are 

alive is a presupposition. Why would it be any more rational to believe the opposite once we are alive? It is 

also a presupposition tbat truth exists. However, we have no 'proof to the contrary, i.e., that truth and 

facts do not exist. Such a belief cannot be presented to us rationally. 

What we see in Turner & Factor's line of reasoning is their assumption that all choice, especialIy 

of presuppositions, is somehow nonrational. Such a belief confounds any understanding of rationality and 

its boundaries. Rationality is the delibexate pursuit of the truth through proper observation and 

identification, which weighs means and ends, critically but not obsessively, examines its own goals and 

assumptions. In the rational pursuit of truth we periodically return to our starting assumptions (but not 

n e a s a d y  our initial assumptions) and try to find ways to search out inconsistency, falsehood, and 



unnecssary choices. and perhaps to try better choices. Lf choice is nonrational. then free will becomes 

nonrational, a belief that Weber strongly rejected. Choice is neither rationat, nonrational or irrational. 

For us to say that choice is nonrational would beg the question "What choice?" Finally, certain things 

may indeed be selfddent. depending on one's definition of presuppositions. Our existence is s e l f 4 d c n t  

and few genuinely need to 'prove' the fact that they are alive. The wife of Benjamin F d i n  might be 

such a case: upon sleeping in. she heard her husband play music on a glass harmonica. and thought she 

must have died in her sleep and ascended to heaven Upon opening her eyes. the faa that she was alive 

became seff4dent-  

Factor and Twner are quite right to focus in on Weber's use of "objectivity" and his use of the 

term "presuppositioniess." They seem to understand Weber quite well, but they seem to give him as short 

a shrift as he mercilessly gave himself. Weber saw Olympian objectivity as pfeSUPpOSitiontess and 

completely separate fiom axiological relations [ Weber, 1975a, p. 1 15 & p. 1 19 1. However, is it necessary 

to define objectivity in a way which will guarantee that it is irnpossibIe to attain? How can one speak of 

the "Olympian" frame of judgement as being divorced fiom values? That belief would suggest tbat neither 

gods nor Man can have values and be objective. Weber went to great lengths to show that he was not 

claiming some kind of universal objective position and that he was not dispensing a "rwealed religion" 

which falsely claimed objectivity. The probable root of this matter is Weber's own Rickert-Like 

understanding of the subject+bject relationship with its Wertbeziehung concerns. (Alternately, the source 

of the matter may have been a conflation of "irreconcilable Merences" h e e n  people with the 

axiological value-judgements and presuppositions necessary for perception.) If Rickert's concerns of how 

values obfuscated objectivity could be shown to be not quite as great as he imagined, or if Weber had 

defined objectivity a little differently, we would also be able to demonstrate that Weber's paradigm is 

capable of somewhat more objectivity than he thought. 

Durkheim had made several methodotogical errors in his ambitious project to initisrte a 'science 

of mods.' We have turned to Weber's writings to supply the means to criticize Durkheim though Weber 



did not mention Durkhcim directly. Instead. we find the methodological ideas of Weber that arc r c l m t  

to a criticism of Durkheim in his criticisms of those other scholars who had either iduenced Durkheim 

directly or who had for reasons of their own made similar mistakes. Weber was under no onus to disprove 

Durkheim because Durkheim's own position was regarded by the German sociologists as being 

methodologically primitive [ Segre, 1986, p. 158 1. Weber also heartily criticized the same German 

thinkers on whom Durkheim drew. such as W e  Wagner and Schmoller. Weber did not have to 

disprcwe all thc people who disagreed with him He rejected their own premises and hence. their 

arguments were largely irrelevant to his own -a fact which is the very application of his own theory of 

knowledge. He did not want to give a 'revealed religion' to the social sciences and attempt to gather 

followers. nor did he attempt to found his own school of thought Similarly, with what we know of the 

physical sciences today we know that magic is imposslilc, and it remains up to the supporters of magic to 

p m e  their position to us rather than vice-versa. If physicists are to accept 'magic' they must do so only on 

their own terms without switching positions in an act of blind faith and w i s m  thinking. 

We cannot always prove our assumptions, but frequently we disprove enough of some of the 

things we once believed to give us confidence in the rational process. This contidence is not fkith, but 

rather an appreciation of the &dveness of our own cognition. We carmot always prove what we believe, 

nor can we a u n t  on always finding our mistakes. However. the fact that we have done so upon many 

occasions and have learned to do so, gives us confidence in our rationality. The processes of disproving 

ourselves when we are wrong and finding corroboration for correct bets and assumptions are viable given 

time and correct information but we cannot count on proving the proper assumptions. Assumptions 

cannot be proven unless they are already held This reasoning is not mysterious. If we do not assume we 

are alive, we can never prove i t  If we do not hold the world to be selfkvident, we can never prove the 

existence of reality beyond all hypothetical doubt. Similarly, we can always make the mistake of tautology 

or circular reasoning if our presuppositions arc also our postulates or if our conclusions are also our 

premises. However, human beings are capable potentially of great rationality. We can assume for the sake 



of argument that certain premises are tcnable. and then see if evidence can bc found or manufactured to 

corroborate them. If not. we can then discard those premises as not hpthctically viable under known 

circumstances. 

It might be necessary to discuss how the nature of the "nonrational" then relates to Cterqreiheit. 

Werrfeiheit is a methodological condition to minimize bias in research; it does not create some kind of 

"vdue-free objectivity." if the condition of Wertfi.eiheit meant that we had to discard aIl initial 

presuppositions and assumptions. then nothing could be accomplished. Rather, according to the principle 

of CVertfieiheit. we use clear definitions that people of potentially different "ultimate dispositionsn and 

axiological assumptions can agrce upon. We do not assume the existence of such things as totalities and 

coilective concepts unless the bas indicate them without us having already assumed their existence 

beforehand. Indication and proof are different. Within the clarity of Wertfieiheit. we do not have to insist 

that all of our assumptions be proven or we would merely end up back at either the "Munchausen Tri- 

lemma" or at ruthless skepticism. Certainly. it would be unscientific to insist than anyone prove their 

assumptions without using any of them 

It is not necessary for science to prove aU of the premises of investigation. Lf the detractors are 

unable to advance premises of their own. much less prove theirs. then the worth of the doubter to the 

investigator is nil. The investigator chooses a starting point and initial premises, then gains new 

information and upon receiving information which contradicts the premises. submits the premises to 

scrutiny and revision before processing new data. The fact that we choose our starting points, both 

epistemologicd and axiological, in no way necessarily invalidates our scientific investigation. The social 

scientist must take criticism into account, but the specter of endless doubt is no more than a chimera. We 

do have potential doubt of our ficts and premises, but until we can find any evidence of anything better, 

we act as if they are true, but we are attentive for anything that suggests otherwise. 



Chapter Ten: A New Perspective on Collective Rcprcsentations 

We speak here of collective representations as if they exist and do not exist. That is to say. we do 

not disprove their existence. but do not accept them unproblematically, either. Wc offer a different 

understanding of collective representations. one which does not rely on accepting either holism or 

Durkheim's own original interpretation of tbe importance of primitive religious rites. Finally, it does seem 

that we are attempting to b e  our cake and eat it too. Considering that we have rejected the existence of 

collective concepts, it might appear odd that we are now discussing in all due seriousness the proper role 

and definitions for collective representations. However, there is a simple answer to this otherwise 

appropriate objection We speak here of collective representations as ifthey exist, and we speak of them as 

hypothetical constructs suitable for guiding research If someone can prove their existence, that would be a 

tangible achievement within sociai science. We speak of collective representations as ways to descrik 

label and explain the patterns of interaction between people and individual beliefs. We on look at the 

patterns of interaction that we have created in our perception through our own values and our eEorts to 

look at the subject matter as ifthese patterns exist in their own right. There is no barm in doing so as long 

as we remember they are hypothetical mnstructs. Collective representations are usefbl to show us how 

ideas are ideas in interaction. that certain sets (package-deals) of ideas can be created through the 

reconciliation of otherwise irreconcilable points of view. They also remind us that as people conform to 

the ideas of their society that conformity would not be possible if people first did not have different points 

of view and lots of value conflicts. However, because when we study collective representations we do so 

through the actions and thoughts of people and not in some "pure" state, their limits and parameters tend 

to blur and breakdown in some confirsion, and the distinction between individual ideas and collective 

ideas may not always be clear. Alternately, collective representations do exist, but we can never properly 



behold them but we assume their existence as an act of faith -a position which does not really render their 

borders any clearer than if we treated them as hypothetical constructs. 

Durkheirn has done the sociological enterprise a great senice by exploring the possible collective 

nature of some of the ideas and social forces that affect us greatly in society. This is not to say that his 

reasoning is tenable. This is not to agree that because collective representations have collective origins, 

that they have collective firnctions. Neither is it to agree with his beIief that because a collectivity is l ~ k e  

an organism that it is an organism for practical evaluation. Durkheirn did reveal that many of the 

powerful images, ideals. and attitudes are not a matter of individual choice. This is not mysterious. Afier 

ail. Weber wodd have said that mathematics can be pursued in different ways but mathematics is not a 

matter of inchldual choice. Though it can be shown that Dutkheim's paradigm of social faas is 

inadquate and that societies are not collective entities but merely things. his notion of collective 

~qXeSe~tati0n cannot be dismissed as easily. 

Durkheirn based his theory of colleztive representations on their collective origin in society. He 

fdt it necessary to posit a single origin for coiledive representations in the 'collective nature' of society, a 

term that has to be accepted uncritically before being used Durkbeim thought he had found the origin of 

the collective nature of society in the initiation of religious rites. This provided him with a tidy answer and 

w ~ d d  s e m  as the base for the edifice of the rest of his theories. However, it is impossible to prove 

Durkheim's theory of religious rites, and it is possible, upon relatively plausible assumptions and 

presuppositions, to W~cientIy disprove it. It was an assrtrnption on Durkheim's part that collective 

bowledge and collective phenomena must have a single unified source. That assumption led to 

Durkheim's decision to label a group of phenomena by their hypothesized origins rather than by their 

concrete characteristics and common effects. Methodological individualism does not automatically 

recognize collective phenomena, but neither does it posit any unprovable source for any kind of 

knowledge. Durkheim's reasoning erred in positing one source for all things. It is interesting that this one 



faIsc assumption by Durkheim would be sufficient to keep his own theory from moving towards 

rnethodoIogical individualism and hencc removed social facls from any individual explanatioa 

Durkheim may have used a static model for the individual, but his understanding of collective 

representations was morc dynamic than may be supposed. Durkheirn saw the colIective representations of 

a society's moral life as dynamic and not subject to individual rational scrutiny. Perhaps Durkheim's 

understanding of these two points is underappreciated because they are in fact one point Collective 

representations arc dynamic because they cannot be processed by the power of the individual rational 

mind. This. in part. is due to the comptexity of the phenomena which sometimes possess more details 

than any one mind can hold. More importantly. the collective representations are dynamic because they 

are 'package-deals' and contain contradictions and mixtures of rational and irrationai elements. They are 

also transformed b? setting and cirCUmStaRce and combination. The individual picks up the collective 

representation. tries to internalize it, and fails to do so in any permanent and universal way. The 

individual turns the collective representation around to find the way that it most makes sense to the 

individual given his experience. what he knows, his values, and his current situation. The individual 

supplies the energy to deal with the collective representations, animating them and giving them their life, 

in a frequently vain effort to come to grips with them in either their totaIity or in their essence and 

existence in a rational world. The individual may fail to make sense of an ideal until a partlcu1a.r juncture 

of time. setting. and association occurs. and then the individual assumes that if the ideal appears to be 

'right* and real at that one point. that it is somehow alwuys real and 'right' This interpretation of 

Durkheim's concept of cotlective representation is not his definition, but it is an interpretation which 

emphasizes the role of individual cognition. Durkheim remains quite right in showing that the ~~ l l ec t i ve  

life of a society cannot be solely the dellherate product of the individual minds. We can p i l e  judiciously 

about how much of the social life and moral milieu is created by individd minds thinking cis individual 

minds. We can also reject Durkheim's conflation of the 'social.' the 'collective,' and the 'societal.' However, 



Durkheim's conception of collective representations remains unrefuted. and poses a challenge to 

paradigms based upon methodological individualism 

If they exist. collective representations do have a 'collective' origin, but not in some single point, 

or Garden of Eden or in the world's first religious rites. Coilective representations are simply the ideas, 

ideals, images. and attitudes that require more than one person to sustain them and which are not 

reducible to individual thought, nor answerable to individual rationality. Also, collective representations, 

unlike real ideas, are subject to t h e  and place and numbers of people for their veracity, perspicacity, and 

opacity. That is to say, their apparent truth emerges fhm cifcumstance and does become indistinguishable 

from genuine truth. 

Durkheim r e m m  that collective representations were interdependent with individual 

representations or thoughts but were not reducible to them. He hoped that a new discipline called social 

ideation would begin the investigation of the complex relationships between collective representations and 

the individual's views of them [ Durkheim, 1974a, p.32 1. Durkheim saw the collective representation as 

something completely distinct from the beli& held by individuais, even the beIiefk formed by co11ective 

action or society. Apparently, no one can necessarily behoId any collective representation in its entirety. 

W ideation has not been investigated, although this would be a promising field of investigation open 

to both social d s t s  and the proponents of methodological individualism Methodological individualism 

does not need to recognize the concrete existence of mllective concepts, but it would seem profitable for it 

to recognize the potentiof existence of allective concepts, albeit with a dinerent quality of concreteness 

than normal things. 

We can use collective representations as real things, or as if they exist, or we can dispense with 

them completely. We can use them to explain the social compuision of ideas, but if we find ourselves 

using them as iJ they existed, we should remind ourselves that their usefulness does not prove their 

existence and that we can find alternate means to describe and explain the same phenomena. If we took 

such an approach, we would say: "There appears to be a social compulsion created through interaction and 



the nature of certain sets of ideas. This social compulsion seems to arise £iom the ditferences of both 

closely-related and mutually excIusive ideas among people and 6orn the magnification of group solidarity. 

This social compulsion may appear to indicate the existence of social forces and collective ideas as entities 

in themselves. but it is unnecessary and unwise to assume that this is the case without further proof. The 

question is. 'Can we explain this apparent sxd  compulsion of ideas from our present methodological 

position without further ado?' After dl,  we wish to keep our methodological position as simple as possible, 

and we do not want to add additional premises wery timc we study a new type of phenomenon." 

Thus. there are three different methodoiogical positions. We can assume collective mncepts exist. 

We can pretend that they exist and use them as heuristic devices as if they exist Or we can do without 

them altogether. if collective concepts do not need to be used to study a phenomenon, they should not be 

used. If they are to be used. unless they are prwed f h L  they are to be used as i/ they exist rather than 

used unproblematically. The use of collective concepts as a heuristic device is a shortcut which allows 

people to cut simply to the heart of the matter and to formulate questions faster than otherwise. However. 

the use of colfective mncepts is not unproblematic. 

'Collective' seems to have multiple meanings. On one had, it is used holistically and 

metaphysicaliy, on the other, it is used merely to indicate a quality that is not reduci'ble to the individual 

personalities involved. If there is one and eternai collective origin or nature of society, what =lor is it? If 

it does not have a color. how do you know that? Nothing can be known about the great collective nature of 

society other than that its reified ideal becomes an agent of causal explanation. Furthermore, it is assumed 

that all (or most) of the collective representations 'somehow' reflect the collective nature. This is why this 

perspective is 'social metaphysics.' We can make assumptions about the relationships between social forms 

and assume that there is a 'collective nature' and an 'image' of the 'collective nature,' but these terms are 

merely hypothetical constructs. The co l ldve  nature can never be examined directly, and hence, its 

existence becomes metaphysical in e f f '  However. the broader and simpler definition of collective 

appears methodologically viable. We do not appear to have the grounds to dismiss the existence of all 



collective conccpts at thrs point: neither should we assume that if one collective concept exists. that other 

h!-pothetid coileaive concepts e.uist as  well. 

Wc can certainly use collective representations in sociological thcory, or in various ways a-unt 

for their alleged effects without using the term itseff. There are some resewations about how the concept 

of collective representation can be used. even if it is potentially use l l .  The use of any "collective" concept 

tends to facilitate an inadvertent and implicit holism because "collective" has multiple definitions. At one 

moment "collcctivem can mean irreducible. and at another. societal. Sometimes the researcher may see 

collective phenomena as making up or forming society. and then inadvertentiy switch into the perspective 

that believes that m i e n .  makes the collective phenomena. 

Wc can simply describe the rise of collective representations without resorting to holistic 

assumptions. The interaction between Person A. Person B. and Person C may indeed lead to ideas being 

shared by A. 6. and C. which are not reducible to the ideas they had before. In the first instance* the ideas 

present arc Al. B 1. and C 1. They are in conflict and a new set of ideas emerge which we call D. Instead 

of the final values being one of the first ideas adopted by the other two members of the group, the final 

ideas are diEerent than the initial ideas and are of a different quality. They are package4eals which are 

contingent on time and place as well. In the final instance, the ideas of these three people develop as 

follows. Person A has D 1. Person B has D2. and Person C has D3. Now, are all D I, D2, D3, separate 

manifestations of a m e  idea. a axial fact and collective representation called D-prime? We called the new 

set of ideas D simply because we put all the effects (with which were concerned in a Beziehung auf Werte 

sort of way) in the same group. But are all the D ideas separate manifestations of D-prime which is also 

meren t  from each of the separate D ideas? If we answer yes to either of these two questions, then we 

believe in colleaive representations. We do not have to answer yes, however. We are quite capable of 

seeing how AlJ31, C1 muid lead to Dl, D2, and D3 without we researchers believing in the existence of 

some kind of D-prime. As a methodological individualist or a neo-Kantian we would refer to these ideas 

as part of the set of D, not as manSkstations of D-prime. However, there is no need in either case to posit a 



collective naturc and a colleaivc wholc of society, and no need to believe that society has unproblematic 

borders like an entity. 

The concept of "collective representations" offers an interesting way to think about the social 

compulsion of ideas. Whether they exist to a researcher will depend on the researchefs value-judgements. 

but they are a usefirI way to e.xpress the social compulsion of ideas. Collective representations are powerhi 

and can be dangerous They are sources of reason but they are not the only source. They do not appear to 

be able to totally overcome individuai rationality. With great effort an individual can wrestle with them, 

and evict them h r n  his inner life but not from his neighborhoods. We can say that we are rational men. 

and we need not the restless and irresponsible demons that knock on our doors. Individual reason is 

sufficient to iden* and to deal with collective representations, but the will Mters. curiosity beckons, and 

the context changes. We turn and then we open the door for them. We do so for only a moment but it is 

SufEicient to let them into our domiciles a g a h  We continue to celebrate Christmas, to say that love 

conquers a4' and we scan our astrology column in the Asily newspaper. 

As Weber once said in Economv and Sociem the majority of our lives is not mackedly rational 

[ Weber, 1978% p.25 1. He saw two types of nomtiona14 action in particular: traditional and affectual. 

Weber was willing to accept that society was composed of both rational and nonrational processes and 

beliefs, and because collective representations represent the dynamic irrationalism of social life, we could 

see how a follower of Weber might consider using cullective representations as ifthey exist or consider a 

way to take their possible existence into account. An understanding of collective representations would 

seem to be a useful addition to theories based on methodological individualism. In cunventional form, 

methodological individualism cannot see 'collective representations,' perhaps because these things are 

more apparent than real, and their power derives from their lack of genuine concrete existence. Perhaps 

the social compulsion of reality stems not h m  the existence of social forces as real and concrete entities, 

but from the ephemeral qualities of social forces. Social forces are intermittent; they are virtually 

4 Or possibly, irrational. 



irresistible one moment and absent the next. They affkct the form and content of ideas without being 

accoirntable to anghing or anyone. 

The phenomenon in question. whether we d l  it "collective representations" or "the social 

compulsion of i d a n  is not subject to rationality. Its power sterns from its very irrationality and elusive 

qualities. It can be fought by rational analysis. but such an endeavour would be difficult. This 

phenomenon always seems to afflict us at our weakest moments. Collective representations converge upon 

the individual. and sometimes prove satisfling. sometimes decorous. and sometimes agonizing. It is solace 

for a grieving mourner to believe in religion and Heaven. It is ornamental for those with holiday spirit to 

put the star or hat on the Christmas tree. It is paidid to torment oneself with fears of hell and terror of 

one's sexual identity and instincts. Murdcr is frequently conducted in the greatest of emotioaal turmoil of 

someone's twisted sense of justice which they feel is imposed on them h m  without As Socrates is 

reputed to have said, people do not do what they think is bad but only what they think is good. Whether 

this is wholly true may be doubm, but it is true enough for our purposes. People frequently do things that 

disgust them convinced that they must serve some 'higher' truth than what appears reasonable and normal 

fkom their individual standpoint [ Dwkheim, 1995b, p.30 1. 

Social myths such as that of the 'Bermuda Triangle' or of racial superiority die hard They have a 

social support structure of ritual, crowd euphoria or panic, and receive redhnation through the like 

belief of other people. In addition, they are based on a dynamic of irrationality within the individual mind. 

This dynamic is the beliefs process of change in its explanation and rationalization, a process which 

incorporates both rational and irrational elements, and both &cts and fictions in whatever way to maintain 

the belief. Once a 'collective representation' has been established in a person's mind, the person would 

have to fight against the feelings and the diversity of explanations and reasurn for having the belief. In 

addition, the change in the individual's context and circumstances can then start the process of sorting 

through the explanations ail over again, rekindling the belief. The expianations and reasons can all be 

wrong for racial prejudice or for the 'Bermuda Triangle,' but as long as one reason appears convincing at 



any one time, the intransigent belief will continue. The moral-vampire or confidence man will use marty 

entreaties to be invited into a person's house, and as long as onc is accepted that is all that will k needcd. 

One interesting way to look at the social change of ideas is to see how one person's rationality 

can affect another. As Durkheim said. the individual experiences the ideas from his society as coercive 

and demanding. Yet. these ideas are all-powerfiil because they are "packagedeals" created from the 

interaction between other people's beliefs. Should these other people become more rational in relation to 

each other. submitting their belief systems and their demands on each other to rational thought. then the 

potential for "cr>lldve representations" to rise out of this is reduced and if they do emerge, then their 

intensity and nature would be much Merent than othenvise. The point here is that if "collective 

representations" or patterns of the scxial compulsion of id- exist, then they do not have to remain static 

indefinitely. There is always the possriility that new communicative technologies and an increased 

commitment to rationality could greatly change the nature of these entities. 

Once we ascertain what ideas, sentiments, and ideals are subject to individual rationality and 

what are collective representations, we can Live our lives a Little more rationally, with greater axiological 

and ontological clarity. The values we have are ultimately subject to potential irrmncilability, though no 

doubt marry mutes are merely the products of inadequate rational development and empirical 

information This holds true for us when we act as citizens and also when we act as social scientists. We 

may have something to gain in our understanding of social action once we are able to ident@ which 

belied% and differences of opinion are the results of 'collective representations,' as opposed to those that fall 

within the domain of individual rationality and individual choice. Human beings make decisions and can 

choose to advance their own rationality and understanding, but they are always in a social milieu not of 

their own choosing, in which some of the most powerful and dominant ideas are inherentty paradoxical, 

contradictory, and are not held to logic or fact. 



Chapter Eleven: Conclusion 

Social realism and methodological individualism are not intrinsically at odds and it would be 

fruitful to create for them a common frame of reference. Durkheim advanced an extreme form of social 

realism which we can call social holism. This paradigm remains opposed to methodological individualism 

and no common frame of reference is possible bdween the two. 

Durkheim's holistic social realism is based essentially on the two assumptions: upon the idea that 

societies are entities if not also organisms, and upon his almost mystic notion of the "social fact-" Much of 

Dwkheim's argument for social Eacts is questionable and based on inadequate reasoning. The notion that 

society is an organism must be rejected, and the notion that society is an obvious or unproblematic entity 

must also be discarded. Societies appear as entities to some people under some conditions, and not to 

others under Merent  conditions. Durkheim's concern that new rnethb must be devised to deai with the 

social nature of moral phenomena appears justified, but his theory as a whole is not. 

W e b d s  paradigm is not as obviousty moralistic, but appears to offer a sturdier platform for all 

sociological ixxvestigalioe Methodological individualism seems to risk fewer mistakes in its methodology 

and to be more open to scrutiny in relation to bias and "value-freedom" than does social realism. It is less 

obvious how it would deal with the effects of epistemological pluralism and the apparent existence of 

co1leaive concepts. There appears to be grounds for a meanin@ dialogue between the two paradigms 

which may prove us- for swiological investigation but there are no grounds for rapprochement. 

Societies are not as simple and obvious as Durkheim liked to believe. Not only are the boundaries 

of 'societies' less obvious and more permeable today than they appeared to be in the 19th century, there is 

an acceptance that society itself is somewhat subjective in its boundaries. It is all a matter of individual 

meaning and understanding. Without unproblematic borders, society cannot be a clear entity, and if it is 



not an entity (a h n g  in its own right and separate from its surroundings) it cannot be an organism. If it is 

not an organism it cannot have a consciousness. will. purposc, and personality. However. there is not just 

a dichotomy between anarchychaos and society+rganirm and we might look at an alternate way to 

perceive the same matter of social interaction and the social compulsion of ideas. 

That we live in 'society' in some way is incontestable. We are always in a complex social milieu 

and we always have had relationships of some kind with others. We rarely initiate action and decisions as 

'blank siates' or as completely rational and cognitively s e l f 4 c i e n t  individuals. Around some people 

and not others. we feel more like ourselves. We become aware of certain concerns in cextain contexts more 

than in other settings. Finally. we often find our own forms of logic and expressions of sensation through 

our participation in discussion and communication. As Weber pointed out, not only are there ideas, but 

there is also an 'inner logic' to ideas and consequences for having beliefk Not only do our material 

circumstances aEect our ideas and our ideas atfect o w  material circumstances, but our belief3 oblige us to 

take on further axiological and epistemological commitments. Any new apparent contradictions and 

inconsistencies can give us the anxiety or concern that will urge us to develop our ideas fiather. Our 

belief3 are not entities or demons, but they can have a 'daemonic' -like aspect in that they can be like silent 

gargoyles on signposts in the mist beckoning us further down roads in which we cannot necessarily see 

the £id destination. In contact with ceRain ideas, emotions, and sensation, we find ourselves choosing 

additional e-uperience of them for clarity, insight, and stable understanding. The coIlSequenax of having 

certain ideas are like holes in social fabric through which (like capillary action) we choose to advance our 

mental processes. We choose to take advantage of these opportunities in part because they are there to be 

e.xplored. In short, there is truth to that old adage. "Ln for a penny, in for a pound" Even if "society" 

should pressure us into believing certain ideas, the consequences of beli-g these ideas and submitting 

them to rational use and scrutiny will include possibilities different fiom what "society" had intended. 

Durkhcim did give us insight into wdal phenomena by showing that people do not react as 

solitaq individuals in moments of collective Hervescence in particular and in society in general. 



However. Durkheim had tilted at windmills of 'straw men' put up by certain philosophers and economists. 

Part of Durkhcim's error lics in his strenuous attack on the notion of 'atomic individualism' championed 

by the 'Manchester School' and Frederick Bastiat. These philosophers and economists. because they had 

made uniwxsal assumptions about human nature based on local prejudices and evidence, had then made 

blanket statements about the individual rationally engaging in economic behavior solely out of 'self- 

intern' As Weber would later point out, the notions of rationality and of self-interest are neither obvious 

nor universal. Both the saint and the sinner can be said to be acting out of Merent kinds of self-interest - 
or not. The method of interpretive explanation accepts that people could have different meanings for the 

same actions and could express the same motivation differently as well, This diversity of interpretive 

explanations may seem at first to be a handicap by adding complexity, but it prevents the necessity fiom 

having to explain morality as a fixed wcial relationship. Some sinners and saints are seifisb some are 

selfless; what matters is the meaning for the individuals concerned. 

Durkheim's error rests in the expression of his insight through the lens of Rousseau. People do 

not act as solitaxy individuals in society, but that is indlicient ground for us to say that society is arty 

meta-reality or holistic entity in itself. The notion of the soMary individual is itseifa "straw man' with no 

basis in empirical hct. Finaily, it would appear that in effect Durkheim wished to give the altnristic ethics 

of Kant and Rousseau a social basis and create for this ncw theory a new socialqisternological basis as 

well. He went a liwe too far. Though he showed that m o d  codes are social products, his speculation on 

the origins of ideas, his assumption of monocausation, and his assumption of pursuing the one nature of 

group relationships, were together milicient to make him appear to be a "social metaphysician." 

Durkhei.cn explored the stability and power of social life over the individual. He erred in 

assuming mechanistic or biological parallels between disparate phenomena of incommensurate qualities. 

Durkheim used the analogy that just as a cell is part of the greater and more worthy macro-organism of 

the human being, the individual is part of a greater organism 'society' [ Durkheim, 1974a, p.24-25 1. This 

'society' is the source of answers to questions regarding the purpose of the individual just as the human 



organism dictates the purpose of the cell. Oddly enough. Durkheim's anaiogy is insufficient in itself. 

because he did not believe that the human organism could genuinely dictate purpose at all. but was only a 

level of abstraction benealh the collective entity. Even if Durkheim had been correct in his use of analogy. 

an analogy is not proof. Durkheim was writing in an era steeped in the love of Danvinism and of 

biological analogies. Today in a milieu of much Merent  discourse, his analogies are I& bare and 

unmnvincing. Durkheim was quite right in assuming that society was more than the sum of the 

individuals. But as nonsocial individuals do not exis& finding the sum of a society's individuaIs at all 

would be  problematic. Society is greater than the sum of the individuals. but neither is quantifiable. 

Durkheim was quite right in certain elements of his paradigm. 1) All societies have a moral 

redity- 2) Morality is never a matter of deductive axioms. 3) Morality is not something for the individual 

to decide as such out ofwhim. 4) 'Human nature' is not the proper starting point for the study of morality. 

Moral forces determine and create the different understandings of 'human nature' and 'human nature' is a 

dependent and not an independent variabIe. However. these four points need qualification and cannot be 

considered automatic and self&dent regardless of human experience and the observations of social 

scientists. These statements are generalizations, and like aII generalizations, they should not be used to 

decide reality. only to help understand i t  Morai reality in its boundaries is subject to becoming subjective 

and fluid and a matter of debate. Morality is always affected by citcumstance, but is not something that is 

determined by circumstance. People. resources, setting, time, history, are aU possible circumstances, and 

the list can be considered for analytical purposes to be virtually endless. People have different concerns 

depending on their circumstances, and people also experience their grasp of humanity differently through 

Merent  circumstances. The concerns and questions that people ask are not obvious or fixed or 

predictable. 

Finally. what is moral is what any individual can prove is moral to another. Who gets to decide 

what is moral? Anyone who can prove it -to you Morality is not a whim, and it is not something that 

people can choose freely, any more than people can arbitrarily choose the answers to calculus pmblerns. 



That is. though the individual makes choices and can explore moral options, he cannot arbitrarily will 

what is moral anymore than he couId will a circle to be square or change the beliefs of his neighbors. 

The mailties of how one can determine what is moral are a product of a combination of 

limitations that are much different in kind and quality. First one presumably wishes to stay within the 

boundaries of Iogic and known truths. Second, one then has to communicate one's insight to other people. 

We can prove certain things to ourselves that we cannot prove to other people. Communicating our ideas 

to other people is often a slow and dif6cult bottle-neck The bsk of determining what is moral and 

sharing the result has all the limitations of all the steps in the process. We do not suggest that morality be 

reduced to the verdicts of the court of public opinioq but still, being able to argue and prove one's case in 

public is an important part of the process. Insights that are not shared will vanish without a tracc. FinaIly, 

there is the matter of the inadvertent or mexpected effects of one's ideas. One may indeed very well 

"prove" one's ethical theory in the court of public opinion only to have that decision open the flood-gates 

for much different decisions later o n  

This last matter is something of which Weber appears to have been more cognizant than 

Durkheim. Weber emphasized that people had Merent material and ideal interests, but that there was an 

inner logic to ideas. If a person 'picked up' an idea, he might choose to examine it W e r ,  to play with if 

to develop it, and to use it, and in so doing so, commit himself to the results of such effort, both expected 

and unexpected. Weber displayed a keen understanding of social-psychology in his WEWR essays 

"Einleitung" and "Zwixhenbetrachrung." For example. if a person became a Puritan, he would take on 

more than the direct content of the ideas involved. Assuming the person wished to make sense of the 

world and to implement the ideas involved, the person would also have to make a commitment to a 

rational understanding of the world, whatever the circumstances, through the lens of the set of ideas. The 

person would find that taking up one set of ideas made other ideas more and less relcvant to his concerns. 

To implement ideas would entail increased wertrational action and a commitment to rationality. This 

would entail certain emotional consequences, attitudes, and Wertbeziehung concerns. The mental 



consequences of Puritanism are a different matter than just the content of the ideas themselves. Yet the 

mere fact that ideas have somewhat unanticipated consequences in no way proves or demonstrates that life 

is determined any more than does the example of a person choosing to walk down a path after reading the 

sign post. The person may not know all that there is on that path. but the person takes responsibility for 

the choice of walk. nevertheless. Finally. to further develop this analogy to illustrate Weber's social- 

psychology, the pedestrian waking down the path can make the ground firmer with his foot steps. and 

then lengthen the path at its current end by breaking in new ground 

Finally. rationality and social action take place within the opportunities and Limitations of 

making meaning clear to, and accepted by. other people. There is no univefsal and objective meaning. and 

there is no transcendence. Communication is partly subjective and partly objective. Weber's understanding 

of communication is more subtle than might be supposd In contrast. Simmel. for e.uample. had a more 

subjective emphasis and then had to rely on objective meaning, transcendence, and metaphysics to 

his paradigm. Similarly. G.H. Mead looked at the act of communication as exclusively pragmatic and 

subjective. and hence, then had to assume universal objective meanings in order to have unproblematic 

communication within his paradigm of Social Behaviorism [ Mead 1964. p.213 ; Collins, 1985, p.273 1. 

Weber's understanding was more subtle and had neo-Kantian overtones. People choose to try to 

communicite. and mmmunication is neither automatic nor determined. People advance their ideas 

through their commitment to the content of the ideas themselves. their 'inner logic,' and their social- 

psychological and value-relatedness consequences. The act of 'external communication' then depends 

upon subjective ratiodty and subjective meaning and acts of will. However. communication has 

different Limitations and opportunities than thought itself. Communication depends on subjective thought. 

but has its own forms. individuals need to coflltllunicate their ideas with common frames of reference and 

symbols for which they hold mfmliciently similar meanings and associations. Commuaication can Iast 

longer than individual thought and the lives of the individuals. For example. two p p l e  who have an 

enlightening correspondence can leave their letters to their chiIdren and posterity. The letters might not 



have thc same value-relatedness and meaning to the next generation who read them. but the leaers would 

involve a commitment to c-qress the ideas in concrete form which can then possibly a f f i  other minds in 

future years. Communication then depends on thought but also has its own forms and discipline. Weber 

and certain others influenced by the neo-Kantian movement disregarded metaphysical absolutes within 

communication and thought. but avoided both the flux-like character of reality given by the pragmatists 

and the absolute abstractions of the neo-Hegelians. Weber's depiction of ideas in his treatises on music 

and culture showed in all cases that ideas can only be developed in certain ways and not others. People 

choose to develop ideas. and they can choose to develop them in different directions. but they must choose 

only among certain directions ifthey wish to maintain consistency. rationalityty and eEcacy. 

There is no one origin for knowledge. We have knowledge, and we think, and in some respects, 

that is enough -ansidering that, if we should pursue the definitive origin of howledge, any wrong 

answer would be potentially damaging. Durkheim was not wrong to speculate that religious rites were the 

one origin for conceptual knowledge: he was wrong in basing his entire theory on something that could 

not be proven. In addition. Durkheim's cognitive base was distant and unrelated to individual cognition in 

the present. We have people who already think; it is less necessary to find a theoretical beginning point 

than to accept and understand the obvious. 

All philosophers and the sociologists who cared to speculate. asswned that there was a single 

type of cause for the basic concepts. For all we know there may be diverse and overlapping sources. The 

questions that have been asked whether concepts come from this source or that may have to be rephrased. 

Perhaps. some concepts have only one source and others have several. Though we cannot prove that this is 

the case, it cannot be disproved. We reject adlective holism because it cannot be proved and conversely, 

we have to accept the potential for epistemological pluralism because it cannot be disproved Not only can 

p p l e  who advocate a single source for concepts not prove that their one source is a source, they cannot 



prove it is the esclusive source. it is unfortunate that the cause for the basic concepts is generally a matt- 

of faith; as long as it is so, we wuld do WOE than to be tolerant and multi-denominational. 

People think People think in different ways. This facilitates di£ferences between social 

institutions such as cultures. and individual cognition. The interaction between different ways of thinking 

may tend to create or favor ways of thinking that would not, or less often, result without i t  It is 

unnecessary to beliewe in forms of 'social metaphysics' which have destinies and absolute but unobservable 

relationships to each other and the 'collective nature.' No doubt patterns of interaction can create ways of 

thinking which facilitate and consvain individual thought, but it is unnecessary to believe in absolute 

relationships such as those between the 'coLlective nature' and the collective representation. Finally. it is 

unnecessaty to beiieve that these hypothetical wnstructions are parts of a holistic social king. 

Dudheim made the 'mistake' of basing his paradigm on a single origin for society and a single 

origin for conceptual thinking because he couId not accept either individualism or epistemological 

pluralism as the basis for sociological theory. He a d d  not accept the belief that the individual was the 

source of society, and nor should he have done so. After all, the abstract individual is not the source of any 

society: every society draws back to pair-bonds between men and women Duricheim was right to have 

reservations about basing a thary for group behavior, as well as stable and complex social forms, on the 

abstract individual. AAer all, abstract individuals do not exist, only real people exist, and these real peapie 

always have sexual identity, consume food, have parents, have language, and specific concerns. The 

contention of this investigation has never been to suggest that Durkheim was a fool. He erred in reifLing 

his constructs and in making his theory so extreme that it could only be accepted as an act of faith in 

collective entities. Durkheim was right in rejecting doctrines of d e d  'atomic individualism' Such 

theories seemed more suitable for phiiosophy than sociology. These 'individualistic' theories included 

those of Hobbes, Rousseau, and the Manchester Schooi. In addition, he rejected Spenceis 'Social 

Danvinism' most likely because he understood it inaccurately to be only individualistic in its concerns [ 

Gray, 1985, p.25 1 1. The single and cmcial flaw with these 'atomic individualist' theories is that they 



assumed a universal human nature and the abstract individual as the basis for social explanation. All 

assumptions abut  human nature and the nature of the individual have been socially-grounded that is 

c u l t u r a l l y ~ c ,  generalities. 

In addition the role of Wertbeziehung is always relevant. Even iJ for the sake of argument. a 

universal human nature existed, the individuals attempting to describe it would have not only different 

values. but different mncerns. and consequently, they would identify and perceive Merent arpects within 

the same thing. In other words, if the pessimist describes the glass as half empty and the optimist 

d e s c r i i  the glass as half f a  then regarding the infinite number of potential qualities within human 

beings an almost infinite number of descriptions can also be made of the same thing. In no way did 

Weber's methodology necessarily mitigate realism and objectivity. In contrast. Durkheim's rejection of all 

individualistic means of explanation and his exclusive reliance on collective concepts and totalities 

distorted his methodology from the very beginning as he did not understand that what he wanted to see 

had to affect what he saw. 

The necessity to reject 'atomic individualism' as the starting p in t  for saciological explanation did 

not necessitate organistic or social fact rypes of causality. Nor did the rejection of perceiving the 

individual as the source of society necessitate eschewing the individual as a unit of causal explanation for 

present on-going social action within established society. In some respects, we will never know the origin 

of 'society' and our explanations will always be coloured with value-judgments, especially religious belie& 

and current theories of evolution -which are sometimes themselves nothing less than 'revealed religions.' 

Our search for causal explanation does not depend on speculation on the origin of all things. Our 

verifiable bets give us grounds to specdate on First and Final Causes if we should want to do so, but it is 

these facts and not our speculations which must remain the basis for theory. 

Methodological individualism does not depend upon universal assumptions regarding the content 

of human nature. Methodological individualism is the set of metlmdological theories which explain 

human action by the meaning of the action for the individuais involved and which examines their 



decision-mahng and their awareness of their circumstances. Methodologid indidualisrn is the only 

theory which is tenable under the circumstances. We cannot prove any division of the human psyche into 

components of mind. 'Homo Duplex' remains a usefid way of e.xamining social life to locate new concerns 

for imestigation but not only is it unproven and cannot be proven it is based upon a value-judgement and 

a leap of faith- It is indisputable that human beings are socialized. It is unnecessary to think that this &en 

chides our minds into socialized and nonsocialized components any more than the faa that an engine 

being fueled becomes divided into fueled and nonfueled components. In spite of the diverse content of 

human nature and the disparate value-relations and Weltanschuuungen of both different cultures and the 

indi\.iduals within these cultures. methodological individualism retains its efficacy. Not only can 

methodological indi\idualism accept differences between cuItures and societies, it avoids the reification of 

these abstractions. Not only do Merent  cultures and societies they exist digerent[v/or the diflerent 

people wr rhrn [hem. 

There appears to be significant cause to support Dennis Wrong's argument that sociology has 

overemphasized the socialized nature of man at the expense of recognizing the cognitive and coDSCiously- 

directed aspects ( Wrong. 1% 1 1. At the end of the 20th century we have seen the failure of several 

totalitarian regimes. including the D.D.R. the U.S.S.R. and R o e  which tried to not only maintain 

absolute control over its citizens at their own expense. but to create a new type of 'Communist Man.' It is 

not n a x s s q  to acccpt Rousseau's dictum. "Man is born free, but everywhere he is in chains." Freedom, 

both cogrutive and political. is achieved through individual Hart and nothing is freely given. Bursting 

the chains of political tyranny will not return men and women to a state of freedom. Ending slavery is one 

thing. but freedom is painfully earned a step at a time. 

No doubt people are social- but if we were entirely products of socialization with our 

'morality' determined by our society. change would have occurred much less rapidly. If human beings 

were entirely sa5alaostructs, change would still be possible (if ghcial) if 'society' changed for whatever 

reason, such as through an accidental or inadvertent increase in the division of labor or population, but 



this scems to be entircly insufficient. Societies have experienced both evolution and revolution If societies 

were able to determine their citizens' beliefs there would have k e n  no need to purge dissidents and 

persecute heretics to maintain social stability. W e  see the role of individual thought at the most extreme 

moments of social change. but it is also cntcial to see the role of human thought at the level of d q  to day 

work and leisure. People who are not irretrievably insane act on things according to the meaning these 

events and circumstances have for them People create different meanings under similar circumstances. 

but people work to create their own meanings nevertheless. The act of 'socialization' itself. in its most 

extreme form of receiving orders and value-statements. is dependent on individual thought and one's 

determination to understand and to make sense of what one is experiencing. Individuals choose to 

understand orders and to make sense of them based upon agnitive and even metaphysical assumptions. In 

the same way. people attempt to make sense out of the idormation they glean. when not being directly 

caerced, and to establish some kind of stable meaning for their lives. We all think Merently, and we 

make dEe-rent amrnitments to meaning and rationality, Some of us  are more rational than others, and 

more determined to achieve seklarification of our values and goals. We are all different, yet we all 

think. Methodoiogical individualism remains the most viable method of explanation of human action 

because it can take all of these concerns into account as the intrinsic concern of its paradigm. 

Methodological individualism needs no eclecticism and alliances with Merent methodologies to 

understand all individual events and actions. Mcthodologicai individualism is a methodology which by 

itself offers a common f'ramework of causal e.qIanation and understanding between Merent disciplines 

and subjects. Methodological individualism is in fact the only fiame of reference possible in the social 

sciences. There are different organistic and 'divided mind' theories, but thqr themselves are incompatiile 

with each other. The assumptions of 'homo duplex' are not the assumptions of 'Ego, Id, and Superego,' or 

of 'the I and the Me.' The organistic theories do have premises and conclusions compatible with each 

other, and the 'divided mind' theories have premises and conclusions compatible with each other, but this 

is insufficient, These two sets of paradigms have no common frame of reference betwen themselves. The 



theories of one type cannot create a mutualIy-meanin@ set of information and a frame of reference 

between themselves much less between themselves and the theories of another type. For exampIe. some 

people may be dram to combine the theories of Marx and Freud because they are both compatible to their 

purposes and to their view of the human mind but proponents of these theories really cannot 

communicate between each other and provide information which can be used by both theories. 

The theories which together are compatiile within methodological individualism share a 

common method of explanation: that we examine the individual as the smallest unit of social investigation 

and we ezrplain the individual's action by the meaning and understanding of the individual involved 

Additional premises can be added to different theories and they can examine different subjects and address 

different concerns. but with this common method of understanding, theories do not have to share the exact 

same premises and value-judgements. It is in this way that the theories of Rational Choice, the Austrian 

School of Economics, Max Weber, Robert Merton, William Thomas, Randall Collins, and even 

practitioners of Symbolic Interactionism such as Blumer and Couch have something in common. All of 

these theorists examine the meaning that the actions have for the individual actors, and seek to understand 

how individuals create and establish meaning. AH of these theories use the individual as a su&cient unit 

of causal explanation. 

The similarities between the organicists and between the 'divided mind' theorists are also 

significant in goal and in purpose, but lack compatibility. These theories are frequently combined, but they 

are not "compatible." There appears to be little possibility of a common fiame of referen= being created 

for them to inform each other without intrinsically adding and increasing biases. They cannot be 

combined without accepting paradox and conflicting premises. Theories which talk to each other through 

a common frame of reference will not neusarily be congruent and their proponents will not necessarily 

agree with each other. However, their Merences will be meaningfid through their mutual method and 

their ability to orient their arguments to a reference point. Theories which are intrinsically incompatiiIe 

can still have common enemies. "Incompa~ilew theories may also share common methods, especially if 



these methods include subjeztivisrn and leaps of faith but their differences cannot be meaningfid to each 

other (except through opposition to a common enemy) and true agreement is impossible. 

There may be many different theories which are part of or connected to methodological 

individualism but they all have something in common which link them together so that they can always 

fonn a meaningfirl dialogue. MethodoIogical individualism explains social actions by the meaning of their 

participants. Historical events are built up of such social actions in processes and contexts of which their 

participants may not be entirely aware. We then interpret the subject meaning of the participants through 

the lens of our own value-relations as well. This emphasis on individual meanings does not exclude a 

recognition of the inadvertent and cumulative Mixts of action. faf fiom i t  To recognize that people's 

actions facilitate and reinforce other actions that they did not neasariiy foresee does not bind one into 

accepting collective concepts. It does not necessarily exclude them either, but they bave to be proven to 

exist h m  a point of view within the methodology. 

Methodological individualism will refer to collective entities and to "spirits" and attitudes of the 

p u p ,  but only in a pat.ticular way. At each stage of explanation, the ody  values that the researcher 

recognizes are the values that human minds can grasp, and the only minds involved are those of 

individuals. For example. Weber tafked about the "spiritn of capitalism which was an attitude that arose 

inadvertently fiom people of certain strong religious beliefs appIying their beliefs to economic activity. 

However, each step of the reasoning in Webeis The Protestant Ethic focused on the set of diverse 

meanings among the individuals concerned, Weber did not start off with the "spirit" of capitalism and 

show how it entered people's minds. Rather, he said that we could interpret certain attitudes of 

economidy prosperous peopIe as ifthey amstituted the "spirit" of capitalism. Weber was c a m  to refer 

to "spirit" as something that did not truly exist It was a hypothetical constmct for historicd 

explanation. We can explain the real actions of real people by showing how their real attitudes and belief3 

have something in common in their inadvertent efkcts and we can speak of these attitudes as ty they 

formed a hypothesized set called the "spirit" of capitalism At no point did Weber say that the "spirit" was 



real. or had a will and purpose of its own. Referring to the "spirit of capitalism" made clearer the 

inadvertent effects of rationalization upon initial value-judgements that Weber wished to e-xplore and 

Methodological individualism can work with collective sentiments. cultural attitudes. and "spirits 

of the times" but the only causal agents recognized are the real beliefs and values that people hold5. 

Methodological individualists would not speak of people holding different parts of something real that 

existed independently of these people and whose form and content were different and autonomous from 

the beliefs the people held. In order to understand what Weber was doing with The Protestant Ethic one 

need only remember his position vis-a-vis Menger, Schmoller and Dilthey. Weber's use of Ideal-Types 

rejected the real existence (as independent of people) of concepts and types without falling anywhere near 

nominalism. This is a neo-Kantian analytical method which is a tittle subtle yet firee from distortion The 

sets of attitudes called the h tes tan t  Ethic have more in common than the fact they are in the same group: 

what they have in common is that we put them in the same group for the same reason due to our own 

Wertbeziehung and our research goals. 

From the point of view of methodological individualism the use of wUective concepts by 

Durkheim and the German Idealists was like the parable of four blind men descriiing an elephant In the 

case of the four blind men who come to hold much different ideas about the elephant from touching 

Merent  parts, they had someone else to tell them they were wrong and that the elephant existed in the 

frrst place. The proponents of colIective Vorstellungen and collective concepts have no one who can see 

the whole entity for them They assume that their different experiences are merely different nanifestations 

of one much bigger and unified concept. Those who teIy on wllective concepts unproblematically will no 

doubt have a great deal in common with one another in what they are trying to do and in their views of the 

5 We do not mean to imply that all historical and social events are created in their entirety as 
products of the conscious and deliberate intentions of their participants. We do mean that what we 
understand as a whole event (or whole society) is always a product of our intuition and implicit value- 
judgements, and hence, it does not have an independent existence of individuals and does not create itself. 
When we explain wents as being created by causal agents, the causal agents with which we are mmrned 
are individuals, and not any agency of the whole society, event, volk, Geist, or s w k l  organism. 



individual mind, but they will be in a dialogue much like the four blind men. If a coiledvc concept 

cannot be beheld by an-wne, its uses as a starting point for research and as a touchstone or ~ardstick for 

conclusions. are Limited. It would seem more plausible that collective ancepts can bc used as a heuristic 

device to ask questions. to ask "what if?" and to sensitize the researcher into e.uplaining patterns of 

behavior as if the patterns had a Ievei of reality of themselves. However. the existence of colleaive 

concepts cannot be assumed at the starting-point of socialxientific investigation and unless proved 

cannot be the measures by which one determines one's conclusions. Though they can be usxi. one cannot 

use unproved collective concepts in one's conclusions in a way that can be submitted to the scrutiny of 

one's peers with Merent values and research goals. There may indeed be another or a larger role for 

collective concepts in sociology, but if so. this examination of the differences between Durkheim and 

Weber has not found any such possibility. It is possiile that a sociologist may strongly uphold an ideology 

with its collective concepts as an a d  of faith and may indeed show others that events may make sense if 

one believes these concepts are r e .  but still, there will be, in Weber's phrase, too much of a "revealed 

religion" about the matter. 

There is a need for sociology to terminate its past obsession with finding one source for 

knowledge. The goal of the historian should be to get the facts right and not to prostrate the facts to 

imagined starting points of universal history, It was unnecessary to invent a hypothetical starting point for 

human life and civilization such as Freud's hypothesized patricide and Dukheim's religious rites. In 

addition, methodology needs to take a similar step. German neo-Kantian methodologists, notably Ricken 

and Weber. used a starting point for the grasp of knowledge. but not knowledge itself. Rickert and Weber 

had held that before people see the world. they are also choosing to see and hence. must value something 

to be seen. In other words, the nee-Kantians largely believed that a person's values preceded the 

information the person gained about the world. To a large extent, this is true, but it is not an empirical 

fact that is always true. It merely seems evident that it happens at least some, if not most, of the time. Just 



as we cannot prove or disprove the starting point for all human knowledge. we cannot prove and should 

not invent hypothetical starting points for individual knowledge which will then be used as the base of our 

own theories. To do so turns spedation into the foundation for our hcts, and we put our precious 

observations on a flimsy pedestal. It is possible that our choice of what to see has always preceded what we 

have seen, but this is unprovable. Also, it depends upon the same assumption that we make when we see 

two repeating infinite series of "...+1-1+1-I..." and "..,.-l+l-I+l-I+ln and we assume they are merely the 

same series viewed at different points. It wouid be better to limit our conceptualization to the least number 

of unprovable assumptions and presuppositions. 

It would be wiser to assume, until we can prove otherwise, that our individual knowledge has a 

basis in a pluraiist epistemological relationship: sometimes we choose to see before we see and sometimes 

we observe first (This is not to be confused with a previous suggestion that epistemological differences 

might yield collective representations.) This would be more in accord with a historical understanding of 

the human being. We start off as  babies thrust out of our mothers' womb. We experience a great discord 

and cataclysm of information Wore we are fully ready to process it and to identify what we should try to 

perceive. The Rickertian assumption that we ahuclys choose to perceive before we actually perceive should 

be discarded In doing so, we do not throw away the concepts of Wertfieiheit and Wertbeziehung. The 

concepts remain relevant definitely some of the time, and potentially relevant all of the time. If the basis 

for knowledge is indeed pluralistic, without one starting point for ail people, these two concepts remain 

vital and relevant In any case, if Rickert's theorem is true at least part of the time, these two mncepts will 

be needed for that reason alone. It seems likely that Rickert's theorem is true much of the time, but it 

cannot be proven to be true and relevant for dl of the time. Consequently, the limitations that Rickert and 

Weber accepted for "objective" knowledge as a result of the subjectdbject relationship might not hold true 

in every single instance as well. Hence, epistemological pluralism would seem to be a more viable basis 

for theory than any reliance on monocausal assumptions about the source of knowledge. This 



epistemological pluralism can be the basis for methodological individualism without I 

and it also makes a contriiution to our understanding of collective concepts as welI. 

Summarizing this modification of neo-Kaatian methodology, we can state 

miting its efficacy, 

the foIIowing. We 

know of no one expianation and one starting point for all consciousness. It does seem logical that 

consciousness needs an object before the consciousness can be an objezt to itself. Hence, the consciousness 

can be its own object only after sensory experience. Be that as it may, once consciousness is dready 

established we then choose in some fashion, clear or muddid energetic or quite passive, to perceive 

something as part of our process of perceiving. Perception is not passive, nor entirely 'realistic' in the 

sense that the mind is art 'unclouded minor' to reality. This appears to be true muck if not all. of the time. 

However, a d-te and true determination of the pnx;ess of perception will quite likely elude 

methodologists indefinitely. Hence, theories should always emphasize the potenrial pluralism of 

epistemology at the same time epistemotogy should remain true to realism 

It appears that we can reach a concIusion in this broader discussion of individualism and 

collective concepts. Weber's paradigm of methodological individualism and cognitive determinism 

remains tenable for the investigation of moral phenomena. We understand action from the thinking of the 

people involved The rational aspects of decision making are more easily examinable by the social 

scientist who wishes to establish cady-va l id  judgments for social action. The irrational is less easily 

viewed logically by the sociai scientist, Participants of sociaI actions may sometimes feel ambivalent or 

uncertain about the meaning they have for the events. Not all of a society's collection of ideas are fully 

suitable for rational scrutiny. These 'collective representations' or 'mwergent precepts' quite possibly are 

in fact the creation of the juxtaposition of the differences in the forms and starting points of knowledge 

between people's cognition in different places, or between those with different premises, or between those 

at different points in time. M y  in this respect do the 'collective representations' represent the 'collective 

nature' of society, insofar as 'society' is a group of people with much diererent points of view who had to 

compromise in order to live together. 



Methodological individualism must be the means to study moral phenomena. but this does not 

bind us  to nominalistic considerations exclusively. People create generalizations and symbolism and 

people encounter these creations as much as they encounter other people. The ideas of any social milieu 

can be of long or short duration, but in either case are processed through individual minds. However. if 

the very naturc of an idea does not facilitate its reduction by the mind, but is based on the hct that people 

have different notions of the 'same idea' and is part of a 'package-deal' with other ideas, then the idea can 

threaten to have coercive power over the individual in a way different fiom that of any idea reducible to 

unambiguous objective reality. Methodological individualism is the best paradigm for the examination of 

moral phenomena. because it is the only paradigm which keeps levels of abstractions delineated and 

which will distinguish between 'value-neutral' concepts and non-neutral judgments. There is a role and a 

need for values in the social sciences. It lies in the ethical responsibility of the researcher, in the lenses to 

help us see the world and in the step after 'vaiue-neutral' concept formation, within the application of the 

concepts. 

Methaioiogical individualism informed by the Weberian paradigm will provide &cient means 

to potentially avoid all witable axiological distortions and to understand as well moral phenomena as they 

are experienced. However, the case for 'social realism' will not go away. Despite its distortions and its 

inability to distinguish between concepts that are and are not Wue-neutral,' social realism comes to 

immediate grips with a direct e-Yamination of the coercive feeling behind morality. However, for this 

social realism to be efficacious. it must be held subordinate to a framework of methodological 

individualism and cognitive determinism. In any conflict between collective concepts and methodological 

individuaIism, it is the former and not the latter that must concede. This is due to the fhct that collective 

concepts can never meet the criteria of Wertfieiheit and Werfbeziehung and that collective concepts do not 

gab alI their power from their concrete e.uistence, but fiom their lack of determinate concreteness. The 

individual must bc examined as a social unit of causality even though the temptation will always be there 

to directly and exclusively examine the nature of the group. This temptation results fiom the fact that 



morality's ontological and axioIogical coercion is brought about by the dynamics of group life. It seems so 

much easier and more direct to examine the group instead of the individual as the source of moral 

scntimcnt and ideals. 

Social rcalism is partly compatible with methodological individualism and insow as this is so. 

remains a ~lable paradigm and especially a suitable s o w  for the fin- of research questions and 

concerns. The future of cognitive determinism on the other hand. will need to examine how ideas 

sometimes have the ability to thwart individual rationafity at great human cost Individual rationality is 

not all the same. and the irreconcilable differenas between different mdes  of thought seem &cient to 

create 'convergent precepts' which make us fee1 like small individuds juxtaposed to the moral edicts of 

some 'society.' 

Wc must rely on methodological individualism until we ascertain a better understanding of 

epistemoiogical pluralism and are able to prove collective concepts. Durkheim's social realism paradigm 

cannot be wholly dismissed but is unacceptable as a whole. Methodological individualism by itself cannot 

yield a complete understanding of moral phenomena but it can yield a suflcient understanding. In 

particular. it yields an acute understanding of individual social action which cannot be achieved by 

holistic paradigms. Methodological individualism is to be preferred to grander designs simply because it 

best avoids making mistakes. To follow the Durkheimian paradigm would be to risk losing ourselves in 

our own speculation of a mystical past and the mystification of mllective concepts. However, Durkheim's 

work has reveaIed that methodological individualism by itself is unable to show us the whole picture of 

moral phenomena. It is the recommendation of this research that methodological individualism be the 

preferred approach for the study of moral phenomena until certain other theoretical problems and drspures 

can be resolved By itself it is a sufficient paradigm. AIso the research data it yields can be used by 

divergent paradigms. but not vice-versa. In other words, the information yielded through W&fs research 

by being methodologically sound can be used in a more mllective+riented paradigm as well as by 

individualistic theories in other disciplines, but methodological individualism cannot accept as such any 



data or conclusions in return from the other paradigms. The road to hell is paved with eclecticism. 

Research can be conducted in one paradigm informed by the concerns and questions poised by another 

paradigm. but the results cannot be mixed together. 

M e i d s  contributions to the study of moral phenomena cannot be dismissed but must be 

divorced from collective holism, No doubt under certain conditions such as isolated t r i i .  holism could 

very well be tenabIe. but this not going to be a common occurrence. The Durkheimian concepts which can 

be divorced from holism seem to be useful for research It would appear tbat the final arbiter in the 

sociological investigatioa of moral phenomena must be methodological individualism, but that does not 

mean that there can be no role for collective concepts. Collective concepts can be used between social 

scientists and their patrons who share the same Weftanschauungen and value-relations as long as they 

understand that they are participating in a kind of 'revealed religion' Collective concepts can be used as if 

they &st as heuristic tools and question-generating devices by the proponents of methodological 

individualism, In any case* the argument for collective holisn seems to be unmade. 

We can summarize the conclusions of this paper as follows: 

1) There is no proof for collective holism, and what proof Durkheim offered, was found to be Wty. 

2) There is no proof for collective concepts in general, but they have not been disproved, either. Their use 

will be a matter of personal values with the risk of personal bias, or they can be used as analytical devices 

to aid interpretation and explanation 

3) The case for altruism being a primordial or exclusive moral principle is weak and does not appear 

tenable. 

4) Collective representations appear to be a useful concept, but certain quahfications are relevant for their 

use. If such concepts ex& they do not represent a "collective whole." Finally, there is no one source for 

collective representations. It is a usefirl concept as it emphasizes the interactive basis of cultural ideas, but 

there appears to have been a temptation to assume a single cause for all collective representations. 



5) There is a case to be made for epistemological pluralism. We cannot prove that there is a single cause 

for epistemological concepts. If there were indeed multiple and overlapping sources for epistemological 

concepts. the interaction between people of Merent  epistemological bases would in itself be a &cient 

explanation for the existence of collective representations. 

6) The evidence to consider Weber's paradigm as facilitating relativism and subjectivism appears to be 

less convincing than originally thought, Weber emphasized all the potential limitations of his own 

approach but these limitations would be reduced somewhat if people have fewer irreconcilable value 

differences. and if the subject-object Linkage is moved a step away fiom Rickert's static model. If there are 

exceptions to Rickert's model of the subject-object link then these exceptions will bcilitate greater 

objectivity rather than greater subjectivity. 

7) There is potential for collective concepts to be used within methodological individualism as ways to 

highlight the existence or potentiai existence of sustained patterns of interaction and aspects of the social 

compulsion of ideas which have characteristics of entities. 

8) There is no known possl'bility to reconcile Durkheim's paradigm with methodological individualism. 

There is no possibility of bringing methodological individualism into Durkheim's paradigm. There is the 

possibility of bringing in aspects of social realism divorced fiom social holism into methodological 

individualism if the qualifications noted elsewhere in this thesis are 0 b ~ e ~ e d .  

It has been unfortunate that the study of moral phenomena has often been conducted in a manner 

which was not methodologically sound. Perhaps the faults of the research itseff have led to a reduced 

interest in the study of moral phenomena and, as well, pedagogy. Much work is being published on 

related topics, but the methodological and conceptual problems involved are Frequentiy not addressed. 

Disputes have occurred and there have been new positions. However, the drsputes bave not turned into 

debates, and the new positions seem to reflect eclecticism and personal opinion more than social science. 

This has meant that theorists who have written directly on societal morality have frequently come across 



as ideologues. Without cxplicit premiscs open to e - ana t i on .  the facts servc the theorist's conclusions 

and prejudices and the conclusions do not have to be respected by opposing points of view. Without clear 

methodology. thc conciusions of different works m o t  be directly compared. Without the resolution of 

methodological probIems, differences of opinion will remain Merences of opinion without a common 

frame of reference. and the subject of moral phenomena will remain with the moralist more than with the 

social scientist. 

Wc are not part of any 'social whole.' nor is there any metaphysical necessity for the individual to 

care about sacrificing to some reified 'Society.' Morality is both collective and individual. The moral forces 

arise through groups and circumstances and yet ail experience and final judgments remain exclusively 

that of the indi~idual. lndl\iduais are bae ted  by 'collective representations' beyond their control, which 

arc inmnsically d\mamic and coercive to individual thinking. Yet the individual can gain clarity and 

Freedom somcnhat by recognizing this discordance between these moral forces and his potential logic and 

objccti\lty. The application of individual logic can lead the individual away from the fbll impact of the 

powerful and often irrational and irresponsible social forces. but can also lead him deeper in. The 

individual can gain axiological and ontological freedom, but there are considerable Limitations. The 

individual's ability to defi, society is frequently more a product of the division within society and its lack of 

unity than the power of the individuaI mind, yet this is not necessarily the case. Finally, as moral 

experience is both collective and individual. (subjectively irrational and rational) the chances of one 

individual creating morality for another is low, unless the recipient is in some way mentally deficient or 

uniquely vulnerable. In summary. the realm of pedagogy is not the philosopher dictating to the student; 

though this is a part of moral life. it is a small part. Moral life is the conflict and cooperation between the 

individual's cognitive processes. rational and otherwise, with the encircling collective forces beyond 

wnuol of the individual and ultimateiy, beyond the control ofanyone or any thing. even society. 

There appears to be a resilient and intractable reality to social interaction which will continue to 



underlie thcories of social rd i sm.  Societies appear irreducible to their components. It does appear that 

"societies" have certain needs that become manifest in their moral codes. That is, for peoptc to get along 

under different conditions. their morals have to contain particular types of rules. However. Durkheim's 

research into social realism completely disproves of any chance that moral codes can be reduced to 

Functionalist or Utilitarian considerations. In part the moral phenomena created by "societyw seem to 

have to include dements which are spurious, destructive, or just plain needless, In all cases. it seems that 

the moral reality created by "society" exudes a strong coercive effect on the individual. Durkheim was also 

completely right in holding that a l l  moral systems had to exist for the purpose of "some kind" of life if 

they were jusrijied in their coercion over the individual. His mistake was in reversing the direction of this 

relationship. Durkheim believed that the purpose and authority for morals was a choice between a huntan- 

made deity or society. Durkheim was wrong in how he tied up the loose ends of this reasoning. He made 

society art entity which held purpose and thus would completely and automatically just@ all the moral 

codes which it created. Thus, all the demands upon the individual became justified by the fact that they 

were demands and by the belief that society existed as an entity. The moral rule of altruism is the very 

embodiment of society making a demand upon the individual; its request is for the individual to pursue 

selflessness for the sake of something other than especdly for society. The overall thesis of this 

research is that Durkheim was right in showing that society makes coercive moral demands upon the 

individual, but because he was wrong about how these demands were made, he was wrong in assuming 

that these demands are automatically justified. The individual remains the only level of life that exists in 

society, and it is for the individual to choose to decide issues for himself or not. Consequently, since 

methodological individualism avoids the mistakes of Durkheim's holistic social realism and since an 

examination of social realism leaves us with the individual potentially as the final judge of moral 

phenomena, the case for methodological individualism is further corned. 

More important than diversifjing the notion of moral principles is how such principles are to be 

understood. It would appear that the uitimate judge of moral principles would remain the individual. 



Methodological individualism reveals no weaknesses in accepting the diversity and dynamism of the 

process of qmbolic cognition for the individual. Methodological individualism can work with all moral 

principles. inctuding altruism but does not presuppose them or presuppose any hierarchy of values. There 

appears to be no methodological evidence to suggest that altruism is of necessity the exclusive moral 

principle or that it exercises a special prerogative over the others. Throwing away altruism as the 

exciusive moral principle would also open up the possibility of defining moral principles without having 

to resort to such dichotomies of almism and self-interest which bring with them so much ideology and 

political baggage. 

Methodological individualism is the preferred paradigm for studying moral phenomena as it 

Iends itself to fewer mistakes than collectivist paradigms and extreme versions of &a1 realism such as 

organicism. However. methodological individualism appears not yet to be equipped to deal l l i y  with the 

source of moral life in collective group life and in divergent epistemological pIuralism. Hence, research 

can also be informed and guided by questions poised by paradigms more suited to the examination of 

collective phenomena Eclecticism in concIusions is to be avoided Advances in methodology are possl'ble. 

The current state of methodology appears adequate, but still deficient in regards to any one paradigm 

dealing completely with the full range of moral phenomena. The best prospects appear to k in the 

advancement of methodological individualism in such a way that does not incorporate conflicting 

premises, but which gives it greater ability to deal with the axiological coercion placed upon the 

individual created through dynaxtuc social interaction. It may indeed be justified to incorporate into 

methodological individualism a recognition of collective concepts as real, or potentially real, or as 

heuristic devices. Though this will indeed lead to value-judgement considerations which will have to be 

dealt with explicitly, this does not seem to be necessarily an insurmountable difficulty. 

We can close with words of Max Weber fiom 1 909. 
We know of no scientifically ascertainable ideals. To be sure, that makes our efllorts 
more arduous than those of the past, since we are expected to create our ideals from 
within our breast in the very age of subjectivist culture; but we must not and cannot 
promise a fool's paradise and an easy road to it, neither in thought nor in action. It is the 



stigma of our human dignity that the peace of our souls cannot be as great as thc pace 
of one who dreams of such a paradise. [ Weber. xxciji. 1 W8a 1 

I believe the 'fool's paradisc' that Ma.u Wekr speaks of represents the dcsirc of the moralist to 

create a formula for ethics and ideals that will render all fbture thought on the matter unnecessary. There 

are no 'scientrfically' proven ideals. especially as our idea of what science is. is not unproblematic. Neither 

is science meant to be a substitute for individual thinking, much less individual responsibili~. No formda 

for the form of ethics. e.g. altruism (other-worship), conquest (other-destruction), or seffishncss (self- 

worship), will ever suffice. Ethics cannot be reduced to any one seif-versus-society relationship. no matter 

what form if by "reduced" one means to avoid the necessity of personal accountability and purposeful- 

rationality of both means and ends. FoIlowing a formula is not the same as proving it to oneseif. The 

individual needs to scrutinize both the form of the social relationship of ethics and the content therein. 

and as well the individual's cognitive relationship to that content. AU rote formulas as such fhil as fail they 

must. because the final judge is the active, self-aware and responsible individual mind, or in other words, 

the voice of rationality and the louder silence of reality. The utmost responsibility in the realm of ethics 

will always continue to be that of the individual. It is the individual who must prove answers to himself 

and to develop the dignity to accept the self4oubt and confidence. pride and humility in this eternal 

process. We do not totally succeed in our endeavors but this does not make our efforts fbtile. 
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